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A study of the laws of marriage and naturalization
together is enough to drive an ordinary person to
di stracti on.
Lord Chancellor, cited in The T~me6,
16

~1ay

1907.
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view of those who consider that the principle of
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consistently done, that the necessity of a uniform
law throughout the British Empire is of paramount
importance.
Home Secretary, Sir John Gilmour,
12 i~a rch 1935.
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ABSTRACT

This thesis is concerned with attempts to change the law which
placed a British married woman under disability in nationality and the
reasons these attempts failed between 1914 and 1933.

Under provisions

operative throughout the Empire, a British woman lost her nationality
by marrying a foreigner, whereas a foreign woman became British by
marriage to a British subject;
ized.

a married woman could not be natural-

By showing up the plight of British-born women, German by

marriage, who were subject to the restrictions on enemy aliens, World
War I proved a catalyst in feminist thinking on nationality and throughout the inter-war years a determined lobby pressed for an 'independent
nationality', unaffected by marriage.

Their case, supported by the

major women's organisations, was based on sex equality and also
practical justice, because a British-born woman could lose her vote or
pension rights through a foreign marriage.

The chief advocate of

independent nationality was a Scottish barrister, Chrystal rl,acmillan,
whose bill to implement it was introduced repeatedly into parliament
between 1922 and 1939. The House of Commons favoured the reform, as
a Joint Committee of 1923 and a resolution of 1925

~ade

clear, but

could not implement it because of the imperial nature of British
nationality law;

Imperial Conference discussions demonstrated that

not all Dominions would accept a breach in 'family unity' in
nationality, and Britain could not legislate unilaterally.
A Conference in 1930 for the Codification of International Law
indicated that independent nationality was not generally acceptable
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internationally either, and the resultant Hague Convention, to the
disappointment of women who had demonstrated at The Hague for
independent nationality, merely guarded against a woman being made
stateless by a foreign marriage.

In Britain, through a Pass the Bill

Committee of national organisations set up by Macmillan and at the
League of Nations through a Women's Consultative Committee on
Nationality, women agitated against the Convention, and for independent
nationality.

The Consultative Committee lost its effectiveness

because its members could not agree on the best means of achieving
justice for married women in nationality.

Meanwhile, the British

parliament was offered a choice of legislation on women's nationality;
in 1933 the bill for independent nationality sponsored by Macmillan's
committee and a Government measure to bring British nationality
legislation into line with the Hague Convention, preparatory to
ratifying it, were simultaneously introduced.

Despite ardent efforts

by both the moderate and activist wings of the nationality lobby, the
Government bill was passed, the case for independent nationality lost
until 1948.

The insuperable obstacle to its attainment in the period

under consideration was the need for unanimous Dominion support for any
change in the nationality law, a need reinforced, ironically enough,
when the Dominions gained full legislative autonomy, under the 1931
Statute of Westminster, by the inclusion of common nationality as part
of the legal nexus of the Commonwealth.

Between 1914 and 1933 the

women's cause in nationality was soundly defeated by the imperial
cause.

v

PREFACE

My investigations into the nationality of married women, embodied
in this study, have led me into unexpected, though pleasurable, paths.
First suggested to me by Professor Angus Ross, who had discovered thick
files on it among Dominions Office papers of the 1930s, the topic
appeared to sit firmly in the context of imperial history. It soon became
apparent, however, that there were other dimensions to it. The policy on
married women's nationality, communicated to the Dominions via the
Dominions Office, did not originate there; discussed interdepartmentally
by the Foreign, Dominions, and Home Office staff, it had generally been
initiated by legal advisers at the Home Office. Consequently the Home
Office files in the British Public Records Office, rather than those of
the Dominions Office, proved to be my base source. Moreover, it soon
became clear that British legislation concerning the nationality of
married women, which denied the married woman a nationality in her own
right, had been the subject of controversy which, between World War One
and 1933, had been both intense and embittered. Instead of sitting
squarely in imperial history, the topic represented a unique conjunction
of imperial, legal and feminist history.
As part of the general subject of British nationality, the common
status of the empire, the question of the nationality of married women
was repeatedly discussed at Imperial Conferences and in Parliament;

it

was also regularly discussed internationally, at a major conference for
the Codification of International Law in 1930 and thereafter in the
Legal Committee of the League of Nations.

Official primary sources,
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printed and manuscript, are thus plentiful for what was perceived as a
problem in both imperial and international law. In London, I could
use British parliamentary papers and League of Nations documents at
the Official Papers Library and Home Office files, supplemented by
Dominions Office and Foreign Office ones where these did not prove to
be merely duplicates, at the Public Record Office.

The Library of the

Institute of Advanced Legal Studies provided me with further material,
notably the annual reports of the International Law Association.
The feminist aspect of the question proved more elusive.* The
paucity of published material on the women's movement in Britain in
the period after female sUffrage was granted necessitated extensive
work on the records and periodicals of the major women's organisations,
and fuller treatment of this than would have been appropriate had the
information been readily available elsewhere. The records are by no
means complete;

the National Council of Women of Great Britain, for

example, lost its papers in the blitz in World War 11 and subcommittees,
such as the Nationality Committee of the Six Point Group, did not
usually keep minutes. But enough are there for the picture to be clear,
and I am grateful to the many people who helped me build it up.

The

headquarters staff of the International Alliance of Women in London
allowed me to work in their offices on unpublished material relating to
the Alliance, and the late Dame Margery Corbett Ashby, its long time
president, invited me to spend a most enjoyable and profitable day
chatting at her home.

*

Numerous correspondents, among whom must be

Here, as throughout the text, I use the word feminist as it was
used in the inter-war period, to denote women who believed in
and worked for equality of the sexes. Feminism thus includes
groups which, given the current radical connotations of the
word, would be considered too conservative to warrant
inclusion.
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singled out the late Miss Pierotti of the National Union of Women
Teachers, the late Mrs Hazel Hunkins Hallinan of the Six Point Group
and staff at the Geneva headquarters of the International Federation of
University Women, set down information for me with painstaking care.
Library staff at the London School of Economics introduced me to
relevant material in their women's collection and I was fortunate to
learn of a small but valuable section on women's nationality in the
archives of the Public Library at Manchester, Above all, the staff at
the Fawcett Library, during two extended periods in 1977 and 1983,
provided me with the stimulus of their insi9hts into women's history
and a veritable treasure trove of primary material on it, including the
three large boxes containing uncatalogued records of the Nationality of
Married Women Pass the Bill Committee, without which this study could
not have been written.

In 1977 Mrs Rita Pankhurst, librarian at the

City of London Polytechnic, which had just taken over the Fawcett
collection, generously permitted me to use its resources before it was
opened to the public and on both my visits David Doughan, now Deputy
Librarian, assisted me with his intimate knowledge of the collection,
leading me to archival sources I would not othenvise have discovered.
This study is based almost entirely on primary sources. Two books
only treat the nationality of married women in detail:

one, with that

title, published in Illinois in 1937 by W.E. Waltz, is written from the
American viewpoint and ignores the role of women in trying to change
nationality legislation,

and one on nationality in the British

Commonwealth by F.W. Gey van Pittius was published in 1930, too early
to give an overview;

although it contains several brief sections on

women's nationality in relation to British nationality law, it does
not consider the woman's viewpoint or suggest that women were working
for a change in nationality law.

Other than these, the only relevant
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secondary works are articles in legal journals, published in two
clusters, after the American Cable Law of 1922, and the Hague
Conference for the Codification of International Law in 1930. Many of
them cover the same ground and they tend to concentrate on legal
technicalities. The women's lobby for equality in nationality has
generally been ignored by imperial historians and legal commentators
alike.
Many people at Otago University have been generous in their
help to me. I am grateful to the reference staff at the Central
Library for their cooperation in my interloan requests and to the
staff at the Law Library for their guidance in fields hitherto
unfamiliar to me.

Finally I owe a special debt of gratitude to three

of my colleagues, my supervisor Professor John Omer-Cooper, whose
acute critical faculty helped me greatly to clarify my ideas on the
subject;

at a later stage Dr Ann Trotter, for her meticulous

attention to detail in reviewing the script;

and Associate Professor

Harry r1orton, who read the work in draft with the experienced eye of
a successful author. It goes without saying that without the judicious
mixture of passive forebearance and active encouragement provided by
my family
completion.

this lengthy project could not have been brought to
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INTRODUCTION

AN IMPERIAL NATIONALITY LAW

Between 1870 and 1948 British married women were under disability
in nationality, listed in the acts defining their status with infants,
lunatics and idiots.

The phrase rankled, but the grievance was not
disability meant the total merging of a wife's

merely one of terminology;

nationality in that of her husband.

There were three main aspects to this.

When a British woman married a foreigner she lost her Btitish nationality
by the act;

conversely, a foreign woman who married a British subject

acquired his nationality;

and finally, a married woman could not be

naturalized on her own account, though if her husband chose to be naturalized she was automatically included in his change of nationality.'
Against these inter-related aspects of married women's disability
in nationality

British feminists carried out a vigorous and widely

supported campaign between 1914 and 1933. They asked, quite simply, that
a wife's nationality should be independent from that of her husband.

This

controversy over the nationality of married women was not confined to
Britain;

it was also an imperial question, discussed at every imperial

Conference in the inter-war years, and an international question, regularly
debated in the League of Nations.

1.

Nat~z~on

Act, 1870, (33 Vict. CI4), B~h N~on~ty and
1914, (4-5 George V, CI7), Part 1, 27,
Definition of disability; Part Ill, lu-provi s i ons relating to
married women.

Statll6 06 AL~efU AQt,

2

The disability suffered by British women in relation to their
nationality was unusual in that it was of recent date.
common law, marriage had no effect on nationality.

Under the old

It was only in 1844

that a foreign woman marrying a British subject was deemed to have gained
all the rights and privileges of a natural-born British subject," and it
was even more recently, in 1870, that a British woman who married a
foreigner was deemed to have forfeited her nationality by her marriage. 3
Their reduced status in nationality provoked no outcry from women
in 1870, or indeed for many years to come.

This is perhaps not surprising,

for nationality mattered less to a woman at this time.
generally require a passport for travel abroad;"
lose with her alienage;

She did not

she had no vote to

she was exempt from the most onerous burden of

na t i onal i ty , military service.

Perhaps more important, the implications

of the clauses in women's nationality in the Act were overlooked because
of the fundamental change it made to the principle on which British
nationality law was based.
By the

Nat~~zcvt{on Ac~

of 1870, Great Britain recognised for

the first time that her citizens could divest themselves of allegiance to
her.

This fulfilled a pledge to the United States, ending a long- standing

and dangerous situation which had been one of the causes of war between
the two countries in 1812. 5 The Act was based on the findings of a Royal

2.

7 and 8 Vict, C66, 16, 6 August 1844. The clause was intended to
remove any nbs tac le in the way of such a woman holding or inheriting
property in the United Kingdom.

3.

Nat~~z~on A~,

4.

O.C. Turack, The

5.

119 H L Deb. 3 March 1870, 1118-1136 Britain deemed British-born
men, naturalized in the U.S., as liable for military service.

1870, 5.10.

P~~po~ ~n Intenn~onat

Law.

p.117.

3

Commission set up in 1868 to 'consider the Legal Condition of our Naturalborn Subjects who may depart from or reside beyond the Realm in Foreign
Countries, and to report how ... it may be expedient to alter and amend the
Laws relating to such Natural-born Subjects, their Wives, Children,
Dependents and Relatives'. The Commission came out firmly against 'indelible
allegiance', claiming it was 'neither reasonable nor convenient ... and
inconsistent with the practice of a state which allowed to its subjects
absolute freedom of emigration'. British subjects naturalized abroad,
they recommended, should cease to be British subjects and, on the same
principle, so should British women who married foreigners, the act of
marriage counting as voluntary naturalization in the husband's country. The
wives of British-born men who took out naturalization papers in another
country shou·ld also be deemed subjects of that country. The provisions
should be retrospective, affecting women who had made forelgn marriages
before 1870. 6
Before the Commission's recommendations had been acted on, the
Lord Chief Justice of England, Sir Alexander Cockburn, threw his great
weight into the debate. In a short treatise on

N~on~y:

on the

Lffi~

published in 1869, he argued forcefully in favour of bringing British
law into line with international practice. He applied his criterion, 'How
far does this agree with or differ from the law of other states?', to the
question of the nationality of married women. Cockburn considered the
granting of British nationality to a foreign-born wife in 1844 to have
been the 'cure' of an 'anomaly'; the British woman's retention of her
nationality on marriage with an alien, he viewed as another anomaly, still

6.

HC Papers. Reports, Comm ss toners (14), Vol.25, 1868-9, pp.607-778.
Report of Royal Commission for Enquiry into the Laws of Naturalization and Allegiance. Recommendations I, 11.

4

to be cured.

'In every country except where the English l aw prevails, he

affirmed, 'the nationality of a woman on marriage merges in that of the
husband';

Britain ought to conform to this near-universal practice.'

While acknowledging that jurists were divided as to whether the wife should
lose her original nationality if her husband changed his after marriage,
Cockburn held the view that
The identity of interests which exist between husband and
wife and which leads in the foreign law to the general
rule - a rule which ought to be adopted in our own - that
the na ti ona 1 i ty of the wife sha 11 follow that of the
husband, must apply as much to the subject's adopted
nationality as to that of origin.
On widowhood, however, a woman who had lost her nationality through marriage
should be entitled to resume it, if she returned and settled in her native
country. 8
The

N~un~~z~on

B~

based on these various opinions was intro-

duced in the House of Lords by the Lord Chancellor early in 1870. He
touched on the proposed change to the national status of married women only
briefly, noting that there were 'great inconveniences in the wife being the
citizen of one country and the husband of another' and explaining that
under the Act 'the wife shall acquire the nationality of her husband'. 9
There was no debate on the questi on in either House until the bi 11 reached
its committee stage in the House of Commons.
At this point, Mr Alderman Lawrence suggested a case where hardship
might occur under the proposed law. 'A woman might have married a British
subject and might never have intended that by any force of law she should
become a foreign subject; yet ... if the husband made himself an alien,
the wife, although residing with her children in this country and judically
separated from her husband who lived abroad, would be made a foreign

7.

Rt. Hon. Si r A. Cockburn, NmonaWy, (I,m. Ri dgway, London, 1869),
pp. 11-24.

8.

Ibid., pp. 211-216.

9.

199 H L Deb. 1604, IR, 25 February 1870; 1118-1135, 2R, 3 March 1870.

5

subject against her will ... ' In reply the Attorney General contented
himself with the observation that while it was almost impossible to
provide against every conceivable case of hardship, the 'balance of convenience' was in favour of enacting that the wife take that status of her
husband, rather than enacting that in certain cases she should not, a
course which would lead to 'difficult and complicated questions of domicile,
of whether husband and wife intended to remain separated permanently or
only temporarily, and the like'. Another member expressed surprise that
'at a time when the rights of women were so loudly advocated, the House
should seem determined thus to curtail them'. Government spokesmen were
unmoved. The Solicitor-General commented that they were now arguing a
question of 'words not things' and that the 'real rights and privileges
of the parties' were protected by the bill. Two of England's most
respected jurists, Sir Roundell Palmer and Sir George Jessel, then reaffirmed
the need to bring English law into conformity with international law,
where it was 'quite settled that the status of the wife and minor children
followed that of the husband and father,' and although Lawl'ence objected
that Members, 'who talked so much about the rights of women, could make
them, upon this question at least, mere chattels,' most of the House were
convinced by their argument. Mr Dickinson, whose son would expend much
time and energy in the campaign to release married women from disability
in nationality, summed up the general view when he acknowledged that,
though inconvenience might occur in some cases, he did not see what course
could be adopted other than making the nationality of the wife follow that
of the husband. '
10.

D

200 H C Deb., 3rd series. Debate on Committee Stage, 1734-1742,
25 April 1870; and 2020-2025, 28 April 1870. Alderman Sir J.C.
Lawrence (Lib.), Lord Mayor of London 1868-9, represented Lambeth
1868-85, Sir Roundell Palmer, former Solicitor-General and
Attorney-General, sat as Lib-C. for Richmond 1872-4, 1880-5. He had
sat on the Royal Commission. Sir G. Jessel (Lib), Dover 1868-73,
was later Master of the Rolls. S.A. Dickinson (Lib), represented
Stroud 1868-74. For his son, Sir W. Dickinson, see Note 37.
The Nat~~z~on Act received the royal assent on 12 May 1870.
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The women's case had not quite gone by default, but opposition to
their reduced status in nationality had nevertheless been muted.

This

might have been because nationality was generally assumed to be of sentimental rather than practical significance, but there is also some evidence
that, rather than suddenly depriving British married women of rights they
had hitherto enjoyed, the Act merely institutionalised current practice.
As early as 1855, Lord Clarendon had repliedto a query from the British
Embassy at Berlin that a British-born woman who married a foreigner 'put
on the status of her husband, and during the continuance of that coverture was not entitled to claim the protection of Her Majesty's Legations
abroad', though if widowed she might reassume the character of a naturalborn British subject.

When this letter was cited in a lengthy memorandum

prepared in the Foreign Office for the Royal Commission of 1869, it was
not thought to warrant comment;

indeed the writer, while arguing strongly

for recognition of expatriation by naturalization abroad, omitted entirely
the question of expatriation of a woman by her foreign marriage.

l l

The clauses in the Act governing the status of dependent persons
proved to be those which gave the greatest difficulty in interpretation. ' 2
It was especially in relation to widows who wished to resume their original
British nationality that problems arose.

When in 1873 for example, the

widow of the Spanish Marquis de Seravalle applied to confirm or regain her

11.

Clarendon to Bloomfield, 11 August 1855, cited in N~~a1iz~on ~nd
Aiteg~~nce, confidential memorandum prepared by C. Abbott of F.O. for
the 1868 Royal Commission, pp. 208-9. The memorandum,which appears
as appendix to the Commissioner's Report, describes the nationality
laws of U.S., Britain and her colonies, and various other countries.

12.

H C Accounts and Papers (23) 1901, pp. 351-498,Ca. 723, Report of
Interdepartmental Committee 1901, p. 19.
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British nationality, the Home Office decided that her national status
depended on the precise date of her husband's death;
the passage of the

Nat~~zation

if this was before

Act, 12 May 1870, she was still British,

but if it was later, she must be deemed a 'statutory alien'.

The Law

Officers, to whom the case referred, disagreed with this interpretation.
According to them, the date of the Marquis' death was immaterial because
any woman who had married an alien became an alien herself in 1870, even
if she was a widow by that date;
their objections in trenchant
effect of the Act.

and although the Home Office set out

terms, they insisted on the retrospective

The Marchioness was duly informed that she could be

readmitted to British nationality only after five years' residence in the
United Kingdom and a statement of her intention to reside there permanently.l3
The ruling also created difficulties for British-born widows of
Americans, such as a Mrs Lambert, who in 1873 was refused a passport by
the American authorities,on the grounds that by the death of her husband
she had ceased to be an American citizen,and by the British authorities,
on the grounds that she had ceased to be a British subject in 1870. 1 4
Uncertainty persisted about the rights of widows of aliens.

In 1875,

recently appointed Law Officers, asked if they held the same opinion as

13.

PRO H045 /10176/B28923/1 FO to HO, 25 September 1873. Correspondence
re status of British-born subjects married to foreigners and left
widows. The HO memorandum pointed out that if a British-born woman
had become alien by marriage before 1870, she would not have been
able to hold property in the U.K. But the Law Officers had already
concluded that the Act deprived such women of property there (PRO,
H045/10160/B24105, opinion Coleridge, Collier, 24 July 1871). This
problem applied only to women married before 1870, because the
Nat~~zation Act enabled foreigners to hold property in the U.K.

14.

PRO H045/10160/B34, 105 Law Officers' report on Naturalization Laws;
Opinion, Coleridge, Jessel, Deane, 6 August 1873.

8

their predecessors on this matter, replied that a woman widowed before
1870 did not lose her British nationality at that date, though she could be
termed a 'statutory alien'

,15

of Law Officers abandoned the

an awkward distinction which yet another set
ne~t

year.

16

In the case of Mrs Murat, whose

Turkish husband had died before 1870, they advised, 'She did not become an
alien by the fact of her marriage, and having become a widow before the
passing of the

Nat~~c~z~on

Act, did not come within its scope'

.17

Women

whose foreign husbands were still alive in 1870 were in a different position,
and when their case was submitted to the Law Officers in 1890, it was
confirmed that the

Nat~z~on

Act had retrospective effect, and that

they had lost their nationality in 1870. ' 0

The issue of principle, whether

this should happen or not, was not considered.
of the working of the

Nat~a£iz~on

Indeed in a long analysis

Act, drawn up in 1892 and revised

four years later, the only comment relating to the clauses on women was
that British-born widows who wanted to resume their nationality should be
allowed to count any years spent in the United Kingdom before or during
marriage towards the five years residential p re requi s i te v"
Debate on the

Nat~a£iz~on A~t

was on a broader issue.

Did a

person naturalized in the United Kingdom enjoy recognition as a British
subject elsewhere, especially in the Dominions?

As early as 1874, the

Secretary of State for the Colonies, Lord Carnarvon, urged extension of
the Act to make sure that it was 'effective both throughout the Empire

15.

Ibid. , Opinion Baggally, Holker, 6 September 1875.

16.

Ibid. , Opinion Holker, Gifford, 24 July 1876.

17.

Ibid., Opinion Holker, Gifford, Deane, 4 November 1876.

18.

Ibi d. , Opinion Webster, Clark, 19 December 1890.

19.

PRO HO 45/l0122/B13270/4 tlemorandum by Sir H. Bergne, 14 October
The Law Officers
1892, revised and printed 1896. (53 pp).
agreed to this, 31 July 1894, ibid., p. 14.
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and in foreign countries', but the matter was dropped. 2' A decade later
there was another discussion on the merits of an Imperial system of
naturalization, but fear was expressed that the evident advantages of the
system would be outweighed by the possibility of 'doubtful citizens' finding
their way into Britain via the colonies, where naturalization procedures,
especially residence requirements, were more casual. The matter was
taken no further at that time. 2!
That naturalization in the colonies had local effect only was generally
accepted, but whether naturalization granted in the United Kingdom extended
to the colonies was less clear. In 1897 the Home Office pointed out that
whereas the India Office and a number of legal experts held that it did not,
they and the Foreign Office, also on expert legal advice, had taken the
opposite view. The confusion led to the setting up of an Interdepartmental
Committee in 1899 to elucidate the naturalization law and recommend changes
where necessary.22
The Committee sat for two and a half years, reporting to the Home
Secretary in July 1901 that British naturalization should apply to all
parts of the British Dominions and that existing statute law on British
nationality should be clarified and consolidated. Concerning the effect
of naturalization upon the status of dependent persons, they reaffirmed
that persons under disability - 'ie, minors, married women, idiots and
lunatics' - should not be capable of receiving certificates of naturalization. They sought to modify the existing regulations governing wives of
aliens in two respects only, to make clear that a divorced woman retained
20.
21.
22.

PRO H045/10176/B28923/5 Carnarvon (Con), Col.Secty., 1874-8. A
draft bill was prepared, but discussion in December 1874 reached
deadlock over residence requirements.
PRO H045/10176/B28923/7 Correspondence between FO and HO
December 1883 - January 1884.
PRO H045/10160/B24105/1 Correspondence between Fa and HO on
Naturalization, 1897. W.E. Davidson, Legal Adviser to FO., suggested
an Interdepartmental Committee, since he saw no prospect of legislation. There had also been correspondence on the matter in 1893.
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the nationality she acquired by marriage, and to set out fully the requirements for readmission to their nationality by widows of foreigners; they
recommended no special concessions for the widows. Though no substantial
alteration of the law was required on women's nationality, it was stated
that the wording of the Act should be altered to avoid appearing to define
a married woman's status in the law of another country: thus instead of
the wife of an alien being 'deemed to be a subject of the state of which
her husband is for the time being a subject' she should simply be deemed
'an alien'.23
The difference in the committee's attitude to the nationality of
men and women is pointed up by a note one member added to the Report. He
urged that if a man were granted the nationality of another country when,
for example, he married a woman of that country, this should not be counted
as the voluntary naturalization which would deprive him of his British
nationality. There was no suggestion that the same argument should apply
to women who married foreigners. 2 4 While The

T~me~

commented favourably

on the proposals for imperial nationality, it passed lightly over the
question of women: 'A little doubt rests over the position of an English
woman who marries an alien and who obtains a divorce from her husband',
it remarked, and went on, 'Of more importance is the case of children and
other minors

,25

With imperial nationality now an avowed goal of British policy, the
next, protracted, stage was consultation with the self-governing colonies.

23.

H C Accounts and Papers (23) 1901, LIX, pp.351-498. Report of
Interdepartmental Committee, Cmd 723. The six man committee was
chaired by Sir K.E. Digby, Permanent Undersecty. in HO., Legal
advisers of FO., HO., ID. were included. Report, 24 July 1901.

24.

Ibid., p.19. Note on Voluntary Naturalization by Sir D.Fitzpatrick,
member of Council of State for India.

L5.

The

T~me6,

3 October 1901.
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The Interdepartmental Committee's report was circulated to them for comment
in October 1901, in preparation for discussion at the Colonial Conference
to be held the next year. 2 6

Ihe issue would in fact be hammered out at

three such conferences, in 1902, 1907 and 1911, before legislation to
replace the

Natun~z~on Ac~

could be agreed on.

The question of the

nationality of married women played no part in any of these discussions, but
the obstinate difficulties they revealed undoubtedly made later governments
unwilling to submit any changes on women's nationality to the Dominions, lest
they jeopardise the whole structure of imperial nationality.
The 1902 Colonial Conference achieved little.

Although a single

imperial nationality was in line with Colonial Secretary

Joseph Chamberlain's

vision of a close-knit Empire, he did not include reference to the subject
in his opening speech.

When Conference members came to consider the Inter-

departmental Committee's report, they passed no resolution on its content. 2 7
The 1907 Conference marked a new stage.

A draft bill had been

circulated to the Dominions and when the Conference met, the British
Government could take it for granted that members were in favour of uniformity
in imperial nationality legislation 'as far as possible'.
question of immigration that the discussions foundered.

It

was on the

Sir Joseph Ward

of New Zealand spoke for all the white colonies when he stated bluntly
that 'under no conditions would he approve anything which would give a
coloured person, naturalized after five years in England, rights in New
Zealand'.

The Conference resolved unanimously that further enquiries

26.

PRO H045/10160/B24105/11 The committee met 18 June 1902 to
discuss the colonial response.

27.

H C Sessional papers, 1902, Vol. 66. Colonial Conference 1902.
Cd. 1299 Chamberlain (Lib., later Lib-Unionist) sat for Birmingham
1876-1914. He was Colonial Secretary, 1895-1903. His speech on
30 June 1902 was largely about Imperial Federation. Nationality
was discussed on the sixth day, p. 40.
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should be made as to 'how far and under what conditions naturalization in
one part of His

r~ajesty's

Dominions should be effective in other parts'

.28

So another interdepartmental committee was set up in 1908 to try
and meet the Dominions' objections to naturalizing persons of non-European
descent

and much correspondence ensued with the Dominions~9 The committee

believed the measure under consideration had' very little bearing on the
coloured race question', but insisted, 'It must be taken for granted that
the Parliament of the United Kingdom would not be prepared in an Imperial
act to draw a distinction between persons of European and non-European
descent'

.30

Prospects for agreement with the Dominions thus looked dim

as their representatives again gathered in conference in 1911.
The frustration of delegates at the lack of progress was evident.
The chairman complained that, though a resolution on naturalization had
been agreed at a previous Conference, the moment the individual Dominions
had been consulted the most acute difficulties had manifested themselves.
He added, 'I have been labouring at l this question] myself for six months,
and my predecessors have laboured for a much longer period, but it has been
absolutely impossible to come to agreement'.

He hoped that when natural-

ization was discussed, with the Home Secretary in attendance, they might
be able to strike out some line of agreement - not of uniformity, because
I am hopeless of that'. 31

28.

H C Sessional papers 1907, Vol. 55. Colonial Conference 15 April14 ~1ay 1907. Cd. 3404. Nationality discussion, 9 ~1ay, p. 223.
Sir Joseph Ward was Lib. MP for Awarua, N.Z., 1890-1919; PM 1906-12
and 1928-30.

29.

H C Sessional papers 1911, LXV, Correspondence re 1911 Imperial
Conference. Cd 5273. The committee represented HO, Fa, 10.

30.

Ibid. Committee report. This was sent to Canada, Australia, the
South African colonies and New Zealand, 9 November 1908.

31.

H C Sessional papers 1911, Vol. 54. Proceedings, (Cd 5745),
pp. 103-546. Session, 8 June 1911, Harcourt.
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As it turned out, he underestimated the determination of the Home
Secretary. Winston Churchill came armed with a set of principles to submit
to the Conference as guide-lines for amendment of the draft bill:
1.

Imperial nationality would be world-wide and uniform,
each Dominion being free to grant local nationality
on such terms as its Legislature should think fit.
2. The r10ther Country would insist on a five year
qualifying period, which could be anywhere in the
Empire.
3. The grant of imperial nationality would be everywhere
at discretion, this discretion being exercised by the
area where the applicant had resided for the year
before his application.
4. The Imperial Act would not apply to self-governing
Dominions unless adopted by them.
5. Nothing in the proposed legislation would affect the
validity or effectiveness of local laws regulating
immigration or the like and differentiating between
different classes of British subjects.
The principles met the Dominions' objections to earlier proposals and were
unanimously agreed to as drafting instructions, though Churchill did not
manage to rush a revised bill through in time for it to be considered
before the Conference dispersed. It was a considerable achievement.

32

Backing up this consultation with the Dominions was steady work
in Whitehall. The Home Office records on the evolution of the
N~o~atzty a~d

N~t~atzz~t{on

S"DLtUh 06

~eJU

B~h

Act, which would eventually replace the

Aet, run to over a hundred files for the decade 1903

to

1914. They include a whole set of draft bills - almost annual between 1911

32.

Ib j d, , Naturalization, 13 June 1911. \·linston Churchill ,at this
stage of his career a Liberal, representing Dundee (1908-1922),
had been Undersecretary of State for the Colonies at the time of
the 1907 Conference (1905-08), and had recently moved, via the
Board of Trade, to the Home Office, 1910-11.
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and 1914 - up to the point where the final version was introduced into
Parliament.
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Much of the work was done by interdepartmental consultation

among the Home Office, Foreign Office, Colonial Office and India Office
legal experts.

They faced a daunting task.

'There can be no doubt',

minuted a Foreign Office official as early as 1906, 'that the law affecting
naturalization is in wild confusion'
The question

.34

of women's nationality played no more part in the

interdepartmental exchanges than it did in the inter-i mperial.

The changed

wording of the clause governing the national status of the wife,i .e. that
instead of being deemed 'of the state of which her husband is for the time
being a subject' she would be deemed 'an alien', appeared in the Draft
Bill of 1907 and was accepted without comment.

35

At last, in March 1914, a bill was ready to be brought into Parliament.
Introducing it in the House of Lords, Lord Emmott, Undersecretary of State
for the Col ani es, caul d announce with pri de that it provi ded for the fi rst
time a 'system of Imperial naturalization on a uniform and definite basis
throughout the whole Empire'.

He described the long-drawn-out negotiations

needed to bring the matter to a successful conclusion, quoted in full the
principles agreed to in 1911 on which the bill was based, and stressed
that since it was an 'agreed Bill as between His Majesty's Government and
the Governments of the Dominions' it would be well to pass it 'as nearly
as possible in its agreed form'.

In the rest of his speech, Lord Emmott

33.

PRO H045/10489/112229/1-50; H045/10490/112229/51-1o2.

34.

PRG H045/10489/112229/13;
26 July 1906.

35.

Ibid., /1 Draft Bill, 1907, cl. 14, The wording first appears in
a Home Office draft, 1903.

FO minute urging prompt legislation,
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concentrated on Part 11 of the bill, which dealt with naturalization
procedures.

There were only two other speakers, both of whom welcomed the

bill, but cautioned

that it should be looked at in detail.

It was sent

to the Commons without amendment. 36
In the Commons, the Colonial Secretary, Mr Harcourt, echoed what
Lord Emmott had said in the Lords, lauding the bill as a major achievement
attained after long effort.

'When the Bill passes to the Statute Book',

he said, 'we shall have secured that much desired affirmation - that a
British subject anywhere is a British subject everywhere'.

He urged the

House to allow a rapid second reading so that the bill could be sent
promptly to committee.

If the opening speech of the debate in the Commons

was similar to that in the Lords, the subsequent debate was quite different.
The main point taken up by critics of the bill was the status of married
women under its provisions.

Mr Glyn-Jones began the attack both against

Clause 10, 'the wife of a British subject shall be deemed to be a British
subject and the wife of an alien shall be deemed to be an alien', and
Clause 11, which made explicit that a woman who became an alien on
marriage did not cease to be so when the marriage ended.

His concern was

especially for poor women, British-born and living in England, but married
to foreigners, who were excluded from National Insurance by their marriage.
He was followed by Mr Dickinson,who expressed concern at the warning against
amendment.
I cannot believe, he said, that the law affecting the
nationality of married woman can continue to exist for many
more years as it now stands, and in view of the general
growth of opinion as regards the legal position of women,
it will be a very disastrous thing i f we find the door shut,
as I believe it will be, if this bill passes without amendment on this particular branch of the questions.
He could see no reason why a woman should be turned into a foreigner
against her will if she married a foreigner.

36.

'A man does not become a

15 H L Deb., 2R, 17 ~,'arch 1914, Emmott
were the Earls ofSel.borne and Halsbury,
sent to the Commons, 1 A!"Jril 1914.

503-509. Other speakers
509-511. The '0 i 11 was
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foreigner because he marries a foreigner, and why should a woman?'
Dickinson hoped the questions he raised could be dealt with in detail
in committee.
Two other speakers favoured amendment of the clauses on women, one
on the grounds that some women in poorer areas of London had become aliens
without even realising it, the other condemning Clauses 10 and 11 as
'voicing the conditions of an Eastern harem'.

Then, with Harcourt

assuring the House that the bill, even though 'agreed', could be 'improved',
it was sent to committee. 3 ?
This stage of its progress, however, of which so much was expected,
proved less than satisfactory.

The committee to which the bill was sent

did not meet on its usual day, but on the day before Recess and so was
under considerable pressure to get through all its business.

Amendments

proposed by Dickinson and Glyn-Jones failed to get support, and the bill
was sent back unchanged to the House.
It

38

was only at the Report stage of the bill, late in July, that

serious debate took place.

It began with a motion that the bill be

recommitted, on the grounds that the second reading had been curtailed
and the committee stage hurried.

It was unthinkable, said a speaker in

support, that at so late an hour - it was after 11 pm - and so late in
the session members should have to deal with a question of such enormous

37.

62 H C Deb, 1197-1211, 2R, 13 May 1914. Rt. Hon. L.V.V. Harcourt
(Rad), Rosendale division of Lancashire 1904-1917; Col. Secty,
1910-1915. W.S. Glyn-Jones (Lib .), who represented Tower Hamlets
1910-1918, was a barrister and pharmaceutical chemist; Mr ~J.H.
Oickinson (laterRt. Hon. Sir W.H. Dickinson) (Lib.),also a barrister,
represented N.St Pancras 1906-1918. He joined Labour in 1930, Nat.
Lab. 1931. Other speakers were A.G.Harvey (Lib.), Member for Rochdale
1906-1918; F.H.Booth (Lib.), Member for Pontefract, 1910-1918.

38.

H C Sessional Papers 1914, vii, p.15. Standing Citee C, 25 ~1ay
1914. Dickinson mentioned in the House the unusual meeting time.
(65 H C Deb., 29 July 1914, 1467). The amendments removed the
married woman from the list of persons under disability.
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importance to half His Majesty's subjects.
Harcourt then explained that he had accepted two amendments to the
bill, to enable a widow to regain her nationality promptly and at a reduced
fee, and to safeguard the right of a woman who married a British subject
later naturalized abroad to retain her British nationality.

But 'as for

allowing any woman to retain her own nationality when she deliberately
marries an alien', he said, 'if we did that we should be departing from
the practice of the whole civilised world'.

He referred back to the 1868

Royal Commission to prove his point.
Mr Dickinson attributed the bill's acceptance without adequate
consideration to the fact that it had been presented to parliament as an
'agreed bill', but pointed out that not a single representative body in
the Empire had in fact debated the principles on which it was based.

In

relation to Clause 10, the clause on married women, he emphasised that
almost every society connected with women's work in the country had
passed resolutions in favour of a woman's nationality being separate from
that of her husband.
The motion for recommittal was lost and the House moved on to
clause by clause consideration of the bill

.39

When Clause 10 was reached,

Dickinson moved that a wife should retain her nationality on marriage
with an alien unless she made a declaration, to be registered by the Home
Secretary, that she wished to change it.

His supporters objected to the

Government's reliance on the Royal Commission for their arguments, pointing
out that a great deal had happened to change the position of women in the
thirty-five years since the Commission had sat.
The Government spokesmen simply reiterated the importance of Qo'minion
support for the bill.

Home Secretary McKenna explained that Part Ill, where

the clauses on women were to be found, was declaratory only, but thought

39.

65 H C Deb., 1462-1504, 29 July 1914. Booth moved recommittal,
supported by Harvey.
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that not to accept those clauses in their present form would 'jeopardise
and probably kill the bill';

the dedicated imperialist Leo Amery warned

against endangering the common citizenship of the whole British Empire
'merely for the sake of removing some small local grievance, or for a
further step in the theoretical position of women'.

Only one speaker

defended the clauses on women's nationality on principle, asserting that
to permit two different nationalities in a marriage would 'strike at the
very root of the institution'.

It was the argument of imperial uniformity

that finally prevailed and the bill passed by 108 votes to 59. 4 0
The Home Office had evidently been caught unawares by the sudden
interest in the clauses relating to women's nationality.

There is no

mention of them in their files until t'1ay 1914, after the first exchange
in the House of Commons.
was ignored.

Even then, the broader issue of women's ri9hts

An unsi9ned memo noted that pressure was likely to be

brought to bear a9ainst the provisions that widows and divorced women
should retain the nationality of their husbands.

It was after the

committee stage that the Home Secretary sent scrawled instructions:
(1)

Put into Bi 11 wi dol's'

fi ve yea rs to be reckoned at any time and

charge not to exceed 5/-.
(2)

Provide for option for wife to retain her nationality on change by
husband after marriage.

One Home Office expert thought the Dominions unlikely to object to the
first suggestion, and noted 'if the amendment would really buy off
opposition it might be worth while to make it'.

40.

He opposed the second,

lbid., Sir A.M. tl:ond (Lib. till 1926, then Con) a barrister, and
Harcourt cited the 1868 Commission. Hajor J.W. Hills (Con.),
Durham 1906-18, and A. Williams(Lib.) at this stage also representing
Durham, 1914-2~ were critical of this. Rt. Hon. R. HcKenna (Lib.)
sat for N. Honmouthshire 1895-1918, from 1911-1915 Home Secretary;
L. Amery (Con.), Birmingham 1911-1945, a barrister, was to be
Colonial Secretary 1924-9 and Dominions Secretary 1925-29.
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for which he could find no precedent in the international law, as too
important a change to be made without consulting the Dominions, - and
unlikely to meet the objections of women anyway. 41
There was in fact, very little evidence of the objections of women
referred to. A few letters appeared in the press,42 and some women's
organisations passed resolutions in favour of Dickinson's amendments. 43
The journal of one organisation makes passing reference to a deputation
of women to the Colonial Secretary, which requested the two amendments
subsequently made to the bi11. 44 Of more consequence was a large meeting
of women in London on 9 July, which deplored the reduced status given women
in the new nationality legislation; one of the speakers at this meeting,
Laura, Lady Aberconway, went on to publicise the issue in a number of newspapers as well as the publications of women's organisations. Flippant
comments written in the margin of the Vady CluwYUde version, suggest
that the Home Office was not taking the matter serious1y.45

41.
42.

PRO H045/10490/11L229/2 i1emo 16 May 1914.
eg., Manchv.,teJL GLLMcUan, 9 June 1914; The hmv."
ClvtoYUcte, 18 July 1914.

16 June 1914;

V~Lty

43.

Fawcett Library (F.L.), Pass the Bill Committee records. Nationat
On Women Wo~k~'(later Na:tionat COLLn~ on Women) Legislation
Committee sent resolution of 18 June 1914 to press and Cabinet
members, as well as cab1i ng Counci 1sin Domi nions. Women' h UbeJLat
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44.

J~s SLL66~ag~

45.

J~ SLL6n~ag~, Vo1.8, 12, 1 August 1914, p.156, describes the meeting
which inaugurated a British Dominions Women's Suffrage Union. Lady
Aberconway was deeply involved in political life. Her father had
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(International Woman Suffrage Alliance), Vo1.8, 14,
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The reason for the muted reaction by women to the legislation is
not far to seek. There was little time to organise opposition; the women's
organisations were caught off guard. Their first letter to the press was
not sent till g June, that is, after the Bill had passed its second
reading and committee stages in the House of Commons. By 29 July, when
it was next considered there, the threat of imminent war hung over the
country and Members were preoccupied with graver matters than the national
status of married women. Moreover the pressure to pass an 'agreed Bill

I,

especially one agreed with such difficulty, proved irresistible. Even at
this early stage the weighty argument of ImDerial Uniformity was operating
against independence for women in relation to nationality.

CHAPTER ONE

THE WARTIME EXPERIENCE

its thirteen-year-long gestation just as Europe was plunged into war.
It received the royal assent on 7 August 1914,1 three days after
Britain declared war, and on the day Lord Kitchener made his first
recruiting appeal. 2 In these circumstances it is hardly surprising
that the Act was almost totally ignored by the public, despite the
fact that the outbreak of hostilities made the question of nationality
and its attendant obligations vitally important. Certainly the
possible effect of the clauses on the nationality of married women,' in
the new situation of war - for there had been no international conflict
to test the system since its introduction in 1870 - failed to arouse any
speculation in the press or in the publications of those women's
societies which might have been expected to show a special interest.
Lady Aberconway's criticism of the Act as it affected women did not
mention its possible effect in wartime;' and between when the Act was

1.

65 H C Deb., 2190, 7 August 1914.

2.

The Ttln~s, 7 August 1914. Lord Kitchener, much admired for his
military career in Africa and India, and recently Consul-General
in Egypt, was S. of S. for War.

3.

B~sh Nc~o~a~y a~d Stat~6

c.1?), Part Ill, cl. 10.
4.

See p. 19.
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at

A~e~

Act (4

& 5 Geo V,
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passed and 1917, when the journal of the International Woman
Suffrage Alliance began to show an interest in the question, there
was virtual press silence. s Nevertheless the war was to show up,
vividly and cruelly, the helplessness of British-born women who had
lost their nationality through marriage.
When war broke out many British-born women who had never been
out of the British Isles suddenly found themselves enemy aliens. As
such, they were subject to stringent new legislation concerning aliens.
The

A~enh

Re6~ction

Act, which affected them most directly, was

part of the emergency legislation of the first days of the war. 6
Its details had been worked out over the previous four years by
a subcommittee of the Committee of Imperial Defence, and it was now
rushed through. 7 The Prime Minister and the Home Secretary presented
the Bill on 5 August; it was partly read from the chair so that
it could be considered immediately,

and was passed on the spot. It

authorised that wide powers to deal with aliens be given to the
Home Secretary by Order in Council. While the war lasted he could
prevent aliens entering or leaving the country. He could have them
deported; require them to reside in certain areas and not in others;
require them to comply with special regulations as to registration,
change of address or travel, even order them to be arrested or
detained, their property to be searched. s

5.

JUh

6.

Public General Statutes, 1914 (4 & 5 Geo V.C. 12).

7.

R. Stent, A Be6patt~ed Page?, (London, 1980) p.16.

8.

68 H C Deb., 1987 - 1990, 5 August 1914. Asquith was P.M.,
McKenna H. Secty.

Su66~ag~,

III, October 1917

September 1918, passim.
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Debate on the measure was brief;

Home Secretary McKenna made

it clear that he would use discretion in applying the authority given
him,especially to distinguish between 'alien friends' and 'alien
enemies', but even alien enemies 'against whom there was no reason
whatever to suppose that they had been secretly engaged in operations
against the country' would be subjected to 'nothing further than
registration and the provision that they may not live in prohibited
areas'.'
The regulations probably were more irksome than McKenna
suggested, although in the case of British-born wives of alien enemies
removal from prohibited areas was not generally insisted on.
their husbands,they were subject to the requirements the Vaity

Like
G~ap~Q

set out for the information of its enemy alien readers in December 1915.
They had to go to the nearest police station and give full particulars
of themselves;

photograph, address, occupation, and reason for re-

maining in the country.

They needed special police permits to live in

coastal towns or prohibited areas;

to travel more than five miles

from their specified place of residence;

to possess firearms, motor-

car, motor-cycle, motorboat or yacht, telephone, camera or 'any inflammable spirit in quantities exceeding three gallons'.

1f they

stayed at an hotel or boarding house, their landlord had to be able to
furnish information about them by means of a register open to police
inspection 'at all reasonable hours'.

They were forbidden to use or

assume any name other than that by which they were ordinarily known
before the war. 10

9.

10.

68 H C Deb.,

1989, 5 August 1914.

'What's What in Wartime, ABC Guide to what everybody ought to
know and do during the war', Vaity G~ap~Q, 9 December 1915.
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Two days after the

~enh Re6~~on

Act, the Ve6enee 06

~he

ReaLm Aet was pushed through with similar haste. 1 1 This Act was of
much wider application than the

~enh Re6~etZon

Aet, but it also

affected women whose nationality had been changed by marriage, both
British-born wives of aliens, and foreign women who had married
British subjects. The Act made any contact with enemy aliens dangerous.
It gave the Home Secretary responsibility for public safety 'to prevent
persons communicating with the enemy or obtaining information for that
purpose' and to secure the safety of communications. Under regulation 14,
persons suspected of action prejudicial to the public safety could be
interned. In an addition of 28 August, the death penalty was invoked
for offences committed with the intention of assisting the enemy. 12
It is evident that the regulations relating to aliens were
drawn up with male enemy aliens principally in mind, but they also
affected profoundly wives who had become enemy aliens through marriage.
The day after the Ve6enee 06 the ReaXm Act was passed, police were
ordered to arrest those enemy aliens who were 'reasonably suspected of
being in any way dangerous to the safety of the realm', while carefully
avoiding those whose known character precluded suspicion or who were
personally vouched for by British residents of standing. 1 3 But,
popular feeling against Germans was already running high and the
instructions were not always adhered to. An outspoken letter from Sir
Frederi ck

~,1i

1ner to Mr rlcKenna comp 1ai ned that 'some very unfortunate

11.

65 H C Deb., 2191-2193, 7 August 1914.

12.

Public General Statutes, 1914 (4 & 5 Geo V, c.29).

13.

PRO H045/10729/255193/3 Internment and Treatment of Enemy
SUbjects. Circular, 8 August 1914.
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mistakes' were being made in the wholesale arrest of Germans and
deplored the use of handcuffs and the public humiliation of long
established and respected immigrants. He quoted one of them as saying
'I have lived twenty-five years in England, my friends are English, I
have no sympathy with Germany in this war, yet I am treated like a
common felon'. At York, 1200 men were herded together in railway sheds
where there was room for only half that number. Even in default of
direct evidence,it would be safe to say that the shock to the Britishborn wives of arrested enemy aliens must have been considerable. i 4
There were many uncertainties in the situation. First of all,
no-one really knew how many enemy aliens there were in Britain. Before
1914 there had been no controls over the entry or movement of foreigners
and the Home Office kept no records of their numbers, places of residence, antecedents or political connections. By 9 September 50,633
Germans, and 16,104 Austrians had registered with the police. i s But
how many of these were to be detained, and for how long? The uncertainty
must have weighed heavily on enemy alien families. In October it seems
to have been envisaged that all males of military age, that is 17 to 45,
Austrians and Hungarians as well as Germans, would be interned. l 6 The
prospect was dauntin9; General Kitchener wrote to McKenna that it would
add up to 20,UOO internees and that accommodation was not immediately
available for such numbers. l 7
14.

15.
16.
17.

Moreover Kitchener's round figure proved

PRO H045/10760/269116/70 Detention of Enemy Aliens as Prisoners
of War, 1914-1915. Milner to McKenna, 26 March 1914. Sir
Frederick Milner (Con) held various seats in Yorkshire, Lancashire, Nottinghamshire, 1~83-1906.
Stent, p.17.
PRO H045/10760/269116/1 Memo 20 October 1914 expressed the hope
this could be accomplished within a week.
Ibid., /7 Kitchener to McKenna, 17 October 1914.
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to be an underestimate.

At the end of November the Home Office

counted up 12,400 civilian enemy males interned and 27,000 at liberty,
about half of these 1atter of mi 1itary age;

a hi gh proporti on came

from London. lli In December instructions were issued for the release of
all those arrested since October, unless there was special reason to
detain them, or unless their release would leave them 'without
employment and in such destitution as to be likely to be

dangerous'.~

The proviso was an early indication of the most common problem of
enemy aliens in England during the war, poverty.
In these first confused weeks there is little evidence that
consideration was given to the British-born wives of enemy aliens in
England, although technically they were also enemy aliens;

indeed no-

one tried to guess how many of the estimated 16,000 wives of enemy
aliens in Britain were British by birth. 20

No women or children were

to be interned, Britai n and Germany had agreed, 21 and Briti sh-born
wives were not to be 'repatriated' to Germany against their

will,~

but the sudden removal of the breadwinner must inevitably have had the
severest repercussions on his family, psychological as well as economic.
In assessing the consequences of the war, and the wartime
regulations, for British-born wives of enemy aliens, a sharp distinction
must be drawn between those families who were financially secure in 1914
and those who were not.

The former were cushioned from the bleak

18.

Ibid./78 memo 30 November 1914.

19.

Ibid./89 11 December 1914.

20.
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pover-ty which became the lot of poorer enemy alien families in Britain.
Perhaps because of this, information is hard to come by in their case.
A few went to Germany for the duration of the war;

on the special

train which took the German Ambassador from London after war broke
out were two from the highest ranks of London society, the Princess
of Pless

(n~e

Cornwallis-West) and the Countess B1Ucher (nee

Stapleton-Bretherton).

The latter, whose strongly Anglo-phil

father-in-law lived in the Channel Islands, worked for the German Red
Cross during the war while four of her brothers fought for

Britain.~

For the majority who remained, we lack the records of charitable
organisations and government committees that the plight of the impoverished called into being;

nor is the gap adequately filled by

published memoirs or reminiscences.

The presumption should perhaps be

that well-to-do wives of enemy aliens were not seriously disadvantaged,
but even for them the wartime regulations must have meant inconvenience,
some humiliation and a reduced standard of living, as well as the distress caused by having family on each side of the conflict.

While they

shared with all aliens the requirement to register with the police
and travel no more than five miles without a permit, they were more
likely than their humbler sisters to suffer through the
~he EnenlY Act,

T~ad~ng w~h

under which their husbands' businesses could be taken

over or wound Up,2" and the prohibition on enemy aliens engaging in
banking without special

permission.~

In the City of London,where

German influence in banking and industry was great, the hunting of

Ve~
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aliens was bitterly and tenaciously

pursued.~

The

V~y M~~o~

of

13 May 1915 published a front page picture of a huge meeting outside

the Royal Exchange at which the resolution 'all Germans, whether
naturalized or not, must go' was tumultuously passed. v
A sympathetic insight into the situation of a middle class
Englishwoman married to a German during World War One occurs in a
novel,

td~~s

fisc-he/L'"s C.'Cl1,by Henr l et t a Le sl t eher'se l f , as Mrs Schlitz e ,

the bearer of a German name.

It appeared in 1930 with a foreword by

John Galsworthy, was chosen by book societies as Book of the Month in
both Britain and the United States and was adapted as a play that
reached the West

End.~

It did much to publicise the question of

married women's nationality.
House of Commons the

In the course of the debates in the

N(Lt{on~e)Xy

0&

Turbervill urged all Members to read

Women
it.~

B~

in 1930 Miss Picton-

The accuracy of its back-

ground was never called in question.
Janet Fischer, heroine of the novel, is English by birth and
married to a German who has lived in England since boyhood.

They are

on holiday in Germany when war is declared, and Carl Fischer is detained by the authorities at a small railway station on the journey
home.

He subsequently - and not quite conVincingly - joins the German

army. His wife, who completes the journey to England, is thus left an
alien enemy in her country of birth.

26.
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She is instructed by a police
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constable to register as an alien.

Twice she tries to participate in

war work, in an organisation sorting clothes for Belgian refugees, and
in a hospital run by her own sister, and on each occasion is forced to
withdraw through the hostility of the other volunteers.
out of her club.

She is forced

Her brother-in-law takes over the lease of her house

to avoid its confiscation as enemy property and her bank manager, who
has known her since childhood, asks her to withdraw from her account
only enough for strictly domestic purposes until the Public Trustee
agrees on what she should be allowed.
ship is dissolved under the

Her husband's business partner-

T'LCU:UVlg with

th».

Ef1eJl1lj

M:t.

Her only son,

intensely bitter, removes the telltale German 'c' from his name and
enlists.

Wretchedly idle while everyone else is busy, she manages to

secure a country cottage, out of the restricted area, and retreats to
it, with the one member of her former household staff she has been able
to re ta in. 30
The picture is not overdrawn.

Janet Fischer's experience as an

alien by marriage could have been worse.
loyal, her sister entirely so.

Her friends are generally

Despite rumours that her husband had

been a spy before the war, she receives only one abusive letter, and
there is no question of any physical threat to her.

Some of her problems

could probably have been avoided by simple prevarication:

as her

husband's former business partner said, she had only to put it about that
Carl was dead and then resurrect him after the war.

The author is not

critical of the regulations limiting British-born wives of enemy aliens.
The emphasis throughout is on the mental anguish caused by divided
loyalties, the paradox that a woman could have a husband fighting on the

30.

H. Leslie,Mu Fi6che'L'1.> WaIL, passim.
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one side and a son on the other, the agony when both are seriously
wounded, and perhaps permanently alienated from each other.
The author leaves it to Galsworthy in his foreword to point up
the 1esson:
'One cannot exaggerate the poignancy and carking nature
of the prolonged misery which many poor women went
through during the war, and after, because of being
married to 'alien enemies'. Women of all the warring
nations whose only fault was that they were happy and
devoted in a mixed marriage, were mercilessly crucified.
It makes you think. Yes, it makes you think.'~
There may have been prolonged misery for such women, but there
was not Government persecution.

The official presumption was that

British-born women, even if married to Germans, were loyal. r Their
plight aroused considerable pity and a number of concessions were made
to them. The argument was repeatedly used in their favour that their
children were British subjects, by virtue of their birth on British
soil,B though the same could of course be said of the children of
German couples residing in Great Britain.

One important concession was

that British-born widows of enemy aliens were enabled to recover their
nationality of birth, an exception to the general prohibition of naturalization of enemies during the war.

As Sir John Simon explained in the

House of Commons 'It is a very sad thing that a woman whose family connections are all British, and who by the fact of marrying a German has
acquired a German name should have to go on with the stigma of a German
name and

association.~

The customary fee for naturalization was

31.
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reduced to a token 5/- and residential qualifications were waived to
enable such women to resume British nationality.

Many did so;

the

Home Secretary said in the House in July 191B that he had made it a
practice to look with great favour on the applications of such Britishborn widows and had

'naturali~ed

dozens of poor women' who could not

have afforded the standard three guinea

fee.~

An amendment to the

Veileruee oil the Recc(m Ad in 1915 permitted British-born wives of enemy

aliens, if charged under the terms of the Act, trial by a civil rather
than a military court, specifically classing them as British subjects
rather than aliens for the purposes of the Act.%
Another concession, and a more controversial one, was the
permission customarily given the British-born wives to live in prohibited areas.

The privilege was not extended as of right, as the case

of Mrs Jungk illustrates.

She was an English girl who married a German

the day before war broke out, and on her husband's internment returned
to her parents' home at Gravesend.

It was a prohibited area and she

was sentenced to a month's imprisonment until the Home Office intervened
in her favour.

37

But however conciliatory the official attitude, it was very
easy for British-born wives of enemy aliens, living in prohibited areas,
to arouse the suspicions of zealous local officials and patriotic
citizens.

Vigilance against spies was regarded as a prime duty of

patriots, and women married to Germans were obvious suspects.

At the

end of 1914, for example, the Kent Clerk of the Peace forwarded to the
Home Office an account of what he suspected to be a spy ring in
Whitstable.
35.
36.
37.
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various naturalized and unnaturalized Germans, was the English wife of
a man believed to be serving with the enemy forces.

The evidence

against her was that she 'had been known to express views hoping for
German victories, but of late had become markedly pro-English'.

'She

states', wrote the Clerk .. 'that she paid E300 to get rid of her husband
and that they had been two years separated'.

Her house had been fre-

quented by foreign visitors before the war, and the police had thought
it prudent to disconnect her

telephone.~

This case is apparently

trivial, and it is surprising to find it in Home Office records.

It

indicates how widespread was the belief that wives of enemy aliens
were being enlisted as spies.
The topic recurs fairly regularly in House of Common debates.
Women were suitable as spies, it was widely believed, because they
were exempt from internment.

'Will anyone deny that a woman could

signal from a window overlooking the sea quite as easily as a man?'
asked one Member in March 1915; and another asserted stoutly, though
without providing any evidence, that 'the most dangerous spies in this
country are

women'.~

There was pressure for the internment or re-

patriation of enemy alien women, even if they had become aliens through
marriage.

The immediate removal of all enemy aliens, women as well as

men, from within thirty miles of the coast was one of the objects of a
massive parliamentary petition in May

1915.~

A year later the issue of residence in prohibited areas surfaced
again.

In mid 1916, just as a new wave of spymania was beginning, the

38.
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Army Council drew attention to the 'considerable number' of enemy
aliens in a position to have naval and military information and who
could communicate it by alien passengers and ships', pointing out that
'in this connection females are as capable of collecting information
and are therefore as dangerous as males'. 41 M.I.5 was consulted and
urged that only very exceptionally should enemy aliens be allowed to
remain in the prohibited strip 10 to 40 miles wide along the coast. 4 2
Sir Louis Dane and Alan John Sykes, M.P. were then commissioned to
enquire into the numbers of enemy aliens residing there, and to
estimate the danger.

The great majority, they found, were women,

2922 as against 847 males, and of these 2039 were British-born wives
or widows.

The commissioners came to the conclusion that most were

British in sentiment,
'But we have come across many cases in whi ch love for
the husband overrides love of the country of origin,
and it has not been possible to allow all such
persons to remain; though where they are local
women whose relatives accept responsibility they
have usually been left where they were, especially
if they have families of young children.'
It was a different matter where riots had occurred.

In this case it

was necessary to secure the removal of enemy aliens as much for their
own sake as in the interest of the public.

The commissioners went on

to point out that it was not really satisfactory to remove alien
enemies from a prohibited area and leave their British-born wives
there, as this facilitated transmission of information rather than
preventing it.

But they were not convined that British-born wives of

41.
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aliens were generally dangerous.

There the matter rested, with the

assurance of Dane and Sykes that the local authorities were showing a
commendable and effective vigilance."
If the Home Office was generally sympathetic to British-born
wives of Germans, the general public was less charitable.
loyalty was often called in question, sometimes with cause.

Their
The

moderate Millicent Fawcett, influential president of the National Union
of Women's Suffrage Societies, describes in her memoirs Frau X,
English by birth but married to a German, who was bent on serving the
purposes of her adopted country in 1914 by persuading acquaintances that
Engl and shoul d submit at once and make terms before too 1ate.

'I wondered

at the time whether she had been sent by the German Government' wrote
Mrs Fawcett, and noted two similar cases which strengthened her
suspicion 'that this was a deliberately planned official method of
tryi ng to break down the 'Home Front' in thi s country. '"
Widows of German aristocrats were a target for popular vigilance.
Why, it was asked in the House of Commons in 1918, had the British-born
Princess Loewenstein been granted naturalization in wartime, when her
record showed her to have been prosecuted under the Ve6enee 06 :the Re<Ltm
A(;;!:?

The Home Secretary expl ained that her German husband had died

eighteen years before, after only two years of marriage,and since then
she had been living in England;

moreover the result of the prosecution

had in no way reflected on her loyalty.·s

43.
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The

problems faced by middle and upper class women married

to enemy aliens, and the hostility they encountered, paled into insignificance beside those of their poorer sisters.

As soon as intern-

ment began in 1914 it became evident that the most serious problem of
the families of working-class enemy aliens in Britain during the war
would be desperate poverty.
An immediate effect of the war was to create large-scale
dislocation in the traditionally feminine trades of clothing and millinery, where almost half the women were soon out of work or on short
time. 46 It was not .only these trades that were affected: as an economy
measure, wealthy households dismissed servants.

Women employed as fish-

gutters were deprived of work when the fishing fleets withdrew from
areas patrolled by German ships.

I"any industries, including the cotton

trade, contracted temporarily.47

A recent authority has estimated that

at the outbreak of war 190,000 women were unemployed in Britain, and
44.4% of all women workers were unemployed at least briefly in
September 1914.

Even by February 1915 when new employment opportunities

had opened up, there were still 39,000 unemployed. 48

In these circum-

stances, the chance of the wife of a German finding employment, even if
family circumstances allowed, was remote.

It is evident that many wives

and children of interned aliens were immediately thrown into the utmost
distress. 49
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The first official recognition of their plight occurs in a
memorandum, The Wives and Children of Enemy Aliens, considered in the
Home Office in November 1914.

It was the work of a Home Office committee

set up under Sir William Byrne, the Destitute Aliens' Committee.

The

memorandum posed the problem squarely and drew attention to its
urgency.

The women and children it was concerned with were the families

of Germans and Austrians normally resident in Britain who had left the
country to join the enemy forces, or were in detention camps. A very
few were ordinary poor persons who merely happened to be al iens and
whose destitution had nothing to do with the war.

'The great majority

of the wives are British by birth, language, habits and sympathies, and
the children are nearly all natural-born British subjects' the
memorandum noted.
The means of relief available to these women, in the absence
of their husbands, were Poor Law assistance, which might well be in the
shape of admission to the workhouse rather than an allowance;
charity of friends and relations;

the

and certain small local charitable

funds whose resources were rapidly running out.

In London there were

also several important charitable associations, with more funds at
their disposal, and at the instance of the Destitute Aliens Committee
they had set up a central Council of United Aliens' Relief Societies to
administer these.

At this stage the Council was paying out

E500-600 a

week, but its funding, which relied on public support, was dwindling.
Aid to families of enemy aliens could hardly compete in the public
imagination with more patriotic charities.
There was one further source of public assistance for these
families, but it was a controversial one:

the German and Austrian

governments had sent EI0,OOO and E5,OOO respectively to the American
Ambassador to maintain families of Germans and Austrians who could no
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longer support them. The Ambassador paid 10/- per week and 2/- for
each child, irrespective of the former income of the family;
equality of treatment was considered important.

the

Since the money was

intended primarily for the families of enemy combatants it was unlikely
that the Ambassador would or could continue to support families of
civilian internees.

Moreover, as the Committee tactfully put it, the

British Government might reasonably have a special responsibility in
relation to the latter group 'since it is the State which has directly
caused the destitution which calls for relief'.

There were strong

reasons why such families should not be supported from German funds:
even if they knew the fund was available, it would be 'extremely
repugnant' to almost all of them to accept aid from it.
The Committee recommended special government relief, and
advised that the Poor Law administrators should handle it.

The advice

was reluctant because of the stigma attached to Poor Law aid, but it
was considered that possible alternatives such as the National
Insurance Committees, the Old Age Pension Officers or the Local Relief
Committees would be too difficult to adapt for the purpose of distributing the allowance.

The Committee urged that 'absolute destitution'

should not be necessary to qualify for assistance, and that the
Poor Law Guardians should be 'strictly and closely controlled' by the
Local Government Board.

The memo ended, as it had begun, with a plea

for prompt action. 50
The Destitute Aliens' Committee's memorandum was printed and
sent to the Treasury and the Local Government Board for observations,

50.
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and the Home Secretary agreed to its proposals, but Home Office minutes
on it indicate a significant difference of attitude among officials.
While Assistant
ded,Permanent

Secretary John Pedder was in favour of the aid recommenUndersecretary Sir Edward Troup was concerned lest

British wives of German prisoners have 'some preferential treatment
over other British women who may be destitute or nearly destitute.'
'I do not think the fact that a woman has married a German gives her
any prior claim over a woman who has married an Englishman', he wrote.
The difference of attitude indicated in this exchange would persist and
prove to be of some importance.
It was decided at first that the rate at which British-born
wives of internees should be paid should be the same as foreign-born
wives were receiving through the American Ambassador, but Troup again
expressed concern that the result might be to 'give the wife and children a larger income than the whole family had before the husband was
interned.'

He claimed the allowances were enough to induce the husband

to give himself up for internment, and repeated 'I cannot see that women
who have married aliens should have so much better terms than women who
have married Englishment who are thrown out of work by the war'

.51

Troup's attitude appears grudging, but the need everywhere was
so great that it was necessary to establish, if not priorities among
the needy, at least some sort of parity of treatment.
easy task.

It was not an

Sylvia Pankhurst in The Home Front describes her work in the

East End during the war, and piles up poignant detail of the effect on
London's poor of the outbreak of war and the massive price rises which
accompanied it.

51.
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sustenance, for at first there were no separation allowances. To be out
of work meant starvation, as the Poor Law funds were inadequate to relieve
the great wave of unemployment. 5 2 In these circumstances the claims of
women married to enemy subjects had to take their turn. Eventually a
circular to Boards of Guardians from the Local Government Board laid down
the conditions upon which the money expended by the Gyardians for wives
of internees would be refunded: the husband had to be an interned alien,
the wife of British origin, and without sufficient resources.
The phrase 'and without sufficient resources' was added in the
final draft of the circular. At best,it introduced an unfortunate subjective element into the grant of the allowance; as administered by some
Boards of Guardians, it meant a niggardly attitude to recipients of the
grant which left some of them very badly off. The allowance was at a
uniform rate of 10/- in London, 8/- elsewhere, and 1/6 for each child.
It was intended to make clear to the women that the money came from a
special government grant, and was not poor relief, but the difference
probably looked slight to the recipients. 5 3 Still, it was something,
and when that champion of the rights of British-born wives of aliens,
Mr W.H. Dickinson, asked in the House whether the Government would take
steps to alleviate the distress of the large number of British-born
wives and children of aliens who were being interned, he was told that
funds had already been placed by the Treasury at the disposal of the
Local Government Board for distribution through the Boards of Guardians. 5 4

52.
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The organisation of a pension was only the beginning of the
attempt to alleviate the situation of distressed wives of internees
and the Home Office worked on it for the duration of the war, often in
conjunction with the Council of United Alien Relief Societies, on
which it was represented. 5 5
pensions and employment:

There were two main aspects to the problem,

how much money should be given to the women

and how jobs could be found or created to enable them to earn it themselves.

It was also deeply affected by fluctuations in government

policy towards internment.
The policy of interning all male Germans and Austrians of
military age was maintained only briefly at the beginning of the war.
By early 1915 some 500 internees were being released weekly on instructions from the War Office. 5 6

The assumption was that they would be able

to support their dependents, but in many cases they could not.

Indeed

a man's release often exacerbated rather than resolved his family's
difficulties.

It did not always mean reunion with them.

Released

internees were not allowed to live in 'prohibited areas' - mainly
coastal areas - though British-born wives usually were, and the allowance had to be extended to wives whose husbands were not permitted to
join them in these areas.

The classification of London and most cities

as 'proclaimed areas', open to them, eased this problem. 57
In the increasingly bitter anti-German atmosphere, released
internees were virtually unemployable, and even before the end of 1914,.
the Council of the United Alien Relief Societies reported that it was
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'convinced the presence of a large number of
Germans and Austrians thrown out of employment,
in most cases through no individual fault of
their own, and with nothing to do but watch
the breakup of their homes and the distress of
their wives and children (was) a most dangerous
and undesirable condition of affairs.'
Many of the applicants for relief, it noted, asked to be sent to concentration camps.58

The Council could cite cases where release from

internment entailed the loss to the wife and children of state aid and
consequent destitution for the whole family.

All districts, it claimed,

were reporting aliens of all ages who could not support themselves:

in

London it was estimated there were some thousand families in this
category.
Three courses of action were suggested to aid such families.
They might live in their own homes and be supported by charity or outdoor relief;

this was inconvenient, possibly, given the temper of the

cities, dangerous to them.

Whole families might be removed to a safe

area such as the Isle of Man, but this would be very expensive.

Or

all destitute male aliens could be sent to camps or institutions,
leaving their families to be maintained at government expense in their
own homes.

This was the course the Committee favoured, but the Home

Office decided instead to use the normal machinery of the Poor Law, if
necessary putting whole families in workhouses, with expenses to be recouped through the local authority.

Troup had advised this, though he

conceded that 'aliens reduced to destitution by removal from their homes
and 1ack of employment may become dangerous in work houses'. 59

The
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particular danger did not have to be faced because the scheme fell
through.

The workhouses were being used to house wounded soldiers

and there was little prospect of accommodation in them for aliens and
their families,5D se willy-nilly the government had to revert to the
plan of interning adult males only.

Even in this case, the problem of

accommodation proved intractable, and sending the men as far away as
Bermuda was considered. 51 But the War Office extended Knockaloe Camp,
on the Isle of Man, from 5,000 places to 16,000 and selective internment
of male enemy al ien civil ians could proceed from March 1915. 52
Within a few weeks, however, the whole basis of the internment
policy was changed.

On 7 May the great Cunard liner Lusitania, believed

by the Germans to be carrying ammunition, was torpedoed off the Irish
coast.

Two thousand passengers, many of them children, were drowned and

the disaster sparked off ugly anti-German riots in Britain's major
cities, especially Liverpool and the East End of London. 53

In the

London riots, 257 people, half of them police, were listed as injured,
but the real figure was widely believed to be much higher.'·
to proper-ty was extensive:

The

T~n~o

Damage

in the district of West Ham alone,

reported, it amounted to kl00,OOO.'5

In the disturbances, women married to Germans were fair game.
Sylvia Pankhurst describes how the home of one of her acquaintances
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was utterly dismantled by an angry crowd, even to the tools by which
her husband and son earned their living.

Her husband, son and daughter

were dragged away, and she spent a whole day in desperate anxiety before
she learned they had escaped harm.

Another woman, one of Pankhurst's

neighbours, whose home was also stripped, gave birth prematurely on the
bare boards of the empty house.

Neither woman reported the incident.

Pankhurst believed the rioting was deliberately organised to
force the government to a more vigorous internment policy, that it was
'in no sense a spontaneous popular outburst', though it gained momentum
as a hunger riot. 66

More plausibly ,Arthur

~Iarwick

stresses the inter-

action of popular hysteria and official anti-German propaganda in
causing the crisis. 6 7

Its effect was dramatic enough.

On 12 May 1915,

while the riots were going on, a petition signed by a quarter of a
million women, calling for the internment of all male Germans in
Britain was presented to Parliament. 6 8

The Home Secretary,

Sir John Simon, tried to withstand the pressure:
Do not let us be blustered into doing unjust
things merely because there is a certain amount
of pUblic clamour that they should be done,
he urged. 69

But the Government's hand was forced.

In an abrupt

change of policy the Prime Minister announced that all male enemy
aliens between the ages of 17 and 65 would be interned, and all those
over military age repatriated.

By the end of the year some 32,274

66.
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German and Austrian civilians had been interned.

Most would not be

released until the end of the war, and their families in many cases
were left in a terrifyingly hostile environment. 7o As Pankhurst
clearly saw, if internment was a 'weary agony', the plight of those not
interned was often more grievous.

To their penury was added 'the risk

and sufferings of the reprisals' pogrom'.7l
The government was
of the riots.

a~xious

to minimise the effect-

Twenty-six cases of alleged maltreatment of

German women and children in the United Kingdom, reported in the
New

YO~Q Gaz~te

of 6 June 1915 under the headline British Vengeance,

were fully investigated and indignantly refuted.

But minutes on the

file dealing with the investigations note that in the looting after
the sinking of the Lusitania it was possible ('only too probable' was
crossed out) that 'German women had suffered violence, though not of a
very serious nature', at the hands of the crowd. 72
As internment neared completion in May 1915,the rate of assistance to British-born wives and children of the internees was raised
slightl~

in view of the increased cost of living.

The move drew from

Troup the now customary query as to whether the new rates favoured
wives of aliens over wives of Britons, and whether their generosity led
to the recipients refusing to work. 73 The generosity does not in fact
appear to be striking, considering that the allowance was intended to
support a whole family.

The average family before the war, according
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to a Board of Trade survey of early 1914, had spent 23/- a week on
food.~'

As soon as war broke out prices soared.

of bread had risen from

5~d

Within days the price

to 8d for a 4 lb loaf.

By February 1915

flour was up 75% on the previour year, sugar 72%, coal 15%;
rose steeply in all areas and hardship was widespread. 75

rents

Against

this general background, a comparison can be made between the allowances to British-born wives of aliens and those to wives of men on
active service.

The August 1914 rate for soldiers' wives was the

old Boer War rate of 11/1 per week and 1/9 per child, but in October
this was raised to 12/6 and 2/- respectively.76

Wives of enemy

aliens initially received 8/- (10/- London) and 1/6, and only in
mid 1915 was this raised to 9/3 (11/6 London) and 1/9.

The average

wage of a working class woman in industrial work before the war had
been 11/7 a week, but this had not been intended to support a household
and the average male wage was

~hree

times as much. 77 Sylvia Pankhurst

was campaigning for El a week and 5/- per child for soldiers' wives,
claiming with convincing evidence that this was a minimum living wage. 7•
The pensions to wives of enemy aliens, though they appear
meagre in a time of escalating prices, were repeatedly under review
to guard against unwarranted generosity.

At the end of 1915,a circular

from the Local Government Board to Boards of Guardians administering
the scheme specified a reduction in the standard rate if the recipient
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had other resources whether in the nature of income earnings or assistance
afforded by relatives with whom she was 1iving exceeding, say, 6/- a week.
They were also allowed to make it a condition of continued assistance
that the woman had tried to get work.?9

Some Boards of Guardians evi-

dently took a niggardly attitude. 8o This was in tune with that of the
general populace;

for example, Pankhurst notes that in her East End

district of Poplar, free school meals were refused the children of
German fathers. 81
In 1916 there is evidence of more acute, or at least more
clearly articulated,distress on the part of enemy aliens by marriage.
Employment for women was now easier to find and better paid.

The Ministry

of Munitions, set up in May 1915 to control factories exclusively concerned with war production, was vigorously run by Lloyd George.
to employ female workers, and the work expanded steadily.

He was eager
Universal male

conscription began in May 1916 and women were enabled, even encouraged,
to enter spheres of employment new to them. Money was freer.

A girl

who had been in domestic service at E2 a month in 1914 could earn f5 a
week cutting shell fuses a year later. 82 British-born wives of enemy
aliens were excluded from these new opportunities and excitement, and
their allowances, in a period of still rising cost of living, proved
totally inadequate.

Like their husbands they were virtually unemployable.

Pankhurst says 'not one percent of them could get work",8' and there is
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evidence of real hardship, even among those who had been fairly
comfortably off before the war.
A batch of letters from German internees to relatives overseas,
confiscated by the Censor in January 1916 and forwarded to the Home
Office, bears pathetic witness to this. One complains that the
money which was allowed our English wives by the state
(11. 50 marks per week) is now inmost cases either not
paid at all or else paid only in part. This is, up to
now, the lowest depth of meanness that can be reached
... not understandable since the wives are their own
flesh and blood.
There are complaints about harassment of the wives for rent, and the
impossibility of their finding work under the handicap of a German
name. S 4
A similar letter was sent by an internee to tDe American
Ambassador, complaining about the inadequacy of the allowance made
to internees' wives, their harassment by Officials, restrictions
imposed on their visits to their husbands. The Home Office explained
to the Ambassador that the allowance had just been raised, visiting was
now permitted fortnightly instead of monthly and every attempt was
being made to find work for the women. s s
Evidence from internees was corroborated from other sources. In
April 1916 a letter reached the Home Office from Sir Robert Cecil, on
behalf of the noted suffragette, Lady Constance Lytton. She had
written to ask him if there was any thought of extending to British-
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born wives of enemy aliens the facilities for renaturalization
granted to widows of enemy aliens, and she enclosed a letter from Mrs
Bertha Doring of Twickenham, who was working for better conditions for
'British wives of enemy aliens'. r1rs Doring, herself the British-born
wife of a German, was circulating a petition, but had less than 200
signatures because,she believed,the women concerned were afraid to
bring themselves into prominence and perhaps lose their allowance;
'some even say they have been so badly treated they do not want to
be British'. The letter echoes the internees' complaints: the
inadequacy of the government grant, which in some cases was being
reduced from the standard, the extreme difficulty of finding work,
and the sharp deductions from the allowance if its recipient did so.
It adds one new point, the problem of finding accommodation. It was
necessary for wives

of Germans to board with German landladies, since

even the Y.W.C.A. refused to take them in. Mrs Doring cited specific
cases to back up her claims. One was that of a Mrs Theis, the young
British-born wife of a German who had lived in Egypt. The couple
had been on holiday in England at the outbreak of war.

The husband

was interned; the wife, whose health was very poor - she had suffered
a miscarriage about this time and also had valvular disease of the
heart and severe rheumatism - was left with no means of support
except her 11/6 grant, of which 11/- had to go on board and lodgings.
When Mrs Doring visited her she was living in an unheated attic.
Mrs Doring had also received a number of letters from Britishborn wives of Germans. One complained that her husband had been interned,
even though he had been born in Metz before the Franco-Prussian War, when
it was a French possession, and had an English father. All were
embittered. As one put it, 'The love of our country has been torn with
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force from our breasts'. Mrs Doring's plea was for 'our nationality to
be restored to us at will', or failing that, relaxation of police
restrictions, increased allowances and longer visits with interned
husbands than the regulation quarter-hour once a month. s 6
Visiting had just been made fortnightly instead of monthly,
but otherwi se the Home Offi ce reply to

~1rs

Dori ng and Lady

Constance,

through Sir Robert Cecil, was far from encouraging; it was 'wholly
impracticable' to give the women a nationality different from that of
their husbands, as the ladies urged. They should be encouraged to find
work, though the Home Office admitted the state of pUblic feeling rendered this difficult. Labour Exchanges had already been asked to offer
British-born wives of aliens any jobs for which there were no
applicants of British nationality on the register, but it was thought
to be safer if they did not apply in person 'since difficulties
occasionally arise' with fellow workers, and there was widespread
prejudice against them by employers. s 7 Perhaps Lady Constance herself
could be persuaded to undertake the systematic organisation of
some scheme of work? The Home Office officials however privately
suspected that what she really wanted was to 'revive the old controversy'
about women bearing the nationality of their husband and would do
nothing. BB
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Mrs Doring had not pinned all her hopes on Lady Constance.

She

had also contacted Sylvia Pankhurst, who wrote to a Mrs Oldenboom in
Holland with the object of raising a fund there for British-born wives
of Germans.

Pankhurst said she had been told some of the women had

gone on the streets to get food for their children,
vocative suggestion;

and made a pro-

Mrs Oldenboom

'might be able to get in touch with Germans who would
bring pressure to bear on their government to arrange,
perhaps through the American Ambassador, that the
British should make more adequate allowances to these
women, the amount to be refunded by the German
government either now or at the close of the war.'
The letter never reached its destination.
was sent on to the Home Office, but

Confiscated by the Censor it

they decided to take no action

against Miss Pankhurst, partly to prevent her getting 'just the publicity she desires'

.89

It seems to have been her only intervention on

behalf of the British-born wives of enemy aliens.

She had other

battles to fight, and the incident is not even mentioned in
The Home Front, where in a detailed memoir of the first three war years
seen from London's East End there is only the briefest reference to the
whole question of British-born women married to Germans. 90
The dual problem of providing work for the British-born wives of
enemy aliens, and reducing their allowances in an equitable way when they
were earning, proved most intractable.

Undeterred by her rebuff in April,

Lady Constance Lytton tackled the Home Office again on the question in
June.

On behalf of Mrs Doring, she asked the Home Secretary for guaran-

tees on three points:

that the 11/6 a week should be paid whatever the

89.
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wcmen could earn in addition;

that they should be permitted to seek

employment under their maiden names;

and that the requirement to report

to the police should be kept confidential. 9l
though some sympathy.

She got little satisfaction,

It was illegal to change one's name in wartime;

one woman who used her maiden name was prosecuted under the Ve6ence

06

~he

RC_Cllm Act. 9 2The Secretary of State could not agree that the full allow-

ance should be paid irrespective of earnings, but he asked the Local
Government Board for particulars of cases where the Guardians were
'unreasonably reducing the allowance by reason of a woman's earnings'.
It was a difficult question.

The Home Office and the Local Government

Board favoured permitting the woman to keep all earnings up to 6/- a
week and 50% of anything above this, but the Boards of Guardians were,
in Home Office opinion, 'prejudiced and not easy to handle', a point
which occurs frequently.

The police, it was hoped, would surely 'make

any reasonable concession in the matter' of confidentiality of reporting.
Meantime Mrs Doring advertised in The

T~ne~

for offers of work for

British-born wives of aliens, but there is no evidence as to the outcome. 9 3
It was becoming clear that without the assistance of the
Government,provision of work on a large enough scale to help the women
was not possible.

This was a point stressed by the Council of the

United Alien Relief Societies when it proposed another scheme to the
Home Office at the end of 1916. Since many of the wives were precluded
by family responsibilities from taking jobs outside the home, the
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Council suggested that the Director of Army Contracts should let out
work for them to do in the home.

Manufacture of the blue and grey

suits used by convalescent solJiers was suggested.

The sewing would

be supervised by a small committee of ladies, and the Council was itself prepared to organise the distribution of the necessary material,
and collection of the finished garments.

It was intended that the

scheme should effect savings in the maintenance grant - though it was
'most desirable' that the whole amount should not be deducted - but
its main aim was to advance the moral and material welfare of the women
concerned:

with the increased cost of living 'the difficulties of the

British-born wives have increased to such a serious extent as to bring
some hundreds of them to the verge of starvation with the most deplorable results in many cases'.

The Council had already circularised the

Guardians and some 250 - 300 women, with sewing machines, were poised to
participate.

The Home Secretary added his support to the scheme and it

was passed on to the War Office.

But the War Office hedged:

under

present conditions they could not see their way clear to taking any
charitable institutions as subcontractors.

'I reather fear', wrote the

Council's secretary, Mr Cable, in understandable frustration, 'that
this does not lead us very much further than we were six months ago.
In the meantime the position of the British-born wives grows steadily
worse'.

And in spite of full Home Office support, the scheme fell

through. 9 4
The next initiative was an astonishing one, considering the
universal fear of sabotage, and the widespread feeling that British-born
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wives of Germans were more German than their husbands; it was to try
and place them in munitions factories. The Council of United Aliens
Relief Societies put the proposal to the Labour Exchange early in
1917. They were told that in purely British factories it was

impossible to employ aliens of any kind. While some factories did
employ them, they would not consider enemy aliens unless the Ministry
of Munitions issued a definite

directive. But opposition to the

scheme came less from management - the giant Vickers indicated their
willingness to co-operate - than from the workers; for their own
safety it was thought the women might have to work separately. The
Council's Secretary pursued the matter further; he planned to visit
prospective employers himself rather than give the task to the
Guardians, he explained to the Home Office, to forestall the possibility
that they might immediately cut off the women's allowances. He was
specially eager to place one to two hundred London women, giving
preference to those whose husbands had been repatriated and who had
refused to join them. But the proposal struck another obstacle; the
women could not leave their families to travel to the factories. 9s
If it is surprising that munitions work should have been
suggested early in 1917 for British-born wives of Germans, by the
middle of the year the stepping up of German air raids made it clearly
impossible. June saw the worst raid of the war, and the whole of that
autumn was lived in fear of attack from the skies. The raids resulted
in a new wave of anti-German riots,9S and new fear in the lives of
British-born wives of Germans. A Home Office minute summed up the
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situation:
'As a result of the recent air raids the unfortunate
position of the British-born wife of the interned
German has been brought forcibly to our notice.
The mob in the districts which have suffered has
turned on these women, maltreated them in some
cases, and in all cases frightened them very
badly ... the result is that many of them are
seeking to go to Germany. They cannot be allowed
to do so. Their situation is likely to grow
Yforse. 197

By the end of July the Council of the Ali.ens Relief Societies was urging
the Government to provide for families of interned enemy aliens a refuge
which would enable them to escape from districts where they were in
serious danger.

Some British-born wives of Germans had been man-

handled by angry crowds, others had been evicted by landlords who
feared damage to their property.

The Council listed 157 such women in

London's East End who were 'constantly threatened' by mob hostility,
'each succeeding air raid accentuating the feeling of hostility'.

It

suggested the Local Government Board might meet the costs of their
removal to enable them, if given permission to change their names, to
undertake muniti ons work at Weybri dge or Eri th.

But, as

,1. F.

Wi 11 i ams

of the Home Office commented, this might well create more problems than
it would solve:
'It would not be desirable to spend public
money in pushing British-born women married
to Germans into munitions works; and air
raids on the works or any kind of accident
... would at once be put down to the women. 98
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In the

atmosphere of heightened tension munitions work for

British-born wives of enemy aliens was out of the question, but the
other part of the Council 'sscheme, voluntary internment for their protection, came to appear essential; and as it happened suitable accommodation became available at this time.

The workhouse at Witney in

Oxfordshire was due to close on 30 September;

it could be used to pro-

vide accommodation for 200 women and children under 12, in an area where
air raids were unlikely and which offered facilities for employment in
the local blanket factories.

The proposal was favourably regarded in

the Home Office, since it would solve the employment as well as the
security problem.
'It will not be seriously expensive and if it succeeds
will go far towards softening the unhappy lot of many
British-born women who have become Germans and bear
German names through marriage - a lot which is very
grievous to those both within and without the Home
Office who have come into contact with the terror and
distress of these women'
wrote Pedder, with a note of compassion rare in Home Office minutes.
Williams thought the scheme 'excellent'.

But other colleagues

were less sanguine and, as it turned out, more persuasive.

The intern-

ment of the women could be used in German propaganda, first as proof of
the savagery of the population in the districts they might leave, and
secondly as another instance of the love of Great Britain for shutting
up women in concentration camps;
decades after the Boer War.

still a sensitive topic less than two

There would be discontent among the women,

complaints from the neighbourhood, and considerable expense.

The truth

would leak out if names were changed and the authorities would be put in
a difficult position.

All in all it was better to continue to deal with
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individual cases.""

It was the last attempt to get Government support

for a work scheme.
By now the question of the allowance paid to the British-born
wives of enemy aliens had come to the fore again.

By 1917 many internees

were either released from camp for agricultural work, or were enabled to
earn in working camps, and the question of deducting sums from the wife's
allowance in proportion to her husband's earnings was fully discussed.
It was difficult, perhaps impossible, to lay down equitable gUidelines.
At first it was thought the wife's allowance could in every instance
simply be discontinued. lOO

But cases sent on to the Home Office showed

wide variations of practice and of earnings.

For example the case of

E.E. Britz was one of a number, demonstrating hardship,sent by the Fulham
Guardians.

Britz was a man with five children;

of which all but 6/- had to go on board.

he earned 21/- a week,

Released from camp for farm

work with his former clothes only - he had been a waiter - he had had
to buy more suitable ones.

If

his family's allowance were reduced to

19/- a week as was threatened, he wanted to return to camp.

The Home

'
Office recommended no reduction. 'O
On the other hand, the case of W. Blume was also brought to its
notice

by Sir John Bethell M.P.

It had been sent to him as 'typical

of a number of alien wives' cases'.

Blume, a thirty year old

engineer at Hackney Wick, earned a substantial i2.0.11 a week net,
after deductions.

His wife received the usual 11/9 and he sometimes

sent her an additional 5/-.
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wives shows up clearly in the letter Bethell enclosed about this case.
It urged him to 'put a question or two in the House, so that
how these aliens are robbing us'.

~

can see

'And also cannot something be done to

make W. Blume refund what he and his wife have drawn ex Guardians.
doubt there are hundreds of others throughout the country'.

No

Mrs Blume's

11/9 was duly stopped. ' O'
The Home Office continued to modify the regulations governing exinternees' earnings, deciding in April 1917 that they should pay about
17/6 maintenance and keep the next 15/-;
deductions

if they earned more than this,

on a complex sliding scale would be made from their wife's

pension. IQ' The scheme was repeatedly adjusted in subsequent months;
eventually, it was found simpler to deduct money from the man's wages
instead of his wife's pension, but the regulations were still being
modified in June 1918. ' 0 4 Indeed the final entry in this lengthy
Home Office file on Destitute Wives of Enemy Aliens is about the allowance:

yet another reminder to the Poor Law Guardians that they may, in

special circumstances, pay out extra and have it refunded. , 0 5
In spite of efforts to help them, working class women who had
lost their British nationality and become enemy aliens by marriage must
have found their experiences during the war both embittering and harrowing;
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German-born wives of British subjects, who had acquired all the
privileges of British nationality without even taking an oath of
allegiance.

They were liable to no specific restraints;

the German

wife of a British subject, it was stated in the House of Commons in
1915, 'becomes an

Englishwoman and will be untouched'

.'06

A short story entitled Aliens,which appeared in the weekly
paper of the Women's Freedom League

in 1915,points up the contrast.

It describes a 'German hunt' at dusk in a large town, the quarry the
British-born wife of a German.

She is pulled to safety by another

woman who, it emerges, is German-born but married to an Englishman.
Preserved and preserver sat side by side.
"You are a German -?", asked the saviour of the saved.
"No; it is my husband who is German; and I - we have a son fighting for my country in the trenches."
"And 1 have a son too, fighting in the trenches - against
my country."
"You are ... ?"

"I am a German married to an Englishman".
"And you are safe, though

"

"Though 1 love my fatherland."
"And 1 am persecuted, though 1 love my mother country."

"If we were citizens in our countries", said the English
woman, "Not property or a1i ens ... ".107
In the popular mind, nonetheless, German-born women were
dangerous.

106.
107.

They were prime targets for spy-hunters.
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suspicions proved a storm in a teacup, as in the case of a Mrs Savile,
whose name came up repeatedly in parliament during 1915. In March,
Sir John Butcher asked if members realised that Mrs Savile, a sister
of the German General von Bothmer, and a friend of Admiral Tirpitz, was
living in a prohibited area, despite an expulsion order. It was
explained that the order had been rescinded, but that the lady was
leaving voluntarily anyway. A week later it emerged that she was not
a friend of Admiral Tirpitz after all. ' oa Mrs Savile then disappeared
from view, only to reappear in November in another question. Was it
true that she was employed by the War Office in the Postal Censor's
Department? The sister of a German officer fighting against us?
Surely an open and shut case .,. but not quite, for Mrs Savile could
be seen in another light; as the wife of a Church of England rector,
who had proved her loyalty over many years in England, and who was
employed sorting the effects of dead soldiers. The Rev. Savile still
felt it necessary to write offering his wife's resignation and she left
her employment before the end of the year. '

09

The best-known and probably most provocative of these 'Hunwives'
was Frieda Lawrence, a member of the German baronial family
von Richthofen, cousin of the German flying ace nicknamed the Red Baron.
She had married D.H. Lawrence just as war began, but had held British
citizenship, acquired through her previous marriage, for fifteen years.
Frieda Lawrence's case could hardly be called typical; in this as in
other aspects of her life, her experience was extravagant and

108.
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unconventional, but it may be used to illustrate popular attitudes.
The Lawrences spent part of 1916 in a cottage on the Cornish coast, and
although at first the local people were not hostile to them, they were
increasingly surrounded by suspicion and fear.
own fault;

This was partly their

Lawrence openly opposed the war and his wife made no more

secret of her sympathy with German servicemen than she did of her
hatred of the Kaiser.
divided loyalties.

Frieda Lawrence was deeply conscious of her

Her 17-year-old English son became an officer cadet;

she could communicate with her German family in Metz only through a Swiss
the knowledge that friends on both sides were being killed

address;

pursued her like a nightmare.
Inevitably the Lawrences roused local suspicions.

Frieda's

rucksack was searched because the loaf of bread bulging its canvas was
mistaken for a camera.

On one occasion her husband angrily stopped her

cavorting on the beach in case people should think she was signalling
to U-boats with her white scarf.

The couple were suspected of pro-

visioning German submarines, though they were so poor they could have
spared, as Frieda bitterly remarked, 'no more than a biscuit a day' for
the enemy.

Watchers spied under their windows.

The climax came when

they were spending a weekend with a friend nearby;

neglect of blackout

regulations by his housekeeper brought a group of armed men bursting in
on the party, who were singing German folksongs, with accusations that
they were signalling to the enemy.

A few days later the Lawrences'

cottage was roughly searched by detectives and they were served an order
to leave within three days. uo
What could be done about German-born suspects who had all the
privileges of British nationality, assuming the evidence against them
was stronger than that against Mrs Savile or Mrs Lawrence?
110
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It was not entirely true that they had to remain 'untouched',
as an exchange in the House in 1917 illustrates.

Asked what steps

could be taken, in the event of German-born wives provin9 'entirely
hostile to this country' and openly usin9 'abusive epithets concerning
the British', the Home Secretary replied that in such circumstances
'several' women had been interned under clause 14b of the Ve6ence 06
the Recu'm !\cL l l l Sylvia Pankhurst claims some of them were being held

in Holloway Prison without any charge being formulated against them.
As an ex-prisoner she was not allowed to visit them. ' " The VetencR ot the
Realm Act was broad enough to cope wi th forei qn-born suspects.
Generally,howeveG the wartime experience of German-born women
married to British subjects showed them to be in a much more favourable
position than British-born wives of Germans.

The difference built up a

fund of resentment which was to be of some importance after the war.
British-born women resented bitterly the necessity of registering, and
thereafter reporting, to the police as aliens, especially if, as was
often the case, their whole life had been spent in England.

Sometimes

even the husbands, though not naturalized, had lived in England so long
they could no longer speak their native tongue.

One Fifeshire woman,

taken to court for refusing to register, expostulated that marriage
'nae mair maks me a German than it made Victoria yin when she married
Albert'.

Registration, which was a focus of resentment, was the common

experience of all British-born wives of enemy aliens, but for the poorer
among them, the wartime experience was more than resentment on a matter
of principle.

It was quite simply a struggle for survival.

In 1915

Jessie Klose, a dressmaker who could not get work because she had

Ill.
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married a German, though her husband had deserted her ten years before,
broke a window to draw attention to her situation.

She was sentenced

to three weeks' imprisonment, and though her release was secured by the
Home Office she remained unemployed. 1 1 3 There is plenty of evidence to
suggest that her case was typical.
Yet it is open to question whether the abolition of registration.
or even the granting of facilities to renaturalize,would have been enough
to turn aside popular wrath.

The authorities might distinguish carefully

between naturalized and unnaturalized enemy aliens, and indeed among
several categories of the latter depending on length of residence and
other factors, but the British public was less precise.
sounding name was sufficient to put its owner at risk.

A GermanPankhurst

reproduces a newspaper photo of a shop in her troubled district of
Poplar with the pathetic message scrawled over the wall 'We are
Russians'

.114

Whether ostracism and suspicion or actual violence, the

wartime experience of British-born wives of enemy aliens made them in
fact, as they were described early in the war, 'the saddest, because
least dramatic of all the women victims of the war'

113.
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PEACE: AND A CALL FOR INDEPENDENT NATIONALITY

The experience of World War I was the catalyst which precipitated
a demand for change in the national status of British married women.
Concern at the position of women married to enemy aliens, especially in
the last months of the war, foreshadowed the agitation of the 1920s.

Two

kinds of change were envisioned throughout most of this decade by two
groups of people, who could broadly be categorised as male official and
female unofficial.

The groups agreed that the automatic assumption by a

wife of her husband's nationality had created tragic anomalies during the
war, though both aimed to legislate for peacetime rather than wartime
conditions.

But here the two parted company.

Whereas the Home Office

and the Government - which normally adopted Home Office advice on the
highly technical question of nationality law - favoured piecemeal
concessions to ease the practical difficulties of British-born women
married to foreigners, the women, organised in various feminist societies,
wanted to change the whole basis of British nationality law as it affected
them: marriage, they claimed, should have no effect on nationality at all.
Once taken up, these positions would be maintained throughout most of the
interwar years but in 1918, when the debate began, the two sides were
less rigidly opposed.
Even during the war exceptions had been made to the uncompromising
declaration that 'the wife of a 8ritish subject shall be deemed to be a
Bri ti sh subject and the wife of an a1i en shall be deemed to be an a1i en' .'
1.

BJU;(:{J.,h NatiOVlaU;ty aVld S;(:alli", 06 AueVl-6 Ac;(:,

V, c. 17) Part Ill, cl. 10.
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Two had occurred as the pill sped through the House in 1914:

if the

husband of a British couple became naturalized in another state his wife
could opt to retain her British nationality.2

The option does not seem

to have been widely used, partly because naturalization was virtually
closed off for the duration of the war, but also because it was not
generally known.

A declaration of retention registered in May 1918

warranted a minute in the Home Office that 'apparently this is husband
and wife, the husband repudiating his nationality and the wife retaining
it', which supports the view that the practice was not common at this
stage. 3
A second

amendmen~

added in committee in 1914,had permitted

British-born widows of aliens who intended to live in the United Kingdom
to resume their original nationality on lenient residential qualifications
and at a fee of only 5/- instead of three guineas. 4
Then in the last weeks of the war came an astonishing concession.
British-born wives of enemy aliens could apply to recover their British
nationality.

A new clause was added to Section 10 of the

B~h

And provided that where an alien is a subject of a state at
war with His Majesty, it shall be lawful for his wife, if
she was at birth a British subject, to make a declaration
that she desires to resume her British nationality and
thereupon the Secretary of State, if he is satisfied that
it is desirable that she be permitted to do so, may grant
her a certificate of naturalization.s

2.
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The background to this amendment is not well documented.
of it must have been in a set of Home Office papers on the
ori

B~h

Women

m~~ed

to

A~en6,

t-1uch

N~ol~y

but of the 186 files originally in

the set all but 18 have been destroyed, and two of these 18 are missing. 6
There is no evidence of feminist pressure in the records of the major
societies who might have been interested, though the amendment conceded
what Lady Constance Lytton, Mrs Doring and others had been urging
unsuccessfully two years before.'
Undoubtedly the intention of the measure was generous, but its
generosity was tempered by two factors.

ThE first of these was the late

date in the war at which it was implemented.

At the end of September

1918, in reply to a lawyer's query on behalf of a client, the Home Office
had to admit that the form of procedure and the amount of the fee to be
charged were still 'under consideration', and it was only on 19 October,
less than a month before the armistice, that draft forms were available,
a minimal fee of 5/- was agreed to by Treasury, and it was settled that
minor children could be included in the renaturalization. 8
The other factor limiting the effect of the amendment was the
restrictive interpretation placed on it by the authorities.
of naturalization was to be far from automatic.

The grant

The Home Secretary had

made his intentions on this point quite clear in the House of Commons in
July:

naturalization would be in rare cases 'where there is really

separation between the wife and husband'.9

6.

The Home Office thought

PRO H045/12243/323341 N~ona.tUy ori T:)ju.:U4h Women m~ed to
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separation, with absolute severance of communication, should have
occurred five years before and that there should also be 'elements of
hardship'.

A 'fairly large' number of applications were lodged on the

passing of the amendment. Iv

Some, from British-born wives of aliens

who were not enemy aliens, were refused on grounds of eligibility,ll
others were refused on grounds of suitability.

Most favourably viewed

were applications from poor people who could Rot have afforded the
normal naturalization fee of £3.

The kind of person the amendment was

intended to cover is clarified by two examples favourably considered
at this time;

a Mrs Richmond of Canning Town who had married a German

in New York twenty-five years before, never lived with him, and had not
seen him for ten years;

and a Mrs Durst of Ramsgate, mother of four

British-born children, one of whom had enlisted two days after the war
broke out, whose husband had deserted her eleven years before by taking
her to Germany and leaving her in the poorhouse at Stuttgart. 12
Such examples add point to a note sent by the Home Secretary to
the Treasury in October 1918 that 'as at present advised' he 'would
propose to grant certificates under this new power only in exceptional
circumstances' and that it was improbable any great number would be
granted. l 3 In 1939 the clause would be of considerable importance,l"
but in 1918 it had little effect.

10.
11.
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It was probably inevitable that the horrors of Anglo-German war
should have imposed an intolerable strain on many Anglo-German marriages.
In August 1917 Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, President of the Divorce Law
Reform Society, wrote to The Time> urging that a husband's German
nationality should be sufficient grounds for divorce by his British-born
wife:

such a wife should 'receive release from a position which is

terrible and unnatural'.

The Home Secretary received a deputation on

the same sUbject. ' s The Home Office did not accept the argument, any
more than other correspondents to The

T~me>

did, though one official

expressed the view that desertion resultant from dislike of German
nationality might suffice as grounds for divorce in such cases. '"
As the war drew to an end, proposals for the repatriation of
interned enemy aliens and the revocation of natur-a l izat i on certificates
on grounds of unfitness made the question of the British-born wives of
enemy aliens urgent.

In the year after the armistice over 20,000

ex-enemy aliens were sent home, out of a total of 24,450 in Britain at
the time, 17,000 of these were German.'7 How many of them

had British-

born wives, and how many of these chose to go with their husbands, was
not known.

' 8

They were not sent against their will'9 and the question

arose whether for those who remained the separation counted as desertion,
and thus grounds for divorce.

The Home Secretary denied that it did, but
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thought it might be counted as part of the three year desertion by a
husband which provided a wife with such grounds. 2 0
The initiative in ending marriages between British-born women and
ex-enemy aliens was not always that of the wife.

Some German husbands no

longer wanted the responsibility of their British families, and it must
have been only too clear that,whether in Britain or GermanY,hostility
would be high towards Anglo-German families, and job opportunities would
be low for their breadwinners.

Desertions by repatriated husbands were

believed to be common, and their German nationality left the deserted
wives specially vulnerable.

For example the case of Mrs Dilly was brought

to the attention of the Home Office in 1920 by the Society for the Relief
of Foreigners in Distress.

Her husband had been interned and then re-

patriated and she had been caring for his children by a previous marriage
over the last six years, only to find he had begun divorce proceedings
against her in Germany.

Since she was not a British

subjec~

all that

could be done on her behalf was to bring the matter unofficially to the
attention of the German authorities."

In 1921, Mrs Okon, whose rep at-

riated husband was seeking diverce ir!Germany on the fallacious grounds
of her adultery, could not be afforded the protection she sought through
the Foreign Office;

she was a German, she was told, and the matter had

to be dealt with in German law. 2 2

As late as 1924,

T~ne

and

T~de

noted

the case of a British-born wife, deserted by her German husband before
the war, who had still not succeeded in gettin9 a divorce from him. 2 3
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The question of revocation of naturalization certificates would
also affect the wives of those men involved.

Even before the 1914

legislation on naturalilation had come into force, it had been recognised
that there was a major omission in it, the failure to provide machinery
for revoking the certificates of those who proved disloyal. 2 4

The

failure was considered especially dangerous , since under the DelbrUck Law
of 1913 a German who became naturalized abroad did not forfeit his
original nationality.2s

There were repeated questions in the House from

the end of 1914 as to whether the Government would take powers of revocation,26 and late in 1914 Sir John Butcher M.P. - a persistent
questioner - initiated a correspondence in The

Tim~

about the danger of

a man who 'can enjoy all the rights of a German at heart and a British
subject in law'

.27

Amending legislation was discussed from 1916,28 but

the Dominions had to be consulted before the matter could be finalised
and this happened only at the Imperial War Conference of 1917. 29 The
question was obviously an important one for the wives of naturalized
aliens.

Wives were automatically included in the process of natural-

ization;

would denaturalization of their husbands similarly include them,

even if they were British by birth?

In 1917 the Women's Freedom League

took up the point in a strongly worded letter to the Home Secretary.
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'Many British women married to naturalized aliens, and their children,
will be also denied British nationality through no fault of their own,
if

their natuaralized husbands be denaturalized', wrote the formidable

campaigner Nina. Boyle on behalf of the League, adding that the present
law affecting women's nationality was' a source of untold misery,
suffering and cruelty'.

She continued, 'vie hold, and we will have the

entire strength of the suffrage movement behind us, that married women
are as much entitled to control their own nationality as married men'.3O
The challenging tone of the letter was a portent for the future, but
its gravamen had already been dealt with.

The Imperial War Conference

had agreed that unless specifically ordered,denaturalization of a man
should not affect his wif e or children. 3l
cality in the revised legislation.

There was still some illogi-

Action could now be taken against

offending naturalized men, but what if it was their foreign-born wives
who offended?

There was no way of depriving them of the nationality they

had acquired through their husbands, without even taking an oath of
loyalty.

As a lawyer pointed

out in an article in 1919, 'Like their

husbands, we take them for better or for worse'

.32

The cessation of hostilities did not mean the end of wartime
restrictions on aliens and their wives,

In ,'larch 1919 a bill was intro-

duced to extend the pr-ov i sions of the M;'e.M
through so hastily as war began. 3 3

R~:t.~;'C':t;'OYl

AC':t, pushed

The 'novel and sweeping executive
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powers' it conferred on the Home Secretary would in fact be renewed
annually for fifty years, a prime example of what a recent writer calls
'the pervasive consequences of measures passed in haste to deal with a
particular problem'. For the British-born wives, the resented requirement to register with the police was maintained.'" On the other hand,
government sustenance to wives of ex-enemy aliens ceased at the end of
December 1919; it had been an 'act of grace during the war', and if
the women still needed help they had to apply for poor relief.'5
A particularly sensitive question just after the war concerned
the property of British-born women married to enemy aliens. Confiscated
during the war, this remained in the hands of the Public Trustee and
could not be released, the Government explained in mid 1919, even if it
was the undoubted property of the wife. 3 6 Clause 297 of the Treaty of
Versailles laid down that it was to be retained, like other property of
German nationals in the United Kingdom, as security for payment by
Germany of the debts and claims of British creditors. As a member of
Parliament pointed out indignantly in 1920, British-born wives and widows
of Germans could not get their property, even if they were starving. 'I
believe it is notorious', replied Sir P. Lloyd-Greame for the Government,
'that hard cases make bad law ... '. However a committee under Mr Justice
Younger was being set up to deal with those in special need. 3 ?
The interim report of the Younger Committee to the Board of Trade
in 1922 illustrates the extent and complexity of the problem. In two years
34.
35.
36.
37.
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of operation it had considered nearly 900 claims for relief based on need
directly attributable to the relevant clauses of the Versailles Treaty.
Most of these claims it found to be justified.

The Treaty operated with

a fine impartiality against all enemy aliens,
Britain or not,

whether they lived in

whether they, or their sons, had fought for the allies,

whether they were British-born women.

Clause 297 purported to bind the

former enemy power to make compensation to its nationals whose property
had been retained.
lished.

The principle in international law was well estab-

The problem in this case, as the Report bluntly stated, was

that Germany and Austria could not pay, and the Committee was sure that
the German nationals concerned generally believed their property had
been confiscated permanently.

Except for Germans resident in Germany,

no compensation at all had been forthcoming.

The class of ex-enemy

aliens that the Younger Committee believed should be most favoured in
priority for compensation was in fact least so:

the 'British-born ex-

enemy national, such nationality having been acquired only upon and by
reason of marriage'.

Appeals from this class, whose property here

almost always consisted of property settled upon their marriage, and
usually held by British Trustees for their benefit, had been 'specially
numerous, many of them very painful', and came at the top of the
Committee's 'order of merit' list.

In this context also the contrast

between the favoured position of German-born wife of a British subject
and the British-born wife of a German was sharply drawn.
succintly expressed in the Report:

It was

'The property here of a German

woman married to an Englishman on the 9th January 1920 is exempt,
although she may only have been permitted to land in this country a few
days before.

The property of an Englishwoman married to a German on the

same day is retained, although she may never in her life have been out

73

of this country'. 38

The issue provided another example of the illogi-

cality and unfairness of British nationality law as it affected married
women.
It was not surprising that the end of the war saw some women's
organisations poised for an attack on that section of the

B~h

Na.:UonaLi;ty and SULtlL6 06 Alien6 AeA: whi ch forced a woman to adopt her
husband's nationality, but it \Vas not merely the experience of \Var and
its aftermath that precipitated the attack.

The value of British

nationality in peacetime was, perhaps for the first time, perceived to be
more than merely sentimental.

In 1918 the vote had finally been granted

to six million women in the United Kingdom,'9 and exclusion from British
nationality meant exclusion from British suffrage.

It was no coincidence

that the campaign for independent nationality for women should be spearheaded by women who had previously devoted their energies to campaigning
for votes for women, or that they should seek allies in Parliament among
those who had been their friends on this campaign.
The new situation was clearly seen in the Home Office It was
noted in

a memorandum drawn up in 1918

that, whereas previously 'the

question of the nationality of a married woman, so long as she remained
in the United Kingdom, can hardly be said to have been of daily practical
trapor tance ' the situation was now 'greatly chanqed".""

The link of independent nationality for women with votes for
women was of far-reaching significance.

It brought the skills and status

of a highly organised pressure group to bear on the nationality campaign

38.
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- the educated, politically aware middle-class women of the major national
and international suffrage societies.

During the war, some of these

societies had displayed deep if spasmodic indignation at the plight of
British-born wives of enemy aliens.

Perhaps the most consistent in its

interest was the British Dominions Women's Suffrage Union.
At its inaugural meeting in London in July 1914, dubbed by those
present the 'first Imperial Conference on fJomen's Suffrage', the Union
protested strongly at the 'status accorded women bv the new BJUwh
Na;u-Ol1aA'.Uy BLU' then being cons i dered ; " !

At the second of its biennial

conferences, in 1916, it kept the topic high on the agenda, opening with
a panel discussion on 'Women's loss of nationality through marriage with
an alien'

;42

and in 1918, after listening to an address on current

nationality laws as they affected women, conference members endorsed their
Executive's action in supporting a memorial on the subject, drawn up by
the National Council of Homen, to the Imperial Conference,

43

The Women's Freedom League also expressed its indignation at the
situation of British-born women married to enemy aliens.

A vigorous

feminist society, radical in outlook, stamped with the personality of its
founder, the outspoken and unconventional Charlotte Despard, the League
had begun life in 1907 as a breakaway group from the Women's Social and
Political Union because it disagreed with the style of leadership the
Pankhursts imposed on the Union, and its militancy in the suffrage
cempa i qn.:"

The Vocte, the weekly paper of the League published several

SUtt~ag~,

1 August 1914.

41.

JUh

42.

Vocte, 16 June 1916.

43.

JUh

44.

S. Newsome , Womel1'"

SUt6~ag~,

1 June 1918.
F~eedom

Le((gue 1907-57, passim.
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lead stories of an emotive nature on the issue during the course of the
war. 4 5
By 1917 two major feminist organisations with international
connections had been alerted to the question: the National Council of
Women of Great Britain and Ireland, and the International Woman Suffrage
Alliance. Each was to play a major role in the elaboration of a
feminist policy on women's nationality.
The National Council of Women was upper middle class in its
membership, old-established, having been founded in 1895, and moderate
in outlook. It had flourished in the early years of the 20th century
and had engaged in semi-official work during the war. By 1918 it could
boast 126 branches and 56 affiliated societies and was probably the most
securely established of the British women's organisations. The Council was
a member of the International Council of Women (1888)'6 and its interest
in the nationality of married women might well have derived from this
connection, for the International Council had been first in the field by
several years in drawing attention to the effect of nationality laws on
women. Elitist in composition, moderate in its feminism, the International
Council of Women was famous for its five-yearly congresses, which were held
in various great capitals and combined huge meetings conducted on strict
parliamentary procedure with glittering social occasions. 4 7

It was

under no apparent financial constraint - the published records

45.

46.

Notably, a full-page article by Lady Aberconway, 21 July 1914;
the short story A~e~6 (see p.58), 23 July 1915; on 24 September
1915 and again 26 July 1918 leading articles.
Na~onal Co~n~ 0& Women. The
1895 - 1955. until 1898 it had been called
OD Women WO~Q~~, and this name was still

I. Grant and M.E. Alford, The
F~6~ Si~y Yea~6,
the N~tional U~lon

sometimes used.
47.

Lord and Lady Aberdeen. 'We Twa', (London, 1925) Ch. XX,
pp. 295-307.
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of its 1899 congress run to seven substantial printed volumes"8 and
its monthly

Bu£ie~~

appeared simultaneously in three languages. The

origins of the Council had been trans-Atlantic, but in 1893 members elected
Lady Aberdeen as President, thus ensuring at a single stroke 'its
emancipation from its American roots and its capture by the Establishment' .49 The presidency of Lady Aberdeen, a Liberal - as she described
herself - 'nurtured under the shadow of Mr Gladstone's high idealism,'su
had many of the characteri sti cs of a rei gn. It 1asted ti 11 1920, and
she remained the.eaf ter- Honorary President. 51 When she and her husband
celebrated their golden wedding, Council members presented them with an
Austin Eighteen,s2
Perhaps the travelled and sophisticated members of the International
Council were more likely than their humbler sisters to contract marriages with
foreigners. At any rate, on the suggestion of Lady Aberdeen, a questionnaire on women's nationality had been sent out to member councils as early
as 1905. Since this is the first evidence of interest by women in the
topic the lack of either background or follow-up in the Council records
or the writing of Lady Aberdeen herself, is tantalising. It was
organised through a subcommittee on 'laws concerning the legal position
of women' whose convener, Baroness von Beschwitz, circulated councils
in Europe, the United States, Canada and Australia with a series of
questions concerning marriages between subjects of different countries.

In,tVl~a:ttCmat' Co~g!leM)

06

Wome~,

48.

Aberdeen (ed.)

49.

R.J. Evans. The FeJl1~VL-U,v." p. 250. Lady Aberdeen, for 36 years
President of the ICI1, worked for women wherever her husband's viceregal appointments took her. In Canada 1893-8, she founded The
Victorian Order of Nurses; in Ireland 1905-15 the Women's
National Health Association. In 1919 she led a deputation to the
Peace Conference to urge equal opportunities for women in the L N
(The Ttmu, obituary, 19 Apri 1 1939).
'We Twa' , p. 272.
Ibid., p.305.
Bu£i~~, June 1927.

50.
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The replies were published in the Council 's

T~aluac~a~6.

There were

four questions, all of basic importance:
1.

Does an alien (a woman) acquire the nationality of a country by
marrying one of its subjects?
All the national councils except that of Australia answered in

the affirmative.
2.

Does a woman lose her nationality by marrying an alien?
Again the answer was affirmative, except for Australia.

3.

Under what circumstances, (divorce, death of husband) can the
married woman regain her former nationality?
The answers here showed more variety in detail, though the

general consensus was that a divorcee or widow was eligible to regain
her original nationality on application.
4.

Can a woman apply on her own account for naturalization during
the lifetime of her husband?
The replies were all in the negative, with the exception of that

from Australia. A note appended to the published answers gave credit to
female suffrage for Australia's 'advanced' stance on the question. 5 3
The International Council was later to claim that it had been
working for independent nationality for the married woman since 1905,54
but there appears to be a clear break, at least so far as the British
Empire was concerned, between this exercise and their later activities.
Indeed they refused to become involved when the International Woman
Suffrage Alliance invited them to take concerted action for independent

53.
54.

I C W Congress Report, 1906, pp. 36-40. Report of Committee on
Laws Concerning the Legal Position of Women.
C.

~·1acmillan.

'Nationality of

~'arried

Woman: present Tendencies',
pp. 142-154.

JoWL. Camp. Leg. and l nt.. L., 111,7 (1925),
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nationality in 1917. 5 5
At this point the initiative in the campaign was seized by the
International Woman Suffrage Alliance, which remained for some years
the focus of activity. The Alliance had branched off from the International Council of Women at its Berlin Congress in 1904, because a
group of American women wanted to co-ordinate international suffrage
agitation more vigorously than the Council, which had no policy control
over member councils, was able to do. A more radical organisation than
the International Council, it held annual congresses, as against the
Council's more leisurely and elaborate five-yearly ones and published
a quality monthly, Juo

Su66na9~,

which was accurate in its information

and rather austere in its style. 5 6 It was presided over in its earliest
years by an outstanding organiser, Carrie Chapman Catt, recently
ousted from leadership of the American suffrage movement and looking
for a role. 57
uuring the war the Alliance went into recess. International by
definition, it faced moral as well as practical problems in wartime;
especially, its British members became deeply divided in their attitude
to the war. The Vice-president of the Alliance was the distinguished
Millicent Garrett Fawcett, who led the 400 societies linked under her
presidency in the National Union of Women's Suffrage Societies into
dedi cated war work in 1914. 5 8 On the other hand, the Secretary from
1913 to 1920, Chrystal Macmillan, helped organise an International
55.
56.
57.

Below p. 84.
Juo SuM'La9~ (later In.:tvcvu:t.:Uonat Woman Su66nage Newl.> , then
II~VCvu:t.:Uonat Women'l.> N~~). Congress Reports, IWSA. A full
set of each is at the Alliance's London Headquarters,Victoria St.
Evans, p, 251. Chapman Catt had given up her chai rmanship of the
organising committee of National American Woman Suffrage Association
to nurse her sick husband. Between 1912-17 she led the movement
for female suffrage in New York state; thereafter she founded the
League of Women Voters and worked for The Equal Rights Amendment.

58.

Evans, p. 68. M.G. Fawcett, What I Remembvc, passim.
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Women's Congress at The Hague in 1915 to protest against the 'madness
and horror of war' and as delegate of the Congress travelled to Russia
and various neutral states urging an end to hostilities. 5 9

In this

difficult time a small Headquarters Committee, meeting in London at
most once a month, kept the Alliance's affairs ticking over and supervised publication of its periodical.

In 1916 the removal of the

headquarters committee to a neutral country was mooted, in case anything
published in

J~ Sunn~ag~

under the Ver(enee

on

should render members liable to prosecution

the Realm AC-t. GO

This illustrates how necessary

it was to maintain a low profile during the war, and helps explain
also why the 1914 agitation against the

On

A~el1h

abeyance.

B~h N~onatLty

and

Stat~

Act, and indeed feminist agitation in general, went into
There was also the fact that the calling off of the suffrage

campaign for patriotic reasons deprived many women's organisations of
their focus.
It was in the Headquarters Committee of the Alliance that the
campaign for independent nationality for married women began, initiated
by the woman who was to make the whole campaign peculiarly her own and
on whose scheme the clauses affecting women in the 1948
atLty AC-t would eventually be based. G l

B~h N~on

This was the committee's

secretary, the brilliant Scottish lawyer Chrystal Macmillan, sUffragist

59.

International Congress of Women at the Hague, 28 April - 1 May
19150 Report in L C W records. n..

60.

Manchester, P.L.
Minutes, 1916.

61.

B~h N~onatLty

M50/2/22/23 I WS A Headquarters Committee

AC-t, 1948. Speeches at the celebration
dinner of the reform lobby at the time make Macmillan's role
clear.
FL PBC records.
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and professional woman, one of the international elite of the feminist
movement in the first third of the 20th century. Since she contributed,
in theory and practice, more than any other single person to the campaign
to change British nationality law as it affected women, her personality,
capacity and preoccupations are worth considering.
She was born in Edinburgh in 1872 of well-to-do parents, the only
girl among eight brothers. From school she won a scholarship to Girton, but
chose instead to enter Edinburgh University on 5 October 1892, the first day
women were admitted to Scottish Universities. She took first class degrees
in Natural Philosophy and Mathematics, making a name for herself as an
outstanding mathematician, before going on to postgraduate studies in
Berlin. 5 2 At that time the German Universities were still very much
a male preserve and the status of women in Prussia extremely restricted,
but the feminist movement vigorous. 5 3 Back in Scotland, she joined the
agitation for votes for women, as a strictly legal suffragist, not a
sUffragette. She was a member of the Scottish branch of the Women's
Freedom League and the Scottish Federation of Women's Suffrage Societies. 5 4
In 1908 she took an historic appeal to the House of Lords, where
she pleaded in person the right of female Scottish graduates to a
University vote. She was the first woman in modern times to address
the Lords, and the case caused something of a sensation. She prepared
her case meticulously, with expert advice, and argued it with impressive
logic and learning,but a total lack of success. Her claim that the
word 'person' included both male and female made no impression on their
Lordships, though a prominent English advocate of the day said the
62.

63.
64.

'Miss Chrystal rft.acmillan', a friend's tribute, DcUXy TeJ!.egltaph
21 February 1938. Obituary, Manche6t0~ G~~an, 25 September
1937. Biographical sketch to accompany Chrystal Macmillan
Memorial Prize. (FL).
R.J. Evans, The Fem~n~st Movement ;.n G~many, Ch. 3.
The T~me6, obituary, 22 September 1937.

81.

speech was one of the best he had ever heard in the House of Lords. 6 s
Her suffragist activity included collaboration with a French and
a German Alliance member on a densely factual book, published in 1913,
Wom~n Sunn~~ge ~n P~~c~ce,

which aimed to give 'hard facts' to show the

growth and universality of the women's suffrage movement. 6 6

The next

year she both edited and contributed to a publication by the National
Union of Women's Suffrage Societies,

T~~ct6 ~ef~ng

to

Wom~n Sunn~~ge.67

It is clear that like most of the leaders of British feminism in the
inter-war years Chrystal Macmillan received her training in the pre-war
suffrage campaign.
Considering her part-German education and wide international
contacts,it is not surprising that the outbreak of war found her
strongly pacifist, though prepared to use her organisational skills to
help war victims.

On the day after the fall of Antwerp she organised

the despatch of the first food sent from Britain for Belgian refugees
in Holland. 6 8

Her dominant role in the 1915 Women's Peace Campaign at

the Hague was entirely in keeping with her views.
One gains the impression of very direct, but unbending, rather
formidable personality, coupled with outstanding ability and a quite
unusual single-mindedness.

A tribute printed in The

T~e6

after her

death in 1937 describes her as 'the perfect opponent on a committee',
65.

Lord Alness, 'A tribute to Chrystal Macmillan', Scot6m~n,1937.
The advocate was Mr Dankwertz. The T~e6 obituary claimed she
was the first woman to address the Lords; she herself, in her
address, said she was the second.
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Co Macmillan (ed.). T~~ct6 ~et~ng to Wom~n
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68.

The Thne6,
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V~y Tefeg~~ph,
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a rather odd aspect of her personality to choose to highlight at such
a time. But she was very much a committee person, and indeed most of
the dozen or so notices written on this occasion by friends and colleagues stress her professional or committee persona. G9 Nearer the period
at present under consideration is a telling comment in a letter from
one of her Alliance committee colleagues to another.

'I quite agree

with your view of C.M.'s character', wrote Mrs Coit to Mrs Fawcett in 1915,
She is absolutely honest, but often so absorbed
in her own particular view of a case that nothing
will make her see anything else, and that she will
go on spinning her own thread quite unconscious
and unimpressed by what another person says and
thinks. She is most tenancious in her own schemes
and often absolutely non-committee ... when the
scheme originates in another's brain. See her
withholding her vote in committee when it is not
her own proposal. However I know she is honest and
trying to act for the best... 7o
Her uncompromising attitude is illustrated also by an incident
recounted by the late Dame Margery Corbett Ashby, for 23 years President
of the Alliance. When she was elected to this position in 1923, Chrystal
Macmillan, alone of the committee, refused to vote for her and told her
it was because she did not believe her to be a good enough feminist. 7l
Perhaps she had wanted the nomination herself. Certainly at that point
her association with the Alliance had been longer, and her contribution
greater, than that of Mrs Corbett Ashby.72 That she was not considered

69.
70.
71.
72.

C. Hamilton in The T~me~, 23 September 1937. Tributes also
appeared in the D~y Tefe9~[ph, ManQh~ten Gua~d~an, T~me and
T~de, the SQo~man, as well as feminist journals.
Manchester, P.L. M50/2/22/44 Coit to Fawcett, 3 February 1915.
In the last sentence 'know' replaces 'feel', which is scored out.
M.I. Corbett Ashby, interview 28 July 1977.
She had served seven years as Secretary. At the 1920 Congress
she had been Second Vice-President, whereas Mrs Corbett Ashby
was Recording Secretary. (I WS A Congress Report, 1920).
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is perhaps in itself significant.

Even in 1947, when a Chrystal Macmillan

Memorial Prize was established for the best woman student in the Middle
Temple, it was remembered

she was so single-minded that some people perhaps
found her obsinate, and even too masterful. But though
she would not swerve on matters of principle, on those
of opinion she was truly humble.?3
This then was one aspect of her personality, an undeviating
firmness of purpose which ignored tact, and verged on the abrasive.
There was another, equally important, her strong sense of
justice.

Chrystal Macmillan's interest in justice was professional.

She trained as a lawyer as soon as the Sex

V~qu~6~c~on

Removal

Act of 1919 admitted women to legal training, and was among the first
British women to be called to the Bar in 1924, though she did not
practise as a barrister.

Her male colleagues paid tribute to her

ability, and her reputation was such that she was asked to contribute
an article on the legal status of women to the fourteenth edition of
the

EncycLopae~a B~an~ca.?4

Her numerous articles and pamphlets

on the nationality of married women are models of succinctly developed
argument resting on a basis of careful accuracy, of a calibre far above
the usual range of such propaganda.?5 But her interest was more than
professional.

It was also a warm sympathy with victims of injustice,

so that her work for women disadvantaged by the nationality law was by

73.
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The T~~,

22 September 1937.
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no means confined to committee work, lobbying, and the writing of
pamphlets. She personally involved herself in individual cases, offering
sympathy as well as expert advice. 76
Chrystal Macmillan's interest in women's nationality dates at
least from 1916 when she addressed the biennial conference of the British
Dominions

Women's Suffrage Union on the sUbject,77 but it is likely she

was involved in 1914 when societies in which she is known to have been
active expressed support for Dickinson's amendment to the
N~onc~y and Stat~s

B~h

06 Af~elu A~t. 78 At any rate, late in January

1917 at a meeting of the Alliance Headquarters Committee chaired by Mrs
Fawcett and consisting in addition of Mrs Coit and Miss Sheepshanks, the
Editor of

J~ Su66kag~,

Macmillan reported that she had consulted Lady

Aberconway about bringing out a paper on women's nationality, but that the
latter was too busy to take up the matter at present. The report forms
a tenuous link with the 1914 agitation in which Lady Aberconway had played
a prominent role.
Having checked that the International Council of Women was not
working on the subject, the committee decided to send out a questionnaire
to women lawyers in various countries and a special expanded meeting was
arranged for 17 April to organise the enquiry.79
The meeting was not a large one. The four members of the Headquarters Committee were joined by four other people only one of whom,
76.
77.
78.
79.

See Below, pp.155-8; 326-7; 329-334.
Reported in Vote, 16 June 1916.
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Mr W.H. Dickinson, would play any further part. A barrister and at that
time Liberal Member of Parliament, Dickinson had been an ally of the
moderate feminist lobby on the sUffrage issue. He had led the attack on
Section 10 of the

~~~h Natio~y

and

Stat~6

of!

ALLe~6

Act on its

way through the House in 1914 and would contribute a great deal during
the inter-war per-iod to the campaign for independent nationality for
married women. BO
True to its international status, the International Woman
SUffrage Alliance adopted a broad approach to the question, noting that
as a result of the 'special hardships suffered by women married to
enemy aliens in a number of warring countries' women's societies all
over the world had been taking it up. In relation to Britain, the meeting
referred to the 1916 resolution of the British Dominions Women's Suffrage
Union in favour of women having the same right to choose their nationality
as men. Members discussed the 1905 questionnaire and subsequent changes
in nationality law as it affected women. Dickinson reminded them that,
while the British Act of 1914 had re-enacted the 1870 legislation
concerning women, the support of feminist societies had enabled him to
secure two concessions from the Government, to facilitate a return to
British nationality by a British-born woman whose marriage to a foreigner
had broken down, and to enable a wife whose husband became naturalized
abroad to retain her British nationality. He also suggested the Home
Office should be consulted on any questionnaire designed to gather information internationally and agreed to put a question in the House as to the
position, vis-a-vis the 1914 Act, of those Dominions which had not
formally adopted it. The wheels had been set in motion. B!
80.

See pp. 15-18.

81.

Manchester PL M50/2/L2/215 Special meeting on nationality of
married women, 17 April 1917.
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The wheels of the International Woman Suffrage Alliance were not
the only ones to be moving. A month after this meeting the National Council
of Women of Great Britain and Ireland sent a memorial, with a request that
it receive a deputation, to the Imperial War Conference then sitting in
London. The memorial was also signed by the Women's Co-operative Guild,
the National Union of Women's Suffrage Societies and the British Dominions
Women's SUffrage Union. It read:
We the undersigned, representing our respective societies,
have the honour to submit to you our claim that the Nationality and Naturalization laws shall be so amended in those
parts of the British Empire where such amendment is necessary as to provide that a British woman on marriage with an
alien shall not be deprived of her nationality against her
will, but that she shall be given the same choice of nationality as a man.
The request for the deputation was refused. so
The British/Imperial emphasis of the Council and its supporters
contrasts to some extent with the international one of the Alliance.
Both were right. British nationality law, which necessarily interacted
with that of other countries when it involved foreign marriages, could
not effectively be altered without reference to those other countries.
But neither could it be altered without reference to the Dominions, in
consultation with which it had originally been drawn up.
The two strands of activity, that of the Alliance and of the
societies supporting the memorial, were in fact less clearly differentiated than they appeared. There was a considerable interlocking of
key personnel, which might be illustrated by the case of Mrs Fawcett,
who as Vice-President of the Alliance chaired the Apri

I

meeting and as

President of the National Union of Women's Suffrage Societies signed the
memorial. s 3

Chrystal Macmillan was an executive officer of both

82.
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these societies;84 both women had attended meetings of the British
Dominions Women's SUffrage Union. 8s Such an overlap, together with the
regular invitations to each others' meetings and reports of these in
each others' periodicals, usually including details of resolutions
passed, helps to explain how a consistent 'women's policy' on various
contentious issues, including the nationality of married women, came to
be accepted by the main women's organisations in the 1920s.
Meantime it was decided by the Alliance group to publish in
Su66~ag~

J~5

an account of what had been done, together with the question-

naire. Women's nationality fades out of the Headquarters Committee's
discussions at this stage, and is not mentioned again until the cessation
of hostilities permitted full meetings of the Alliance to resume,86 and
the committee to be dissolved, but it featured prominently in the
n~on(tt

Woman

Su66~age New~

(formerly

J~ Su66~ag~)

I~~

in 1918.

An impressive body of information was built up. The 'Questionnaire
on the Laws of Nationality with Special Reference to their Effect on
Married Women' was carefully thought out. It was divided into two parts.
The first seven questions asked for information on nationality laws as
affecting males and unmarried females, presumably to provide a basis for
comparison; the second section, questions 8 to 12, dealt with the law
as affecting married women. These latter questions are those the
International Council of Women had asked in 1905:
Does an alien (a woman) acquire the nationality of your
country by marriage with one of its nationals? Does the
nationality of the husband carry with it the nationality
of the wife? Does a woman lose her nationality by marriage
with an alien? And are there exceptions to this? Under
what circumstances can a married woman regain her former
nationality?
23 September 1937.

84.

Manch~~~ Gu~d{an,

85.

The I WS A Executive were specially invited to the biennial
meetings. J~5 Su66~ag~, 1 July 1916, 1 June 1918.
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86.

88

There is one additional question:
Are there exceptions made as to their treatment as
aliens of women who have lost their nationality
through marriage - for example as to the Old Age
Pension, poor relief, right to voting, Government
employment, landed property, inheritance etc?
The questionnaire then asked for information as to whether the law of
nationality bore hardly on women, with examples, and recommendations
for reform. Finally, suggestions were called for to build up a common
programme on the nationality of married women by the organised women
of all countries. S ?
Chrystal Macmillan was heavily involved with the questionnaire.
It is probable that she helped draw it up and certain that as Secretary
she received the replies, and that as a member of the Board of Officers
of the Alliance, she provided the information for the British Empire.
The June 1918 issue of

I~t~~~~o~a! Wome~!~

SU&bkage

N~~~

1S

almost

entirely taken up with the questionnaire and replies to it. Macmillan's
own contribution fills almost two closely printed pages.
Her report on Great Britain and Ireland is preceded by a paragraph on the British Empire which shows her to have been aware (as many
feminists seemed not to be) of the imperial nature of British nationality
legislation. In it she explained that the 1914 Act had been recommended
by the Colonial Conference with a view to the adoption of uniform
legislation throughout the Empire. She claimed it had been the
'energetic agitation' of women which had led to the adoption of two
important amendments in 1914, and noted that representations, in favour
of giving women equal nationality rights with men, were to be made to
the forthcoming Imperial Conference. Then for the facts regarding the
status of married women in nationality in Great Britain and Ireland she
referred to the relevant sections of the
87.

IW S N , 1 June 1918, p. 144.

B~h NatZo~atLty a~d Stat~

89

0&

A£iefu Act, and for proposed reforms she quoted in full the memorial

prepared by the National Council of Women for presentation to the Imperial
Conference. Finally, 'as an individual' she put forward proposals for an
international policy in line with the memorial. This included discussion
of the transitional arrangements necessary before the ultimate aim - that
marriage should in no way alter the nationality of a woman or limit her
right of naturalization - could be fully implemented. 'Probably', she
suggested '[ the al i en wife] should, if deprived of her nationality of
origin, be given all the rights and privileges and be subject to all
the responsibilities of her husband's nationality' except that she
should not qualify for the franchise other than on the conditions
required of a man. Her second point was a radical one, that the mother
should have an equal share with the father in determining the nationality
of a child. She suggested dual nationality for the child of parents
of different nationalities until the age of conscription (if any), then
a choice as to which parent's nationality should be adopted permanently.
She concluded by urging an international convention as the best means
of dealing with the whole question. s s
Replies were also published in this issue from Switzerland and
France and in subsequent ones from Denmark, Germany and Hungary, and
additional information was printed as it was received. s 9
Meantime the group centring on the National Council of Women kept
up pressure on the Government in Britain. In March 1918, undeterred by
their rebuff the previous year, they presented a Memorial to the Colonial
Secretary, for the forthcoming Imperial War Conference, and asked him

88.
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to receive a deputation, preferably with the Home Secretary and the
Secretary of State for Scotland in attendance. The Memorial, which set
out the reformers' demands succinctly, would prove a very important
document for their campaign. A great deal of effort had gone into its
preparation. It had been widely circulated and bore the signatures of
representatives of 59 societies throughout the British Empire. There
were 29 from the United Kingdom, ranging from major feminist organisations
which had already demonstrated an interest in women's nationality,
such as the National Council of Women itself and the National Union of
Societies for Equal Citizenship (formerly National Union of Women's SUffrage
Societies) through Church groups such as the Catholic Women's League and
the Salvation Army, to professional associations, especially those
connected with teaching - the Association of Head Mistresses, the Association of Assistant Head Mistresses in secondary schools, the National
Union of Teachers, the Women Sanitary Inspectors, the Health Visitors'
Association, to general groups as the Women's Co-operative Guild, and the
Y.W.C.A. There were some political groups of widely differing hue, the

Women's Liberal Federation and the Fabian Women's Group, the Conservative
Women's Reform Association. Finally signatures came from the Australian
States (20 in all), Southern Africa and New Zealand.
The Memorial was brief, and close in its wording to its predecessor of 1917, though it was more specific:
We, the undersigned, representing Women's Societies
throughout the British Empire, have the honour to
submit to you our claim that any amendment of the
nationality laws should include the grant to women
in those parts of the British Empire where such
amendment is necessary, of the right to retain their
British nationality on marriage with an alien, a
right enjoyed by them under the laws of the United
Kingdom until 1870.
We further urge that uniformly throughout the Empire
the laws should provide that a woman shall not on
marriage with an alien be deprived of her British
nationality against her will; but that she shall
be given the same choice of nationality as a man.
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This statement would form the basis of a Private Member's Bill
repeatedly introduced in the House of Commons over the next decade and
more."G

Its reception in the Colonial Office was chill.

The Colonial

Secretary was 'unable' to receive the deputation, nor could he offer
hope that the Imperial Conference would consider the memorial, since it
was 'impossible' that the conference would be able to discuss the matter
this year. 9 1

It looked like a replay of the 1917 episode, but in 1918

the women did achieve something, a review of government policy on
women's nationality.
The Home Office were evidently relieved that there would be no
deputation, but recognised that this was a breathing space only.

J.

Fisher Williams, a nationality expert, was convinced the matter would
be raised when the amending Bill on revocation of naturalization was
under discussion, and believed that in view of the extension of the
franch.i se to women, greater pressure mi ght be brought to bear than in
1914.

He thought the women's societies 'would be satisfied with an

amendment which would allow a British woman who married an alien to make
on her marriage or within some limited time after it, a declaration that
she desires to remain a British subject'.

Williams did not

comment on th.e desirability or otherwise of this, but did speculate why
the common law which 'for all other purposes merged the personality of
the wife in that of her husband

should have allowed her to retain
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a nationality independent of his'. He thought the answer lay in the
law of real property rather than social considerations. 'It would
obviously be extremely awkward if the marriage of a British woman to an
alien had

~p~o

flac~o

made her land forfeitable to the Crown, and also

prevented a title to land being traced through her, as being of nonheritable blood'.92
John Pedder, who as Principal Assistant Secretary was to have a
great deal to do with the question over the next decade, agreed that 'no
doubt there will be another battle on the way, whether in Parliament on
the Bi 11 amending the Act of 1914 or before', and expressed the opinion
that the law should be 'left as it is, because the inconveniences and
complications of separate nationalities for husband and wife are serious
and should be prevented'. Sir Edward Troup added a telling point: 'I do
not think Parliament ought to deal with this matter until after the next
election when the Members will have been elected by women's votes'.
Fisher Williams was assigned the task of drawing up a memorandum
on the proposal to allow a British woman to retain her nationality on
marriage with an alien. This is the first serious consideration given
in the Home Office to the topic and it sets out, most concisely, the
arguments for and against the proposal. In its favour was first, the
fact that it was not entirely a novelty, and to a certain extent would
restore the common law; moreover there was a precedent, in the permission
granted a woman married to a British subject who became naturalized
abroad to retain her nationality. Secondly, it was by no means true
that a woman necessarily changed her national sentiments on marriage,
if she continued to reside in Britain.
92.
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'It would have saved trouble in the war if the wives had been British
subjects .. .'.

Thirdly, the recognition of separate nationalities was

in accordance with the general movement for complete recognition of the
independence of the wife

which he identified, rightly, as the stand-

point of the women's societies.

"rhen, only those women would retain

British nationality who deliberately elected to do so. And finally, from
the point of view of the unity of the family, he pointed out that
families of British-born women married to aliens, were not necessarily
united in their national status under present law, since children born
on British soil were British subjects.
Against the proposal

Williams listed several points.

First, the recognition of separate nationality of the husband and wife
would be 'against universal practice'.

He softened the uncompromising

nature of this statement later by inserting 'almost' before 'universal',
and noting in the margin the exceptions:
gium and some South American states.
over

which states

favoured

France, Russia. U.S.A., Bel-

There was always room for dispute

independent nationality for women,

but generally thi s was to be one of the more potent arguments
of those who were against fundamental change in the law.

So was

Williams' second point, that the proposal would create cases
of double nationality.

The third point, that the unity of the family

as it now existed, would be destroyed, was hardly a valid one, in view
of his earlier argument against this.

Similarly to be dismissed was

the comment that it would be awkward if, under the new Reform Act, a
woman was to have a vote when her husband did not.
points so far not considered by the reform lobby:

But he raised two
that a wife would

still not have the privileges of nationality as a man enjoyed them,
even under the proposal, because her children born abroad would not be
Gritish subjects, whereas his would;

and that the proposal did not
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touch the case of an alien woman who married a British subject.

The

policy of the reformers would soon be extended to take in these two
points.

On the basis of this analysis) .

Williams saw no objection

to acceding to the women's request, and suggested a solution:

a woman

marrying an alien should have the right, within a limited time after the
marriage, or the passing of the relevant Act in the case of those already
married, to make a declaration of retention of British nationality;

but

she could not be recognised as a British subject while abroad. B 4
Williams' analysis was sound, and his solution eminently
reasonable in the British context at the time,

but the arguments he

marshalled against a woman's right to retain her nationality on marriage
with a foreigner omitted the very one which was to prove an insuperable
obstacle to reform until after World War [I.

This related to the special

nature of British nationality legislation, which operated Empire-wide,
and so could be altered only by the unanimous agreement of the selfgoverning Dominions.

The Home Office scheme was quietly forgotten.

In view of this

characteristic of British nationality law, the

attitude of the Imperial Conference to women's nationality was Vitally
important to the reformers; to fact the Conference did not care. In 1917
the Imperial War Conference had devoted a day to matters of nationality,
without mentioning women's nationality at all.
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In 1918 it again

devoted a whole day to nationality and naturalization, and the Home
Secretary, together with Pedder and
was

in attendance.

Williams of the Home Office,

Discussion was based on a Home Office Memorandum

-----_.--
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which did mention 'the question of the nationality of the married woman
(which has acquired special importance in Canada)' as one of the questions
to which a considerable amount of public attention had been called
during the war..

but there was no discussion on it. !nterestcentred

on the much livelier topics of the revocation of naturalization
certificates, and restrictions on the naturalization of ex-enemy aliens.
However, the Conference endorsed a proposal for a committee of experts
on nationality law to meet immediately after the war.
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The next opportunity for the feminist lobby to bring the nationality of married women to public and official notice was - as foreseen
in the Home Office in March 97

-

the parliamentary debaLe on an amendment

of the 1914 Act to permit revocation of naturalization certificates.
It took place

in mid-July 1918, and Sir Willoughby Dickinson used the

occasion to move an amendment opening up the whole topic of women's
nationality, which members discussed at length over two days.

The

amendment had three clauses, the triple basis of future demands:

that

a woman who married a foreigner should remain BritiSh unless she opted
otherwise;

that a foreign woman who married a British subject should

not thereby gain British nationality unless specifically naturalized;
and that a husband's naturalization abroad should not affect his wife's
nationality.

The amendment was lost, but Dickinson did secure two

concessions.

It was agreed that the subject of the amendment should

be considered by the committee of experts recommended by the Imperial
Conference to deal

~ith

points of detail under the revised law,

that this committee should include one woman.
96.
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significant development in the reformers' demands, as expressed in
Dickinson's amendment. Whereas the 1918 memorial asked that a woman
marrying a foreigner might have the right to retain her nationality,
it was now spelled out that such retention was to be the norm, and a
declaration of alienage would be required if she wished to follow her
husband's nationality.
Bowing to pressure, the Home Secretary agreed to receive the
National Council of Women, whose deputation had been turned away by his
colleague in the Colonial Office. The report of the deputation which he
met on 11 September is missing from the Home Office records. 9 9 This is
unfortunate, since it was the first of a line of such deputations. A
brief account in the Vote states that the women, among them Chrystal
Macmillan, were introduced by Sir Willoughby Dickinson, and courteously
received by Sir George Cave, who expressed the hope that a woman might
join the proposed Nationality Committee. 100
It may well have been this

meeti~g

that led to a special confer-

ence on women's nationality in the Home Office on 31 October. For this
a detailed memorandum, relying heavily on Fisher Williams' earlier one,
was prepared. It suggested specific arrangements for the declaration
of retention of nationality along the general lines already advocated.
The time limit for a declaration of retention of British nationality by
a wife should be a month before or after the marriage, and the nationality
so retained should be recognised throughout the British Empire, though
diplomatic protection could not be provided outside its limits. A
foreign-born woman should not acquire British nationality by marriage
with a British subject. Women already married to aliens might have six
99.
100.
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months in which to make a declaration if they so desired. 1 Q l There
is no evidence of reaction to the scheme, but it came to nothing, perhaps
submerged in the great matters of the end of the war as the original
Act had been sUbmerged in

it commencement. The proposal for a

Nationality Committee was not taken up.
The latter part of the war had seen the nationality of married
women discussed in women's organisations, in the Home Office and in
the House of Commons. On the whole the issue had been treated as a
British one, and the possibility that the Empire or foreign states
might limit British policy options had scarcely been considered. For
this reason the difficulties of change were underestimated and agreement
on the lines suggested in the Home Office seemed possible. As Britain,
the Empire and Europe settled down to peace, however and the question
came to be considered imperially and internationally, the difficulties
loomed large, and the attitudes of the two sides, male official and
female lobbyist became more clearly differentiated. This process became
clear at a whole cluster of important conferences between 1920 and 1923.

101.
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CHAPTER THREE

CLARIFICATION BY CONFERENCE 1920-1923

During the five years after the war the indignation aroused by
injustices to British-born wives of enemy aliens came to be channelled
into specific and detailed proposals to right these injustices.

The

general demand for choice of nationality for the married woman was elaborated into two carefully drafted documents:

a bill intended to secure

independent nationality for women in the British Empire
to secure such equality internationally.

and a convention

The bill was drawn up by the

National Council of Women, the Convention by the International Woman
Suffrage Alliance, but the principal architect in each case was Chrystal
Macmillan, who emerged in this period as a recognised expert on women's
nationality and a publicist of great vigour.

Neverthele6s

the matter

might have been shelved, as time softened war time bitterness, had not the
United States ensured that it remained a live issue by making nationality
entirely independent of marriage and thus creating a whole new set of
problems for its citizens who took foreign wives.

In these circumstances

the bill, the convention and the general question of married women's
nationality were debated at length in influential circles; the year 1923
proved to be an important one for the clarification of issues.

The

National Council of Women's bill, slightly modified, was introduced into
Parliament in 1922 and the questions raised by it, though not debated in
the House, were referred to a Committee of both Houses in 1923. The
convention, approved as a basis for discussion at the 1923 Alliance
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congress,was also laid before the Parliamentary Committee and the
annual conference of the International Law Association. Besides all this,
the Imperial Conference considered the nationality of married women in
its Nationality Committee. The reformers were optimistic. A delegate
to the Alliance congress wrote that of all the resolutions passed there
the one on women's nationality was that 'most likely to lead to early
action'.l Despite a number of indications that there were greater problems
in the way of change than its advocates acknowledged, few could have foreseen that they would have to plod doggedly on with their campaign for
another quarter of a century.
In 1921 the National Council of Women published a leaflet comprising
their memorial to the Imperial Conference, a list of its signatories and
a draft bill based on it. Selling for Id a copy, 8d a dozen, it was
widely circulated among women's groups and was the first broadside in
a long propaganda campaign." The bill, which would be introduced repeatedly
into the British Parliament in the interwar years, was probably the work
of Chrystal Macmillan, chairman of the Council's Legislation Committee.
It came to be known as the Macmillan Bill, and when a Victory Dinner was
held in 1949 to celebrate the granting of independent nationality to
British women, one of the speakers, Florence Barry, paid tribute to her
as its author.' Dame Marjorie Corbett Ashby said the same thing in 1977. 4
Both women had been close collaborators with Macmillan in the 'nationality
campaign', but their evidence came long after the event and there is no
direct claim to authorship in Macmillan's own extensive collection of
1.
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papers on women's nationalityS or in the
N~uo;

Int~nrr~olu[~

Womrrn

Sunb~ge

in giving evidence before the parliamentary committee in 1923 Macmillan

referred to 'our Society's Bill', and said the 'National Council of Women'
drafted it. 6
Whether or not she drew up the original bill, it is almost certain
that she alone was responsible for the changes made to it before it was
introduced into the House of Commons at the end of March 1922. A copy of
the draft bill, amended in her hand, is among her papers. The changes are
not major ones, consisting mainly of simplifications of wording, or
omissions, in one case of a whole clause, and they considerably shorten
the bill. 7
A memorandum preceding the bill states its intention succinctly.
It was to restore to British women marrying aliens the right, lost in
1870, to retain their British nationality, and enable those who had already
lost their nationality by marriage to regain it by simple declaration.
Alien women would no longer acquire British nationality through marriage
with British subjects, but those who had already gained it in this way
would not be deprived of it. The bill would grant married women the
same right to apply for naturalization as married men. Seven brief
clauses made up the bill, which was entitled the
IMcuuUed Olomen)

RU'£

10 and 11 of the 1914

7922

B~~h Nrrt~onc~y

and was intended to replace Part III, Sections

B~oh NcGt{onrr~y

rrnd Strrtuo ob

A~e~o

Act.'

It might have been expected that the honour of introducing the bill
into Parliament would have fallen to that loyal friend of the women's
movement and eloquent advocate of independent nationality, the Liberal
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Sir Willoughby Dickinson, but he had lost his seat - as it proved
permanently - in 1918.' Instead it was introduced by the staunchly
Conservative Member for York, Sir John Butcher. There is some incongruity
in the fact that a man The

T~m~

could refer to as 'one of the few really

uncompromising 'diehard' Tories of his generation,'Q should be associated
with a bill generally acknowledged to have far-reaching and radical social
implications, and seen by its female protagonists part of the general
movement for equality of the sexes. Certainly the women's movement as a
whole had hoped for more from Liberalism, and were to hope for more from
Labour than from Conservatism. And since the nationality struggle was
viewed as an extension of the suffrage struggle they expected to find
political allies in the same quarters. It had been no surprise, for
example, that Sir Willoughby Dickinson's 1918 amendment in favour of
independent nationality for married women should have been opposed by Sir
Edward Carson, despite his 'considerable sympathy with the amendment' on
the precise grounds that he believed it to be 'one of the natural consequences which flowed from the equality of rights which he had always
opposed with regard to the franchise in the case of women'.ll On the
other hand, it had been Lloyd George's Coalition government, not Asquith's
Liberal one, which had extended the franchise to women and followed this
up by the Sex

V~qua~Lt~C~O~ Renlov~

Act of 1919; the lines were less

clearly drawn after the upheaval of the war. Besides Sir John, however
diehard in his conservatism in other respects, was no anti-feminist; in

9.
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the debates on the Sex

V~squa1in~Q~on

Removal Biit he had spoken warmly

of 'welcoming women to the Bar';2
There were also special reasons why conservative thinkers should be
attracted to the cause of independent nationality for women. As Chrystal
Macmi 11 an wou 1d poi nt out in 1925, the reformers won support from the
'ultra-chauvinists', influenced by the fact that an undesirable alien may,
by marriage with a British man, acquire the right to settle in his country.13
She may well have had Sir John Butcher in mind. During the war he had been
an active member of a parliamentary committee charged with the investigation
of suspected cases of spying,14 and he had asked many awkward questions in
the House on related topics. It was he who had raised the question of the
highly connected German-born tks Savile,15 who had urged on the Government the need for some machinery to revoke naturalization certificates,16
and who had repeatedly pressed for statistics of enemy aliens in Britain;?
Throughout 1919 and 1920 he kept up pressure on the question of a reconsideration of the nationality law in relation to aliens and alien wives.
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104 H C Deb. 796, 19 ~1arch 1918. Butcher asked whether an equiry
into the character and disposition to this country of 10-12,000 alien
women was intended, and why they were not repatriated.
120 H C Deb. 100, 20 October 1919, he strongly supported the Aliens
Restriction Bill; 120 H C Deb. 474,28 October 1919, he sought
information on how many ex-enemy aliens were still in the U.K., and
how many had been repatriated.
120 H C Deb. 642-3, 13 t1ay 1920, and 1211-1212, 18 f1ay 1920, he
expressed concern lest Germans with British-born wives, who had been
deported, but were now enabled to return, should threaten employment
prospects for ~ritish men.
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In March 1921 he asked whether British-born wives of ex-enemy aliens who
had deserted them should be enabled to resume their nationality of birth.
On this occasion the Home Secretary, Hr Shortt,replied that the 'general
question of the nationality of married women is one of a number which
are under consideration in consultation with the self-governing Dominions ...
and he did not think there was the 'slightest chance' of legislation that
session.!' Sir John returned to the charge a week later: when, and how
often, had the conference of experts on nationality promised by Sir
George Cave in 1918 met, and what had it recommended? At what stage
were the consultations with the Dominions referred to by the Home Secretary on 12 November 1918, 20 February 1919, 10 April 1919, 14 July 1919,
6 November 1920,2 March 1920, 6 March 1920 and 14 December 1920 ... ? The

special conference he was told, had been held in July 1918, but shortly
after the meeting most of the overseas representatives had gone away, and
though various letters and memoranda had been exchanged there had been no
opportunity for another conference. 'The matter,' Mr Shortt concluded,
perhaps not very convincingly, 'has not been lost sight of and will be
pursued at the earliest opportunity'. He quoted the reply again on 5
April and 12 April. 2 D
The opportunity for action referred to by the Home Secretary seemed
to have occurred in 1921 when the
A~t

~oh N~o~~y

and StatUh 06

A~en6

was being amended to enable acquisition of British nationality by

second generation Britons born abroad. This had been approved at the
1921 Imperial Conference,2! but when Sir John asked if 'any other
19.
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question affecting nationality' had been brought before the Conference
he received an uncompromising negative. 2 2
It may well have been impatience with government inaction that
caused Sir John to join forces with the National Council of Women. From
their point of view he was an ally worth the winning. A distinguished
barri ster and Fellow of Tri nity Co 11 ege Cambri dge, he had represented
York,with a break of only four years, ever since 1892. He was a prominent
r1ember of the House of Commons, known for his unswerving principles and
his readiness to 'affront popular prejudice with inconvenient assertions
and reminders'. His obituary in Tile

T~m<2lJ

noted 'no doubt he was too

stiff .,. but he is entitled to the respect which all men show to honest
conviction'

.23

The BJU:ti/sh

N(ct~onaWIj

(McvuUed Women) B"Lit, which he introduced

on 28 March 1922, was supported by members of all parties, including
such unlikely associates as Conservative Sir William Joynson-Hicks and
Labour Leader Arthur Henderson,as well as both women Members,
Viscountess Astor (Conservative), and Mrs Wintringham (Liberal)?"
In the Home Office it was recognised as highly controversial, a bill of
which no single clause could be accepted without discussion with the
Dominions. The whips were at once instructed to block it.
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Departmental discussion of the bill involved for the first
time the man who would be the main architect of Government policy on
women's nationality over a long period, the Assistant Legal Adviser to
the Home Office, Oscar Dowson. An Oxford-trained barrister, Dowson had
been Court

~artial

Officer with the Second Army in the latter stages of

the war and had recently come to vlhitehall from Ireland, where he had
been seconded in 1920-21 as Legal Officer. He was a man of moderation,
described by someone who knew him well as sympathetic, tolerant and
magnanimous; but regarding the maintenance of a common nationality for the
Empire he believed there was no room for compromise. In this first
intervention in the question, he stressed its imperial nature. The
initial objection to the bill, as he saw it, and which he hoped would
bar its further progress, was that its proposals had not been submitted
to or approved by the Governments of the self-governing Dominions. Such
'far-reaching and debatable proposals' should be agreed in principle and
detail before they were considered by the House of Commons. Dowson
noted that the subject had been brought before the 1918 Imperial
Conference and a Home Office memorandum submitted, but thereafter it had
been shelved. The present bill, he conceded, had been worked out with
some care, but he thought it open to serious criticism on several points.
Pedder agreed that there could be no question of immediate legislation
and recommended sending the bill to a Select Committee. 2 5
Some pressure was then put on Sir John Butcher. The Home
Secretary wrote to him:
If you are willing to agree that if the Bill gets
a second reading it shall be referred to a Select
Committee, I would raise no objection to the Bill
being read a second time ...
25.
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Butcher called on Pedder at the Home Office, and a Commons
committee was duly appointed early in July, under the chairmanship of
Mr Adamson. z 6 It was to be overshadowed in importance by the Joint
Committee of 1923 and may be passed over quickly. However, Dowson's
evidence before it is of some interest, since it provides in accessible
form a summary of the views he would express at greater length before
the Joint Committee.
He sounded out Foreign Office opinion on the problems of
diplomatic protection under the proposed scheme, and found Sir William
Malkin uncompromisingly hostile. 'Personally I dislike the Bill intensely'
he wrote, and set

~1r

riounsey the task of drawi ng up a 1i st of the

problems it would create. It was a pointer to consistent Foreign Office
po 1icy. 2 7
In his evidence Dowson first gave an historical survey of English
nationality law relating to married women, then discussed the practical
effects of the changes proposed by the bill which, he suggested, would
have to be examined by lawyers. In England the bill would have repercussions
on probate and divorce law, income tax, the franchise, eligibility for the
Old Age Pension. It would also have to be considered in relation to the
laws of foreign countries, where it would create a new kind of dual
nationality, and could lead to difficulties of diplomatic protection.
The demand for change, he believed, came from two sources: first, the

26.
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women's movement for complete self-determination, and secondly, the danger
to the state and hardships in time of war.

In relation to the former,

he thought some proof of the practical benefits of the proposed change
in the law would be needed to outweigh the inconveniences of two nationalities in the one family;

in relation to the latter, wartime necessities

'were not a sound basis for permanent legislation'.

Finally, the bill

required the consent of the self-governing

since the present

Oominio~

nationality law was the result of agreements reached at successive
Imperia1 Conferences .2"
Oowson's evidence was a balanced summary of the Home Office view,
and it could have been used a decade later without change.
the committee did not achieve a great deal.

In general,

Mr Adamson was acknowledged

to be an inadequate chairman, 'almost usless',

Pedder thought. The comm-

ittee had not reported by the time parliament dissolved and the bill
consequently lapsed. 2 9
Meanwhile the postwar conferences of the international women's
organisations were also airing the question of the equality of the sexes
in nationality.
of Women.

One centre of this activity was the International Council

The preliminary agenda for its 1920 congress includes, among

three motions on women's nationality, one from the Council of Great
Britain and Ireland; it urges that all national councils should promote
legislation in their respective countries to give women the right to
retain their own nationality on marriage with the subject of another
country and allow them the same choice of nationality as men. 3 0
At the meeting, which was held at Kristiana and represented
twenty-eight national councils, various problems concerning women's
nationality were brOU9ht to light.

It was necessary to convince

28.
29.

Ibid., See Appendix 3
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30.
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delegates that women marrying foreigners faced nationality problems in
peacetime and not merely in war. Lawyers present emphasised the problems
of co-ordinating British and Continental law, but the representative from
Uruguay, where a woman marrying a foreigner kept her nationality, urged
reform at the national level instead of waiting for a 'perfect and coordinated solution'. The congress finally passed the motion of the British
Council and recommended the topic to its own Committee on Laws and to constituent national councils for further study, as a preliminary to formulating
proposals for international agreement to be presented to governments and the
League of Nations. Members believed their action would be the prelude to
'an almost world wide agitation for change,.31
Even more important as a centre of activity was the International
Woman Suffrage Alliance, which took care to foster the interest generated by
its questionnaire on women's nationality. Throughout 1918 and 1919 its journal
reported scrupulously any action taken by fellow societies. In June 1918,
for example, it carried a report of an appeal from the Women's Freedom
League to the Home Secretary for the restoration of the old right of women
to their nationality. In July, it reported a talk on 'Present Nationality Law
for Women' given by Chrystal Macmillan to the British Dominions Women's
Suffrage Union, which had also signed the memorial to the Imperial Conference.
The following January there was a report that the National Union of Women's
Suffrage Societies has included 'the same nationality rights for married
women as for men' in a list of demands they sent to all parliamentary
candidates. In February there was a long article on the Nationality of
Married Women, urging women to make a special effort to bring the subject to
the attention of delegates to the Peace Conference and expressing the view
that ultimately it would have to be dealt with by the League of Nations. 32
31.

M.C. Matheson, 'The r,jeeting of the International Council of Women',
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By the time the first post-war congress of the Alliance was held, from
6-12 June 1920, women's nationality was evidently well to the fore as an
issue for members.
The first Alliance Congress for seven years, a huge and representative gathering of women from thirty-six countries, was held in Geneva
and received extra stimulus from the Peace Conference meeting there concurrently. Since the last Congress in 1913, no fewer than twenty-one
countries had enfranchised women, and the meeting took place in an atmosphere of hope and excitement. It was presided over by Carrie Chapman Catt,
fresh from her triumph in organising the last stage of the women's suffrage
campaign in the United States. Macmillan was second Vice President. 'Never
in all generations of our world', the Official Report reads
can there have been such a gathering before, nor will there
ever be again. It was an actual and visible proof of that sudden
development of our civilisation by which the women of all
nations have suddenly been called into council, and it marked
the first steps of the great international co-operation.
In this mood of euphoria a Programme of Women's Rights was adopted, in
which the clause, 'That a married woman should have the same right to retain
or change her nationality as a man' held an honorable third place in the
list. A French delegate put the views of the Congress:
Before the war, feminists had already protested against the
special hardness of the law that opposes patriotism and
private feeling ... Durin~ the war it gave rise to sorrows
that were ove~vhelming. 3
Sir Wil loughby Dickinson had been invited to the Congress to explain
recent legislation in the British Parliament affecting the nationality of
married women. This he did most concisely, and his speech was later
printed and distributed widely. He began by outlining the 1870 legislation and the thinking behind it, then described the series of imperial
discussions that led to the 1914 Act, his own opposition to this, and the
concessions forced on the government. When war broke out, he explained,
33.

International Alliance of Women. Congress reports.Eighth Congress,
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the academic question of nationality became an actual one, and Britishborn wives of Germans suffered, even risking deportation; though when
the AG{erM

Re6~ctLon

Act was renewed in 1919 such wives were excluded

from its harshest provisions. The exceptions in British law to the general
rule of a single nationality for a married couple were few, but they were
important in that the Government acknowledged there were certain circum
stances in which husband and wife should have different nationalities.
He concluded:
A man when he marries a foreigner may choose whether he
will retain or alter his citizenship. Why should not a
woman have the same right? This is a simple question.
Can anyone give a valid answer?34
Back in London, the Alliance Board of Officers appointed a Nationality of

~1arried

Women Committee, made up of jurists who were to draft

specific proposals on women's nationality for the next Congress in three
years time. Chrystal Macmillan was chairman, and Sir Willoughby Dickinson
a member. There were representatives from France, Sweden, the United States
and Italy, and the committee, which gathered information by correspondence,
co-opted members representing other states as well. 35 During 1921 and 1922
references to women's nationality continued to be regular in the IWSN, and
the Committee announced that a special conference on the subject, chaired by
Macmillan, would be held in conjunction with the general Congress of 1923,
in Rome. 36

34.
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36.

W.Dickinson, 'British Legislation on the Nationality of Married
Women', paper for IWSA Congress, 1920.
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from Finland.
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were numerous. In addition, in June 1922 there were reports of
debates in the French Senate and German Reichstag as well as the
introduction of Bills in the British House of Commons and the
U.S. Congress. In October an article from Vote was reprinted,
suggesting that the view a woman should be entitled to the same
rights as a man to retain or change her nationality was gaining
ground. In February 1923, the draft programme for the Congress
to be held in Rome was published.
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If any spur were needed to keep the topic of women's nationality
to the forefront of feminist thinking, it was provided by events in the
United States.

There, on 22 September, President Harding signed the Cable

Act granting independent citizenship to married women in the United States.
As the first positive legislation of its kind anywhere, the Cable Act was
of great importance, both as a precedent and because of its practical
implications.

It provided that an American woman should retain her American

citizenship if she married a foreigner eligible for American citizenship,
unless she formally renounced it.

If, during her marriage,she lived contin-

uously for two years in her husband's country, or five years outside the
United States,she was presumed to have given it up.

If she had already

lost her nationality through marriage, she could regain it by naturalization, after one years' residence instead of the customary five.

A

foreign-born woman could no longer become American by marriage with an
American citizen, or by the naturalization of her husband, though she could
apply for naturalization independently.

3/

The Cable Act was the culmination of a 'long and faithful fight'
by organised American women.

A bill for independent nationality had been

introduced in 1916 by Jeanette Rankin, the first womaE member of Congress,
and several times between that date and 1922.

In 1920 at the first Annual

Convention of the League of Women Voters, the principle of independent
citizenship for married women was endorsed, and the League secured from
both Republican and Democratic parties the inclusion of the principle in
their national party platforms.

It was promoted and accepted as the logical

consequence of female suffrage.

Early in 1922 the League designated

independent citizenship for women the main federal measure they would work

37.

42 U.S. Statutes at Large, 1021.
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for and set about vigorous lobbying. Teams of delegates who travelled to
Washington for the purpose, noticed a marked change in the attitude of
Congress since 1916 and their representative before the House Committee
was well received. The Cable Bill was passed 206 to 9 by the House and
without dissent in the Senate. 3 8 British and European advocates of
independent nationality might well have envied the speed with which their
American sisters had achieved their aim. Perhaps the reason for this
should be sought in the large numbers both of migrants pouring into the
United States and of women who were losing their nationality by marriage
with the newcomers.
Although the new legislation was widely acclaimed by women's organisations and by many jurists, as simple justice, it created serious
difficulties for many foreigners who married United States citizens after
1922. Statelessness resulted for foreign women marrying Americans if
their country of origin was one of those under whose citizenship laws they
lost their nationality on marriage, being presumed to have acquired that
of their husbands. If they wished to go with their husbands to the United
States, they had to enter the country as immigrants, subject to literacy
and health tests, and also to the quota system, which restricted entry of
foreign-born persons into the States to three percent of the number of
persons of that nationality already living there.
Thus a British woman, if she married an American in England, would
become stateless. She would lose her British nationality on marriage,
and could not acquire American nationality because she could not get a
passport to enable her to travel to the United States and fulfil the
residential qualifications necessary. She would be neither British in
38.
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British law nor American in American law, and even if the passport difficulty was settled - as it soon was by a travel pass - she would be left
without diplomatic protection abroad.

39

Almost as soon as the Cable Act

was passed,the case of a member of the American consular service who could
not get a passport for his British-born bride highlighted the question. 4 0
Among Chrystal

Macmillan's papers is the unsigned typescript, 'Examples

of hardships resulting from the U.S.A. Cable Law with regard to the
Nationality of Married Women' which lists a number of similar cases.
Particularly striking is that of a Scottish woman who married a American
citizen and went to America.

She ceased to be a British subject on her

marriage, but had to wait a year before becoming an American citizen.
When, during this year, her father became seriously ill in Scotland, she
could not get a passport to visit him, either from the American or British
consulate.

In 1924, the House of Lords was told of the English bride of

an American who was in the embarrassing position of having to go on her
honeymoon abroad on a passport in her maiden name. 4 1
The American wife of a British subject, on the other hand, acquired
dual nationality by her marriage, since she was recognised both as British
in British law and American in American law. 4 2
The reaction of jurists to the American legislation was mixed, to
judge by the spate of articles in legal periodicals on both sides of the
Atlantic in the years after it was passed.

Chrystal

Macmi 11 an, in an
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artlcle wrltten in 1925, wnen she was a Barrister-at-Law of the Middle
Temple, predictably lauded it as being in the trend of modern legislation. 43
Cyril Hill, Member of the Bar of the State of Washington, was also favorable: 'Marriage and citizenship are two institutions, separate and
distinct ... why link them together? ,44 Lucius Crane, O.B.E., Ll.B., a
member of the New York Bar was cooler, and especially concerned at the
questi on of statelessness for Briti sh-born wi ves of Ameri cans. 'The mora 1
is', he said, 'that English women should not marry Americans except in
America', and he suggested supplementary legislation to mitigate the problem. 4; G.G. Phillimore shared his concern, but affirmed nonetheless that
for women 'equal international status' was 'the logical sequel to equality
in municipal law'.46 James Garner, writing in the
Iltt~~o~~e

B~h Ye~

BOOR 06

Law, was not enthusiastic;

This reversion to the ancient rule in respect to the
effect of marriage upon the nationality of women puts
the legislation of the United States out of harmony
with that of the vast majority of other countries,
where uniformity is highly desirable. 47
J.S. Reeves criticised the new legislation in the

06

Inx~~o~~

Am~Qa~ Jo~~~

Law; he affirmed that the scheme by which a married woman

adopted the nationality of her husband could be traced back to Justinian
and wondered 'what demand there was for such a drastic change in the laws
of the United States'. He found his answer in suffragist pressure. 48
Not only individual jurists, but also the International Law Association
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was concerned with the question. There was no consensus here either; the
Nationality Committee of the Association was sharply divided, the poles of
opinion being marked by its chairman, Dr Ernest Schuster, who was warmly
favourable to independent nationality for women, and the secretary, Mr
Wyndham Bewes, who was fiercely opposed to it. '9
With the way prepared by the Butcher Bill in England and the Cable
Act in the United States, 1923 proved to be a year for full-scale
debate on independent nationality for women.

The latter part of that

year saw not one forum for such debate, but four. First was the Congress
of the International Woman Suffrage Alliance at Rome in May; then in June
a Joint Committee of both Houses of the British Parliament took evidence;
and in October both the International Law Association and the British
Imperial Conference discussed it at meetings in London. Chrystal
Macmillan participated in all these discussions except the last.
Preparations for the special conference on the nationality of
married women set down for the Alliance's Congress had been thorough.
The Committee of Jurists representing all the member countries in the
Alliance had corresponded diligently, and its chairman had conferred with
French and Swedish members, and Sir Willoughby Dickinson.

5o

A draft programme

for the conference was printed in IWSN in February 1923, and the following
month Macmillan sent member associations detailed background information.
She hope for two things from the conference: that 'proposals outlining

49.

See pp. 124-5.

50.

C. Macmillan, 'Draft Report of Committee on the Nationality of
Married Women for Congress at Rome, May 1923', IWSN, r~ay June 1923, p.12.
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the type of legislation which it is desirable to promote in the different
countries' would emerge, and that a 'draft International Convention might
be approved which could then be submitted to the League of Nations or
other international bodies with a view to its adoption by all the countries
in the world'.51

Bold aims indeed.

The draft convention to be submitted

to the conference was Macmillan's work and publicised by herin a letter to

The hmeo in February .P" and an article in the influential weekly TVne and
T~de the week before the Congress began. 53
A determined competence provided the keynote at the Congress opened
in Rome by Mussolini himself on 12 May.54

One participant contrasted the

atmosphere with that of the 1913 meeting.

Whereas the pre-war congress had

been a 'mass meeting of some long-oppressed race' this one was more like
'a gathering of town planning experts'.

There was no longer the single

simple aim to the vote, but 'a hundred difficult questions of civil law,
problems of education, of moral and social custom', and while there were
no 'thrilling moments, there was 'gratifying evidence of genuine intellectual effort and solid achievement' .55
The day devoted to the nationality of married women was certainly
a solid one.

After a preliminary committee meeting between nine and ten

o'clock, the conference spent two hours in the morning listening to
explanations by committee members of laws relating to women's nationality

51.
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in different countries, and feminist policy in relation to them; and a
further two in the afternoon discussing the Draft International Convention.
The committee re-convened between five and seven p.m. 5 b
The Draft Convention was the fruit of much labour.

Macmillan based

it on information received from committee members and various consuls general in London?; much of tnis had already been
publ ished in

IWSN.

57

She hoped the congress would endorse

the convention and send it on to the League of Nations with a recommendation for its world-wide adoption, and that individual countries might
be encouraged to enact legislation on the same lines.

It was in two parts,

beginning with a statement of general principles:
That a woman's nationality should not be changed by reqson
of marriage or of a change during marriage in the nationality of her husband; that her right to retain or change her
nationality should not be denied or abridged without her
consent, except in conditions that would cause a change in
the nationality of a man without his consent; and that
restrictions on the right to retain or change nationality
because of marriage should be the same for a woman as for
a man.
There followed a detailed scheme by which states ratifying the
convention could translate these general principles into legislation.
According to this scheme, a woman would not change her nationality on
marriage with a foreigner unless she made a declaration to her desire to
do so, and then only if she acquired the nationality of her husband.

A

foreign woman would acquire her husband's nationality only through normal
naturalization procedures, but if she had already done so she would not
be deprived of this nationality against her will. In other respects the

56.

Programme of Nationality of Married Women Committee and Conference,
12 May 1923, IWSN, May - June 1923, p. 121.

57.
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legislation would be retrospective, so that a woman who had lost her
nationality through marriage

would be deemed to have regained it.

Children with parents of differing nationalities would have dual
nationality until adulthood, when they would choose which parent's nationality to adopt permanently.58
The congress made a formal declaration that a married woman
should be given the same right as a man to retain or change her nationality
and accepted the convention as a 'provisional draft' to submit to
governments, associations and individuals for criticism and comment.

It

reappointed the Nationality of Married Women Committee under Macmillan's
chairmanship and authorised it to co-opt jurists as technical advisers. 59
The draft convention was widely circulated.

By September the

committee was able to publish some reaction to it: cordial comments, for
example, from the Finnish Minister of Justice, the Greek Minister for
Foreign Affairs and especially M. Andre Weiss, a great international jurist
appointed by France to the International Court of Justice, who wrote that
the proposal was 'in complete accord with the ideas (he) had always held'
and congratulated the Alliance on its drafting. 60 It attracted comment in
law journals,61 and shortly after the congress Macmillan was enabled to
present it to a Committee of Both Houses of the British Parliament and to
the Annual Conference of the International Law Association. G2
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The Committee of Both Houses had been set up on the motion of Sir
John Butcher. When his bill lapsed at the end of the 1922, no one expected
this to be the end of the matter, and by the opening of the 1923 session
discussion was under way in the Home Office as to the most appropriate means
of pursuing it further. Pedder was against a select committee, especially if.
as in the previous year, it sat under a chairman who 'must almost necessarily
find it beyond his power to see and maintain the best lines of enquiry
through a complicated subject ... ' Because there was no bill before the
House he favoured a departmental committee, and suggested
one or two lawyers, two or three M.P.s (including Butcher),
and a woman Member, one or at most two representatives of
the Women's Movement, one representative each of the Home
Office and the Foreign Office and a chairman with legal
and/or administrative training.
There is every reason to believe such a committee would have found favour
with the women's movement, but Pedder was overruled. The Home Secretary,
Mr Bridgeman, agreed with the Permanent Undersecretary Sir John Anderson
that a Joint Select Committee of Both Houses would carry more weight, and
late in February invited Sir John Butcher to move for one, under the
chairmanship of Lord Desart. 6 3 This committee was to provide much the
fullest body of information on the nationality of married women right
through till independent nationality was attained in 1948.
Its terms of reference were broad:
To consider in their legal and practical aspects the
questions involved in the possession by husband and wife
of the same or different nationalities, with due regard
thereto and to the operation of the laws of foreign
countries, to report what, if any, alteration of the
British law is desirable. 64
63.
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The Committee consisted of ten members, five each from the Commons
and the Lords;

three of each were needed for a quorum.

represented all parties:

Commonsmembers

Mr W. Adamson, who had chaired the committee of

the previous year, was a Labour member, Sir John Butcher was Conservative,
Mr Hughes Conservative

, Colonel Alexander Liberal,

and Mrs

Wintringham, the second woman to take her seat in the House, Liberal.
The Lords members were Desart (chairman), Chelmsford, Erskine, Stanmore,
and Stuart of Wortly.

In ten meetings, between 8 May and 17 July, the

committee examined ten witnesses.

By far the greater part of the quest-

ioning which followed the witnesses' prepared statements was done by the
chairman and Sir John Butcher.

The witnesses came from the Home Office,

Colonial Office and Foreign Office; there were three representatives of
the Nationality Committee of the International Law Association as well as
Sir Willoughby Dickinson, Miss Chrystal Macmillan and the Rt. Hon. Lord
Justice Younger. At the end of its labours the committee found itself
quite unable to agree on its recommendations, so laid before parliament
not one, but two detailed reports, together with a full record of its
proceedings.

The whole runs to 178 closely printed pages and is a mine

of information on the theoretical and practical arguments for and against
independent nationality for the married woman.
The first three witnesses called were the Home Office, Colonial
Office and Foreign Office representatives.

Significantly, they were all

against any change in the law beyond the relief of specific hardships for
British-born women with foreign husbands.
Adviser at the Home Office,was first.

Dowson, the Assistant Legal

His evidence was concise, moderately

expressed, and considerably longer than that of any of the other witnesses.
Its tenor was similar to that he had given the previous year, and the
chairman relied heavily on it in his report.

Dowson provided a summary of the

law as it related to the nationality of married women in Great Britain,
the Dominions, the Colonies and foreign countries.

He noted that the
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number of cases in Britain which departed from the norm of one nationality
for husband and wife was very small;

it was made up of wives of enemy

aliens who had opted to regain their nationality, and those who had made
a declaration of retention when their husbands were naturalized abroad.
Wives could also retain British nationality when their husbands' naturalization certificates were revoked, but this revocation was usually on the
grounds of twenty years' absence, so that wives were included.
He then moved on to point out some of the inconveniences independent nationality for married women would cause in municipal and international law.

There would be problems with income tax, for married women

made no separate return, and of eligibility for the Old Age Pension.
More important were the international problems of statelessness and double
nationality.

Dowson believed the demand for independent nationality

stemmed from three sources:

the women's movement for complete self-deter-

mination;

the danger to the state in wartime of foreign wives who could

be spies;

and the personal hardships suffered in the recent war by British-

born wives of enemy aliens.

Regarding the first of these, he made the

point that if women wanted their self-determination to be complete,
transmissibility of nationality ought to be through the female as well as
the male line.

Dowson was evidently aiming to shock, but the demand for

equal rights of parents to transmit nationality had already appeared in the Alliance's Draft International Convention.

Dowson saw it as the 'beginning

of an attack on the unit of family life'.
the argument of wartime hardship.

Neither was he convinced by

The Ve6ence
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~he
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regulations

had been enough to control German-born wives of British subjects, and
'notwithstanding that the British-born wives of Germans were subject to
disabilities, I think it would be true to say that the experience of
the war shows that independent nationalities for husbands and wives would,
on the whole, have been to the public

detriment~

Dowson was a persuasive

speaker, and by no means insensible to the 'disabilities and difficulties
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and inequalities' of the nationality law, but he preferred to remove them
by means of special legislation rather than by a fundamental change in it,
which in itself might create new difficulties.

For example, the difficult

case of British-born wives deserted by alien husbands could be covered
by a change not in the nationality law, but in the divorce law, by
treating separation as grounds for divorce in such cases.
he brushed aside.

Some problems

The British-born wife who lost her vote on her marriage

to a foreigner was suffering considerable hardship, but 'she undoubtedly
has, to a certain extent, brought it on herself by marrying'.

And as to

whether a woman civil servant should have to resign on marriage to a
foreigner, all women civil servants had to resign on marriage anyway ...
He did not agree with Sir John Butcher that female German spies who had
gone through a form of marriage with Englishmen to avoid the Atzcnh
R~~c~on

Act had been a serious danger during the war.

had been, he believed, 'very rare'.

Such cases

As for the Cable Law and the problems

it created in Anglo-American marriages, he would rather try to 'get the
Americans to repeal their legislation' than imitate it.

Britain should

'maintain throughout the world the principle of the common nationality of
husband and wife'.
On this occasion Dowson did not give special emphasis to the
imperial nature of British nationality law, though he did state that 'any
change of principle such as that suggested ... would have to be submitted
to the Dominions for their consent. 5 5

It was left to the Legal Adviser

to the Colonial Office, Sir John Risley, who was called next, to discuss
the nationality of married women in the legislation of the Dominions and
Co 1oni es.

He stressed heavily the need to confer \,i th the Domi ni ons before

making any change in British nationality laws. 5 5
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If the Colonial Office believed an Imperial Conference had to
precede any change in British nationality legislation,the Foreign Office
believed an International Convention to be the necessary preliminary.
Its representatives, Sir Cecil Hurst and Mr George Mounsey, confined
their evidence to the inconveniences arising from the proposal, on which
a memorandum had been prepared in the Foreign office.

They stressed the

near universality of the rule of one nationality for a married couple,
and claimed that to abandon the rule would create problems of dual nationality or statelessness which in turn would lead to practical problems of
diplomatic protection and passports.

They foresaw that the child of

parents with different nationalities could inherit dual or even triple
nationality,b7 and in view of the liability of military service this
would be a matter for 'grave apprehension'.

Sir Cecil Hurst agreed with

Sir John Butcher that it was 'unfortunate' a foreign woman could get the
privilege of British nationality simply by marrying an Englishman, and
would alter this if it could easily be done.

But independent nationality

generally would introduce more undesirable features, such as 'the breaking up
of the unity of the family as the element of nationality';

although the

importance of maintaining uniformity in the nationality legislation of
the whole British Empire was mentioned, the Foreign Office objected to the
proposed change mainly on the grounds that it would interfere with family
life. 68
The emphasis of the departmental representatives thus differed,
but all were clearly opposed to the changes set out in the Butcher Bill.

67.

This would happen if the child of parents of different nationalities was born in a third country where juo ~ot{ prevailed,
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The next witness, on the other hand,was an eager advocate of independent
nationality.

Sir Willoughby Dickinson, furthering a cause for which he

had already done a great deal, gave evidence as an expert in
national law.

inter-

He detailed the amendments he had attempted to make to the

B~h N~onat{ty

and statUh

06

Aiien6 Act in parliament in 1914 and

1918, and listed the exceptions already made to the rule of one nationality
for a married couple, which he claimed had rendered the rule meaningless.
He claimed that British-born wives of Germans would have suffered less
during the war, if they had not been considered German nationals. 6 9
The next three witnesses were from the International Law Association, then considering the nationality of married women in its Nationality Committee.

Professor Bellot appeared briefly to put before the

committee the special case of the British-born woman who married a stateless person;

he urged that she should be allowed to retain her nationality

of birth, rather than be left stateless.

Apart from this case, he was

against two nationalities in the one family, though he would accept that
the British-born wife of an alien

iiv~ng ~n

England should retain British

nationality. 70
Dr. Ernest Schuster, K.C., chairman of the Nationality Committee,
a most distinguished international lawyer, was called to give his opinion
on the legal and practical aspects involved in the husband and wife having
the same, or different nationalities.

He supported independent nationality

for married women, being 'very stronqly.nr the opinion that a woman should
not by reason of her marriage change her nationality unless she expressly
wishes to do so'.

But he urged that a change in British law along the

linesof the Butcher Bill would not be adequate unless followed by international conventions with the object of avoiding double nationality and

69.
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statelessness;

though he did not believe these would necessarily be

increased by the proposed new law.

He based his argument not on wartime

experi ence, for he bel i eved that whatever her techni cal nati onal i ty, the
wife of an enemy must expect to be subjected to a certain amount of control,
but on the principle that women should have equal rights with men. 7 l
Entirely at variance with his chairman was the secretary of the
Nationality Committee, Mr Wyndham Bewes, the next witness.

He

gave evidence of the inconveniences of double nationality and statelessness caused by the passage of the Cable Law and pointed out, justly enough,
that although the example of American law had encouraged the British
reformers, 'the circumstances of the two countries were so dissimilar that
the one change should not be used as an argument for the other.'

The

States received a vast number of immigrants each year and very large
numbers of American women became foreign by marrying with them. Britain
on the other hand was an emigrant rather than an immigrant country and
the number of English women who married foreigners was very small.

He

preferred meeting their special difficulties by special legislation.

He

would, for example, favour a woman who married a foreigner retaining her
nationality of birth if she did not by her marriage acquire that of her
husband.

But he would not give her a vote:

'1 think a woman who married

an alien is probably so much under the influence of that alien that her
vote is an alien vote.' 72
Chrstal Macmillan was the next witness, sole representative of
the female sex, and more specifically of the National Council of Women
of Great Britain and Ireland and the International Woman Suffrage Alliance.
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She differentiated clearly between her evidence on behalf of the two
organisations. As representative of the National Council of Women she
concentrated on Britain and the Empire. With its 150 national organisations,
representing more than 1,600 societies in all parts of the country, the
Council was a force to be reckoned with. It had been campaigning to remove
women's disability in nationality ever since 1914, and Macmillan drew
attention to its memorials, the deputations, and draft bill, emphasising
the support it received from women in the Dominions. Her evidence for the
International Woman Suffrage Alliance was international rather than
imperial, and she submitted to the committee the Draft Convention from the
recent Rome Congress. She recognised the need for concerted action with
the Dominions, but believed it was up to Britain to give a lead. This
could be done, she suggested, if the committee endorsed a specific bill
which could be presented by the Government to the coming Imperial
Conference. 73
The last witness was Sir Robert Younger, a judge of Chancery
Division, called specially to give his opinion on points raised in issue
by other witnesses. He had had a great deal of experience in dealing with
the problems of women who had married aliens. For three years he had been
sitting on a committee at the Board of Trade to deal with exemptions from
sequestration of property under the Versailles Treaty. Indeed he claimed
to have been on every committee connected with aliens and their property
since 1915. His experience had not convinced him that any basic change in
the nationality law was required. He was sure that mixed nationalities
in a marriage would produce domestic unhappiness. He would be glad to amend
the law to 'release the lady from inconvenience here, or inconvenience there
with regard say to votes or with regard to Old Age Pension or with regard
to eligibility for the civil service' ... but to abandon the basic principle
he believed would be a mistake. The only important change he would support
would be to ensure that a British woman did not lose her nationality by
73.
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marriage unless she gained that of her husband, but beyond this the unity
of the family was essential, the 'law of nature'.

He did not believe a

wife should be entitled to vote if her husband did not, and seemed shocked
by the idea that children might be permitted to follow the nationality of
their mother;

he believed it would be 'a very terrible misfortune ...

the gravest possible public evil'.

He made the point that in all his

dealings, through the Board of Trade Committee, with British-born women
whose property had been sequestered because they were married to Germans,
there had been no complaint that they were exposed to this because they
were of the nationality of their husbands.

They complained, he said, of

sequestration not nationality. 74
The sharp diversity of opinion among the witnesses was reflected
in that of the members of the committee.

The chairman submitted his

draft report on 17 July. It was a thoroughly competent document which
summarised the law of nationality in the British Empire, largely on
Dowson's and Risley's evidence, before stating the issue:

'to choose

between two conflicting principles, that the nationality of a woman depended
on that of her husband, or that nationality was independent of marriage'.
The report then went on to summarise, very fairly, the arguments on
both sides, using the evidence of Macmillan, Dickinson and Schuster on
the one hand and that of Hurst, Mounsey, Younger and to a lesser extent
Dowson, on the other.

The crunch came in Clause 11.

The Committee, as a result of this enquiry, have Come
to the conclusion that a case is not to be made out
for a complete reversal of the principle governing
the present law. They recognise the growing demand
of many women, and of organised women's societies, for
equal rights to men in every respect, but they cannot
overlook the fact that by marriage a woman is merged
in the unit of the family, and that within the family
it is at present the husband who is head ... and who,
among other things gives his nationality to the
children. It is their opinion therefore that in this
important sphere of family life the nationality of the
husband should be the governing factor and determine
the nationality of the wife. If two ride a horse, one
must ride in front.
74.
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The view that the husband must ride in front was fortified by
an account of the history of nationality law as it related to women in
Great Britain and the United States. The report went right back to the
1868 Royal Commission on Nationality for its argument; it also stressed
the near universality of the principle it advocated. This was notwithstanding admitted hardships suffered by wives of enemy aliens during
the war: it was necessary to legislate for peacetime, not the exigencies
of war. In one case only did the report advocate an amendment to the law
'a woman shall not lose her original nationality if she does not acquire
that of her husband under the law of his country'. One point about the
Chairman's report is worth noting: It does not stress as heavily as the
departmental representatives' evidence would seem to justify, the necessity
for consultation with the Dominions. The point appears only at the end of
a list of those made by defenders of the present law, below 'unity of the
family' and 'international convenience', in a sentence which refers to the
'great desirability' of acting in concert with the Dominions, a mild
phrase in comparison with the 'absolute necessity' regularly used in
reference to consultation by the Home Office in memoranda and minutes. 7 5
Sir John Butcher responded to the presentation of the chairman's
report by immediately laying one of his own before the committee as an
alternative. It began vigorously, as Sir John himself always did: there
would be no waiting till Clause 11 to see which way he would jump.
The committee have, after weighing the arguments of both
sides, come to the conclusion that the present law by
which a woman compulsorily takes the nationality of her
husband should be abrogated; that in lieu thereof a
woman on marriage with a man of different nationality
from her own should be allowed the choice either of
retaining her own nationality or of adopting that of
her husband.
75.
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The change should be made 'on grounds of equity, and in line with the
trend of modern opinion'.

He then proceeded to summarise, in order to,

refute them one by one, the arguments of his opponents, under the heads
of Unity of Family and Matrimonial Harmony, Inconveniences which might
arise from the Proposed Change, Possible Effects of the Nationality of
Children, Double Nationality and Statelessness, Effects of the Proposed
changes on British Communities in Foreign Countries. 7 6
Neither report was accepted by a majority of the committee.

The

Commons members refused to accept the Chairman's report, and the Lords
members were against Sir John's alternative.

Since Hughes was absent

the voting was five to four, so the chairman's report was considered
till an impasse was reached when Butcher challenged Clause 11; the
committee then adjourned for a week.
When it came together again on 24 July, a way round the deadlock
had evidently been worked out.

On this occasion Lords and Commons were

exactly equal in voting strength, since Hughes, who had attended only one
other of the committee's sessions, had been pressed into service.

Lord

Desart vacated the chair in favour of Lord Chelmsford and debate on the
chairman's draft report was resumed.

There was some further skirmishing

on Clause 11, but it was the vote on the report as a whole that mattered:
the five Lords members voted in favour, the five Commons members voted
against.

So according to the rule

oc.mpc.iI piIQC00wn(tVl piIO I1C.gcll1.:te-

Chairman's Draft Report was disagreed to.

the

Lord Chelmsford then moved from

the chair a brief statement, that the committee had met as instructed and
'having been unable to come to an agreement as to the form of a report, have
directed the proceedings, together with the evidence, to be laid before
both Houses of Parl i ament', and the committee ended its 1abours. 7l
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result was not too discouraging to the reform lobby since, they reminded
themselves, the Lords eventually had to do what the Commons told them. 7 8
Hard on the heels of the Joint Committee, indeed before its report
had been published, came a specialised conference which involved several
of the same participants. The annual conference of the International Law
Association was held in London in October, with the nationality of women
at the top of its agenda. At its 1922 meeting in Buenos Aires the Association
had unanimously resolved 'that it would be desirable to fix uniformly by
treaty the nationality of married women, reserving to a married woman, so
far as possible, the right to choose her own nationality'. A Nationality
Committee had since been considering this, and its chairman, Dr. Schuster,
gave the opening address of the conference on 4 October. He was in
entire sympathy with the resolution, and spoke warmly, in a similar vein
to his evidence before the parliamentary committee, on a subject he
believed to be of 'paramount importance'. His paper, 'The Effect of
Marriage on Nationality' was an important one. That a highly respected
international lawyer should argue the case for independent nationality
before so distinguished and representative an assemblage of legal experts
marked a new stage in the debate. Dr. Schuster did not believe the
question of the desirability or otherwise of the change to be within the
scope of the Association's activities, being a question of 'social
politics'. But he believed the Association should discuss first, whether
resistance to the proposed change would promote or hinder the establishment
of uniform laws, and secondly, if a change was to be brought about, what
were the best methods for avoiding conflicts of law. He then went on to
demonstrate that the present position of the law on women's nationality was
based on a general conception of the position of a married woman which
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was rapidly disappearing in all civilised countries; thus uniformity
was more likely to be hindered by resistance to the change than by acceptance of it. The rule by which a wife took her husband's nationality, he
demonstrated, was a relatively new one, dating from the French Code

C~v~

in the early nineteenth century and he detailed legislation by which the
rule had already been modified. He considered that if the United States
were followed by Great Britain, as well as France, the laws of other
countries would probably have to accommodate themselves to the change. 7 9
Objections to independent nationality for women were, he believed, both
legal and sentimental. Concerning the legal objections, he denied that
statelessness and double nationality would be increased by the change,
especially if the rule became general that a woman should not lose her
nationality unless she acquired that of her husband. Objections based on
social considerations centred round the possible danger to the unity of the
family, to which he would reply that the unity of the family did not depend
on legal technicalities. The proposed change need not alter the rules
governing transmission of nationality to children. He made a short statement
on the risk of conflict of laws and its avoidance, but believed that the
time was not ripe for international action. The Draft International Convention
of the International Woman SUffrage Alliance was, he believed, mistakenly
attempting to 'put the cart before the horse' in that 'no legislature
would swallow wholesale a scheme imported from outside'. His own personal
reasons for favouring the change were two-fold. He did not think any adult
person should automatically have to submit to a change in nationality; if
79.
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a change of nationality was thus imposed by marriage alone it would not
involve a genuine allegiance to the imposed nationality.ao
As soon as Dr. Schuster had finished speaking, the chairman made
a shock announcement. The principal speaker for the conference, Dr.
Zeballos from Argentina, had died suddenly on his way to it; the banquet
to have been held that evening in his honour was cancelled and the
conference would be abandoned as a mark of respect. There followed brief
and inevitably rather unsatisfactory discussion of the paper. Several
speakers acknowledged the importance of the Nationality Committee's work,
though Wyndham Bewes pointed out, in contrast to the view of its chairman,
that the absorption of the legal personality of the wife in that of the
husband was the general rule of Christendom, laid down in the Gospels.
Dr. Schuster, whose hearing was bad, did not reply to specific points, and
the chairman closed what he called 'an interesting little discussion,
quite as interesting and full as could be expected in the absence of one
who was to be the principal speaker'.
It was in these singularly unpromising circumstances that Chrystal
Macmillan took the ten minutes she had been allocated to lay before the
conference her Draft International Convention. She stressed the support from
women's organisations everywhere for the policy of the convention, copies of
which had been distributed to the gathering, but emphasised that it was
intended only as a basis for discussion. She drew attention to particular
points on which the opinion of the International Law Association's Nationality Committee would be specially welcome, and asked for the consideration
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of the whole convention by the committee, including the question of 'when
it might be adopted by one country, or a number of countries'. There was
no discussion. The chairman, thanking her, said that 'no doubt the
committee will consider the matter' and wished the conference adieu till
the next year in Stockholm .81
The abrupt end to the conference after one session perhaps left an
impression that it was more favourable to independent nationality for
married women than was in fact the case. Its published proceedings give
one side only of the question, and both the presence of t1r Bewes on the
Nationality Committee, and the less favourable response at the 1924
Conference to proposals for independent nationality suggest that this is
misleading. 82 Whether the impact on public opinion was greater because
the nationality of married women was the only topic aired, or less because
the conference was aborted, is open to debate.
One further conference was to discuss women's nationality before
the end of 1923. Indeed the Imperial Conference was probably the most
important of all in that any change in British nationality law had to
begin here, but this was not generally recognised. In her brief address to
the International Law Association Chrystal Macmillan had noted that
seventy-four women's organisations throughout the Empire had joined to
ask the Imperial Conference to consider the nationality of married women,
and that the discussion had been set down for that very day.83
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It was Australia that brought women's nationality to the
attention of the conference, suggesting that British-born wives who
had been deserted by foreign husbands should be enabled to recover
their nationality of origin. Pathetic cases were cited in support. B 4
The proposal raised questions of principle and policy, so a Nationality
Committee was appointed by the Conference to consider these and a
memorandum was prepared in the Home Office to assist it in its
deliberations. The memorandum, which internal evidence suggests is
Dowson's work, explained that the principle of common nationality for
husband and wife was followed by the majority of civi lised countries,
although the United States had recently reversed it. It noted various
exceptions to the principle under British law, and discussed briefly
the Butcher Bill and the Joint Committee which, although its proceedings
had not yet been published, was known to be unable to agree on a
report. It noted that the demands for change stemmed from (a) the
claims of women's organisations for individual choice and self
determination in respect of national status and (b) the special
grievances of British-born women who married aliens.
As regards (a) the Memorandum concluded, it has to
be considered, ~nt~ aLca, whether the theoretical
value of the principle of self-determination is not
outweighed by the practical disadvantage (affecting,
~nt~ atia the children) involved in a difference
of nationalities between the parents, disadvantages
ranging from the regions of diplomatic protection
and private international law to the position of
the family as a unit of society
As regards (b),
it has to be considered whether the disabilities
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and incapacities in question are such as to justify
a change in the law of nationality, or whether a
remedy for most, if not all, of the grievances of
British-born women cannot be found in specific
legislative provisions dealing with the particular
subject matter. 8 5
The committee accepted this guidance.

Its discussion 'did not

disclose any opinion ... in favour of altering the existing law as to the
nationality of husband and wife' and it concluded that the principle that
the nationality of a married woman should depend on that of her husband
be maintained, but that a British-born woman should be re-admitted to
her British nationality if her foreign marriage had 'to all practical
purposes come to an end'

.86

These conclusions were endorsed by the

Imperial Conference as a whole. 8 7
Thus by 1923 the question of the nationality of married women
had been discussed fully at a high level. The arguments on both sides
were now clear and hardly change at all from this point onwards.
In favour of independent nationality for married women was the
general principle of the equality of the sexes; women ought to have
the same choice of nationality as men. Then there were the wartime
grievances of the wives of enemy aliens; and peacetime grievances,
especially the loss of the vote, of all wives of aliens. The loyalty
85.
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of foreign wives on whom British nationality had been conferred willynilly was called in question. Much emphasis was placed on what was
claimed, mainly on the evidence of the United States, to be the trend
of modern legislation.
The opponents of independent nationality for wives on the other
hand, employed two sorts of arguments:

a theoretical one centring on

the unity of the family and the dominant role of the husband in this,
for which biblical justification was often claimed; and a practical
one, that specific grievances should be met by specific legislation,
and that to do more would be to 'take a steam roller to crack a nut'.

88

There was one further argument increasingly gaining prominence: the
claim that imperial nationality could be altered only in Imperial
Conference. While the theoretical objections to independent nationality
tended to lose ground, a combination of the two practical ones would
render British women's attempts to free themselves from disability in
nationality futile for many years to come.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PUBLIC OPINION ON

WO~EN'S

NATIONALITY

AND THE GROVITH OF AN IilPERIAL PERSPECTIVE.

If, in the early twenties, the attention of those people
interested in changing the law relating to women's nationality was
centred on Westminster, with Sir John Butcher's bill and the Joint
Committee to wh i ch it gave ri se, the emphas i s from the mi ddl e yea rs of
the decade was on the imperial context of the question. The Imperial
Conference, whi eh had recei ved memori a1s from

'~omen'

s soci eti es on the

subject since 1917, finally gave it serious consideration in 1926.
There was not a total lull in parliamentary activity at this time:
indeed the House of Commons could be said to have been won over to the
principle of independent nationality for married women when it passed a
unanimous motion in its favour in 1925. But there was no bill on the
subject before the House between 1922 and 1929, and virtually no
public comment on it. The reform l obby had little support either from
the public at large, or even from organised feminists.
This is not surprising. The twenties were in many ways years of
both turmoil and anti-climax in Britain, and the problems they posed
affected a much greater proportion of the population than the unknown,
but presumably small, number of women who had contracted foreign
marriages. Unemployment and industrial strife were continuing issues.
Politics were confused by the collapse of the Liberals and the aovance
of Labour, and leadership was often unclear. The historian of the
interwar years, C.L. Mowat, believed that with the resignation of Lloyd
George the 'reign of the great ones' had ended and thereafter the
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country had sunk into 'a hopeless morass.'

I

In this general uncertainty, women had their own urgent concerns
and the legal technicality of their nationality was not one of them.
There were many 'surplus women', so that one out of three was forced to
be self-supporting; in the post-war economic climate this was not easy.
Perhaps the best account of the problems women faced in the 1920s is
to be found in Ray Strachey's brief history of the women's movement in
Britain, The CaUhe, which appeared in 1928. Strachey, a suffragist
before the war and a tireless worker for women's rights throughout her
life, was at the centre of the events she described. She had attended
a conference in Paris in 1917 on the position of women war workers,
for example, and after the war was active in a host of different
organisations, from the Society of Women Welders, of which she was
president, to the Women's Employment Federation, of which she was
secretary. z
Strachey contrasts the restrictions the post-war decade
imposed on 'industrial women' with the new opportunities it provided
for 'non-industrial women'. For many of those who had been absorbed
into the factories during the war the end of hostilities brought their
financial security, and consequent independence, to a sudden stop.
The Government was committed, under a 1915 agreement, to return to the
1.
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Independent, and was for a time secretary and political
adviser to Lady Astor.
t~acmillan
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male work force many of the jobs done by women during the war, but the
women workers who 'came tumbling out of industry at a great rate'
proved very difficult to reabsorb. Attempts to persuade them back into
domestic service were only partly successful and even in industries
where they were sti 11 offered work ",ages 'flopped back', despi te the
fact that prices had almost doubled over the war years. 3
While 'industrial women' were thus being driven back into almost
the same position they had held before the war, 'noncindustrial women'
were not. Their eligibility for responsible posts was maintained, and
there was surprisingly rapid progress towards professional equality
with men. The

Rep~ehent~o~

06

~he

People

A~

of 1918 had been seen

as a partial victory only, because it limited the vote to women over
thirty, but in the same year a government bill making women eligible
for parliament passed rapidly through both Houses, to reach the statute
book just three weeks before the general election in November.
Feminists had expected another generation of effort before this would
have been granted. The Sex

V~qu~6~c~0~ Remov~

Act opened the

legal profession to women, and they were admitted also to the Society
of Chartered Accountants, the Royal Society and some of the higher
grades in the Civil Service. Female students were admitted to full
membership of all the universities in the United Kingdom, with
the sole exception of Cambridge.'
The extension of opportunities to career women was paralleled
3.

4.

R. Strachey, Tile CaMe. A Slwu Hb.do~Lf 06 the Wome~'ll
Movement ~~ G~eat B~~~. (London, 1928), pp. 370-373.
For Pre-war Practices agreement, p.342. Three quarters of a
million women had been dismissed by the end of 1919·
(t1owat, p. 23).
Ibid., Ch. XX, esp. pp. 375-380.
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by an extension of legal rights to married women. Strachey claims that
with equal rights for mothers in the guardianship of their children,
improved maternity arrangements and widows' pensions, the legal
separation of a married couple into two separate individuals was
almost complete. 5 One area where such a separation was not evident was
nationality law; but how far this mattered to feminists in the 1920s is
not easy to determine, firstly because there is still little published
material on the women's movement in Britain at this time, and secondly
because there was a major upheaval in the movement which absorbed
energies and obscured other issues. 6
Many feminists in the 20s and 30s believed the women's movement
had lost its impetus and they looked back with nostalgia to the heady
days of the suffrage campaign.
The president of the largest women's suffrage society complained
in 1921 of the apathy fOllowing the grant of the franchise to women
and regretted that women with time and leisure to spare for something
beyond the struggle for mere existence had now either left the women's
movement or were giving it 'rather a half-hearted and inactive
5.

Ibid., pp. 381-3.

6.

Most histories of the women's movement in Britain end at World
War I, ego R. Fulford, Vo.:teh 60lL Women, (London, 1957),
A. Rosen, R~e Up Women, (London, 1974), C. Rover, Women'h
Su66lLage and Pa!L.:ty PO~Qh ~n B~.:ta~n, (London, 1967),
A. Raeburn, The M~l'dam Su156!Lagetieh, (London, 1973), O.
Mitchell, Women on .:the WalLpacth, (London, 1966), O. Morgan,
Su66!Lag~u and Ubl2.J1.a1.!."
(Oxford, 1975). A few historians
deal with World War I, as A. Marwick, Women act WalL, (London,
1977), and G. Braybon, Women WOlLR~ ~n .:the F~.:t WofLl'd WalL,
(London, 1981). For the crisis of the inter-war years .in
addition to Strachey, whose chapter on the 1920s is a brief
one, see M. Stocks, EieanolL Racthbone, (London, 1949), O.Banks.
Faceh 06 Fem~~m, (London, 1981). R. Oelmar, afterword to
Virago edition of V. Brittain, Teh.:tamem 06 F~endhh~p,(London
1980), J. Lewis, 'Beyond Suffrage: English Feminism in the
1920s,' MalLyiand H~.:to~an, 1975, pp. 1-17.
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al leq i ance "." Strachey, who was still optimistic about the future of
women when she wrote The CaUhe in 1928, was markedly less so by 1936.
At that date, introducing a collection of essays by five women on the
status of women since enfranchisement, she regretted that modern young
women, with little knowledge of what life had been like before the war,
had proved hostile to feminism. s
Until recently, historians have echoed this view. W. O'Neill,
in a collection of documents on British and American feminism,
published in 1969, called his section on the post-war period 'The End
of Feminism' and referred to its 'collapse' on both sides of the Atlantic.
Votes for women, he believed, had proved to be the last significant
demand that organised women had been able to make and he noted that the
'spurious' unity brought about by this aim could not be maintained."
As recently as 1981, Olive Banks called a chapter on feminism between
1920 and 1960 'The Intermission,' while admitting that in the case of
Britain many aspects of the inter-war years were under-explored or even
completely unexplored and suggesting that, in the 20s at least,
feminism was by no means a spent force.

10

Two years later, Dale

Spender used as the title for her collection of interviews with British
feminists born about the turn of the century, the indignant affirmation
7.

E. Rathbone, presidential address to National Union of Societies
for Equal Citizenship (hereafter NUS E C ), 1921, cited in
M. Stocks, E£eano~ Rathbone, (London, 1949) p. 107.

8.

R. Strachey (ed.), OUfL
1936) introduction.

9.

W. O'Neill, led.), The Woman Movement. Fem~~m ~n the U~ed
Sta£e6 and England. (London, 1969) p. 93.

10.

O. Banks, Face6 ob

F~eedom

Fem~~m

and U5 Rewl:t6, (London,

(London, 1981), p. 153, 164.
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of one of them, 'There's always been a women's movement this century' .11
This is still a defensive stance.
The women's movement in Britain had not, in fact, collapsed
after 1918, but it had lost the single-mindedness and much of the drive
it had achieved when the vote served as a single, unifying goal and when
divisions, though deep enough, had been over tactics rather than aims.
After the war, with improved career opportunities enticing away from
the movement many women who might have emerged as its leaders, there was
a drop in numbers and a general regrouping. The militant wing had
disintegrated when war broke out and all suffrage campaigners
suspended their activities. The powerful Women's Social and Political
Union, which had spearheaded the activist section of the suffrage
campaign, was left leaderless when Mrs Pankhurst devoted her energies to
war work, then the Conservative party and her daughter Christabel, after
standing unsuccessfully for parliament in 1918, turned from politics to
evangelism. 12
The moderate wing of the suffrage movement proved more durable.
The Women's Freedom League, which had broken away from the Pankhurst
organisation because of its use of violence, survived the parent body,13
11.

D. Spender, 'Thelte'h cU'wayh been a Women'6 Movemem :tfU1>
CemUlty', (London, 1983) Mary Stott made the statement.

12.

J. Lewis, 'Beyond Suffrage'. p.l. Mrs Emmeline Pankhurst had

formed the W.S.P.U. in 1903. She led it into violent tactics
from 1908, during which phase she was arrested 12 times, being
released when her condition became critical through hungerstriking. She joined the Conservative party in 1926. Christabel
trained as a lawyer, and from 1907 was organiser and orator for
the W.S.P.U. Both Pankhursts ceased suffrage work in 1914.
Christabel wrote a number of religious tracts and travelled
widely to preach, before settling in the U.S. in 1940.
13.

S. Newsome, The. Womc.n'"~ Flteedom League 1907 .: 1957
(London , 1953) pp. 1-2.
Charlotte Oespard led
the secession from the W.S.P.U. in 1907 and remained for a
long time president and inspiration of the W.F.L.
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and the greatest of the pre-war 'constitutional' suffrage organisations,
the National Union of Women's Suffrage Societies, with its solid
democratic structure, continued to use its lobbying skills for the
benefit of women. 14
Even the National Union of Suffrage Societies, however, suffered
a severe post-franchise crisis. Its revered leader Millicent Fawcett
resigned the presidency in 1919 and Eleanor Rathbone, member of a notable
Quaker family from Liverpool and later for many years Independent
Member of Parliament, took her place as head of a renamed National
Union of Women for Suffrage and Equal Citizenship.Is During her decade
as president, Rathbone led the Union into new and controversial fields,
in what her biographer calls a 'spectacular projection of her interest
in the economic and social status of the family into the feminist
programme.,I6 This so-called 'New Feminism' was unacceptable to many
dedicated workers in the women's cause; its acceptance by the Union in
1925 led to a major controversy that threw the whole women's movement
into ideological crisis. Rathbone wanted to go beyond 'narrow
equalitarianism' to 'what women need to fulfil the potentialities of
their own natures.' At the heart of her programme was family allowances,
but it was the issue of protective legislation for female factory
workers that caused the deepest rift between the Old Feminists, with
their motto 'Equality First', and the New Feminists, with their
14.

Lewis, 'Beyond Suffrage',

p.2.

15.

Rathbone was a member of the Liverpool City Council, 1909-35;
president NU SEC 1919-29. As an Independent, she represented
Combined English Universities 1929-1946. For her parliamentary
intervention in women's nationality, see p.271, 367.

16.

Stocks, p. 115.
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concern for women's welfare. The controversy caused Fawcett to resign
from the organisation to which she had given 60 years' service, and
aligned other women's organisations on one side or the other. '

7

The

most important feminist organisation founded in the 1920s, the Six
Point Group, took an Old Feminlst stance for reasons indicated by one
of its most talented members, Winifred Holtby: 'The New Feminism
emphasises the importance of the 'woman's point of view'. the Old
Feminism believes in the primary importance of the human being."s
Despite the depth and importance of this split in the women's
movement, there were many areas where the two wings could and did work
in unison. Strachey claimed the path to be followed by all feminists
after lY18 was clear. She listed as 'flagrant abuses and inequalities'
to be removed, 'unequal divorce laws, unequal inheritance and
nationality laws, unequal franchise, unequal guardianship of children,
unequal standards of morality, unequal chances of employment and rates
of pay.' This programme indicates the concerns of most organised women
in Britain in the InOs. Inclusion in it is the only reference to
women's natlonality in The

Ca~se,

which probably reflects accurately the

emphasis given to the question by feminists at this time. It was lost
sight of among topics of more immediate and general concern. ' S
17.

Lewis, pp. 6-14. There was opposition to the new feminism
even in the NUSEC. In May 1926 the Open Door Council was
formed to fight protective legislation.

18 .

W. Holtby, in hme and Tcde., 6 Augus t 1926, cited in Del ma r ,
p.450. Holtby was a journalist and novelist, whose life is
recorded in Vera Brittain' s Te.o:tamel1:t 06 FlVtend6lup. Like
the Six Point Group (SPG) the WFL was strictly equalitarian.

19.

Strachey, pp.369-70. Strachey aligned herself with the new
feminists, but emphasised that the new concerns of feminism
came in addition to equality of the sexes.
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A useful gauge of feminist opinion in the inter-war years, and
of the role of women's nationality in this, is the weekly
T~de.

and

T~me

It was founded in May 1920 on the initiative of Lady Rhondda,

who already moved in the top echelons of the business and political
world and whose name would later be associated with her unsuccessful
attempt to enter the House of Lords as a peeress in her own right. 2 0
Devoted to the general interest, as well as to the continuing problems
of feminism, the paper was to be owned, managed and directed by women:
T~me

and

T~de,

it was evidently intended, would wait for no man. The

paper began life with a shower of good wlshes from a wide selection of
important people, including the leaders of all the main political
parties, the Archbishop of York, and distinguished women from many
fields. The Prime Minister 'rejoiced very much to learn that a new
magazine was to be established in the interests of the women of the
country.' Social and political developments had conferred on them
enormous powers and opened up to them vast opportunities and he
congratulated

T~me

and

T~de

in its attempt to impart to them political

information and sound political principles.
Editorial policy was set out in this first number.
T~de

T~me

and

aimed to fill the need for an 'independent press, without

Victorian roots, without political bias', and although composed of women,
it intended to treat men and women equally and help elucidate issues for

20.

Delmar, p.447. Rhondda, the daughter of a Welsh industrialist,
had been a militant suffragette before joining her father as
business associate, and succeeding to his viscountcy in 1918.
She did not take over as editor of T~me and T~de till 1926.
Helen Archdale, a close friend and secretary to Rhondda, was
first editor.
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new voters. 2 1 In the 20s and 30s it fulfilled these aims admirably, and
in addition to its distinguished list of male contributors, it drew to
itself many of the most notable women on the period, either as directors
or contributors. 2 2
Before long a feminist action group developed from the paper.
At the end of 1920

T~me

and

T~de

drew up a programme for immediate action

made up of six specific points of concern to women, either as mothers or
as wage earners. They were: widows' pensions, stronger laws against
chi Id assult, equal guardianship of children by married parents,
better laws for unmarried mothers and their children, equal pay for
teachers and equal opportunities in the civil service. The six points
became the charter of the Six Point Group, which made an immediate
impact on the feminist scene in Britain. 2 3 By the end of the decade
it would exercise great influence on the campaign for independent
nationality for the married woman.
21.

and T~de, 14 May, 1920. Wellwishers included P.M. Lloyd
George, Opposition Leader Asquith, Labour's Clynes and Thomas,
The President of the N.C.W., Vida Goldstein, doyenne of the
Australian feminist movement, Lady Baden-Powell, Miss Faithfull,
Principal of Chelthenham Ladies' College.

22.

Among regular male contributors were G.K. Chesterton and
G.~. Shaw. The directors in 1923 included: Mrs Chalmers
Watson, ~·1.D., C.B.E., Chairman (Organiser of the Women's Army
Auxi Ii ary Corps duri ng the war), Vi scountess Rhondda, vi cechairman; Helen Archdale, Prof. Winifred Culli s , O,B,E" D.Sc.,
(at this stage President of the International Federation of
University Women), writers Cicely Hamilton and Rebecca West,
and Mrs Wintringham, Liberal M.P.Writers Winifred Holtby
and Vera Brittain were both later associated with the paper.

23.

T~me

T~me

and

T~de,

19 November, 1920.
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Inaugurated in early 1921, the .Six Point Group maintained its
close connection with TMne and

T~de.

The three original directors of

the paper were all members of the provisional executive of the Group
and the rest of the members had all been contributors to the paper. 2 •
The formation of the Six Point Group was hailed by

T~e

and

T~de

as a

'significant event', both a direct response to what it saw as a 'state
of stagnation' apparent in women's affairs and a sign that this was
endi nq. 'For a long while now,' ran an article, qree t t nq the new
organisation, 'there has been a strong feeling among women - especially
the younger women - that in spite of their newly acquired power of the
vote they were getting 'no forrarder' .. '

The article went on to quote

approvingly what Cicely Hamilton had written in the

Eng~h Rev~~D:

that women had received the vote at a time when it had declined in
value, and when interest in economic matters was greater than in the
ballot box. The result had been that while several of the most active
of the franchise societies had simply dissolved, those that remained had
been inclined to go on as before, educating by speech and propaganda,
rather than achieving by political action.
It was intended that the Six Point Group would be different, a
ginger group determinedto achieve results for simple, definite aims.
The Group had no intention of trying to educate the public, but intended
to 'approach the powers that be with the weight of other societies
behind them.

,25

Convinced that only the Government could alter the law

24·

V. Brittain calls the Six Point Group 'Lady Rhondda's other
foundation', Teotament 0t Fkiendhl~p, p. 142. The first
directors were Chalmers Watson, Archdale, and Rhondda.

25.

T~me

and

T~de,

25 February, 1921.
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of the country, the Group scorned the Private Members' Bills promoted by
other societies. They believed that, once their use as propaganda was
past, such bills actually retarded rather than advanced the chances of
success of proposed reforms.

2 6So

the Six Point Group set itself, from

the outset, to bring pressure to bear on the Government; the first stage
in this was to make sure Members were returned to Parliament who were
favourable to their programme. The Group therefore built up a careful
record of votes, speeches and actions of Members of Parliament, on the
basis of which they drew up two lists, dUly published in

T~le

and

T~de,

a White List, of Members for whom readers were urged to work and vote,
and a Black List,against whom they were warned. Party affiliations did
not matter in the lists; they were drawn up solely in relation to
feminist policy.27
The combination of TJme and

T~de

and the Six Point Group formed

an important new element on the feminist scene in the inter-war years.
Its attitude was appreciably more radical than that of the National
Council of Women or the National Union of Societies for Suffrage and
Equal Citizenship, though TJme and Hde reported their major meetings
and accepted correspondence from their members. It described the Council
in 1924 as 'adequately representing the conservatively-minded women of
Great Britain' and noted that 'what the NCW decides today, England will
decide tomorrow, since resolutions stand little chance of being carried
26.

T<-me ccnd ru«, 2 March, 1923.

27.

The first list appeared 3 November, 1922, with the comment,
'If the Six Point Group, which has alreadyin the course of
two years grown into a powerful organisation, could keep out
the 23 members on the Black List, it would have increased its
chances of its legislation to an incalculable extent.'
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at the annual conferences of this body until they are so generally
accepted by moderate women all over the country as to be ripe for
legislation ... ,28 Two years later it slated the International
Alliance

of Women for Suffrage and Equal Citizenship, of which the

National Union was an affiliate, for its refusal to accept the radical
Women's Party of America. 'The Alliance will continue to potter on as in
the past', it said. 'It had the chance of bringing new life into its
ranks and refused it. .. It will continue to jog along in peace.

,29

By the end of the decade, the Six Point Group would be
campaigning enthusiastically for independent nationality for married
women, sometimes in harmony with groups such as these, sometimes at
loggerheads with them, but the issue did not feature in its earliest
programme. Neither was there evidence of any interest in women's
nationality in

T~me

and

T~de

in the early 20s. The first, very brief

mention occurs late in 1922, in an article on 'Modern Le9islation and
the Ancient Law of Coverture,' which drew attention to the 5ufferings of
British-born wives of Germans during the war. The Butcher Bill in
England and the Cable Act in the United States were both introduced in
1922, but neither was deemed to merit comment.

3D

Serious treatment had

to wait until mid 1923 when a full-page article by Chrystal

~1acmillan,

'The Coming Imperial Conference and the Nationality of r-larried VJomen,'
appeared, but it did not lead either to correspondence or editorial
28.

hme and Lcde., 3 October 19L4. Report of NeW Annual Conference.

29.

hme cmd Ts.de., 11 June, 1926. The Women's Party had been founded
by the brilliant but abrasive Alice Paul in 1916.
In the 20s it campaigned for the Equal Rights Amendment.

30 .

r,1. W.

Ne vison, hme and Tcde , 22 September 1922.
For Butcher Bill, see pp.104-6
, Cable Act,PP, 110··115
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comment."

Apart from this, the lY23 discussions recelved scant

attention. In a report in May on the recent congress of the International
Woman Suffrage Alliance, the writer described the session on women's
nationality and declared that any international conference on the
subject should call Macmillan as an expert adviser.'2 In October an
unsigned leading article summarized Sir Ernest Schuster's address to
the International Law Association and referred in passing to t'1acmillan's
evidence before the Parliamentary Joint Committee."

Considering the

political/feminist emphasis of the paper, this is slight enough.
In 1924 the first letters on women's nationality appeared,
pointing up with startling clarity the fact that injustices to women
under the nationality law were not limited to wartime. Three letters in
February described hardships still resulting,more than five years after
the war, from the holding of property of British-born wives of ex-enemy
aliens by the Public Trustee . 'Legal' wrote that she was still unable
to get access to investments held since the war. 'A.N.' told of the
case of an elderly relative living in Germany, whose German husband
had died in 1894 and who had paid income tax on British investments for
forty years, but who was not living on a small allowance while property
worth

£7,000 was held by the Custodian. ';'lyrrh', an English-born

woman with a German husband, living in Germany, described bitterly her
three-year-Iong struggle to have released a small bequest left her by
31-

TLme and Tcde., 4 tlay

32 .

C. Eastman, Hme and Ti.d«, 25 f1ay

33.

T~me

and Hde,

1923,

12 October

See p.

1923.

172-3.
1923.
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an aunt for the education of her children, which had been seized in
1920 under the provisions of the Treaty of Versailles.
German', she concluded,'but I will never admit it.'

'I am called

3.

This correspondence was followed up in March by comment in an
editorial and a report that :lrs viintrin9ham, who was a member of the
Board of Di rectors of hme and hde and had sat on the Joint Committee
the previous year, had questioned the new Labour Prime :linister with
disappointing results, on what action would be taken concerning
British women who had married foreigners.

3s

At the end of November a

member of the Inner Temple wrote indignantly that 'the manner in which
the Englishwoman who marries a foreigner is treated is one of the
greatest scandals of the period ... It is revolting to observe women so
manifestly British arriving at our ports herded under a sign 'Aliens'
when women of foreign birth are treated as British ... ' The answer as
he saw it was simple: 'Under no circumstances should a British-born
woman be deemed an alien.

'36

It proved a brief flurry of interest only.

The correspondence faded out at the beginning of 1925 and did not occur
a9ain in the 20s.
hme and hde was perhaps the most obvious forum, apart from the

periodicals of feminist societies, in which views on the nationality
of married women could be aired. Little enough interest was shown here,
but less elsewhere. In The

hm~s

the recent Cable Law and the

approaching conferences stimulated a few letters in early 1923. In reply

tu«,

34.

hme and

15 February. 1924.

35.

hme ctnd hde, 7 t:arch

36 .

hme and hde, 28 November

1924. See p. 159.
1924. Letter M.

l~acKenzie.
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to a letter pointing out the effect of the American legislation for
British-born women who married Americans, Chrystal Macmillan commented
that 'an American woman who marries a British man shall be American by
the law of the United States and British by British law. In the one
case both countries claim her, in the other both renounce her.'
'A correspondent' in

~1arch

37

outlined competently and at length the history

of compulsory acquisition of nationality by a British-born woman
marrying a foreigner, stressed that the need for reform was made more
urgent by the passage of the Cable Act and drew attention to the Joint
Committee. 3s A week later another writer pointed out that the property
of British-born women married to Germans or Austrians, which had been
confiscated under the Versailles agreement, was still not restored:
'that English-born (sic) women who have never willingly forfeited
their allegiance should be dispossessed of all r t qh ts in their private
property seems,'he thought 'contrary to our tradition.'

39

The

correspondence ended with a letter from Wyndham Bewes, expressing the
hope that the Joint Committee would see fit to leave the general
operation of the law as it was. 40 Apart from the published debates of
parliament there was no further comment till the end of the decade.

37.

The r~me6,

38.

The hm~6,

15

~larch

1923.

39.

The hmu,

21 '1arch

1923.

40.

The hme6,

26 March

1923. For Bewes, see p.125.

3 February, 1923, letter, A. Hi lley; 6 February,
1923, Macmillan. She wrote as Chairman of The Committee on
the Nationality of Married Homen of the IWSA.
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The periodicals of feminist organisations were, as might be
expected, more consistent in their interest. The

Iltte~nationaX Women'~

SunnMge New"s, the most informative, provided a wealth of detail from
the questionnaire of 1918 through to the draft international
convention of 1923. The December 1923 number included two reports, a
detailed one by r'1acmillan on the International Law Association
conference and one on the Parliamentary Joint Committee. 4 1In October
1924 an account of the Law Association's conference at Stockholm,
welcomed its resolutions of nationality and naturalization as being in
accord with the policy of the Alliance. The writer 9ave the credit for
this to Macmillan:
We should like to congratulate her on this decision of
an important body to which we cannot doubt that her work
for so many years has helped to contribute ... Both
nationally and internationally ... Miss Macmillan has
been closely identified with the progress of this
reform. The Alliance is well aware of its 900d fortune
in havrnq as chairman of the Committee on Nationality
a worker so able, so admirably qualified and so
indefatigable as ~1iss r1acmillan.' 42
This warm tribute may be taken to mark the end of a phase. When the
question of women's nationality came to the fore again in the IWSN at
the end of the decade it was in the broader context of international
discussion.
Another feminist periodical which kept the topic alive at this
time was the Vote,weekly paper of the Women's Freedom League, which
from the first had waxed indignant about injustices in the nationality
1aw as they affected women.

'~hen

the League drew up its pes t-wa r

programme in 1920 the 'ri9ht of a woman to retain her own nationality
41.

Inte~na:UonaX Women'"s

formerly Jus
42.

SunnMge ueios , (hereafter IWSN),
December, 1923.

Sunn~agu,

IWSN, October, 1924.
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on marriage' was fifth in a list of seven aims; in a short history of
its f i rs t fifty years the topic features, on a par with equal pay for
women as 'part of the routine work of the inter-war period.

,43

The

tone of comment during the war had been emotive rather than strictly
factual, as the use of the short story form to describe the plight of
British-born wives of Germans indicates. 4 4 Reporting of the

enthusiastic rather than accurate; the bill was described as having
been brought in by Lady Astor, Mrs Wlntringham, Lord Robert Cecil and
others, with no mention of Si r John Butcher at all. 45 The paper carried
a report on the Joint Commlttee and the International Law
Association Ccnfe rencev

t

"

Generally, the Vote enjoyed a hard luck

story. It revelled in its indignation when it reported tne case, in
1924, of a headmistress, married to an Italian whom she had not seen

since 1903, who had been forced to retire without superannuation. 4 7
The Vote also kept up reports of parliamentary activity, and accounts
of the doings of other societies concerning women's nationality.
Some organisations, such as the National Union of Women
Teachers, had a special interest in nationality law. Already organised
43.

S. Newsome, (Vome~'~ FfLeedom League, 1907-1957. The
1920 programme was:
1) Votes for women on the same terms as men, 2) Women as
Commlssioners of Prisons, 3) All professions open to women,
4) Equal pay, 5) Right of a woman to retain her own
nationality on marriage, 6) Equal moral standard,
7) Women peers in own r i qh t to sit in House of Lords.

44·

'Aliens'. Vote, 23 July, 1915.

45·

'Nationality of Wives', Vote, 4 August, 1922.

46.

Vote, 12 October, 1923.

47.

'~1arried

See p. 58.

Women's Nationality.' Vote, 18 January, 1924.
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to fight for equal pay, women teachers took up the cause of
independent nationality with determination, since they were liable to
lose their pension rights through contracting foreign marriages. At
their 1921 conference they resolved unanimously,
That this conference of women teachers call upon the
government to introduce legislation allowing a British
woman to retain her nationality when married to a
non-British subject. This is of immediate importance
to enable them (sic) to benefit from the Sup~nnuation
Au of 1918.
Discussion on the resolution brought to light two cases which help to
explain their concern. An English teacher who, a month after retirement,
married an American, lost her pension even though she continued to live
in England; another was refused permission to teach in England, on the
grounds that she was an alien, even though she had been deserted by her
American husband.v " The Woman TeacJlVt, periodical of the Union, eagerly
welcomed the Butcher Bill the next year. 4 9
By this time Chrystal Macmillan was becoming known as an expert
on women's nationality, not only to feminist organisations, but also
to individuals who suffered under the law. A number appealed to her for
advice. One of the first letters in the file of 'hard cases' she kept
from this time on related to the teachers' superannuation issue:
British-born Mme. Philibert, who signed herself 'a sufferer from sex
injustice; wrote that she was to receive no pension after 30 years
teaching. The money involved was substantial, an estimated lump sum of
£340, and £170 a year till death, but what was galling to her was that
she would lose it through marriage to a Frenchman who had 'all his life
worked for the Entente Cordiale', as Editor of a French paper in London,
and Chief Lecturer in French at a major Polytechnic there. During the
48.
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war he had been awarded the British Military Medal for work as
interpreter with the British army, while his wife had been treated
'exactly as if 1 had been a German, and of course much worse than
German women who had married Englishmen.' She had not received the
separation allowance given to wives of British soldiers and had had to
support her three small children entirely from her own earnings. 5 o
Macmillan received a number of letters from women in 1923
after the publication of her own letter in The

T~me6.

Often they

described the effect of the war and its aftermath on British-born
women married to enemy aliens. For example, a Mrs Corke Smith wrote
from Switzerland, 'I married an Austrian 25 years and have been treated
more or less as a criminal by my native country ever since.' She
complained that during the war, when she had been working at a hospital,
she had been continually harried by police while naturalized German
workers had been free to go anywhere they liked. She offered support for
any attempt to change the law. 5 ! Later in the year a Mrs Barnett sent
from Austria a petition, signed just after the war by British-born
wives of Austrians who wanted to regain their nationality of birth. Her
covering letter drew attention to those whose money had been sequestered
by the Public Trustee. 'There must be dozens of cases of hardship' she
wrote, 'but it is difficult to find them and persuade them that there is
any hope - they have lost heart, and after five years it is not to be
wondered at ... most of us have been living on the charity of our
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English relativesfor the last five years.'

52

One of the most pathetic cases was that of Muriel Koenig, a
British-born woman living in England,whose property had been sequestered.
She had written to Macmillan in 1921 complaining that her German
husband refused to support her and their two children unless they went
to Germany, and that the Public Trustee had seized her
capital of securities

small

on the grounds that it was German money; she

owed her bank money which had been advanced her for living expenses.
Macmillan could give her no comfort. 5 3 In 1923 she wrote again,
offering support for any attempt to change the law. Her own situation
was still desperate; her teenage son had died and her German name and
nationality made it very difficult for her to earn a living for herself
and her young daughter. 5 4
A whole new category of cases of hardship was caused by conflict
of laws after the United States had passed the Cable Act, rendering
stateless many women who married Americans. The case of Mrs Norman Lee
comes into this category. Married to an American, she refused to swear
the oath of allegiance which would make her a United States citizen 'I married a man, not a country' - and was consequently left stateless,
unable to leave her home in France to visit relatives in England. 'I
long to vi sit Engl and someti mes " she wrote. 'A 11 round me I have seen
Poles, Italians, French people ... going over to England for their
holiday, while I, an honest loyal British woman, am forced to remain in
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France, the sins that bar me bei ng truth, 1oya lty and honour ...
England could set me free by giving women their own nationality.' 55
The question of women's loss of British nationality on marriage
might have been an urgent concern for these few women, but for the wider
public it held little interest in 1923. Political changes of great
moment were brewing. An election at the end of the year brought Ramsay
MacDonald's Labour Party into office for the first time?6Since the
Labour Party manifesto stood for 'equality of the sexes; equal legal
and political rights, equal rights and privileges in parenthood, equal
pay for equal work' the women's movement were jubilant. T[me and

T~de

claimed that 'non-party women' were welcoming Labour with enthusiasm. 5 7
Of the 20 candidates on the Six Point Group's

~Ihite

List, 18 had been

elected, and the Group held a luncheon for them at the Hyde Park Hotel
with upwards of 200 people present. 58
Homen who wanted to change the nationality law shared this
buoyant mood. The new Home Secretary was Arthur Henderson, one of the
supporters of the 1922 bill, recently singled out by

T~me

and

T~de

as

the subject of a favourable character sketch. 5 9 Although a vigorous
55.
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champion of independent nationality in the House of Commons had been
lost with the elevation of Sir John Butcher as Lord Danesfort to the
House of Lords,60 the reformers still had a determined advocate in Mrs
Wi ntri ngham.
A question from Mrs Wintringham to the Prime Minister soon
quenched the optimism: she asked whether he would allow time for
consideration of women's nationality during the session, either by
introducing legislation or by setting up another committee on the
subject. MacDonald's reply was not encouraging. In view of the fact that
the recent committee had failed to reach a conclusion, and that the
Imperial Conference had come to the conclusion that no case could be
made out for any general change in the law on the subject, he thought
there would be no advantage in initiating further enquiry and no
possibility of legislation, other than that relating to certain hard
cases. When Mrs Wintringham pursued the matter further, reminding the
House that all the Commons members of the committee of the previous
year had favoured change, he merely expressed his helpless goodwill.

,

'If I were convinced that anything could be done, I would be perfectly
willing to try to do it' he said. 'I look at this question not from the
point of view of what I would like to do, but from the point of view of
what I might find myself limited in doing.' And there the matter rested. 5 1
It was not the only area in which women were disappointed in the
First Labour Government. By August

1924 the president of the National

Union of Societies for Suffrage and Equal Citizenship was complaining
that in the whole range of women's legislation the actual fruits of the
60.
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session had been nil. 6 2The Six Point Group drew up a new list of M.P.s
to go alongside its

,~hite

and Black ones. This was a 'Drab' list of

'those who professed to be strongly in favour' of its feminist
programme but 'not only failed to do anything whatsoever to forward it
when it was in their power to do so very easily, but have actually gone
out of their way to obstruct it.' The list was headed by Ramsay
MacDonald and Arthur Henderson. 6 '
Meantime Lord Danesfort, in the less congenial atmosphere of the
Lords, was still working for changes in the law on women's nationality;
he set his sights lower than in 1922, asking whether the government,
after consultation with the Dominions, and pending a settlement of
larger questions, would introduce legislation to prevent a British-born
woman who married a foreigner losing her nationality if she did not
acquire that of her husband under the law of his country? He explained
that this had been recommended by all the members of the 1923 Joint
Committee, would bring English law into con9ruity with that of many
European countries and would end the difficulties caused in AngloAmerican marriages by the passage of the U.S. Cable Act.
The President of the Council, Lord Parmoor, who had discussed the
matter with the Home Secretary, assured Lord Danesfort that he had the
sympathy of the government. Sympathy however, had to suffice. Because of
the need for consultation with the Dominions, it was obvious legislation
could not be introduced at the present moment. So, on the understanding
that something would be done as soon as it could be 'conveniently dealt
62.
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with,' Lord Danesfort withdrew his motion.'4
Beneath this smooth surface of concord there had been a
considerable undertow, which illustrates well the problems of incoming
Secretaries of State who wanted to change Home Office policy.
Differences of opinion were unusually clear-cut in 1924 because Labour
was new to its role as 90vernment and its ideas suspect, but they were
by no means unique to that year.
The Home Office had received notice of Danesfort's question on
18 July, and greeted it with suspicion and hostility. Dowson
acknowledged that the question had been carefully phrased, narrowing the
issue of married women's nationality to a single point 'on which everyone is supposed to be agreed,' but he believed it would require
careful examination. Pedder phrased his criticism more strongly: Lord
Danesfort 'in recent years the champion of the nationality grievances
(so-called)

of married women' in the Commons, having failed to get

sufficient support there for his schemes of reform 'now returns to the
charge in the House of Lords, and tries for a little bit of so-called
reform.' He added uncompromisingly, 'His proposal is wrong in principle
and ineffective in practice' and the government had already refused to
undertake the necessary legislation. The problem was that Lord

Parmoor

would be likely to sympathise with Lord Danesfort's view and might be
disinclined to follow the Home Office brief. Sir John Anderson shared
this anxiety: 'I hope that if Lord Parmoor takes this he will realize
that he must represent faithfully the view of the responsible minister,'
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he minuted. 5 5
It was Dowson who prepared the brief. He stressed that even
though the question was, on the face of it 'quite unobjectionable',
even 'superficially attractive' and the suggested change unanimously
approved by the Joint Committee, it had not been recommended by the
Imperial Conference. The example of other European states did not
matter: 'The last thing we want to do is to follow the nationality laws
of other countries unless there is some very good reason for doing so,'
he said. 'Nor do we want to be driven into adopting a principle which is
unsound because some other nation, ego the USA, has made a change in its
law which has produced inconvenience to individuals. Nationality law
should be based upon good principle and not mere convenience or
incidental hardship.' He denied that difficulties with the United States
since the Cable Law had been serious, and said the proposed change would
tend to introduce uncertainty into the national status of British-born
women who married aliens; it would be necessary to ascertain in each
case whether the woman had her husband's nationality. He recommended
that the Government should not encourage the proposal to introduce
legislation on the lines Lord Danesfort suggested. 5 5
This advice did not satisfy the Home Secretary. On 2 August he
circulated a memo to Cabinet in quite a different tone. Must the
government's reply to Danesfort, he wanted to know, 'maintain rigidly
that the motion cannot be accepted' or may Lord Parmoor, 'if pressed',
admit the 'possibility of further enquiry of the Dominions as to whether
65.
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they are prepared, in consultation with the Home Government to consider
it further?' Cabinet did not find time to discuss the question, but
Lord Parmoor must have received permission from the Secretary of State
to indicate the Government's approval of the proposal, subject to
consultation with the Dominions. The point was added to a circular then
being prepared for the Dominions, embodying the minor nationality
recommendations of the 1923 Imperial Conference,57 but Labour's
departure from office at the end of the year forestalled any possible
further action along these lines.
It was not under the Labour government, but after the third
general election in three years had restored the Conservatives to
secure tenure of office, that women's nationality was fully debated for
the first time in the House of Commons.
On 18 Februaryc 1925 Major Harvey moved,
That, in the opinion of this House, a British woman should
not lose or be deemed to lose her nationality by the mere
act of marriage with an alien, but that it should be open
to her to make a declaration of alienage. 58
Why Major Harvey was the mover is not clear. He was a Unionist
Conservative who represented Devon almost continuously from 1922 to 1935,
but he never held government office and was neither prominent enough to
warrant mention in general histories, nor known as a friend of the
women's movement. Other than in connection with this motion, his name
does not appear in the records of any of the women's societies. At any
rate the motion inaugurated a debate that lasted nearly three hours,
involved speakers from all the main parties, and was notable both for its
Henderson memo, 2 August
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thorough airing of the topic and for the unanimity of the views
expressed.
The resolution had already been discussed in the Home Office.
In its original form it had included a section condemning the automatic
acquisition of British nationality by alien women who married British
subjects, but this had been withdrawn. Dowson was set the task of
preparing yet another memorandum on the subject which, he noted
'involved questions of policy as well as difficulties of a technical
and complicated character.' He warned, as usual, that the Government
ought not to commit itself before examining the question fully and
then produced two very solid documents to assist it to do so: a
'History of the Movement in favour of Separate Nationality for Wives'
and a shorter and more specific memorandum on the resolution itself.
There is little that is new in the first document, which again makes
quite explicit the Home Office opposition to general change in the
nationality law relating to women; it consists of a concise summary
of familiar arguments. In it Dowson traces the desire for change from
the experiences of the war, offering the opinion that,
The experience of the Home Office (who were well qualified
to speak with authority on the point) tended to show that
the hardships suffered by British women who were married
to enemy subjects, and the dangers to the state from the
presence of German women married to British subjects would
to a large extent still have continued notwithstanding a
change in our nationality law.'
He went on to explain that additional impetus to the agitation had
come from the grant of the franchise to women in 1918, and the
sequestration, under the Treaties of Peace, of the property of Britishborn women who had acquired enemy nationality by marriage. He mentioned
briefly the 1922 and 1923 committees, and the minor change
(readmission to British nationality for wives of foreigners in cases
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'where the marriage has to all practical purposes come to an end')
recommended by the 1923 Imperial Conference: a bill to this effect had
been prepared in 1924 and sent to the Dominions. On the question of
Lord Danesfort's motion to avoid statelessness for British women
marrying aliens, he commented with some asperity that Mr Henderson
'in spite of objections the Department urged against it' had felt it to
be a minor concession, and the proposal had accordingly been submitted
to the Dominions, none of which had so far replied.
Dowson then summed up. There were, he said, two distinct
proposals under consideration: the Imperial Conference proposal, that
the Secretary of State should be able to grant a certificate of
naturalization to a married women if she had been British before
marriage, and was living permanently apart from her husband; and Lord
Danesfort's proposal, that a British-born woman marrying a foreigner
should be allowed to retain her nationality if she did not acquire that
of her husband. The first proposal was likely to go through, but the
second was more doubtful, since it raised the question of a general
change in nationality law as it affected married women, to which the
Home Office were consistently opposed. It appeared to the Home Office to
be only 'right and reasonable that a British woman who voluntarily
threw in her lot with an alien by marrying him ought to be prepared to
assume his nationality as part of the transaction.' If she went to live
in his country, this would be advantageous to her and even if she
remained in her own, the only serious disability would be her
inelegibility to vote. It was not desirable to have different
nationalities in a family, and could lead to claims by children to follow
their mother's nationality. The few cases in which women of undesirable
character went through a form of marriage ceremony with British subjects
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to avoid deportation hardly warranted a change in the law as a whole.
Finally, all questions of change, according to well established
constitutional practice, required the assent of the self-governing
Domi ni ons.
In his memorandum on the resolution itself, Dowson suggested
Government spokesmen should expect it to be supported for reasons of
general principle, implicit in the women's movement for selfdetermination, and because of the special grievances of women who had
lost their nationality by marriage, such as loss of franchise,
ineligibility for posts in the civil service, statelessness in the
case of women marrying Americans. 5 9
In moving his resolution,Major Harvey did indeed range over the
areas Dowson predicted. He waxed indignant on the general argument:
I think a woman has just as much right as anyone else to
say she will remain, as she was born, a subject of Great
Britain, even if she does confer upon a foreigner the
honour of marriage ... To say that we can arbitrarily
dismiss from British nationality a woman who proposes to
marry an alien is really an absolute scandal and is not
in consonance with the general spirit of the laws of
the country.
He also listed the specific disabilities the law imposed, adding to
Dowson's list

loss of superannuation rights for women teachers married

to aliens. In spite of the fact he had been 'prevented' from including
the second part of his motion, he spoke of the scandal of 'undesirable
women' coming to Great Britain to carry on their trade, immune from
deportation because of a marriage ceremony with men who were prepared to
, pros titute thei r nati ona1ity.' On the ques ti on of more than one
nationality in a family, he denied that this was more likely to lead to
69.
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disruption than would different political or religious views. The
nationality of children who had parents of different nationalities,
he saw as no problem, since it was 'the universal law' that the
nationality of children followed that of the father. (Not everyone
present agreed with this reasoning; there were cries of "No ' ") Neither
was there any need to wait for international agreement before changing
the law: 'the governing principle is an Imperial agreement.
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The motion was seconded by Lady Astor in a speech remarkable for
its rambling exuberance. She made the doubtful observation that she was
'far more suspicious of a man who marries an alien woman than of a
woman who marries an al ien man, because the woman generally makes the
man think the way she wants him to.' The argument that change was
considered 'inconvenient' by the authorities she believed to be
important - 'I know the Home Office point of view always is that change
is inconvenient' - and she countered it by claiming, 'Women have always
been an inconvenient necessity, but they are a necessity or a woman
would not have been put in the Garden of Eden ... ' She asserted that
'the whole of the sentiment in the Dominions is in favour of this
change' and it must come. She concluded 'If I may seem to have wandered
somewhat wide of the subject, I hope the Chairman will attribute it to
the fact that all the arguments have been taken out of my mouth by the
mover of the resolution.' It did not add much to the case, but taken in
conjunction with Ellen Wilkinson's speech later in the debate, it did
suggest solid support from women for the resolution. The fact that Lady
Astor, American-born, had achieved
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to sit in the Commons through marriage was not commented on. 71
Sir Henry Slesser then proposed an amendment, that though a
British woman should normally acquire her foreign husband's
nationality on marriage, she might have the option of declaring to
retain her British nationality. He preferred this means of dealing with
the problem, which had been favourably discussed in the Home Office
some years before. 72 The next two speakers saw 'absolutely no
difference of any materiality' between the resolution and the amendment,73 and others urged the movers of each to come together and find a
formula all could support. 7' There was, in fact, a deep and substantial
difference in principle between the two proposals, as one supporter of
the original resolution made clear when he said that 'the onus should not
be on the woman at the time of marriage to say that she desires to remain
a British subject. She should be entitled, as a matter of right to retain
her British nationality until such time as she may care to change it.' 75
Time and Tide, in commenting on this debate described Slesser
disparagingly as 'tinged with the official view' in contrast to the
'general body of unimpeachable feminist sentiment evident in the debate
as a whole. 76
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Undersecretary Locker-Lampson replied for the Government. His
brief was in favour of the amendment rather than the original resolution.
The Home Office view was that there would be no objection to showing a
sympathetic appreciation of the amendment,but he should explain the
difficulty of taking action, in view of the position vis-a-vis the
Dominions. So, while stressing that the Government had no intention of
opposing the motion, he countered specific arguments put forward in its
favour, using the material in Dowson's memorandum. He urged that it
would be better to concentrate on the two proposals approved by the
Imperial Conference and the Joint Committee respectively, rather than
general reform. Both proposals had been sent to the Dominions and
replies were awa t ted. 'I should like to say it is quite impossible until
we have the assent of the self-governing Dominions to engage in
legislation:?? This spelled out the role of the Dominions more
precisely than had been done before in parliament and the Undersecretary's statement, far from winding up the debate, revived it with a
different emphasis.
It brought to her feet the recently elected Labour member, Ellen
Wilkinson. Tiny, impetuous, red-headed, and only recently resigned from
the Communist party, she was nicknamed the 'fiery particle' and she
would not be put off by what she saw as the delaying of important
legislation because it was inconvenient. 'What we are really faced with',
she claimed, 'is the resistance of the Departments who have to administer
77.
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this law.' She believed it 'a little hard' for British women to be told
'the Colonies are to be the deciding factor in this question' and even
if it were true, was it not a fact that Britain was lagging behind the
Colonies in this matter? 'I do not think this question should be made a
kind of shuttlecock between this Parliament and the Dominions.' Surely
it was for the Mother of Parliaments and head of the Empire to take the
lead and ask the Colonies to follow. 78
Another Member urged international agreement through the League
of Nations 79 and the veteran of the women's suffrage campaign, PethickLawrence, tried to pin the Undersecretary down to specifics: he hoped
Cabinet would not 'insult the opinion of this House by doing nothing
after the resolution has been carried.'8o Locker-Lampson tried, rather
clumsily, to turn the argument. 'If this House pass a Resolution in the
terms of the Amendment ... we shall transmit that Resolution to the

sel~

governing Dominions, and do our best to put it through.' This was too
much for the irrepressible Lady Astor, always free with interjections:
'If we pass the Resolution in its original form, will you transmit that
also?'
Locker-Lampson: 'I understand that my honorable and gallant friend
who moved the original motion was going to withdraw it .. '
Viscountess Astor: No:81
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Finally, the amendment was withdrawn and the original resolution
carried without dissent. B 2
The debate, as several participants pointed out, had been
remarkably unanimous, and although the major statesmen of the day did
not take part, might well have appeared the preliminary to prompt
legislation by the government. It made clear that the ground of the
oppositi on to independent nati ona1ity was changi ng. The arguments
against it that had been put forward in 1914, and thereafter till the
1923 committee, ar9uments based on the unity of the family and the
necessary dominance of the husband in this, were not heard on this
occasion. On the other hand the imperial perspective of the question
came into sharp focus, and there was a more insistent emphasis on acting
in unison with the Dominions. This emphasis was still not widely
recognised outside official circles. TLme and

T~de,

for example, in a

surprisingly slight paragraph on the debate, ignored it entirely.83
It was only later in the year that it noted a 'depressing tendency that
the Home Secretary had apparently caught from his colleagues at the
Foreign and Colonial Offices, to shelter behind the skirts of the
Dominions'. hme and Tide. was convinced that i f the Government wanted to
accelerate reform, it could do

SO.80

The requirement of consultation with the Dominions appeared to the
reform lobby an imaginary obstacle only, an excuse for inaction invented
by the Government departments. They recalled that Canada had tried to
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institute its own version of the Cable Act even before the United
States 8 5 and that the representatives of the Commonwealth of Australia
had come to the 1923 Imperial Conference seeking a change in the law of
nationality, to protect British-born wives deserted by alien husbands. 8 6
They inferred from this that the Dominions were only awaiting a lead
from Britain; now, after a firm directive from Parliament, the lead
could be given

at the coming Imperial Conference and justice could be

done.
The question of how far decisions of the Imperial Conference
were binding on its members was hardly considered.

It would have

seemed to the reform lobby incongruous to think that legislation approved
by the British Government could be blocked by one or two recalcitrant
ex-colonies thousands of miles away; or worse, their representatives to
an Imperial Conference, who did not necessarily have a mandate to deal
with the question. Where, then, would be the authority of the elected
representatives of the people?

Nevertheless the Home Office and

successive Governments were serious when they said that changes in
nationality law required the assent of the self-governing Dominions.
Chrystal Macmillan had been one of the first to note this anomaly
in democratic procedure in an article written just before the 1923
Imperial Conference. In it she stressed the limitations imposed on the
Dominion parliaments, rather than the British one. The point she made was
85.

In 1919 Canada passed an Act enabling a married woman to
take out naturalization papers. This was repealed as
contrary to the 1914 Imperial Act. (H045/12243/323341/51).
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important:
The treatment of [ women's nati onal i tyl through the
Imperial Conference illustrates the danger to the
parliamentary control of legislation if the present
method of procedure is allowed to crystallise. The
matter is serious. The Empire policy on any imperial
legislation of this kind should not be produced in a
so-called agreed shape before the different Empire
parliaments have themselves had an opportunity of
expressing their opinion on the matter. Without such
a discussion the individual representatives at the
Imperial Conference are not in a position to express
the views of their respective countries.
The

B,"d~sh

Na;Uona.Ldy and S:tatLLo ori ALiens Ae:t was called an 'agreed

measure', but who had agreed to it? Certainly not the Parliaments ...
Macmillan warned, 'The danger of this method of procedure which is
creeping into the working of our constitution is by no means grasped by
the general public.' However in the particular case of women's
nationality she foresaw no problem: the Imperial Conference did not
need to abandon its idea of uniformity, but merely to recommend
uniformity on the lines of equality between men and women. S 7
The growing awareness of the issue of imperial uniformity was
evidenced, in the wake of the House of Commons resolution, by the
formation of a new women's group, the British Commonwealth League.
Indeed the timing suggests it was a direct response to the 1925 debate
and the government attitude to women's nationality expressed in it.
The inaugural meeting of the League was held in July 1925 and although,
as its chairman explained, it was not in any sense a Delegate
Conference, because of the very short time in which it had been organised,
it was widely representative, including women from as far afield as
Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.
The British Commonwealth League was not entirely a new group.
87.

'The Coming Imperial Conference and the Nationality of
Married Women', T~me and T~de, 4 May 1923.
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Mrs Fawcett pointed out in her introduction to this first meeting

that

it had developed from the British Overseas Committee of the
International Woman Suffrage Alliance and the British Dominions Women's
Suffrage Union. That it was to be an extension of the Alliance rather
than a rival was made explicit by Mrs Corbett Ashby's presidency of
both bodies. There was also a substantial overlap of members. The aim
of the League was 'To secure equality of Liberties, Status and
Opportunities between men and women in the British Commonwealth of
Nations;' it was open to any regularly constituted women's society in
any part of the Empire which shared this aim, as well as to individuals.
It was to work consistently for independent nationality for women and
was thus a true successor to the British Dominions Women's Suffrage
Union,which had been one of the first organisations to draw attention
to the injustices to women in the nationality legislation of 1914.
The first session of the Conference was on 'Citizen Rights in
the British Empire'. Macmillan was the first speaker, with a paper on
'The Nationality of Married Women.' Its tone was strictly practical.
She could, she said, take for granted the League's support of independent
nationality for women and concentrate on means of action to achieve it:
'The fact that the Imperial Government and the Dominions act together
in the matter means that those of us who wish to alter the law must also
act together.' She envisaged the development of an Empire-wide lobby
for the reform. She first filled in background on action for independent
nationality in Canada and Australia, on the 1922 bill and the 1923
committee, before dealing with the recent resolution in the Commons
and the statement by the Government representative that 'if the
Dominions expressed a practically unanimous opinion, the British
Government would be in a position to pass legislation.'
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She reported that the International Woman SUffrage Alliance had
immediately cabled women's organisations in the various Dominions to try
and have similar resolutions passed in their respective parliaments, so
that by the time of the Imperial Conference they would be in a position
to demand legislation. When Macmillan had finished speaking the meeting
unanimously welcomed the recent House of Commons resolution, and
called on the legislatures of the self-governing Dominions to pass
similar resolutions, 'with a view to the early promotion and adoption of
legislation on these lines throughout the British Empire.,BB
The expectation of the British Commonwealth League that emphasis
would be placed on women's nationality at the 1926 Imperial Conference
was not shared by the Government. The Prime Minister had said as much
when asked whether, in view of the fact that 'subjects such as the
nationality of married women' were to be discussed at the forthcoming
conference, he would consider appointing women as representatives or
expert advisers. He warned that 'subjects of special interest to women
will form a very small part of the matters to be discussed at the
conference.

,89

In spite of this, there is evidence that the question of married
women's nationality did play a major role, if not in the conference as a
whole, at least in the Nationality Committee to which the subject was
delegated. It takes up more than half of the Report of the committee,
which met six times at the Home Office between 29 October and 17
November, under the chairmanship of the Home Secretary, Sir William
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Joynson Hicks, and with representatives of the Foreign and Dominion
Offices,as well as Pedder and Dowson from the Home Office,in
attendance. The nationality of married women proved to be the only
topic on which agreement could not be reached. Discussion was based on
the Commons resolution, that a British woman should not lose her
nationality by marriage with an alien except by a declaration of
alienage.
After the first meeting, the Canadian representative drew up a
memorandum embodying the proposals of the meeting. It did not go as far
as the resolution,but did accept two changes to the law: that a British
woman marrying a foreigner should not lose her original nationality
unless she gained that of her husband, and that an alien woman
marrying a British subject should not acquire British nationality if
she was not considered a fit person to be naturalized on her own
account. After the second meeting, at which there was 'substantial
agreement on most points,' the Home Office drew up a memo on which a
report embodying provisional conclusions was based. Along the lines of
the Slesser amendment of 1925,it was accepted at the third committee
meeting. It maintained the existing principle of law, that a British
woman should normally lose her nationality on marriage to a foreigner,
but gave her the chance to retain it if she so desired. The question of
whether this option should be open to all British women marrying
foreigners, or only to those who would otherwise become stateless was
debated; so was the question of whether it should apply only to those
who intended to live in British territories.
In its draft report the committee recommended,
the amendment of the B~~ft N~on~y and Statuo Ob
A~e~6 Act, 1914 so as to provide that a British woman
upon marriage to an alien shall cease to be a British
subject unless at the time of her marriage or within
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one year thereafter she makes a declaration (of her
intention of residing in His Majesty's dominions) and
that she desires to retain her British nationality.
Discussion was still required on the section in brackets. The
recommendation did not go as far as the House of Commons was prepared to
do, but it marks the farthest point reached by the committee. At the
fourth meeting disagreement reached point of deadlock. A majority were
prepared to accept the amendment of the 1914 Act to enable a British
woman marrying an alien to declare, at the time of her marriage or
shortly after, that she wanted to retain her British nationality, but
the representatives of the Foreign Office, The Union of South Africa
and the Irish Free State could not agree. No reasons for their attitude
are given in the brief official report of the committee's proceedings.
So a revised report, accepted at the final meeting, backtracked. It was
evident that in the course of the discussions a sharp divergence of
opinion had emerged. Supporters of the resolution claimed that no woman
should be deprived of her nationality and made an alien in her own
country by marriage. Under the law as it stood there was also the
danger that a British-born woman marrying a foreigner could become
stateless. Opponents pointed out the serious disadvantages to women
which they said might arise from the change proposed. They stressed the
increase in cases of dual nationality which could result if women
acquired a new nationality by marriage without being deprived of
their original one. His Majesty's representatives would probably be unable
to afford protection to such wives in their husbands' countries, and any
difficulties would be accentuated in the event of war involving either
or both countries. They also expressed concern at the effect on family
life of different nationalities for husband and wife.
The differences of attitude proved too stubborn to resolve.
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'Notwithstanding the difficulties indicated above' the final version of
the Committee's Report ran, 'many members - (the draft report had said
'a majority') were in favour of a change in the law. Others were averse
from such a change.' Some would have accepted that a woman who would
otherwise become stateless should keep her nationality of birth. On one
point only the committee were unanimous: they all accepted the very
great importance of maintaining uniformity throughout the various parts
of the Empire in the law of British nationality, and were of opinion
that the possible effects of any departure from uniformity in this
matter demanded serious consideration. So with what looks like relief,
they passed on the problem to a conference of legal experts recommended
by the Inter-Imperial Relations Committee of the Conference, believing
it best to refrain from making any definite recommendation on the
subject of the nationality of married women pending its report. The
Imperi a 1 Conference endorsed thi s recommendati on. 90
It must have been a disappointment to the campaigners for
independent nationality, especially as their hopes had been raised by
the passage in the Australian parliament,early in 1926, of a motion
similar to that passed in the House of Commons the previous year. 9 !
There now came a lull in propagandist activity. In the case of the most
ardent campaigner, however, this did not amount to total cessation. In
May 1927 Macmillan, published for the National Council of Women a

6~

page pamphlet on 'The Nationality of Married Women in the British
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Empire.' It describes the campaign for independent nationality in Great
Britain from 1917, discusses the prospect of international action
through the League of Nations and urges the women's organisations of the
Dominions to seek the adoption of the 1925 resolution in their
respective legislatures 'so that the next Imperial Conference will have
a mandate to recommend legislation on these lines.'92
The

Expert

Conference, on the Operation of Dominion

Legislation, was not to meet till 1929; until then the Government hedged.
Ellen Wilkinson's persistent questioning made its attitude clear. On
2 July 1928 she asked the Prime Minister whether he could 'promise

reform on women's nationality in the lifetime of the present
parliament.' The reply, taken by Joynson Hicks, was not encouraging.
'We must await the report of the Committee of Experts mentioned at the
Imperial Conference of 1926,' he said, 'and when the recommendations of
that committee are available they will have to be considered by a
further Conference. I fear therefore ... no'. Pressed further, he
added, 'Owing to the differences of opinion, it will be a long time
before we can get a complete report.

'93

The complete report was not to come from the Conference on the
Operation of Dominion Legislation which met in October 1929 although,
in accordance with the request of the Imperial Conference, it
discussed women's nationality on two consecutive days. The Home Office
set the tone of the discussions. Dowson prepared a memorandum for
members along the usual lines, expressing sympathy with the women's

0&
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vi ewpotntout stressing heavily the practical objections to it from an
international point of view: the increase in dual nationality that
would result from the change they wanted, the inadequacy of the
protection able to be offered the British-born wife of a foreigner
without her husband's nationality, if the couple lived elsewhere than
in Britain, the question of the nationality of children of marriages of
mixed nationalities. 94 On the first day of the discussions, Sir
William Jowitt gave a summary of the attitudes the Dominions had taken
at the 1926 Imperial Conference, illustrating their differences of
opinion more precisely than the Report of its Nationality Committee
had done. Subsequent debate was inconclusive. 9s On the second day, Sir
John Anderson was in attendance to give the Home Office view. He
explained that the Home Office had been under great pressure from
women's organisations and that though the changes the women wanted
would probably not create very great difficulties in this country,
internationally they would be very grave. 96 In the event the paragraphs
on nationality in the Report of the Conference made no mention at all
of the nationality of married women, affirming strongly, but in
general terms, the principle of a single imperial nationality.97
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The legislative action, hopes for which had been high in
1925/6, now appeared remote, but there were in the latter years of
the 20s two general developments that would deeply affect the question
of married women's nationality. The British Empire was evolving into the
Commonwealth, acknowledging total legislative independence to its
member states, in doing so raising fundamental questions regarding
the common nationality law; and preparations were under way for a
Conference for the Codification of International Law to be held
under the auspices of the League of Nations, which would bring the
question of women's nationalityon to a wider stage. The year 1930
would see the culmination of both these developments.

CHAPTER FIVE

THE INTERNATIONALISATION OF NATIONALITY:
THE HAGUE CONFERENCE .1930

In the House of Commons debates on women's nationality in 1925,
Ellen Wilkinson protested indignantly at the question being made a
shuttlecock between Great Britain and the Dominions. l By 1930 this game
had been complicated by the intervention of a third player, the League of
Nations, which sponsored in that year a major conference for the
codification of international law, including that of nat i onal i ty ;"
women's nationality was to become the dramatic centre of the conference.
The codification conference was not welcomed by the Home Office,
which deplored what it called the 'internationalisation of nationality'

,3

but Britain, as a strong League supporter, could hardly refrain from
participating. The Home Office experts on nationality were indeed in a
difficult position and the question of women's nationality was central to
their difficulty. The British delegates to the conference could not sign
an international convention on nationality without the prior agreement of
the Dominions, but this was unlikely to be obtained if women's
nationality was among the questions considered; the 1926 Imperial
Conference had shown that there were wide and irreconcilable divergences
of opinion between the Dominions on this matter." At the same time the
single imperial nationality, to which the Home Office was undeviatingly
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committed and which had already prevented changes being made in the
British legislation governing women's nationality, was being put at risk
by far-reaching changes in inter-imperial relations. These were in a
state of extreme fluidity during the very period of the late 1920s that
the international conference was in preparation, so the timing of the
conference appeared unfortunate to the Home Offi ce. Moreover, to put the
question of nationality, generally accepted as being governed by
municipal law, into the limelight of the international stage threatened
a usurpation of Home Office authority on nationality law by the
Foreign Office. There was another complication in that although the Home
Office did not consider an international meeting the 'right peg on which
to hang an agitation',5 British feminist groups were prompt to welcome it
as such; and they were to receive encouragement just before the
conference from the recently installed Labour Government. The whole
question of women's nationality as it related to Britain and the
Dominions was to be permanently changed by the Hague Conference, not
only because the articles adopted there provided a clear-cut policy
which had to be accepted or rejected within a certain time limit, but
also because henceforward the League of Nations would provide a third
forum for debate on it, in addition to the House of Commons and the
Imperial Conference. Never again could women's nationality be regarded
simply as a domestic issue.
It was not possible to keep the international discussions on
nationality separate from the imperial ones. The First Codification
Conference on International Law at the Hague was the focal point of
discussions on the subject in 1930, but it was preceded by a

5.
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conference of Imperial experts on the Operation of Dominion Legislation,
at the very end of 1929,6 and followed by an Imperial Conference late in
1930. 7 Each conference influenced the subsequent one. This interaction was
a cause of disquiet to the Home Office, which would have preferred to keep
the international and imperial issues separate. Its attitude can be seen
in 1926 when, together with the Dominions Offi ce, it prevented the
Foreign Office from bringing the report of the Codification Conference's
preliminary committee before the Imperial Conference, on the grounds that
it could only 'complicate the labours' of the Conference's Nationality
Committee. 8 And late in 1929 it was recognised as a cause for concern that
the first opportunity for representatives of the Dominions to discuss the
'practical application of recently agreed to and complex principles
concerning the common status and its relation to Dominion nationality'
should be the forthcoming international conference at The Hague. 9
Indeed the task of British delegates to The Hague was a very
delicate one, and this was demonstrated most clearly in relation to the
sensitive subject of women's nationality, where it was necessary to
balance a firm refusal to make the changes in the nationality law that the
women's pressure groups demanded with a warm adherence to their case for
equality in principle. The British delegates, especially Dowson of the
Home Office, played a major role at the conference, and the ambiguity of
the British stance on women's nationality was accurately reflected in its
outcome: the articles of the Hague Nationality Convention were based on
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the dominance of the husband in determining the nationality of a married
couple, whereas the recommendation to Governments accompanying the
articles urged advance towards equality of the sexes in nationality.'Q
Preparations for The Hague Conference were lengthy and elaborate.
They began in 1924 when a committee appointed by the League of Nations
recommended nationality law as one of the subjects suitable for
international codification.!! There was little enthusiasm for the project
in Whitehall, at least in the Home Office. Dowson queried whether it was
wise 'to attempt to secure agreement between nations on points which
involve different and irreconcilable principles of law in different
countries.' 12 Professor Brierly, the British representative on the
Codification Committee, shared these doubts. He considered the results
produced by the committee in a session lasting for eighteen days, at

5~

hours per day, were 'meagre' and expressed the hope that the experience
might have had a 'chastening' effect on members by 'demonstrating the
fatuity of those who talk of international codification as it it were the
simplest thing in the world."3
As a result of the Codification Committee's recommendation, a
Nationality Subcommittee was set up. Its brief was to formulate a report
on specific topics suitable for international agreement and circulate
this, together with a questionnaire, to various governments, whether they
10.
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were members of the League or not. On the basis of the replies received,
a detailed agenda for the conference woul d be worked OUL 1 4 By 1ate 1925
the Home Office and the Foreign Office were commencing what was to be a
very extensive series of written exchanges and interdepartmental meetings
on nationality questions, in preparation for the confe rence

i

!"

In these preparations the topic of women's nationality surfaced
only slowly, but came to assume more and more importance. The first, quite
casual reference to it occurred in a letter from the Foreign Office to
Professor Brierly in September 1925: 'Consideration will no doubt be given
to the case of women who by reason of the U.S. Cable Act and of kindred
legislation in other countries become stateless or dual on marriage with
an alien.'

16

It was the only reference in an eleven-page letter, and

neither the voluminous correspondence of the Foreign Office with
Professor Brierly, concerning recommendations for his committee, nor the
interdepartmental meetings held to determine these, did more than mention
the matter in passing. When for example, Oowson noted at the end of
September 1925 that the questions of interest to the Home Office were
those involving dual nationality or no nationality, and extradition for
criminal offences, he did not mention either those cases of dual
nationality or statelessness imposed on a woman by a foreign marriage
or the effect the extradition of a foreign-born husband would have on his
British-born wife. 1 7 When the Foreign Office raised the question of the
protection abroad of British-born wives who did not acquire their
husbands' nationality on marriage - always one of its prime concerns in
the matter of women's nationality - the Home Office 'felt some doubt as to
14.
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how far the point could usefully be considered by the Codification
Commi ttee' . 18
The report of the League Subcommittee on Nationality arrived in
the Home Offi ce , vi a the Forei gn Offi ce, in May 1926. I t ran to over
twenty closely printed foolscap pages, and included a series of
commentaries on different points of nationality law, on which the opinions
of governments was sought, and a preliminary draft Convention. The nationality of women was considered in some detail. The report pointed out
that the changes 1ate ly introduced in 1aws as to the nati ona1i ty of
married women, increasing as they did the possibility of conflict,
necessitated measures to reduce to the minimum cases of double nationality or statelessness. 'In modern law', it ran 'there is one particular
case of change of nationality which might be called a necessary change,
although it could not properly be called involuntary, namely, change of
nationality by marriage', and noting that 'the most recent laws showed
a marked tendency to abandon the old principle that marriage ipso facto
involved loss of nationality for the woman', it drew attention to the
Draft Convention of the International Woman

Suffrage Alliance and the

discussions of the International Law Association. The report favoured the
principles of the Draft Convention, but believing its immediate adoption
would be 'premature', singled out three specific proposals on women's
nationality suitable for international agreement.
The first was designed to avoid statelessness. No woman should
lose her original nationality on marriage with a foreigner unless she
acquired that of her husband. The second point concerned widows and
divorcees. The committee considered that a uniform solution was needed to
the question of resumption of her original nationality by a woman whose
18.
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foreign marriage had been terminated by divorce or by the death of her
husband. It was proposed, in order to avoid cases of dual nationality,
that the resumption of a woman's original nationality in such circumstances should always entail the loss of the nationality she had
acquired by marriage. Thirdly,the question of diplomatic protection for
the woman who became stateless on marriage was dealt with. It was
proposed that she should have the right to a passport from the state of
which her husband was a national. These proposals appeared as articles
9, 8, and 10 respectively of the preliminary

draft convention, and

would eventually be incorporated in the Hague Convention. '

9

Dowson approved the report. He found its 'reasonableness and
moderation' disarming, but he held firm against any change in Britain's
nationality law as a result of international pressure. Neither did he
alter his opinion that 'the quest for a basis of agreement among nations
in the field of nationality law ... is obviously quite hopeless, at
present at any rate'. He believed 'Britain must in no way be committed
to a change in the principles on which our nationality law is based'.20
This desire to maintain the status quo doubtless determined the
Home Office reply to two suggestions made by the Foreign Office when it
sent on the League subcommittee's report: should the preliminary draft
Convention be presented to the Imperial Conference in October, and
should those feminist societies lobbying for the representation of
women in the League of Nations be given the opportunity to express their

19.
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views on the clauses dealing with the nationality of married women?
The HonE Office, with Dominion Office concurrence, opposed the first
suggestion. The second was ignored. 2!
On the question of women's nationality the Home and Foreign
Offices were generally in accord; both were in favour of the principles
enshrined in Section 10 of the

B~h

NationaX;ty and

Stat~6

06 ALceno

Ad. This is pointed up in an exchange between them in 1926. It was on
the subject of a questionnaire sent to the Foreign Office by the
1nstitut de Droit International. Sir Cecil Hurst, chief Legal Adviser
to the Foreign Office, submitted his proposed reply to one question for
Home Office comment. It ran 'On the whole it is desirable to maintain the
principle that the nationality of the wife should follow that of the
husband', and Dowson minuted on it 'Hy personal view is entirely in
accordance ... and I do not suggest that you should alter it in any way'.
But as a loyal civil servant he added, 'If, however, as the result of the
discussion at the present Imperial Conference there is a decision to
alter the principle of our own law on this point - a decision which is
by no means beyond the range of possibility - one may have to alter his
own personal views on the point,.z2
The forthcoming conference necessitated the setting up of an
Interdepartmental Committee for the Codification of International Law,
with a special Nationality Section of which Sir Cecil Hurst was
chairman. It met regularly from early 1928 to formulate British pol icy
for the Conference. The basic question of the competence of an
international conference on nationality was early broached: should
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there be any qualifications to the principle that each state enacts its
own nationality laws? In relation to this question, Dowson expressed
the opinion that a person 'should not at any time be arbitrarily
dispossessed of his nationality', echoing with unconscious irony an
argument regularly used by feminists in relation to women's nat ional t ty.F"
The chief purpose of the committee was more prosaic and more
specific. It was to work through the Schedule of Points drawn up by the
preparatory committee of the conference, and assess the replies Sir
Cecil Hurst proposed to send back. Resentment by the Home Office at the
intrusion of the Foreign Office, because of its responsibility for
dealing with the League of Nations, into what it regarded as its own
preserve soon surfaced; perhaps this was prompted by the composition of
the committee, which consisted of three Foreign Office representatives,
in addition to the chairman, and only one each from the Home Office, the
Dominions Office and the Lord Chancellor's Office. 2 4
The ninth meeting, early in May, was concerned with the
nationality of married women, and it illustrates well the problems
involved in having to deal imperially as well as internationally with
even a minor point in the general topic. The members of the committee
agreed that there was much to be said for altering the present law to
render a British-born woman's loss of nationality on marriage dependent
on her acquiring that of her foreign husband. This had been unanimously
recommended by the 1923 Joint Committee and Lord Danesfort had received
23.
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an encouraging response when he had raised the suggestion in the House
of Lords in 1924. 2 5 But the Dominions had not agreed to it at the
Imperial Conference in 1926, so it would not be possible to support the
proposal in the reply to be sent by the government in Great Britain to
the League questionnaire. When the draft reply was sent to the Dominion
governments, it could be accompanied by an explanatory memo in which a
proposal to alter the present law as indicated should be included, 'but
if those governments which objected to the change in 1926 maintained
their previous attitude the proposal would have to be abandoned'. An
accompanying note to the League stressed that 'the importance of
preserving a uniform law on the subject of British nationality is
so great that it is not desirable that this proposal should be put
forward unless all the governments of the Empire are prepared to endorse
it'

.26

Since there would be Dominion representatives at meetings of the
League, before the forthcoming Codification Conference. there was the
possibility of endorsing proposals, such as the above, on the spot.
Dowson warned against making important imperial decisions at meetings of
Dominion representatives incidental to the League meetings. He wrote to
Hurs t ,
Whatever may be said in favour of inter-Imperial
discussion of certain matters, as ego copyright, with
the Dominion representatives who happen to be in Geneva,
it is not desirable that we should use Geneva for the
purpose of discussing such a vital matter as nationality,
which has behind it a special history and practice
involving frequent correspondence with the Dominions,
and periodic Imperial Conference discussions in London.
Hurst disagreed: he believed that, on the contrary, there was much to
25.
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recommend the practice of discussing Imperial matters in the intervals
of League business, because the 'Dominion people' were much easier to
deal with at Geneva than they were in London: 'At Geneva, in a foreign
country, they are more conscious of the fact that they are not such very
big people. In London they are all out on the equality stunt
The exchange is evidence of differences between the Home and Foreign
Office viewpoints on the importance of Dominion consultation, and also
illustrates inter-Departmental rivalry. The Home Office were concerned
that they might not be represented at a meeting in Geneva with Dominion
representatives. Pedder made their attitude clear when he minuted on the
above:
If Sir C. Hurst is to be taken as representing F.O., and
if F.O. think H.O. is wrong about Imperial Nationality
F.O. ought to take the usual course as regards putting
their view officially to H.O. For the fact remains that
that subject is for the H.O. not F.O., and ought not to
be dealt with in any way off F.O. 's own bat. 2 7
The tensions between the two departments may be further illustrated
by an incident in June 1928. The General Secretaries of the National
Council of Women and the National Union for Suffrage and Equal
Citizenship jointly requested that the Foreign Secretary, should meet
a deputation of their members in support of the principle that a married
woman should have the same nationality rights as a man. They also wished
to press for the inclusion of women in the British delegation to the
Codification Conference at the Hague, either as full delegates, or as
technical advisers for the part of the conference dealing with women's
nationality. Hurst notified the Home Office. He believed a campaign by
the women's organisations would be 'quite out of place' but thought it

27.
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'not unnatural' that they should re9ard the present opportunity as one
not to be lost. He believed that 'if they are repelled they are sure to
i niti ate an agitati on'. So he proposed to invite the two 1adi es who had
written to see him 'semi-officially', in order to dissuade them from
an agitation. Before he saw them, he wanted Home Office information on
one point,
Why the fact that the six governments at the Imperial
Conference were divided on this question of a woman
on marriage taking her husband's nationality and
losing her own has been kept secret. Is there any
reason it should not be known? The women of this
country would quite understand the desire of the
authorities that the law of the Empire should be
uni versa 1. .. 28
The Home Office resented the application for a deputation to the
Foreign Office on a topic it considered its own, believed the Foreign
Office attitude to women's nationality naive and doubted Hurst's ability
to forestall an agitation. Dowson wrote to Pedder, 'The internationalisation of nationality as a subject for discussion has given F.O. the
chance of appearing as the nationality authority for this purpose ... 1
don't like the idea of a deputation on which we have no voice'. And on
the question of Imperial Conference differences on women's nationality
he added 'the fact of division between members of the Empire was not
secret: all that was kept secret was the views held by particular
members'

.29

Pedder scrawled back, in apparent haste and frank indignation,

It is impossible to put Hurst wise about all the
information known to the H.O. re Women and Nationality
... This is in effect an appeal from Home Secretary to
F. Secty. on the former's subject. I entirely agree
with you this is not a subject on which Geneva can do
much good - least of all with women delegates. But
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Hurst is not safe to receive women by himself

30

Dowson's reply to Hurst was couched in more tactful terms. He
reminded the Foreign Office that women's nationality was a topic 'on
which the Home Secretary held certain views strongly (and could not get
them accepted by the Dominions)3l and on which the Cabinet might be
divided'. He agreed that it was advisable to prevent if possible 'the
starting of a new campaign by those organisations in favour of the
principle they want to see established'. He hoped Hurst would be
successful in 'heading off the ladies', and would explain to them that
Nationality Law was a Home Office topic and that Geneva was not a
suitable place for 'airing our domestic (ie. Imperial) differences'.
In relation to these differences, the formula 'some divergence of
view' had been adopted in the 1926 Report lest it should appear that
some parts of His Majesty's Dominions were obstructive. 32 In the event,
Home Office fears that Sir Cecil would not be able to head off the ladies
were justified. He failed totally to persuade them not to embark on an
agitation and Dowson, noting this, remarked gloomily 'This is the
beginning of a new campaign,.33
It was decided that the various replies to the League questionnaire by His Majesty's Governments in Great Britain and the Dominions
should be discussed and coordinated at the League meeting in Geneva in
September. Given the Home Office's suspicions of 'Sir C. Hurst's
evident desire to run the codification question at Geneva very much on
30.
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his own lines', it was natural that their next move should be to have a
Home Office representative appointed to Geneva, to advise on
nationality matters at the meetings with Dominion representatives. The
Home Secretary lent his authority to this move and Dowson was duly sent
to Geneva. 3 4
By mid 1929 the Bases for Discussion for the Codification
Conference had arrived from the League of Nations, together with
comments from various governments and the observations of the League's
Nationality Subcommittee. 35 They were considered in June-July in a
series of interdepartmental meetings, by an enlarged committee which
representated the Home Office, Foreign Office, Dominions Office, India
Office, Colonial Office and Lord Chancellor's Department and was chaired
by the recently appointed First Delegate for the United Kingdom to the
Codification Conference, Sir Maurice Gwyer, of the Foreign Office.
Other delegates to the Conference, Dowson of the Home Office and
Beckett of the Foreign Office were also on the committee. 36 Its task
was to compare the Bases with existing British law and its report would form
the instructions of the British delegation to the Conference. 3 7
34.
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on the 'vexed question' of women's nationality, the preparatory
committee of the Codification Conference had been of opinion that 'it
was not possible at present to hope for a general agreement establishing either the rule that marriage does not affect the wife's nationality,
or the rule that the wife takes the nationality of the husband'. So it
had given qualified approval to various minor recommendations designed
to prevent statelessness. As Bases 16-19, they were considered by the
Interdepartmental Committee.
Basis 16 embodied the proposal, already frequently discussed in
Britain, that a wife should retain her original nationality if she did
not by marriage acquire that of her foreign husband. 3 8 Its acceptance
woul d requi re an amendment of the
A~ev~

BfL{;tC6h Na:ti-oncU.dy and S;ta:ttv6

06

Ae:t so, in reply to the earlier questionnaire, the Government

of the United Kingdom had approved it subject to the concurrence of
the Dominions. The concurrence having been obtained, Basis 16 could
now be supported. It marked a step forward in British policy.
Basis 17 concerned a change of nationality by a husband during
marriage, and proposed that a wife should be entitled to retain her
former nationality if she did not acquire her husband's new one by his
naturalization. It was likewise approve d.P"
Basis 18 was more controversial, in that it involved a choice of
nationality for a married woman; it proposed that naturalization of a
husband should not include his wife without her consent. This question
had not figured in the report of the 1925-6 Preparatory Committee and
so had not been raised with the Dominions. It would require amendment of
38.
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the

B~h

Nationality and StatUh 06 Aliens Act, although there was

already an element of choice in the terms of that Act for a woman whose
husband was naturalized abroad: she could retain her original nationality
by making a declaration of retention. The Foreign Office believed the
proposal would multiply cases of double nationality,so it was thought
best to oppose it until it became clear that the generality of the
Conference,and the Dominions, were in favour of it. Dowson believed the
Dominions were unlikely to agree to it, but added, 'We have been and
shall be pressed by the Women's Societies to support it'. 40
Basis 19, which set out that a woman who recovered her original
nationality on the dissolution of her marriage should thereby lose the
nationality she had obtained at marriage, was readily accepted. It was
not thought to require amendment of the current legislation. 4 1
The Interdepartmental Committee's views appeared as paragraphs 48
to 53 of their Draft Report, and Dowson wrote that they represented Home
Office policy. The British stance on women's nationality was apparently
settled, easily and early. In its Draft Final Report, late in September,
the Committee echoed the Geneva Committee's words about the impossibility
of reaching universal agreement, and supported compromise on specific
points. 4 2
But it was not to be so easy. The Report was to go through
several drafts before the Committee adopted it in December 1929. In
relation to the nationality of women there were a number of changes: more
space was given to it, and there were concessions in wording to the
feminist point of view. It was,at least in part, the result of pressure
40.
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in the latter part of 1929 from women's organisations.
On 17 December the committee, reconsidering the paragraphs on
women's nationality,asked Dowson to redraft them and to prepare an annex
to the Report setting out the various demands of the women's organisations,
together with the arguments for and against. It also changed its mind on
Basis 18: it 'might be desirable' to modify the instructions on this
basis, so that delegates could support it if the conference and the
Dominions concurred. The committee hoped 'if the four bases dealing with
the subject (of women's nationality) were agreed on in something like the
present form the demands of the women's organisations would be
substantially met'. 43
Dowson's annex was presented at the last meeting of the committee,
on 20 December. It was not favourable to the women's demands. 'The women'
he thought, 'do not appear to have appreciated fully the difficulties and
inconvenience that might follow from insisting that the law of nationality
should not distinguish between the sexes'.

There were social and other

objections; the arguments against conceding the full demands of the women's
organisations were very strong, and quite apart from the practical
certainty that all the Dominions would not be prepared to accept them, any
attempts to secure agreement for the principle ... should be resisted.

44

The report was agreed on and printed. 4 5 Dowson noted, when copies
finally arrived in the Home Office in the New Year,
The Report is the result of prolonged discussion by the
Nationality Section of the Interdepartmental Committee on
codification. The original draft, prepared by Sir C. Hurst ...
43.
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has undergone a good many changes. I think in its
present form it may be accepted as adequate for the
purpose of instructions ... The controversial issues
are bases ... 16 to 19, relating to the nationality
of married women ... I expect the Conference will
spend, and probably waste, a lot of time in the
discussion of these bases.
He was right in the last comment, but wrong in thinking that the file on
instructions for the Hague could be closed."6
There were two vital new elements in the situation as the Interdepartmental Committee was concluding its lengthy labours in December 1929.
The Conference on the Operation of Dominion Legislation ended on 4
December, and though it was still unclear precisely what consequences its
decisions would have for Empire nationality, it was clear that these would
be considerable."7 And there was a new Labour Government which had not
made any statement on its attitude to women's nationality, but which was
generally favourable to equality of the sexes."8 The two elements were to
pull in different directions, increasing the difficulty of determining
British policy for the Conference. To the first the Home Office officials
were very sensitive; they were caught totally unawares by the second.
The Conference on the Operation of Dominion Legislation
recommended that steps should be taken as soon as possible, by consultation
among the various Dominion Governments, to arrive at a settlement of the
problems involved in the relationship of the common status to the
individual nationalities of the British Commonwealth: the Hague
Conference would provide the first opportunity for such consultation.
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In view of the known desire of 'at least three of the Dominions (Canada,
South Africa and the Irish Free State) to clothe the Dominion Nationality
with all the incidents of nationality for international purposes and to
subordinate the common status to it' there was a deep reluctance in
Whitehall to call the principles underlying British nationality legislation
into question in international conference by raising subjects on which it
was known the Dominions had divergent views. The question of women's
nationality was the prime example of such a subject. 4 9
It was not a subject that could be avoided, thanks to a combination
of feminist pressure and Labour policy. When a deputation of women
organised by the National Council of Women, and representing most of the
notable feminist organisations, met the Home Secretary in January 1930 it
shattered the quiet continuity of Home Office nationality policy; it
claimed the Labour Government was explicitly pledged to the full feminist
programme on women's nationality.50 The deputation was the culmination of
a campaign to influence British policy on this matter at the Hague, which
must now be considered.
The advent of the Codification Conference had been greeted by
feminist organisations with more enthusiasm than the Home Office had shown,
though it was only in the year before the Conference that agitation to
influence it gained momentum. It was perceived as an opportunity, if not to
achieve independent nationality on a worldwide basis, at least to make a
significant advance towards this. Chrystal Macmillan was the key person
in the campaign.
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Macmillan first drew the proposed conference to the attention of
the women's movement in an article which appeared in IWSN in January 1928.
It was a meticulous three-page report on the work of the Preparatory
Committee for the Conference, and its likely effect on the question of
women's nationality. She began by reminding readers of the principles of
the Draft International Convention of the International

~oman

Suffrage Alliance.

She then discussed the setting up by the League of a Committee of Experts,
and a Nationality Subcommittee, and considered in detail the report of
the latter, explainin9 that from it another expert committee would
separate out Bases for discussion at the conference. She found the
report encouraging, for it recognised first that the 'present tendency' in
nationality legislation was in the direction the Alliance recommended;
secondly, that the conflicts arising from giving a woman a choice in
nationality would be solved if a uniform principle were established that
she retained her nationality on marriage or the naturalization of her
husband, unless she explicitly agreed to a change; thirdly, that it was
desirable to establish legislation on the general principles of the
Alliance Convention and lastly that, even if this was not possible at
present, it could be contemplated at a later stage of codification. She
concluded with what must have been considerable personal satisfaction that,
even if the Alliance cannot get all that it asks at the
forthcoming conference, at least it should be possible to
ensure that any international Convention adopted should
not be inconsistent with the .. , principles of the
~nce Convention, so that no obstacle should be
placed in the way of their ultimate attainment.
Macmillan noted approvingly that the spirit of the codification
was intended to be more than a mere registering of existing rules,
that it was to aim at adapting these to contemporary conditions. She
then treated in detail those clauses of the League's Draft Convention
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which applied directly or indirectly to married women. 5 1
The article does not appear to have generated much interest. More
than a year elapsed before the IWSN followed it with an exhortation to
women's organisations to read the report of the Preparatory Committee and
work for the appointment of women delegates to the Conference. 5 2 The
Congress of the Alliance at Berlin in 1929 took the matter further. It
asked, unsuccessfully, that a representative of the Alliance be made a
consultative member of the Hague Conference on matters of concern to
women, and it launched a scheme for a great women's demonstration to be
held at the Hague at the same time as the Conference. 5 3
It was not only organisations such as the Alliance, long interested in the concept of equal nationality for women, that were involved
in the pre-Conference campaign now building up. The formidable International Federation of University Women threw its weight behind the cause.
In January 1929 it set up a small committee of women jurists, chaired by
Macmillan. She prepared a memorandum for the Federation's 1929
Conference, later submitted to the Codification Conference.

54

Heated

debate on the memorandum among the 530 women,representing 34 nationalities,
at the Conference formed, according to The

T~me6

report, its undoubted

climax, with the concept of independent nationality for married women
being challenged by French, Spanish and Swiss lawyers. 5 5 That the chief
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opponents represented Catholic countries provides a foretaste of the
situation at the Hague conference itself. Delegates felt further study
was required on many specific points of the memorandum, but the meeting
finally resolved (unanimously) 'that a woman, whether married or unmarried,
should have the same rights as a man to retain or to change her
nationality'. It also urged that meetings of the Nationality Committee of
the Codification Conference should be open to the public.
Macmillan's memo was published by the Federation and had a wide
circulation. It is a substantial 23 page booklet describing the current
law in many countries relating to women's nationality, and changes to
this being asked for by women's organisations and legal bodies. It runs
through the arguments for and against giving women who marry foreigners
a choice in nationality and recommends that equality of the sexes in
nationality should be embodied

in the Convention of the First Codification

Conference. In the last seven pages of the booklet, devoted to the forthcoming conference, Macmillan criticizes the Preparatory Committee for
failing to tackle the fundamental issues on women's nationality, for
ignoring both women's demands and trends in modern legislation. Its
report, she points out, does not mention the recommendation of the 1928
League Assembly that women might appropriately be included in the
delegations to the conference, or that the Nationality Committee of the
Conference might sit in public. Of the Bases of Discussion 16 to 18,
the author approves only 18. 5 6 The booklet is concise and strongly
argued and it received an indirect (and probably unknown) compliment in
that Dowson took the Home Office copy to The Hague in 1930. 5 7
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Macmillan's activities were not centred only on the conference
circuit of feminist organisations and publications sponsored by them. In
December 1929 she wrote to The

T~ne5

on 'Married Women's Nationality and

the Hague Conference'. She discussed the 'trend of modern legislation on
women's nationality', mentioned the relevant Bases of Discussion drawn up
for the Conference, and criticized the intention that its Nationality
Committee should meet privately, since private sessions were 'a danger to
the weak'.58 She was supported in her views a few days later by a letter
from Mrs Archdale, Chairman of the Nationality Committee of the Six Point
Group, a pointer to the commitment of the Group to this question from
then on. 59
It was not only the Hague Conference that stimulated interest in
independent nationality for women. After a lull following the 1925
resolution, Parliament was showing renewed interest. Activity centred
round two Members, both of whom introduced bills on the subject in 1929,
Ellen Wilkinson the impetuous young radical from back-street Manchester,
the only new Labour member elected in 1924;60 and Captain Victor Cazalet,
Conservative,educated at Eton and Oxford, who came into politics after a
distinguished career in the Household Cavalry and Household Battalion. 6 1
Superficially they had little enough in common, beyond the fact they were
both serving in their first parliament, but each was to be a steady and
effective advocate of equality of the sexes, in nationality as in other
58.
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areas.
Wilkinson had strongly supported independent nationality in the
1925 debate"2 and had pressed the Government on its intentions in this
matter in July 1928. 5 3 Her next move, in March 1929, was to bring in a
bill under the ID-minute rule; the occasion caused a minor sensation.
Introducing the bill, Wilkinson derided the idea that Dominion unanimity
on the issue was impossible: 'The difficulties of the British Empire are
usually used as a screen for not granting this modest request of British
women to their nationality ... by Departments who do not want change in
the present law', she claimed, and suggested it was the Home Government
that was the stumbling block in imperial negotiations. The suggestion
drew an affable intervention from Home Secretary Joynson-Hicks. He was
quite out of order in speaking, since the ID-minute rule allowed for only
one speech in favour of a bill and one against, but this did not trouble
him. He explained that at the Nationality Committee of the last Imperial
Conference, of which he had been chairman, all but one of the Dominions
had favoured the change Miss Wilkinson advocated, and he added 'I and the
Government are in favour of the Bill'. Rather than 'push an open door'
by proceeding with her speech, Wilkinson welcomed the Home Secretary's
assurance and sat down amid general cheers. 5 4
The popular press revelled in the incident: The

MO~I~ng

Po~~

enthused about Miss Wilkinson ('What a suffragette, if only she had grown
up sooner!').foretold early legislation and guessed at the Irish Free
State as the recalcitrant Dominion.' 5

The
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subtitled its story
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'Gallant Jix', described his 'benign' smile and explained to readers that
independent nationality was the logical step after suffrage for women. 55
The optimists who believed the papers were .in for a rude shock. The
same day they carried the story, 'Gallant Jix' had to retract his words,
explaining in the House that his memory had played him false as to the
Imperial Conference Committee: 'There was greater divergence of views than
I stated yesterday', he admittpd, and the only point the Committee had
agreed on was the need for uniformity.57
Wilkinson did not give up. Less than a week later she questioned
the Dominions Secretary as to whether the Committee of Experts had met,
and was told that no date had yet been set for the meeting. 58 By July she
was negotiating with the Home Secretary to reintroduce her bill, but was
put off because the Expert Committee had not yet met. 59 And in February
1930, when she asked whether the Committee of Experts had reached a
conclusion, she was told there was now a delay 'pending the International
Confe rence L?"

Meantime Captain Cazalet had entered the lists, and his experience
was to be not dissimilar. He brought in a bill for independent nationality
in November 1929, but instructions were given for it to be blocked
throughout the session, as the Expert Committee was in session, and it was
withdrawn. 7l Cazalet reintroduced it in February. He hoped that
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delegates might go to the Codification Conference 'armed with the
unanimous opinion of the House' on the issue of women's nationality and
emphasised support for the bill from 'no fewer than 70 women's
organisations within the Empire and 52 ... in this country'. But again the
bill was blocked. 7 2
At the back of this political activity was the pressure of the
major British feminist organisations. They were especially busy before
the general election of April 1929, eliciting replies to questions which
would indicate how 'sound' candidates and parties were on feminist issues.
Home Office staff were displeased that a questionnaire on women's
nationality from the NUSEC was sent on to them from the Conservative and
Unionist office. They believed it was inadvisable to tell parties how to
pledge themselves, though they supplied the memo requested, standing firm
on 'the inability of His Majesty's Government to make any move independent
of the Dominions'

.73

The Labour leader would prove less cautious in

responding to a similar query.
On 15 April 1929, Ramsay MacDonald received a deputation of women,
representing a number of organisations,who sought his opinion on a series
of topics of interest to women which they wanted to see included in the
Labour Party General Election Programme. In the course of the interview
Macmillan proposed,
That alterations in the law were desirable so that a
British woman who marries an alien shall not automatically
lose her nationality; that a foreign woman who marries a
British subject shall not have British nationality
imposed upon her unless she applies to be admitted as a
British subject; and that a married woman shall no longer
be classified in the nationality laws as a person under
a disability, but shall be deemed competent to apply for
and be admitted to British nationality in her own right.
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MacDonald said that he agreed with the proposals, but there is no
record of his actual words, nor is there evidence that the sympathy he
expressed found its way into Labour Party policy. Perhaps the matter was
lost sight of among the welter of issues raised by the deputation; equal
pay for women teachers and civil servants, an increase in the number of
women police, equal rights for women in the League of Nations, the
raising of the age of consent, self assessment of spouses for income tax
purposes and so on. The Home Office record of the interview was to reach
it only in January 1930, sent by Macmillan. 1 4
~1acDonald

might well have forgotten his expression of support for

independent nationality; but the women's societies did not. In July the
National Council of Women held a meeting of societies interested in the
question, at which Macmillan made a statement of 'the present position'.
MacDonald's response to the deputation featured prominently.ls
By this time the Six Point Group was pursuing its own initiative
in lobbying for independent nationality. Individual members were already
involved. For example Helen Archdale, first editor of

T~me

and

~lde,had

given a rousing address to members of the Women's Freedom League on the
subject in March, and had joined the deputation to Ramsay MacDonald the
next month l 6; Professor Winifred Cullis, a director of T~me and T~de,
had been elected President of the International Federation of University
Women at the 1929 Congress which had debated women's nationality so
heatedly.ll Both were original executive members of the Six Point Group,
74.
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which in 1929 set up a Nationality Committee with Archdale as Chairman. 7 8
The most significant aspect of the intervention in the campaign
of the Six Point Group was its link with American feminists, and its
adoption of their policy on married women's nationality. In the United
States the granting of independent nationality to women had followed
close on the granting of the vote, so that it seemed reasonable to look to
them as a model. In her address to the Women's Freedom League, Archdale
noted that,
Two conventions have been prepared on the subject (of
women's nationality), one by Miss Chrystal Macmillan who as a lawyer goes into great detail - and the other,
on the American side, a much simpler document which
resolves into the formula that marriage shall not change
nationality.
She urged that between the two 'some definite groundwork should be
arrived at'. It was a foretaste of things to come, as was the suggestion
that 'women must go to the Hague and make a great splash'. 79
In November 1929, in line with its policy of approaching the
authorities direct, the Six Point Group secured an interview with Pedder
and Dowson for a small deputation consisting of Mrs Archdale, Mrs Gahan
and Miss Evans, all of whom were to make a distinctive contribution to the
campaign for independent nationality for women. The Group wanted the
Government to support at The Hague the resolution proposed by the InterAmerican Commission of Women 'That there shall be no distinction based on
sex in the law and practice relating to nationality'. They received a
noncommittal reply from the Home Office representatives. The Cabinet had
decided not to express any opinion while the imperial question was
78.
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hub

jud£~e,

pending the report of the Conference on the Operation of

Dominion Legislation.
The women must have found it an unsatisfactory interview, and
made their opinion known,because Pedder followed up by writing to Mrs
Archdale: he hoped he had not given the impression that he was opposed to
the claims of women. 'I am mainly concerned', he said, 'to see that in
grasping at a possibly desirable shadow nobody drops a perfectly good
bone.' To which Archdale replied:
I find it difficult to believe that the higher station
that we desire to lay hold of in this matter of nationality
can ever be a 'shadow' and do know that the present 'bone'
of deprivation of any say in the matter is a most
uncomfortable,meatless, knobbly thing.
'The position at the Hague Conference next March ... ' minuted
Dowson, 'is going to be very troublesome as regards nationality'. 80
Just how troublesome it would be was evident well before the
delegates left for the conference, as the feminist agitation came to the
boil. It centred round two issues: whether a woman should be included in
the delegation, and on what terms: and more generally, what the
instructions for the delegation would be as regards women's nationality.
The idea of a woman delegate had not been treated seriously in the
Home Office when certain women's organisations .had raised it in
1928~'but

that was by no means the end of the matter. British women

could point to the American example. A representative of the InterAmerican Commission of Women had gone to Geneva and secured the
introduction in the League Assembly of a resolution requesting governments
to appoint women representatives to the Codification Conference: 'The
80.
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Assembly of the League of Nations ... suggested that the speci al interest
of women in the problems be taken into account .,. when composing
delegations to the conference'. The United States had then appointed two
women;82 British women wanted no less.
There was a great deal of correspondence on the topic between
November 1929 and the end of January 1930. The Home Office thought it
would be politic to appoint a woman delegate, but emphasized that she
would be bound by instructions. Sir John Anderson expressed the general
attitude:
Her presence may be a nuisance to the other delegates,
but they will have to put up with her. The educational
value to the woman - if she is well chosen - and to the
organisation she represents - will be very great.
Both Dowson and Pedder echoed the words 'educational value'. Sir Maurice
Gwyer was unconvinced, but Dowson believed they were 'more likely to get
the women to see reason if they are given a

lOCUh ~tan~

in the

delegation'. He suggested it would be a good strategy to offer to
consider nominations of the women's societies for the appointment, adding
hopefully, 'It is quite possible when they hear she would be bound by
instructions they would drop the idea'. 83
In the New Year, various women's societies took the opportunity
of putting names forward. The NUSEC, acknowledging that the delegate would
have to be bound by instructions, proposed Dr. Ivy Williams, D.C.L.Oxon.,
Ll.D. London, despite the fact, as Mrs Corbett Ashby wrote in making the
nomination, that her views could not be said to be those of the women's
organisations. They also requested a 'woman technical adviser or

82.
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assessor ... qualified to express the views of organised women and free

to express those views and give information on the subject'. For this
post the NUSEC unanimously recommended

r~iss

Chrystal

f~acmillan,

B. Se.,

M.A., Barrister-at-Law 'who has made this subject especially her own and
has acted as chairman of various conferences called by women's organisations from time to time to discuss it'. There was considerable
coordination of feminist action in relation to the nominations. The
British Commonwealth League and the British Federation of University
Women, made submissions on similar lines. The National Liberal
Federation submitted Or Williams' name, and the St. Joan's Social and
Political Alliance (a Roman Catholic feminist group) urged the appointment
of Miss Macmillan as assessor. At the end of January Or Williams was duly
appointed as 'an additional member of the delegation with the status
of technical delegate'. But the government would not accept a delegate,
by whatsoever name, free to express the views of the societies she
represented, and Chrystal Macmillan's name was passed over.

B
"

The other question on which feminist agitation focused in the
months preceding the conference, that of the delegates' instructions
concerning women's nationality, came to centre round the April 1929
meeting of Ramsay MacOonald with the representatives of women's societies.
By the end of the year the women judged it time to remind the Labour
government of its Leader's pledge. This was the main object of a
deputation to the Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary requested by the
National Council of Women and other groups in November 1929 and finally
taken by the Home Secretary after the Christmas break, on 13 January.

84.
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Mr Clynes was carefully briefed by his department: a note on recent
foreign laws on women's nationality, an 8 page review of the question,
markedly cool to the idea of change in the British laws, taken from the
recent report of the Interdepartmental Committee and a draft reply to the
deputation stressing the need for Dominion concurrence in nationality
1aw. 85
The women's organisations took the deputation, the first since
1918, very seriously. Their list of dele9ates was impressive, their
statements carefully prepared, and they brought a memorial with signatures
gathered throughout the Empire,as well as Macmillan's recent pamphlet on
'The Nationality of Married Women and the Coming of the Codification
Confe rence. '
After the President of the National Council of Women had
introduced the deputation, speakers made statements on the action
previously taken by the Council to promote independent nationality for
women; the 'general position', the need for women to be represented in
discussions on nationality at the Codification Conference, and the
position regarding women's nationality in the Dominions and internationally.
Macmillan, who spoke on the 'general position' and the aims of the reform
lobby, stressed MacDonald's support for these in the interview of the
previous year.
The Home Secretary's reply was friendly but largely irrelevant.
It ranged over his support, thirty-five years before, for the late Mrs
Pankhurst, the fact his government was a minority one, and the problems

85.
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of having husband and wife of different nationalities. a6
Feminist reaction was sharp. Thne and Tzde headed a scathing
report 'Mr Clynes Talks in his Sleep'. Mr Clynes, it said,
does not seem to be awake to the situation. The
kindest explanation of his reply to the National
Council of Women last Monday, is that he went to
sleep during the Christmas vacation and is still
dreaming happily of Santa Claus and the good old
days when the women's voice counted for nothing ...
He put forward views which 'leading legal authorities in this country
and governments in many others found out of date ten years ago...
The

Vo~e

'87

considered Mr Clynes more conservative than his Conservative

predecessor, Sir William Joynson-Hicks and summed up its opinion of his
reply, 'Thank you for nothing!,aa
The issue

could not be left there. Macmillan promptly sent the

Home Secretary an extract from the account of the meeting with MacDonald
in April 1929 a9, and the unsatisfactory deputation was followed up by a
much less publicised but perhaps more important interview of Miss Picton
Turbervill, M.P. and Mrs Corbett Ashby with Sir John Anderson. The two
women must have made an impressive, and sharply contrasting duo. Edith
P'i cton-Turbe rvi l l , labour M.P. between 1929 and 1931 was tall,
commanding-looking, described by an acquaintance as 'a cross between a
medieval abbess and a female sergeant'

.90

Margery Corbett Ashby was
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young, slender, charming, a Cambridge graduate whose failure to enter
parliament as a Liberal enabled the women's movement to benefit from her
ability and diplomacy.9l They explained that the deputation had gone
away feeling they had 'completely misfired' and that the Home Secretary
had not understood or even been aware of the main point, 'viz. the fact
that Mr Ramsay MacDonald, in April last, before he was Prime Minister,
had expressed to a women's deputation views in favour of the principles
the women were advocating'. They wanted to know the position the government would take in view of that expression of opinion. Mrs Corbett Ashby
explained that the women wanted three things in relation to the Hague
conference; the appointment of Or Ivy Williams to the Delegation, a
promise the Delegation would do nothing to 'set the clock back' and its
support for a proposal which she understood was to be made before the
conference opened that it would permit a deputation from the women's
organisations to appear before any committee dealing with nationality.
Anderson set out, with admirable clarity, the government's
problem from a constitutional point of view: they had arrived at a very
critical period in the constitutional history of the Empire,when it was
probable that the existing legal nexus between the United Kingdom and the
self governing Dominions (based on the supremacy of the United Kingdom
parliament) would disappear; and it was very important that the law of
British nationality, which was Empire-wide in its operation,should
continue to be uniform. But he replied sympathetically to the specific
points relating to the Hague, and it was soon after this that he
formally recommended Or Williams' appointment. 92

Remembe~ng

My Good
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Home Secretary Clynes may not have understood what the
deputation meant by reference to Ramsay MacDonald's pledge but Foreign
Secretary Henderson certainly did. Unlike Clynes, he had been present at
the meeting the previous April, and when a memorandum embodying the
recommendations of the Interdepartmental Committee and intended to form
the instructions for the British delegation to the Hague conference was
presented for his approval on 18 February, he refused point blank to
accept it. It was a direct confrontation, less than a month before the
Conference was due to open, between the new Labour Government and the
permanent officials who had been working for four years on nationality
policy for the Hague.
The memorandum had been prepared by Dowson, in conjunction with
Newsam of the Foreign Office, and had already been approved by the Home
Secretary. It was intended to go before Cabinet over the signatures of
both Home and Foreign Secretaries. In respect of the nationality of
married women, which it described as the 'only serious controversial
issue at the forthcoming Conference', it advised supporting the
Preparatory Committee's Bases for Discussion 16 to 19, despite the fact
they were not wide enough to satisfy the women's organisations, because
it seemed unlikely the Dominions would go further. The Conference
on the Operation of Dominion Legislation had posed for them a difficult
constitutional problem, by affirming the principle of a common nationality
for the Empire, while at the same time recognising the distinct
nationalities of its component members. Since the solution to this
problem would be made very difficult if any part of the Empire legislated
independently on the subject of the nationality of married women, it
would be inexpedient for British delegates to The Hague to follow the line
suggested by the women's organisations.
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The Foreign Secretary wanted quite a different emphasis. He
insisted that 'as far as possible' effect should be given to the
principle of equality of the sexes in nationality and the Prime
Ninister's pledge of April 1929. 93 So, at this very late stage, the whole
question of the attitude Britain should take at The Hague was thrown into
the melting pot. How far was 'as far as possible?' The permanent
officials maintained that it was for Cabinet to determine this and give
precise instructions. They made some concessions in the wording of the
memorandum; a revised version,

~~emo

B, ran;

In view of the political and social emancipation of
women, the existing law based on the old rule (1870)
that the nationality of a married women depends on
that of her husband, can no longer be justified in
principle. The United Kingdom has taken a leading
part in the movement for this emancipation, and it
would be unfortunate if anything said or done by
our Delegates at The Hague gave the impression that
His Najesty's Government in the United Kingdom were
not in full sympathy with the desire of women to
realize full autonomy in this matter.
However, the memo still made clear that any change in the law was
subject to the concurrence of the Dominions and general international
acceptance, in default of which Bases 16 to 19 should be supported as a
'reasonable compromise'. Na i n ly a tactful rewording of the earlier draft,
~1emo

B did include an important addition, a recommendation that the

delegation should choose a suitable opportunity to make an unequivocal
statement that the Government 'endorsed the principle that the loss of a
wife's nationality should depend on her consent'

.94

At the same time Warner of the Foreign Office was putting
pressure on the Foreign Secretary in favour of the Interdepartmental
Committee's policy. He pointed out, in a memo labelled 'C', that while
93.
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there was no problem in drafting instructions in accordance with the
pre-election pledge of the Prime Minister, the desirability of doing so
depended on international agreement. The League had made long preparations for the Hague Conference. A questionnaire sent by it in March
1928 had been fully considered by the Interdepartmental Committee and

replies sent that November. On the basis of these and other replies a
committee of international jurists had sifted out what they thought would
be the greatest measure of agreement. The replies of His Majesty's
Government did not go nearly as far as the women's organisations wished,
but the League would have taken them as a starting point, and there was
'bound to be considerable surprise if the Delegates of the United
Kingdom entirely abandon the attitude suggested in the reply to the
questionnaire .. ' Moreover it was clear that the Dominions would not be
prepared to go as far -'there is, therefore, the possibility of
different parts of the Empire voting against each other at the Conference on a subject in regard to which the common action of the Empire is
particularly necessary'.95
The arguments were persuasive, but it was not easy to put pressure
on Arthur Henderson. A big, burly Northcountryman, a former Wesleyan
preacher who had come to politics through the Trade Union movement, he
was both a man of principle and a man of experience. He had sat in the
House, where he was commonly known as Uncle, almost continuously since
1903, and had held a number of prominent posts. He had won the Foreign

Office in 1929 against MacDonald's opposition, and achieved what has
been called much the best record of any member of the Second Labour
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Government.'6 One of the League Secretariat at Geneva, where his efforts
in the early thirties would win him a Nobel Peace Prize, said of him,
'He is slow to start, but when he does it's like an elephant going
through jungle'.'? He was now on the move. Henderson had not participated
in any of the Commons debates on women's nationality, but he had made his
attitude clear by supporting Sir John Butcher's bill in 1922." Above all,
he had been present when

r~acOonald

had received the women's deputation in

April 1929 and was firmly convinced the Government was bound by his
'pledge' at that time. To Henderson, memo B was not acceptable either.
The fourth and final memo, D, quoted in full the section on
women's nationality from the report of the April meeting; but it still
retained the points about the improbability of general agreement at the
Conference and the necessity of working with the Dominions. This issue
was spelled out quite clearly:
Having regard to the present position in relation to the
Dominions on nationality questions, it will be a matter
of some considerable delicacy to make a public declaration
at the Hague in favour of the principle that a woman
shall not by reason of her marriage lose her nationality
or acquire a new nationality without her consent, and the
difficulty is increased by one's knowledge that two at
least of the Dominions (the Irish Free State and South
Africa) will not endorse the principle. We can therefore
only support it as a principle the application of which
can only become practicable if the majority of foreign
states and all the Dominions will agree to it being
applied.
Cabinet endorsed the policy on 26 February. Thus, a mere two and a half
weeks before the conference was due to open, the instructions for the
British delegation were settled: a victory of verbiage for the Foreign
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Secretary and of substance for the officials. 9 9
Even this was not the end of direct intervention by Henderson.
Three days before the Conference opened, on 10 March, he sent Mrs Archdale
a letter infonning her,
That His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom are,
in principle, in favour of the policy in regard to the
nationality of married women on which Mr MacDonald
expressed his agreement ... in April last, and that the
Delegation of the United Kingdom will be instructed to
endeavour to obtain the adoption of this policy by the
Conference ... 1 am to observe however that many practical
difficulties are likely to be encountered. 100
When the letter was broadcast among the various women's organisations at
The Hague, they were, as Dowson wrote back to Warner, very jubilant about
it. He himself was perturbed that the letter had given a false impression
of the instructions of the Delegation about the nationality of married
women.
1 don't think they appreciate that among the 'many
practical difficulties likely to be encountered'
there is the fundamental point that we cannot agree
to apply the principle so far as our own law is
concerned in the absence of general agreement among
members of the Conference and above all in the
absence of the agreement by the Dominions.
He had tried to explain to some of them what the actual position was, but
'I think some of them regard me with considerable suspicion - they think
that 1 am one of a Delegation composed of Civil Servants who are determined to whittle down official instructions as far as possible'

99.
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and T~de, 28 March 1930. The letter was later sent, as a
belated reply to the 13 January deputation, to the NCW.
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It seems not unlikely that Arthur Henderson also took this view. His
Under Secretary in the Foreign Office, Hugh Dalton, who shared his
general attitudes, had written with some glee in July 1929 'We are
rapidly building up a superiority of guntire over the officials'. He also
quoted Henderson as saying, 'The first forty-eight hours decide whether a
new Minister is going to run his Office or his Office is going to run
him' .!02 There is no evidence, however that Henderson regarded the Hague
Conference as of great moment; Dalton makes no mention of it in his
chapter on the Forei gn Offi ce under the Second Labour Government, nor is
it mentioned in M.A. Hamilton's biography of Henderson.
If Dowson sounded apprehensive of 'the Women' at The Hague, he had
some cause. In a moment of foreboding towards the end of 1929 he had
remarked, 'There is, I imagine, nothing to prevent the Women's Societies
invading The Hague at the time of the Conference in order to pester the
delegates of all countries'.!03 This is exactly what happened. The city
was host not only to the Codification Conference but also to a massive
feminist demonstration in favour of independent nationality for married
women. ' 04 Notice of the rally had been given in Chrystal Macmillan's
letter to

The hmeJ.>

of 12 December and enrolment forms were printed in

the February issue of IWSN, together with a draft programme and an
appeal tor funds. Macmillan chaired the organising committee of the
demonstration, which was run jointly by the International Alliance of
Women for Suffrage and Equal Citizenship and the International Council
of Women.
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The two days before the demonstration were given over to joint
meetings of the Nationality and Laws committees of the two bodies. The
demonstration itself, held in the Hotel de Twee Staden

on the evening of

14 March, was a public meeting in favour of the resolution,'That a woman,
marri ed or unmarri ed, shoul d have the same ri ght as a man to retai n or to
change her nationality'. Described by Margery Corbett Ashby as a
'magnificent success,' it was attended by many of the delegates to the
Codification Conference. Distinguished women from many countries spoke in
favour of the resolution; the British speakers were Professor Cullis and
Ellen Wilkinson. The outcome of the demonstration, in terms of influence
on the Conference, was still not known when Mrs Corbett Ashby reported in
the IWSN in April but, she could confidently affirm,'one thing is certain,
the position of the married woman has been made a live subject of debate
and discussion. The Conference realises that women really care for their
country in the same degree as men.' There could be no question of avoiding
full discussion of the topic at the Conference.

I OS

An alternative view of the demonstration is contained in a letter
from Dowson, who attended with Or Ivy Williams.
We sat in front in armchairs, he wrote, and were confronted
with a formidable array of determined-looking women on the
platform, twelve of whom spoke - English, Dutch, German,
Japanese, Danish etc.
And he went on to describe a part of the ceremony not mentioned by Mrs
Co rbet t As hby:
Before the speeches began there was a sort of Ballet
of 46 maidens who walked in and paraded in front of
the platform. Some of them were dressed in white,
seven in pink and the rest in black. The white ones
represented those progressive countries which had
fully adopted the principle: the pink ones those who
had gone half way in that direction: and the black
ones, including the United Kingdom, those countries
which were still clinging to the ideas of the dark
105.
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ages. It was ingenious and amusing, but rather absurd.
One thing struck me especially - these organisations,
which make almost a religion of sex equality, were
fully alive to the propagandist advantages of selecting the more well-favoured maidens to represent the
white and pink countries, leaving the less wellfavoured the unenviable task of representing the
black countries.
Dowson found the speeches 'on the whole quite good' ,singling out that of
E11en Wilkinson, who had flown over specially for the demonstration:
She explained that she had just been sitting on a
committee which included three women members of the
Government, each of whom was unmarried, and each of
whom would have become ineligible for office and a
seat in Parliament if she had been minded to visit
a registry office and marry an alien.
He believed most of the women intended going home in the next few days,
though some 'like Miss Macmillan
question of the Nationality of

and Mrs Archdale' might wait until the

~larried

Women has been disposed oL l 0 6

A deputation from the demonstration was reluctantly received on
17 March by the Chai rman of the Conference and a small group of members,
including the Chairman of the Nationality Commission. Corbett Ashby
reported that Mi ss Macmi 11 an and rlme Verone, 'doyenne of the French
women lawyers' who were the chief spokesmen, had set the case out 'quite
admirably.' They presented a memorandum, to be circulated to all members
of delegations, together with Macmillan's recent pamphlet. The
memorandum is not signed,but its style indicates that

~iacmillan

probably

wrote it also. It drew attention to the recommendations of the Draft
Convention on Women's Nationality of the International Woman Suffrage Alliance,
emphasising the essential point that a woman should, in matters of nationality, have exactly the same rights as a man. It reminded delegates that
the 'spirit of the codification' was intended to be forward-looking and
that equality between the sexes was' in line with modern thought: It
106.
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urged that any convention adopted should be 'in accordance with
enlightened thought and inspired by human justice'.
The deputation does not appear to have gone smoothly. Corbett
Ashby wrote that the Conference chairman was 'well known as an antifeminist, and his cavalier treatment of the deputation was no doubt due
to thi s'. She noted,
Our greatest obstacle is, as usual, the amazing
conviction of old-fashioned men that if a woman is
not legally bound and hampered she will use the
smallest degree of liberty to destroy the family,
and in this particular case frivolously desire
to be different from her husband. l o7
Dowson believed the deputation had made a 'lamentable impression' on
the conference. 108
The women were unsuccessful in their request that the Nationality
Commission should open its deliberations to the public

or, failing that,

an observer should be allowed to sit in on the discussions of the
particular points dealing with women's nationality. Dowson believed the
deputation was 'as far as they are going to be allowed to go' . 1 09In spite
of these disappointments, the propagandist value of the demonstration and
the deputati on was great. hme and hde reported in April that the
demonstration had made the nationality of married women the 'dramatic
centre of the conference,' which could not avoid treating it seriously.llo
The Nationality Committee of the Codification Conference met on
17 March. It consisted of fifty delegates, two observers (from the
U.S.S.R.), a number of substitutes, secretaries and 'experts'. M. Politis
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of Greece was chairman. Dowson was the only British delegate, and Or
Williams was one of two British substitutes. The committee immediately
set up a three-man drafting committee, of which Dowson was made a
member, to 'prepare texts embodying the fundamental decisions taken by
the committee'. It also determined at once to preserve its 'freedom and
frankness' by meeting in private.!!!
The Bases of Discussion drawn up by the preliminary committee
were taken in order, so that it was not until the thirteenth meeting, on
31 March, that the subject of women's nationality was broached, in the
terms of Basis 16.
If the national law of the wife causes her to lose
her nationality on marriage with a foreigner, this
consequence shall be conditional on her acquiring
the nationality of the husband.
Discussion ranged beyond the terms of the Basis, over the fundamental
question of the principles on which women's nationality should rest. The
chairman noted the 'very voluminous documentation the subject had
generated': amendments to the basis had been submitted by Austria,
Belgium, Chile, China. Colombia, Denmark, Estonia, Germany, Italy, the
Netherlands, Roumania, the United States and Yugoslavia, and the debates
demonstrated a wide range of opinion. Most of the arguments had been
aired in Britain in the 1923 committee or the 1925 parliamentary debates.
On the one hand, Germany wanted 'to put the laws into conformity with the
new status of women', and Chile urged 'a total remodelling of nationality
law on lines of total equality between the sexes'; on the other hand, the
Italian delegate supported Basis 16 as it stood, because Italy was a

111.
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Catholic country. As he put it,'For us marriage is a duty and not a
pleasure ... We are the defenders of family unity'.
Or Williams spoke for Britain, with brevity and dignity and in
French so as to be immediately understood by the majority of the
committee. She put six points in favour of equality of nationality. The
time had come, she said, to take a step forward; in codifying international law, the 'tendency of existing legislation should be taken
into account'; there would be no danger to family unity in permitting a
woman to choose her nationality on marriage with a foreigner; the law
which compelled such a woman to adopt her husband's nationality was a
recent one only,which went against the basic principle that all persons
were equal in the eyes of the law; the wife's original nationality should
be retained. Or Williams' last point was one which would become
increasingly important. In times of unemployment, she said, a woman who
had become a foreigner had fewer employment prospects. Those organisations
in Britain which had proposed Or Williams' membership of the delegation
had good cause to be satisfied with their choice.
Pressure from the women's organisations on the Committee was not
over, and a decision on basis 16 was deferred until after the committee
met another deputation from them. This meeting, at which the now familiar
case for independent nationality for married women was put forward,
took place on the evening of 1 April. There were four speakers, including
Macmillan, the only British representative and Ooris Stevens, of the
Inter-American Commission of Women. 1 1 2 Their approach was backed up by
letters and telegrams to the chairman of the Committee, from all parts of
112.
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the world and every kind of women's association, expressing the general
desire that the committee should pronounce in favour of equality of the
sexes. There is no evidence that they influenced the committee on specific
points, other than a minor one relating to passports for women made
stateless by marriage, but they may well have stimulated delegates from
countries which practised equality of the sexes in nationality to assert
themselves. Despite their agitation, basis 16 was adopted 32 to 2 as the
greatest measure of agreement possible, to become Article 8 of The
Hague Convention.
At this point,four recommendations on the general question of
married women's nationality were considered: they were put forward by
Chile, Belgium, China and the United states, and were all in favour of
separate nationality for spouses. They varied in tone from the 'imperati ve' one of the Chil ean de1egati on to the 've ry mil d' United States
one. The Chilean motion read 'The contracting states agree that from the
going into effect of this Convention there shall be no distinction based on
sex in their law

and practice relating to nationality'. It was rejected

by 25 votes to 11.
The Committee then considered the U.S. amendment:
The Conference recommends to the study of the Governments the principle that in their law and practice
relating to nationality there shall be no distinction
based on sex, with particular consideration of the
interests of children involved in the application of
the principle.
The delegate from the U.S. believed that the problem of the
married woman, and the problem of the children were one.
The Belgian proposal was that
The laws of the various countries should not determine
the nationality of a woman solely by reason of her
marriage, or by a change of nationality of her husband,
without to some extent giving her the right usefully to
manifest her intention.
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Both these recommendations were adopted by the committee, and the
drafting committee was called on to combine the two texts. Their version
was accepted in the form of a voeu:
The Conference recommends the States to study the
question whether it would not be possible:
(1) To introduce into their law the principle of
the equality of the sexes in matters of nationality,
taking particularly into consideration the interests
of the children; and
(2) Especially to decide that, in principle, the
nationality of the wife shall henceforth not be
affected without her consent, ei ther by the mere
fact of marriage or by any change in the nationality
of her husband.
The recommendation was opposed by the Italian delegate who saw it,
not unreasonably, as 'naive' and 'useless'.

'We were unable to agree upon

the principle to be inserted in the Convention', he said, 'but we now
propose to ask countries which hold other views to alter their conception
of society. I cannot accept a recommendation to alter our conception of
society'.
Since the Chilean proposal had been rejected by the committee it
did not come before the plenary session of the conference, but it was not
the end of the proposal. It had considerable backing, for it emanated
from American feminist organisations, and had already received the
unanimous approval of the American Institute of International Law. It
would come before the League again, with much greater support, two years
later." 3
Basis 17 was less controversial and the text of the preparatory
committee was adopted 30 to 2, to become article 9 of the Hague
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Convention:
If the nationality law of the wife causes her to
lose her nationality upon a change in the nationality
of her husband during marriage, this consequence
shall be conditional on her acquiring her husband's
new nationality.
The committee rejected a proposal to omit basis 18 entirely,
passed over criticism by the Irish Free State that it would 'drive a
wedge into the unity of the family', and finally adopted the wording of
the preparatory committee:
Naturalization of the husband during marriage shall
not involve a change in the nationality of the wife,
except with her consent.
This became article 10 of the convention. Basis 19 Dealt with the
question of the recovery of her original nationality by a wife whose
marriage had been dissolved, and it ran into opposition from delegates of
those countries, such as Italy and Spain, which did not recognise
divorce. Finally it was adopted 26 to 2 to become article 11 of the
conventi on. It read:
The wife who, under the law of her country, lost her
nationality on marriage shall not recover it on the
dissolution of the marriage except on her own
application and in accordance with the law of that
country. If she does recover it, she shall lose the
nationality which she acquired by reason of the
ma rri age.
The committee added a recommendation that a woman made stateless by
a foreign marriage should be granted a passport from the state of which
her husband was a national.
The report of the Nationality Committee and the Draft Convention
were considered in plenary session by the Conference on 10 April. The
rapporteur, in introducin9 the documents, drew special attention to the
nationality of married women, calling it 'one of the most delicate
questions which the committee had to investigate'. His tone was
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apologetic: 'When you examine the four articles of the

Convention~

he

said 'I ask you to bear in mind that, as the committee could not decide
between existing tendencies, it aimed in these articles at settling
actual cases

onl~'

in an attempt to ensure that no woman who married a

foreigner should become stateless by the marriage. And he drew attention
to the fact that the principle on which article 10 was based was 'in
harmony with the most liberal theories'.
When the time came to vote on the Convention as a whole the American
delegate, with painstaking tact, explained that he would await 'a
further and more progressive movement'. For quite other reasons the
Italian delegate was also discontented: believing that marriage and
the family were threatened by the articles on women's nationality, he
would sign the Convention only with reservations on this topic.
On behalf of the British Government, Dowson then made an important
statement. He referred to the discussions on the nationality of
married women in the First Committee, during which he had stated that his
Government was in favour of applying the principle of equality of the
sexes in matters of nationality, and that it hoped a large majority of
the states represented at the conference would be ready to go
considerably further in giving effect to this principle than the bases
of discussion. HoweveG discussions in committee showed that the different
members' views were so divergent that no useful purpose could be
achieved by amending the original bases. He went on:
I desire ... to take this opportunity of saying, on
behal f of my Government, that in voti ng for the
Bases of Discussion as they stand ... my Government
does not in any way modify its strong opinion that a
woman ought not, on marriage,to lose her nationality,
or to acquire a new nationality without her consent.
The statement was the last act of this difficult assignment. He
had played a full part in the Nationality Committee of the Conference,
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had avoided undermining the delicate structure of imperial unity in
nationality, and now finally made a statement of principle on his
government's policy conciliatory to the reform lobby. It was a skilful
balancing act. He could express himself in favour of the feminist
demands, undoubtedly against his own personal opinion, safe in the
knowledge that it was too late and the Conference was too divided on
the matter to be swayed by him.
Of the forty-five states represented at the conference, thirty
signed the convention; four more had done so by the end of 1932,
some of these with reservations. The Convention would enter into force
when 10 ratifications had been deposited with the League of Nations. l

l

In Britain the question now became whether the Government would ratify
the Hague Convention, or legislate for equality of the sexes in
nationality. Feminists flung themselves into a campaign both national
and international against ratification, which is the main theme in
the story of women's nationality over the next three years.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE

NATIONALITY CAMPAIGN

FOCUS ON LONDON, 1930 - 1931.

The results of the Hague Conference on the Codification of International Law for British women's nationality were far from clear, and
feminists in the United Kingdom were justifiably cautious in expressing
an opinion on them. There appeared to be no way to reconcile the
articles on married women's nationality in the convention, which were
based on the assumption that normally a woman would take her foreign
husband's nationality on marriage, and the recommendation made by the
Conference's Nationality Committee in favour of full equality of the
sexes

in nationality. As one commentator put it,
The conference passed a reactionary convention - then it
immediately passed a recommendation on the most advanced
lines. Great Britain signed the reactionary convention then the British Delegation, on advice from the Home
Government, declared itself to be in favour of equality
of the sexes. 1
The general tone of the response was initially one of cautious

optimism, though opinion varied according to whether emphasis was placed
on the 'reactionary' convention or the 'progressive' recommendation. For
example, in April, Time

a~d T~de

termed the convention 'not by any means

wholly satisfactory', but welcomed the recommendation, attributing its
adoption largely to the pressure of women's organisations on the delegates.
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New~,

in a suhstantial report, greeted the

convention as a 'definite if limited step in the direction of
progressive equalization of the juridical position of the sexes,'s
hut Chrystal Macmillan told the Women's Freedom League she 'was not ahle
to say that the effort made [hy the women's organisations at the Hague]
had affected the policy on the articles on married women in the
Conventi on adopted.' 4
One thing was clear: the time for procrastination was past, and
legislation of some sort was hound to come. The conference had pointed
to two alternative courses of action for the British Government. It
could ratify the Hague Convention as it stood, or legislate to give
women a nationality independent of that of their hushands. The former
course, which required preliminary legislation to ensure that a Britishhorn woman could not hecome stateless through a foreign marriage, was
quite unacceptahle to the feminist lohhy. The latter course was regarded
as implementing the Hague Nationality Committee's recommendation and
femirrists flung themselves into a campaign in its favour. The 'nationality
campaign', as they called it, would maintain momentum through till 1933.
Before 1930 was out there were three opportunities to consider the
whole issue officially and in depth: the meeting of the Assemhly of the
League of Nations in Septemher, at which the report of the Hague
Conference would he presented, the meeting of the Imperial Conference in
Octoher/Novemher, and the introduction, yet again, in Novemher of a
Nationality of Married Women Bill in the British parliament. The
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importance of the League's role was not fully perceived by British
feminists at this stage, and in 1930 attention was focused on parliament
and the Imperial Conference.
The nationality campaign was spearheaded by a new organisation,
a committee made up of representatives of national feminist societies to
co-ordinate their work for independent nationality for women and enable
them to speak with a unified and thus more powerful voice. The
National ity of Married Women Pass the Bi 11 Committee rapi dly marshalled
an impressive range of support; it would remain the focus of the
nationality campaign in Britain right through till its objective was
attained in 1948. Its founder and chairman was Chrystal Macmillan, and
her papers provide a clear insight into the aims, methods and impact
of the committee. They bear witness to the enormous amount of work it
handled; making the issue known to feminist bodies and to the public
by publishing pamphlets; providing speakers for meetings and writing
to the press; putting pressure on the Government through deputations to

Ministers; lobbying Members of Parliament and briefi+nl-9g'-<l.ElQ.,hVJ.lo..c;';;El"'t~@.a..~GQ.fl=------
independent nationality in the House; providing information and advice
to many women disadvantaged by the nationality laws. They are a rich
source of information and in addition to the detailed committee
minutes, include copies of all relevant British nationality
legislation and parliamentary debates, often annotated by Macmillan,
notes of the nationality laws of other countries as they related to
women, voluminous League of Nations documents on the subject, various
pamphlets, including several of her own, and a great deal of
correspondence. s
5.
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The idea for such a co-ordinating committee had been broached
by Macmillan in that busy period early in 1930 when she was organising
support for Captain Cazalet's Bill in parliament, and at the same
time making preparations for a women's demonstration at The Hague.
She had received various donations towards these two causes and the
practical advantages of a committee to attract further donations and
sa ve her the routi ne task

of handl i ng them must ha ve been evi dent.

It is surely not coincidental that the first mention of a Nationality
of Married Women committee occurs in a letter of thanks for a
donation. A Captain Owen had sent £40, with specific instructions as to
its use - £15 for the printing of Macmillan's pamphlet and £25 for fare
and first class accommodation for a delegate - he hoped it would be
Ellen Wilkinson - to the Conference. Macmillan thought there would be
some money over" as Miss Wilkinson's expenses 'could not exceed £12.'
As she wrote to Owen,
This would leave £6 which could be used towards
printing the memo presented to the Home Secretary in
January and distributing it to all M.P.s, together
with a whip asking them to be in place when Captain
Caza1et's Bill came up.'
The remainder could go towards general expenses at The Hague,
hall, typists etc. She continued,
I have proposed to the National Council of Women that a
special committee be set up to push for this reform,
especially to get the Bill through and to get the
Imperial Conference to take similar action throughout
the Empire, and I think they will certainly do it.
This will be the machinery in this country for making
a special push this year and I hope it will bring in
representatives of the women's societies interested
and also Members of Parliament and Members of the
House of Lords. 6
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Within a fortnight the committee had been set up. Even before its
first meeting, Macmillan's plans for it had become more precise and
more ambitious. They are set out in a letter to a friend at the
beginning of March, thanking her for a donation. The immediate
objectives of the committee, as Macmillan outlined them, were still
'to bring pressure in connection with the Bill in this country and also
to bring pressure on the Imperial Conference which meets this autumn',
but she did not envisage the committee as remaining a small subcommittee of the National Council of Women. 'I want to propose' she
wrote, 'that it be made larger in order that it has sufficient members
to keep it in touch with all the societies who are specially
interested in this reform.' Macmillan now appeared to be thinking of
the committee in terms of a stable organisation, suitable to carry out
a long-term campaign rather than a 'special push this year.' She saw
as one of the first essentials the appointment of a good organising
secretary, 'I mean one of sufficient calibre to take responsibility
and deal with things, and if she has any spare time to address
meetings.' Ideally, she should also know how to 'get at the press.'
Office space for the committee should be no problem; it would
probably be able to find space in the offices of the Council or onc
of the other women's societies, and such society might well be able to
he 1pin the mech.ani ca1 part of the secretari a1 work, such as
duplicating, though this would probably have to be paid for.
What the committee must do is to get a continuous stream
. of resolutions on the subject [of women's nationality]
pouring in to the Government from all over the country.
This involves circulars, postages and as far as
possible the personal work which can be done by an
organiser or organisers, e.g. getting up special
meeti ngs. '
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In a post-script Macmillan returned to the details of organising the
committee:
P..S. I just jot down a few points here. A good
responsible organising secretary would ask a salary
from £300 upwards. One has to give just what is
necessary to the suitable person who happens to be
found fitted for the job.
Speaking very roughly, if one expended at the
rate of £300 or £350 a year on the organising
secretary about an additional £300 or £350 would be
necessary to pay for the other expenses in connection
with the running of the office. That means for clerks,
postage, stationery, telephones, etc., office etc.
The above is necessary before any other
expenditure can be undertaken.
Once the headquarters is running, additional
expenses for further organisers would be their
salaries and travelling expenses. With an organiser
of the above grade at headquarters a second
organiser would not require so high a salary.
Once a headquarters was started the Headquarters
Organising Secretary could visit different places for
local organising or speaking, from time to time but
not continuously.?
For much of the time between 2 March, when this letter was
written, and 16 April, when the committee met for the first time,
Macmillan was at The Hague.' She returned eager to swing into action,
buoyed by the British representative's statement at the conference's
plenary session in favour of independent nationality, and pleased by a
£50 donation which would enable the Nationality of Married Women
Pass the Bill Committee to begin work at once. 9

7.

FL PBC, Macmillan to Sloan Chesser, 2 March 1930.

8.

See above pp. 221-224.

9.

FL PBC, Beil by to Macmi 11 an, 28 Ma rch 1930. Lady Bei1by
apologised for not sending the £100 suggested.
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She was imbued with a sense of the 'desperate urgency' of the next few
months' work. She wrote to a friend,
We want resolutions from all over the country,
deputations to members, articles in the Press and
ordinary propaganda and literature if we are to
create the atmosphere that is to compel the
government to pass Cazalet's bill·]o,
The first full committee meeting took place on 16 April in the
London committee room of the National Council of vJomen. Preliminary
arrangements had already been made to invite women's societies to
send delegates to the committee and the eleven women present
represented the Six Point Group, St. Joan's Social and Political
Alliance, the British Commonwealth League, the Women's National
Lib.eral Federation, the National Council of Women and the London and
National Society for Women's Service. Since the stated aim of the group
was to promote the passage of Captain Cazalet's bill, he was present to
explain it. Macmillan was appointed chairman.
The first decision of the committee was to enlarge its membership and strengthen its political ties by inviting certain Members of
Parliament to join it. These included such tried and true friends as
Miss Wilkinson and Captain Cazalet from the Commons and Lords
Dickinson and Danesfort from the Lords. All four consented to join, as
did Messrs Llewellyn Jones and Marjoribanks. Several others declined on
the grounds that they could not find the time.]]

10.

FL PBC, Macmillan to Sloan Chesser, 26 March 1930.

11.

FL PBC, Minutes 16 April 1930. On 7 April ~reliminary
invitations had been sent by Miss Green of the NCW, and
Mrs Morley had been made Hon.Sec. F. Llewellyn Jones (Lib.)
represented Flintshire 1929 - 35. E. Marjoribanks (Con.)
represented Eastbourne 1929 - 32. Others invited to join were
the Countess of Iveagh, Miss Picton-Turbervill, Mr Boothby,
Sir Gervais Rentoul, Lord Buckmaster, Lord Balfour of Burleigh,
Lord Lytton.
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Apart from Captain Cazalet, who played a conscientious part in the
committee in its early months, no Members in the Committee's early
years attended more than a single meeting, and at most meetings none
were present. But though they did not come to committee meeti ngs, the
M.P.s concerned evidently retained close ties with its members. l 2
Asked to advise the Committee on a course of action, Captain
Cazalet suggested: 'keep on worrying the Government' to get time for the
bill. He referred to the nationality laws as a 'glaring instance of
gross inequality between the sexes, by which married women ranked with
lunatics and minors' and claimed the bill had many stalwart
supporters in the House of Commons,

where he intended to ask another

question shortly.13
The new committee was soon in full operation. A donation of £100
enabled it to engage Miss Clementina Gordon, known to Macmillan for her
'great experience', as full-time organising secretary for three months.
This brought an immediate side benefit; Miss Gordon was also
secretary to another committee which offered the Pass the Bill
Committee shared use of its office and equipment, on favourable terms.
The National Council of Women made its committee room available free of
charge for meetings and provided a volunteer to help with the office
work, and an Honorary Secretary and Treasurer were appointed. l 4

12.

For example, in the House of Commons debate on 28 Novembe r 1930
Wilkinson used PBC examples of hardship. Both Picton Turbervill
and Marjoribanks spoke on behalf of the bill. See below p. 268.

13.

FL PBC

14.

FL PBC Minutes, 16 April 1930, 20 May 1930. The committee paid
half rent,(15/- per week) cleaning (2/6 per week), and
telephone (£2 a quarter) to the Studley Appeal Committee.

Minutes, 16 April 1930.
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During the next three months.the committee initiated an energetic
campaign with the triple object of convincing the public, the
Government and the Imperial Conference of the justice of its cause.
The campaign illustrates well the means of action used by moderate
feminists at this time. It sent out full minutes of its monthly meetings
for the information of supporting societies. The organising secretary
was not slow to prove her competence. At her first committee meeting,
in May, she outlined a scheme of work: the first priority was to
persuade women's organisations to bombard the Government with
resolutions in support of the Nationality of Married Women Bill.
Co-operating societies would therefore be asked to get their branches
to pass such resolutions and sponsor them at meetings of any other
societies. Two leaflets, suitable for sending out with journals or
newsletters, had already been drafted and it was hoped that
interested people in provincial centres would set up local Pass the
Bill committees and enl is t the sympathy of the editors of thei r
local newspapers.
The committee was also putting more direct pressure on the
Government. Its officers had drawn up a memorial to be signed by M.P.s
and presented to the Prime Minister requesting that the Nationality of
Married Women Bill be passed before the end of the year. A memo had
been drafted for submission to the government department dealing
with the agenda for the forthcoming Imperial Conference. The May
meeting amended and approved the leaflets, memorial and memo. 1 5

15.

FL PBC

Minutes, 20 May 1930.
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So far the committee had been concerned with the machinery of
propaganda and this was now beginning to run smoothly, but the scope
of its activities, and indeed the precise aims of its agitation, proved
to be continuing causes of controversy among member societies. The
problem was touched on, lightly enough, at the first meeting,when some
members suggested there had been 'ambiguity' concerning the aims of the
committee in the circular asking societies to name members to serve on
it. It was agreed that a second letter be sent explaining simply that
its aim was to promote the passage of Captain Cazalet's Bill and that
it was concerned with 'matters of machinery not policy.' The
explanation omitted any mention of

imperi~

concerns, as a letter from

one of its member societies was prompt to point out; so the committee
further explained that 'its work in this country and in connection with
the Imperial Conference' was to 'do propaganda to secure the
acceptance by Parliament and the Imperial Conference of the proposals
contained in the Bill.' 16
This brief exchange was a forewarning of things to come. The
issue which was to divide the committee for years came up a month later,
the question of whether it should have a policy on the nationality of
children of mixed marriages. The British Commonwealth League
especially wanted it to work for the right of such children to derive
nati ona1ity equally from both parents, but the chai rman convi nced the
committee that this was outside the scope of its terms of reference,
and apart from the need to consult supporting societies about it,
was likely to lose it support. The League,probably because of this
disagreement, withdrew from the committee, though it continued to

16.

FL PBC Minutes, 16 April 1930, 5 May 1930.
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co-operate with it in plans for a combined deputation to the Imperial
Conference. I 7
By June the organising secretary could report considerable
progress: twenty or so more organisations had responded favourably to the
committee's approach, agreeing to pass resolutions, distribute leaflets
and report the committee's aims and activities in their journals. The
committee was now using its own headed stationery, with national
societies supporting its work listed on it. All the chief women's
papers had been interviewed, but very little interest had been shown
in the campaign. The attitude of the general press had also proved
disappointing, so the committee decided to follow up well-known women
journalists, and send letters to the major papers. The financial
situation also caused concern; once the secretary's salary and various
expenses of organisation were taken out of the £160/4/6 so far
received, only £10 would remain. The supporting societies would have
to be asked to shoulder some of the burden, beyond the small sum they
paid to receive the minutes and it was decided to ask them to allow
the committee to circularise their subscribers with an appeal. 1 8
The Pass the Bill committee was a business-like body and
discussion generally concentrated on the detail of administration and
propaganda, but at this time, its Honorary Secretary, tried to bring
it into direct contact with the people it was trying to serve.

17.

FL PBC Minutes, 23 June 1930. It was only on 20 June 1933
that a B C L committee member was again listed.

18.

FL PBC Minutes, 23 June 1930. The new supporters came from
a wide range of organisations, including a number of trade
unions without any obvious ties to the feminist movement,
such as the National Union of Blast Furnacemen, Ore Miners,
Coke Workers and Kindred Trades, or the National Amalgamated
Society of Operative House and Ship Painters and Decorators.
For an example of the letter heading, see appendix 11.
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She urged that it ShDUld collect instances of women suffering under
the nationality laws and it was agreed the Treasurer should spend £3
on an advertisement in the agony column of The

T~me6

to seek them out.

There was no evidence of any response and the committee's work of
advice to such women came later. ' s
July marked the end of the intensive three month campaign and
of Miss Gordon's appointment. Support for the committee had heen
sought heyond women's organisations, and many of the 39 societies now
pledged to support the Nationality of Married Women Bill had no
connection with feminism at all. These had been asked to do specific
tasks rather than the general work of propaganda; for example the
Shop Assistants' Union had helped with pub l t ci ty and issued leaflets,
the House and Ship Painters had asked their hranches to put pressure
on their local M.P.s and the United Pattern Makers had printed the
committee's two leaflets.
Hard work hy supporting societies had gone into the collection
of signatures for the M.P.s' memorial to the Prime Minister.
Committee memhers had first of all approached Memhers known to he
favourahle, then local feminist organisations had approached their
M.P.s, and the organising secretary had lohhied in the House of Commons.
Once fifty signatures had thus heen ohtained, the memorial was sent
to all other Memhers of the House together with a list of these names.
Each of the two leaflets for distrihution to supporting societies had
been printed in an edition of 10,000, and sales were satisfactory.
A great deal had obviously been achieved, and the committee
conveyed its unanimous congratulations to Miss Gordon. It also

19.

FL PBC Minutes, 23 June 1930.
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decided to use another £100 donation to offer her a half-time
appointment for a further six months. Further donations enabled this
appointment to be made full-time, when the offi ce re-opened after the
summer break. 2 Q
The main propaganda instrument of the committee in this period
was its two leaflets; both were short, one a single sheet with both
s.i des printed, the other a four-page pamphlet. They illustrate clearly

what the committee expected of its supporting societies. The single
sheet leaflet was crisp in tone, practical in advice. On one side,
under the heading 'Nationality of Married Women Pass the Bill
Committee' (formed by the National Council of Women) and a list of its
officers, the committee provided in bold capitals 'Eight reasons why
you should support the Nationality of Married Women Bill'.
These were:

20.

1.

Because it is a measure of justice.

2.

Because to possess nationality is the most fundamental
political right.

3.

Because no woman should be penalised on account of
ma rri age.

4.

Because women should not lose their separate identity on
marriage.

5.

Because the present law weakens the conception of allegiance
by easy grant or denial to women of nationality.

6.

Because women are human beings and should be denied
no human rights.

7.

Because the present law treats women as chattels, whose
consent is unnecessary when allocating them citizenship.

8.

Because loss of nationality involves loss of political
rights, including the parliamentary and municipal vote, her
freedom of movement within her own country, her country's
protection when abroad, and frequently causes passport and
other travelling difficulties.

FL PBC Minutes, 21 July 1930; 17 October 1930.
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The eight reasons were preceded hy a short explanation of the
bill and followed hy an affirmation that the British Government had
publicly declared itself in favour of its principles.
The reverse side listed in similarly bold type, 'Eight ways
you can help this bill to become law', such as writing to or
interviewing

~l,P.s,

submitting resolutions in favour of the bill (a

suitahle form was included) at meetings, setting up local Pass the Bill
Committees, speaking, writing to the press, sending donations or
raising money.21
The leaflet sold at

~d

a copy, 2d a dozen or 1/- a hundred,

and within three months 7,000 copies had heen sold. Some societies
took large numbers: the NCW took 3,000 to insert in the July issue of
the

N~ona£ Coun~

06

Women

N~v~,

and the National Women's Liberal

Federation took 1,250 to insert in the

L~b~ Women'~ N~V~.22

The four page pamphlet included many of the same features.
In its

P~opo~ed A~on

section it offered two model resolutions suitable

for introduction at meetings; it made suggestions concerning the
formation of local Pass the Bill Committees, and press publicity, and
provided a hrief

H~to~y

and a description of the

of the question of married women's nationality,
P~~ent Po~~on;

this stressed the need to

make the Government aware of the widespread support for Captain
Cazalet's Bill, so that they would give time for all its stages.
Definite parliamentary action along these lines before the Imperial
Conference would encourage the Dominions to pass similar legislation
of thei r own. 23
- - - - - - _ ..

- - - _ . - -------

21.

FL PBC

Records. Pamph 1ets. See appendix 9.

22.

FL PBC Minutes, 23 June 1930; 21 July 1930.

23.

FL PBC

Records. Pamphlets, 1930 .

-- . -

..
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The longer pamphlet sold more slowly, perhaps because it was less
suitable for interleaving in a society's journal, perhaps because, at
2/- a hundred, it was dearer, but by July 5,000 copies had been

disposed of, again with some societies taking large numbers; the
National l-Jomen's Liberal Federation, which had taken 1,250 copies of the
single sheet to send out with its journal, took the same number of the
longer version for distribution to branches. 2 4
If the marshalling of feminist opinion by the committee was
proceeding satisfactorily, its efforts to influence the Government were
proving less successful. The M.P.s' memorial to the Prime Nirriste r was
presented in July with an impressive 241 signatures, but Captain
Cazalet's Bill lapsed when the parliamentary session ended. While
still urging the Government to 'take all necessary steps to make it
possible to reintroduce and to pass this measure without delay', the
committee came to concentrate its hopes and its activities on the
approaching Imperial Conference. Its members tried to inform the
public of the Imperial Conference's role i.n nationality law, and to
organise a women's deputation to it; when this failed it sent to all
representatives to the Conference a substantial memorandum
explaining their cause. 2 5
The public at large probably became aware of the existence of
the Pass the Bill committee while the committee itself was in summer
recess. On 30 August The T;meo published a letter written for the
committee by Macmillan. Under the headline 'Married Women's Nationality
Points for Imperial Conference', the letter spelled out clearly the

24.
25.

FL PBC Minutes, 23 June 1930; 21 July 1930.
FL PBC letter, The T-i-meo 30 August 1930.
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duty of the Conference to act on the policy of sex equality in
nationality law advocated by the British Government's representative
at The Hague. It also tackled the thorny question of imperial
uniformi ty:
11e are of opinion that uniformity is possible
only i f it is a uniformity of recognition of the
married woman as a political entity in her own
person ... we are not in favour of the married women
of this country being sacrificed to a uniformity
which denies them this measure of justice'
because of the veto of 'one or perhaps two of the Dominions'. If the
Dominions will not agree,'it will be the duty of the Government to make
it clear that uniformity must give place to justice, and that so far as
this country is concerned the Government will promote legislation along
these lines.' The letter appeared over the names of sixty-four
prominent men and women; some signed as individuals - including a
number of Memb.ers of Parliament and the presidents of some feminist
societies - others as representing organisations which ranged from
religious groups, of varied persuasions, such as the Women's League
of London Congregational Union, the Union of Jewish Women, St. Joan's
Social and Political Alliance and the Theosophical Order of Service,
through professional associations such as the National Union of
Teachers and the National Union of Women Teachers, to unions such as
the National Union of Clerks and Administrative Workers and the
Amalgamated Society of House and Ship Painters and Decorators. 2 6
The committee had drawn together an impressive body of support.
At the Home Office Dowson minuted on the letter, 'It is evident that
the women are going to be troublesome at the Imperial Conference,' and

26. FL PBC letter, The ThnM, 30 August 1930. Appendix

10.
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he asterisked on the copy of the letter on file the sentences that
referred to uniformity having to give way to justice, commenting,
The women think it is more important to establish a point
of principle affecting a small number of 'British' wives
of aliens than to keep the members of the British
Commonwealth together under a single nationality and
allegi ance . 27
From its inception,committee members had planned a deputation
to the Imperial Conference, but their hopes were thwarted, They began
by applying to see the Dominions Secretary, who was responsible for
the agenda of the conference, but he refused to receive a dep ut at i on.F"
Next, in conjunction with the British Commonwealth League,
they asked to be received by the Imperial Conference itself, When the
request reached the Home Office, Dowson professed surprise that,
the women, after the lamentable impression produced by
their deputation to the Hague Codification Conference
last April, should still think it to their advantage to
press their views in this way on the delegates at the
Imperial Conference,
But he saw some advantage, if the Home Secretary was prepared to
receive a deputation, in knowing 'the latest developments in the minds
of these women who run these organisations,' The Government had
expressed itself in favour of the principle the women wanted to press
at the Imperial Conference, but it would be difficult to 'adjust their
position inter-Imperially' because all the members of the
Commonwealth did not think alike, Then there was the

~verriding

constitutional problem' of the whole future of Imperial Nationality
Law, If the Home Secretary did consent to see a deputation (and he was

27,

PRO H045/15146/523629/107, September 1930,

28,

FL PBC Minutes, 21 July 1930, Miss Picton-Turbervill M,P,
negoti ated on the Committee's behalf, The Domi nions
Secretary was J,H, Thomas,
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the right person to do so, though in no way as representing the
Conference) he coul d only reiterate the need for inter-Imperi al
solidarity 'leaving the constitutional issues aside as matters on
which no statement can be made.'29 The Home Secretary saw no point in
this. He wrote to the committee that, as he had received a women's
deputation on nationality as recently as January, he saw no useful
purpose in receiving anoth.er, and the Dominions Secretary explained that
it was against the policy of the Imperial conference to receive
deputati ons ,
Nothing daunted, the committee then went to the top. When their
office reopened in early October, they applied to the Prime Minister
himself, in his capacity as Chairman of the Imperial Conference,
pointing out that both the Hague Conference and the London Naval
Conference had received deputations from women's organisations and
enclosing a list of 'ten salient points' on women's nationality.
Ramsay MacDonald sent a 'very sympathetic' reply, making the excuse
that lack of time precluded the Conference from seeing them, and
suggesting they send a written statement instead, To a further letter,
which suggested that the Conference might direct its Nationality
Committee to receive them, there was no response. Still, something
has been achieved; copies of the second letter to the Prime Minister,
together with a detailed memo, which included a copy of the
Nationality of Married Women Bill were sent to all members of the
Imperial Conference, eliciting a friendly reply from the leader of the
Canadian delegation. 3o
29.

PRU H045/15145/523629/96A, PBC to Hankey, 26 July 1930, BCl to
Hank~y, 9 July 1930. Dowson minute,' 30 July 1930. Sir Maurice
Hankey was Secty. to the Imperial Conference,

30,

Fl PBC Minutes 17 October 1930 citing Thomas to PBC,
2 August 1930.
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The final initiative of the committee in relation to the
Imperial Conference shows its members to have been ingenious as well as
tenacious. In default of the delegates, committee members decided to
enlist the sympathy of their wives; the Natf onal Council of ,"omen
managed to lobby a number of them. 3 l
The case the Commi ttee wanted to put to the Imperia 1 Conference
had to rest on the written rather than the spoken word. Its memorandum
was, predictably, the work of Chrystal Macmillan, and ran to ten
cyclostyled pages.

32

It would later be expanded into a 22 page printed

pamphlet, published by the committee the following January and there·
after reissued with modifications and additions; for example, four
more pages were added in the 1932 edition. The last version was
published in 1938, after its author's death. It is thus the kernal of
the committee's primary statement on its policies and aims. 3 3
Reminding the Imperial Conference that 'to deprive a woman of
her nationality on marriage with an alien is an innovation and not part
of the Common Law,' it asked
That throughout His Majesty's Dcnrin i ons the law should be
so that a British woman marrying an alien shall no longer
lose her nationality; that an alien woman marrying a British
subject shall not have his nationality conferred on her
unless she so desires, and that a married woman shall be
regarded as an individual competent to claim and be
admitted to British nationality in her own right.
It urged immediate action;
If the Dominions are not yet all prepared to grant their
married women this most fundamental of political rights
31.

FL PBC Minutes, 17 October 1930, 1 December 1930.

32.

PRO 0035/106/4166/12.

33.

C. i~acmillan, I-Ia.:UOV/4WY 06 M~e.d Women, 1931.
Supplement 1932; new edition, 1938.
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it is essential that those which are so prepared should go
forward together now.
There was evidence that Australia, New Zealand and Canada were
favourable to the reform, so that these Dominions were 'being definitely
hindered from reforming their law by
now comptetely out

Qg~eemel~s

00 the

Imp~a£ Cono~ence

00 dute'. The memo then commented on the postponement

of a decision on the question by the 1926 Conference, the Hague Convention
and recommendation, and the extent of the demand for the reform among
women's organisations, and listed countries which had opted for the reform
over the previous twelve years. It concluded, under the heading
VCMM

J~s~ce

UJUooftmdy:

My Committee hopes that all the constituent parts of the
Commonwealth will act together. But it most strongly
emphasises that it is not possible for the women of the
Commonwealth longer to be denied justice in the matter of
nationality by reason of the veto of one, or it may be of
two Dominions ... if the choice lies between uniformity
and justice, it is uniformity that must be sacrificed.'4
The nationality campaign which began in 1930 was not limited to
the Pass the Bill Committee, nor was this committee the only feminist
group to appeal on the issue to the Imperial Conference. Its
supporting societies were encouraged to do likewise. Some forwarded
resolutions, a few sent their own memoranda to the Conference. The most
elaborate of these emanated from a comparative newcomer in the field, the
Six Point Group. The Group's adherence to the cause of independent
nationality, which was of the utmost consequence, seems to have come
rather suddenly in 1929 or 1930;

i~

centred round the Chairman of its

Nationality Committee, and as its representative a founding member of
the Pass the Bill Committee, Helen Archdale. Her role in persuading the
Foreign Secretary to a statement of policy on women's nationality just
before the Hague Conference has already been discussed.'5
34.
35.

PRO 0035/106/4166/12
Above pp.209-210; 220.

~!'rs

Archdale
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was a determined and talented woman. Daughter of a distinguished
editor, and war widow of a staunchly Protestant Ulsterman with a seat
at Castle Archdale, she had been a close friend of the Pankhursts and
(to the horror of her in-laws) had been imprisoned more than once as
a sUffragette. 3 6
Though no longer editor of

T~e

and

T~de,

Archdale maintained

her association with it. The interest of the Group in independent
nationality for women was reflected in the paper, which proved
effective in publicising the issue at this time. Early in 1930 it
followed up its scathing comment on the Home Secretary's reception of
the women's deputation on nationality 3 7 with the publication of two
letters, written from his home in Italy by the expatriate American poet
Ezra Pound. Pound's English-born wife had become stateless on marriage
and his vividly expressed outrage at this fact and its consequences
made excellent copy. At the end of January he wrote,
It is through no act or volition of mine that idiotic
impediments are placed before her when she wishes to
visit her relatives in England ... Nothing but a new war
(i .e. between America and England in the present case)
can restore her right to move from Italy to England
without these idiotic restrictions. I mean that private
dissolution of contract (divorce) is no remedy, it would
not restore her freedom of travel. 3 8
He followed up a fortnight later,
English women who married Americans before 1914 are now
severely penalised for an act (matrimony) not at that
time criminal or illegal. 39

36.

B. Archdale, IndMCAeUoM 0&
ch. 1. passim

37.

Above p.214.

38.
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39.
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When the Si x Poi nt Group produced an ei qht.-paqe MemofLa.ndum on
t.he Na.t.i-onaLUlj 0t Women tOfL

-6u6mU,-6.~on

to t.he

Imp~a£.

ConteJLei1c.e it

was clearly intended to instruct the public as well as delegates to the
Conference. Prepared by Hil dega rde Gahan, it broke the monopo ly Macmi 11 an
had so far estab.lished in the production of such documents. It is brisk
in style, clear in lay-out. It begins by quoting in full Articles 8-11
of the Hague Convention, and gives the following reasons why they are
unacceptable. They,
1.

Deny adult status to a married woman in regard to her
nationality.

2.

Burden her with practical disabilities and difficulties
in addition to humiliating her by giving her a low
status.

3.

Write into a new international code of law a principle
which the piecemeal legislation of nearly every
country in the world has been for some years past
rejecti ng.

Instead of ratifying the Hague Convention the British Empire
should opt for the Hague recommendation in favour of equality of the
sexes in nationality, wh.ich the leader of the British delegation to the
Hague supported in plenary session.
The pamphlet then goes on to deal with the role of the Imperial
Conference in determining BritiSh nationality law, claiming that in the
Dominions feeling was very strong against the principle of 'thrusting
women on marriage from one nationality to another, like pawns on a chess
board,' but that when the question was raised in Parliament, nothing was
done either in Britain or the Dominions 'because of the disinclination
to upset the unity of the Imperial law.' If this Imperial Conference
postponed action, it was probable that an independent move by some
Dominion would breach imperial unity; if, on the other hand, the
Imperial Conference adopted the Hague articles, there was a danger the
'principle of the incapacity of the married woman with regard to her
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nationality' would be incorporated in the new I'nternationa l Code of Law..
The time was thus most critical bo th for those who cared for the
Empire and for those who cared for the interests of women, So, for the
sake of 'imperial unity and prestige as well as grace and justice;
the members of the Conference were urged to exclude the articles on
women's nati ana1ity from any ratificati.on of the Hague Conventi on
and to initiate Empire-wide legislation to effect sex equality in
nationality law. 4o
There is a difference in tone between the rremoranda of the Pass
the Bill Committee and the Six Point Group, but the message is the
same and the argument is the same. That of the thi rd women ' s

group

to submit its own memo may be passed over 1i ghtly, for it too covers
the same points. It came from the National Council of Women, and may
have been drafted for them by Macmillan. The National Council reminded
delegates to the Imperial Conference that at every such Conference
since 1917 women had asked for the right to retain British nationality
on ma rri age with an a1i en ,They drew attenti on to the statement of the
British representative in favour of sex equality in nationality at the
Hague conference, and pointed out that in the preceding twelve years
twelve countries had amended their legislation in this sense, so that
about half the world's population now recognised the right of a woman,
notwithstanding marriage, to her own nationality. They urged the
Imperial Conference to find some means of taking joint action, 'even
if complete unanimity cannot at present be attained.

40.
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The British Commonwealth league,which in co-operation with the
Pass the Bill Committee

had tried unsuccessfully for a deputation to

the Conference, also forwarded its own memo to it. This document, which
summarised resolutions passed at the league's recent conference,
included submissions on matters other than the women's nationality, but the
resolution on nationality formed the first paragraph. It urged
implementation of the 'recommendation adopted in the Nationality
Committee of the Codification Conference by the votes of 27 nations
including Great Britain and her Dominions.,42
While feminist groups were flinging themselves into their
campaign to influence the Imperial Conference, those departments with
responsibility for advising the government on the question of women's
nationality were equally occupied with the question. The Cabinet Policy
Committee asked the Inter-Departmental Committee on Inter-Imperial
Relations to prepare for it a memo on the nationality of married
women, 'setting out briefly its history and dealing with political and
legal aspects of the question'; this would be the government's brief
for the Imperial Conference.
The preparation of the memo proved to be a lengthy task. At the
beginning of August Dowson drew up a first draft for Foreign Office and
Dominion Office comment, treating the subject under the four heads of
British nationality law, past and present; proposed amendments to the
law and the arguments for and against these; development of the reform
movement in the United Kingdom; and international action, centring
on the Hague Conference. His main theme was the now familiar argument
that to go beyond the Hague recommendations would endanger the 'common

42.
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status' of the Empire. He defended the negative tone of his draft in
a covering letter.
It has been suggested to me that, as the Government is
committed up to the neck in favour of the great principle
of the equality of the sexes, it is useless and perhaps
impertinent to set out '" any arguments against the
women's proposals. I do not share this view because it
seems to be quite absurd to assume or pretend that
there are no arguments against it and I think it would
put ministers in a false position if they are allowed
to believe that it is the position,"
This disclaimer did not satisfy Foreign Office officials.
Beckett was concerned at the 'whole trend' of the memo which, he
believed, was 'not written in an entirely helpful spirit,' and also
tended to confuse 'history' and 'argument', 'We must assume. I think, that
the Government, in view of their commitments in this country. will want to
do their utmost at the Imperial Conference to persuade the Dominions to
come into line with their views', he wrote in a lengthy commentary,
adding in the margin that he assumed these views to be substantially in
accordance with the demand of the women's organi sa t ions .
At the Dominions Office Stephenson agreed with this, but
insisted that the prime consideration was,
that the United Kingdom should not start the break-up of the
Imperial unity of nationality. All our efforts should be in
the opposite direction - and i f we were to "break away' on
this subject, I cannot see any hope of maintainin~ a
common body of Imperial law on the whole subject. •
Since Dowson had gone on leave, a nationality expert at the
Foreign office redrafted the memo to incorporate the 'highest common
agreement'. among departments, in preparation for meeting as soon as
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Dowson returned. The r edr-a f t was circulated at the very end of August.
Contrary to intention, it had now become longer instead of shorter
and ran to more than 20 pages. The Dominions Office approved it as a
basis for discussion, but vetoed some new material, notably a
section on 'psycho-political considerations' and a passage in which
the writer mused, 'There is no escaping the fact that traditional
religion whether Pagan, Protestant or Catholic has always thought that
a wife follows her husband whithersoever he goeth', and quoted the
example of Ruth among the alien corn, relating this to the
opposition by Dutch Calvinists in South Africa, and Roman Catholics
in the Irish free State to independent nationality for married women.
By mid-September repeated revision of the memorandum had
extended its length to more than 23 pages, and this necessitated the
provision of a 6 page summary for the Cabinet Policy Committee. It had
now become too late to discuss the latest version in the Interdepartmental Committee. The Imperial Conference was due to open in a
fortnight and the Cabinet office had to have the document at once if
it was to be duplicated, circulated to the Policy Committee and
printed in time for the conference, so it was agreed that the memo
embodied the views of the departments concerned and it was finally sent
off. 4 5 The laborious nature of the process throws light on the reasons
why successive Home Secretaries who wanted to make swift changes in the
law relating to women's nationality had so little success in doing so.
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The longer of the memos that res.ulted from these protracted
labours was a concise and balanced document, Part I set out the history
of British women's nationality.' Part II discussed
the arguments for and against the introduction of amending
legislation to give effect as a whole or in part to the
demands of the Women's Organisations, with particular
reference to the views of the Oomi nion governments and
the effect of any such amendment upon the whole question
of nationality in the Commonwealth,
and finally the memo discussed what options were open to the
government. There is little that is new in the document, though it does
spell out the differences in Commonwealth policy, on the basis of
Dominion attitudes at the 1926 Imperial Conference; while Australia
and New Zealand fully supported the principle which the Women's
Organisations desired to see established, the Union of South Africa
and the Irish Free State were definitely against acceptance of the full
principle and Canada's position was somewhere in between. It reaffirmed,
unequivocally, that 'only by strict adherence to [the] practice of
consultation can a uniform corpus of nationality law within the British
Commonwealth be maintained'; which practice must include the law on
women's nationality. Certainly there was strong political pressure
from the Viomen's Organisations, supported by a considerable section
of opinion from all quarters of the House of Commons, to pass a
Nationality of fVjarried Viomen Bill, and the Pass the Bill 'manifesto'
in The

T~me~

was cited as evidence of this, but the general public were

indifferent or neutral. The important factor was that to legislate as
the women demanded would breach imperial nationality law; the principle,
that is

avoidance of statelessness, embodied in the Hague Convention

was clearly the greatest measure of agreement possible of attainment.
While it would reduce the number of stateless wives, it would not
satisfy the Women's Organisations. Two steps might be taken to help
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win over the Dominions to the w.omen's view;
1.

To obtain their consent to the principle unanimously
voted in the House of Commons in 1925, that a British
woman should not lose her nationality by the mere
fact of marriage with a foreigner ('though on the
evidence before us, we cannot hold out much prospect
that the Dominion governments would agree'), and

2.

To give effect to the third of the women's demands,
that a married woman should be enabled to apply for
naturalization on the same terms as a man.

The memo concluded by reaffirming that any further step in the
direction of giving effect to the women's demands would be a step in
the direction of breaking up the Imperial law of nationality:
Whether or not such a breakup is inevitable, we feel that
our principal recommendation must be that His Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom should not themselves
initiate any legislation tending to this result. \6
The Imperial Conference ,of which the independent nationality
lobby had held such high expectations, did nothing for them. Its
Nationality Committee was wrestling with a more fundamental problem
than married women's nationality: how to maintain the 'common status' in
face of the decision to repeal the coeoVUCte Law.; Vctf'j,d.Lt:, Act, thus
granting full legislative autonomy to the Dominions. The common status
possessed by all citi zens of the Commonwealth arose from the
possession of British Nationality, based on the 1914 IlctaoncU'A.t'1 Act.
but when the CoLolucU

LCU'Jl

Viliddlj Act was repealed. it would be

competent for any Dominion to pass legislation simply repealing the 1914
Act in its application to that Dominion, although the definition of
a distinct Dominion nationality would not necessarily imply the repeal

46.
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of the 1914 Act. 4? In the attempt to maintain the common status in the
context of the new autonomous Commonwealth, any change to women's
nationality was simply too divisive to contemplate.
With regard to the nationality of married women, therefore, the
Conference trod very lightly. It opted, under the British Government's
guidance, for the Hague solution.
All members of the Commonwealth represented at the Hague
Conference of 1930 had signed the Nationality Convention
there concluded and will, it is assumed, introduce such
legislation as may be necessary to give effect to
articles 8-11 of that convention.
The Conference was satisfied, 'that any proposals for the further
modification of the principle of the existing law would fail to secure
common agreement'. So the Conference could make 'no recommendation for
the substantive amendment of the law on this subject'. 48
It was a disappointing conclusion to the Imperial Conference
phase of the nationality campaign. 'Uniformity' had clearly won out
over 'justice' in this instance, but even before the Imperial
Conference held its final session on 14 November, another
06 Women

B~

Nation~ty

had been introduced into the British parliament,49 and

feminist organisations were launching a campaign to ensure its progress.
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The Nationality of Married Women Pass the Bill Committee had not
planned beyond the 'push' of its first three months, but though
Captain Cazalet's Bill had lapsed and the Imperial Conference had
proved unapproachabl e and intractab.l e, th.ere was no thought of
dismantling the network of support so efficiently built up. Miss Gordon
was re-engaged, and when the hal f'-share in the Studley offi ce expi red
a lease was taken on another offi.ce in the same building. 5 0
Preparatory to another campaign by the committee, Macmillan
requested the Prime Minister to incl ude a

lJationaLi..:ty o!'.!cvt/uc.d U}omen

Bta in the King's Speech for the coming session of Parliament. Her

request was brief and well argued, making clear the Government's
commitment to action. But the Home Office, to whom it was referred,
minuted that the Nationality Committee was not discussing the special
question of women's nationality, 'not yet having come to an agreement
on the general nationality question.' In these circumstances it was
clear that nothing could be said in the King's speech. s l
On the last day of Octob.er the

Ma:t)ollcJ,.fJ.:ty 01, (:Iomen /:i;'Lt-

was

again introduced. In its July meeting the Committee had decided to
circularise all the J1.P.s who had signed the memorial to the Prime
Nin l ste r to ask them to ballot for the bill; although the evidence is

lacking, this is probably how a new champion for the measure was
found, Labour's Dr. Ethel Bentham. s 2 Dr. Bentham was in her first
parliament, having turned a Conservative majority of nearly 4,000 into
a Labour one of 1,500 in East Islington, to enter it. She was a
member of the Quaker family of Jeremy Bentham, held a medical degree
50.
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from Dublin and had specialised in the care of mothers and children.
One of the first woman magistrates, she had experience in local
government and an interest in women's affairs. 53 The bill she
introduced was identical to that of Captain Cazalet, except for the
dropping of the word 'married' in the title, and a change in the object
instead of 'a Bill to allow women marrying foreigners freedom to retain
their nationality' this became simply 'to amend the law relating to the
nationality of women,

,54

As the second reading of the bill approached, the committee set
about vigorous propaganda on its behalf. They sent letters to The
Manc.h~:tVt

GUa!LcUan, Gwgow

B~Nn~ngham Po~:t,

The

T~m~

HVtcc~d,

T;m~,

YOJtM.IUAe PM:t, Sc.o:Uman, The

and prominent provincial papers. 5 5 The letter to

of 21 November, written by Macmillan, may be taken as

typical. It drew the attenti.on of readers to the fail ure of the
Imperial Conference to 'make any recommendation for the substantive
amendment of the law on the nationality of married women', beyond the
inadequate provisions of the Hague Convention; but it found satisfaction
in the 'constitutional arrangements [whichJ leave it open to any
Dominion to adopt more progressive legislation.' There appeared to be
no longer any barrier to the adoption of independent nationality by the
United Kingdom or any Dominion and the letter went on to 'look
confidently to the Government to provide facilities to enable [Dr.
Bentham'sJ Bill to pass into law this session. 56
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Macmillan's last point was a telling one, but not one the
Government wanted publicised. When Sir A.B. Keith came to write on
the

Domim ons

as Sovere rqn States

that the decision to repeal the

he would echo it, affirming

Co!o~al Law~

V~dity

Act was not

compatible with the maintenance of the BJvi;tiJ.,!L NationaLU:y Clnd s:ta:tiM
06 AueM Act of 1914. 57 The committee found the attitude of the press
generally more sympathetic than previously, and noted that several
editorials were appearing on women's nationality.58
Three days before the second reading was due, the commi ttee
pressed home its advantage by sending out to M.P,s a circular, signed
by 38 so cl eti es , urgi ng them to 'make a po i nt of bei ng present on thi s
occasion and record your vote for the measure,,5S
As the confidence of the reform lobby blossomed, the position of
the Government became more and more embarrassing. The Home Secretary
explained to Cabinet 'any steps taken by the Government to facilitate
the passage of the Bill into law would be a clear breach of the
agreement recently reached at the Imperial Conference' and would 'be
the first step towards destroying the

Empire~wide

status of British

nationality.' It would be 'fatal to the solidarity of the Commonwealth,'
He hoped therefore to satisfy the Commons with a proposal for
legislation to remove specific disabilities on

British~born

women

married to foreigners, 'legislation to enable married women to enjoy
the rights and privileges they would have enjoyed had they not lost
57.
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British nationality,' Cab.ine t concurre d.v?
There was another problem raised by the bill also, as Henderson
of the Home Office pointed out: it 'could scarcely be passed
constitutionally as it would be operative everywhere throughout the
Empire, whereas it has been decided to repeal the Colonial Laws Validity
Act, e t c , ,etc,' Pedder added on a note of forlorn hope, the day before
the debate, 'I understand the Government has decided to oppose its
second reading,'61
If the Government we re acutely conscious of their pledge of
uniformity to the Dominions, several of the speakers in the debate, which
began late next morning, 28 November, reminded them sharply of their
pledge to justice for married women, The debate lasted almost five hours
and was notable for its near unanimity of opinion - as one Member put it,
the topic was 'non-political and non-party'62- and for an unusually
full participation by women M,P,s, Some of the ablest of these were
Labour

~1embers

in their first parliament,who would fall victim to the

landslide against Labour in 1931,63 Proceedings were enlivened by
interjections from the irrepressible Lady Astor ,
Of the twenty two speakers, only four opposed the bill, and on
the same grounds; its danger to the unity of the family, and the need
to proceed in any change of the nationality law in collaboration with
members of the Commonwealth and other nations, Sir Gerald Hurst, who

------_.
60,
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led the attack on the bill, described women's nationality as 'an interImperial and an international question' which had to be dealt with in
collab.oration with other countries. He favoured the old principle
of one nationaHty in a family; l ike Ruth, a wife shoul d be
prepared to say 'Thy people shall be my people'. 54 Col. Fremantle
placed his main emphasis on the fact that 'the foundation of the
greatest t ns t ttut i on of all, family life, must be respected,65 and
Major Davies, to whom the matter was of personal concern since he himself
had dual nationality and a wife who had been born in India, took a
similar line; 'for the family."

there should surely be one

nationality. ,66 Other speakers expressed reservations about the detail
of the bill's provisions, but thought any problems could be dealt with
in Its committee stage. For example.Slr Rennell Rodd, who had 'spent
40 years in different parts of the Continent and all quarters of the

world' thought the bill could lead to considerable difficulties, and
agreed the matter would best be handled at an international meeting,
but still supported it in the hope that 'if this country gives a lead
in the matter other countries will follow.'5? Another speaker
favoured a second reading to enable closer examination of the bill
in commi ttee . 6 8
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In the case of most speakers, however, championship of the bi 11
was wholehearted, Dr. Bentham, in a short and carefully developed
speech, stressed the support the bill enjoyed in the House and the
country. While not ignoring principle, she refuted the suggestion that
the agitation for independent nationality was 'got up largely on
sentimental grounds of theoretical equality by feminists who find
themselves, since women's suffrage was achieved, without a grievance
to exploit.' She spent most of her time on particular cases, known to
her personally, of injustice caused by the l aw."?
Captain Cazalet seconded the motion, He described the bill as
a small and simple one which, in the metaphor of the racecourse,
always took the first jump easily,
Everybody applauds it, and everybody wishes it well,
But then it is not that it falls down; it never really
manages to reach the second fence.
This time 'with strong support from the Liberals' he hoped to
see it reach the winning post." 'He also hoped that whoever would
reply for the Government would not use the old arguments that "we must
wait and see what other countries do and what other parts of the Empire
wish to do,' 'We must lead the way and demonstrate '.' [that] in the
matter of nationality we will not allow a question of sex to be the
ground for discrimination and injustice.'7Q
The negative views of Hurst and Fremantle came next, bringing
Ellen Wil ki nson to her feet. 'The 1ast two speakers really are
delicious' she

bega~in

a fine burst of indignation at their

'antediluvian' speeches. She then pointed out, amidst lighthearted
interjections, that if she chose to marry a foreigner she would
69.
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automatically lose her seat in parliament, whereas a male M.P. who
married a foreign wife would not. Like Or, Bentham, she also detailed
cases of women suffering severe hardship because of the nationality laws,
before turning to the question of the Dominions;
We shall be told, probably, that the Imperial Conference
has decided this and therefore nothing can be done,
Really I do not know whether we are always to be dragged
at the heels of the Imperial Conference,'
and she reminded her colleagues on the Front Bench that the pledges of
the Prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary on this matter were
'absolutely specific' and that the Foreign Secretary had in no way
concealed his very strong views on this question, Australian and New
Zealand women were 'all very keen on the bill'; it was not enough to
say the Empire as a whole was against it, 'what we have to face today
is the opposition of officials in the Home Office.' The official mind
might like things 'nice and tidy,' but this must not be enough for the
House, and she looked forward to hearing the Home Secretary say his
Government was determined to pass the bill in the present
parliament. 7 1
To a surprising degree, the speech of the 'fiery particle'
of the Labour party was paralleled by one from a Conservative speaker.
In a lively, i f wayward, speech Lady Astor backed up Wilkinson's
attack on the 'official mind.' 'To get things through the Home Office
is really a triumph,' she said, 'I am just watching.' She then
rounded on the two members of her own party who had opposed the bill,
telling Sir Gerald Hurst, who had quoted from the Book of Ruth, that
'we have passed from the Mosaic Law' and commenting on Colonel
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Fremantle's plea for family unity, 'It is an extraordinary thing that,
whenever we ask for equality and justice for women, up comes the old
family life.' She too stressed that the Prime Minister was 'pledged
up to the hilt', adding 'he could not wriggle out of this to save
his soul.,n
Edith Picton-Turbervill, a new Labour Member from a family
that stretched back to the days of the Conqueror, had already shown
her support for independent nationality by accompanying Mrs Corbett
Ashby to the Home Office to discuss it, and by trying to arrange a
deputation to the Dominion Secretary for the Pass the Bill Committee.?3
She now stressed the government's commitment to act, and the support
of women throughout the Empire for the reform.?4
~,Jr ~larjoribanks,

a member of the Pass the Bill Committee, spoke

briefly,?5 and Dr. Marion Phillips insisted that the House must get
from the Home Secretary information on whether the position of the
dJminions was such as to prevent their acting together.?6
The Home Secretary was not in the House when Dr. Phillips spoke.
but he arrived soon after. He did not face an easy task, withstanding
the solid support for the bill, with his only allies diehard members of
the Opposition Conservatives. Clynes began by expressing in the most
emphatic terms government approval of the principles embodied in the
bill. But the wider issues involved in it could not be resolved in the
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simple principle of equality of the sexes, for 'questions of nationality
affect not this country alone, but all the other members of the
Commonwealth'. He explained the argument: what linked the component
parts of the Commonwealth together was allegiance to the Crown, the
basis of the common status possessed by all subjects of His Majesty;
it could not be altered save in pursuance of legislation passed by
common agreement. Since the statutory basis of the common status was
the

N~t[onc~Ltu A~t

of 1914, it followed that any change to this

could come only through imperial agreement, which was not at present
attainable. In these circumstances, to pass the bill would be 'a clear
breach of faith' with the Dominions. He then offered three specific
concessions, first
~Jat[on~Gi:t'f

prompt legislation to amend the

Bf[~t~i~sh

Act on matters on which substantial agreement had been

reached with the Dominions; for example, the 1923 and 1926 Imperial
Conferences had recommended special concessions to facilitate
resumption of British nationality by a British-born woman who, having
lost her nationality, was living apart from her husband. Secondly, the
granting to British-born woman married to foreigners and living in the
United Kingdom of 'all the rights and privileges she would enjoy if she
were still a British subject'; that iS,she would be enabled to vote and
would be relieved of the need to comply with the laws relating to aliens;
and thirdly, legislation along the lines of the Hague Convention which,
he said, 'went a considerable way in the direction of meeting demands
made by several women's organisations.' Clynes concluded by saying that
if a second reading was 9iven to the bill he would regard this as a

demonstration of a principle acceptable to all. 77
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The Home Secretary's speech disconcerted supporters of the
bill, and prompted the Liberal leader, Sir Herbert Samuel, to
intervene in the debate.
He quoted Bismarck's quip, that
when anyone expresses approval of the principle of a
measure, it indicates very strongly that he has no
intention whatever of doing anything to carry it out
in practice.'
He believed the Hague amendment to be of 'comparatively minor
importance', and pressed for more detail on the extent of disagreement
at the recent Imperial Conference. 7 8 Several other speakers
intervened in support, and the Dominions Secretary, J.H. Thomas rose to
reply, explaining rather ineptly that at the Conference 'the British
Government were supplied with the whole of the arguments of the Home
Office' on women's nationality, that a committee had dealt with the
matter and the compromise arrived at had been the Hague compromise. 7 9
His speech probably did little to reassure those who

suspected

the omniootence, and disapproved the policy, of the Home Office.
Samuel finished his speech by begging the 'somewhat lethargic
government' to take action. 8 Q
The exchange was not without irony. Sir Herbert Samuel, as Home
Secretary during the war, had seen something of the complexities and
frustrations of administering nationality law. 8 l He was firmly
convinced of the justice of independent nationality for women and his
.~--_.~-"
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wife, as President of the Union of Jewish Women
both the

T~meh

, had signed

manifesto of the Pass the Bill Committee and the whip

it had recently sent out.·! He would, at last, be guest of honour at the
Victory Dinner of the Committee in 1949 .• 3 fleantime, in less than a
year, he would himself become Home Secretary and be forced to struggle as unsuccessfully as Clynes - to reconcile the irreconcilables of
equality of the sexes in nationality on the one hand and unanimity of
imperial action on the other.·"
The debate was wound up, appropriately, by a Member who sat as an
Independent and who had been from the beginning of her public life,
closely identified with the women's movement. Eleanor Rathbone had
entered parliament the previous year, and would become something of a
parliamentary institution by the time she died, still a member of the
House, in 1946. She delivered a scathing indictment of the 'lethargy'
of the government.
We have a bill which has been before the House for 4 or 5
years at least; which all three parties are pledged to
support, and on which the present Prime Minister has
given a special pledge .. we had an Imperial Conference
at which this question was discussed ... the
representatives of His Majesty's Government knew the
position, knew the pledges .. , knew of the promise by
the Prime Minister. All that they were able to exact
from the Conference ... was that the whole Conference
was pledged not to take action ,. [except] after
previous consultation and unanimously ... What is the
use of assuring a Conference that you hold a forward
position if at the same time you give a binding pledge
that you will keep pace with the slowest member of
the team?'
And out of her long experience with the women's movement, she
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appealed eloquently to the Government not to offer either 'a barren
second reading victory' or 'practical reforms ... which simply deal
with particular hard cases' but to give
something which satisfies the broad principle to which
we cling, namely, that if a woman has a passionate sense
of her own nationality, if she feels that she is
British in blood and wants to remain British till she
dies, she shall be able, of her own free choice, to
gratify that sense of her passionate attachment to
her own nationality.'85
The NcdA.-onaLi;ty of! «}omen Kill passed its second readi ng without
a division and was sent to a standing committee. 86
When Dr. Bentham put in an appearance at the Pass the Bill
committee meeting a few days later, she was greeted with cheers,

~ut

the committee Vias most disappointed that the Government showed no sign
of honouring its pledge, with which its agreement with the Dominions
was apparently inconsistent. Only Dr. Bentham's urgent recommendation
not to exhibit publicly dissatisfaction with the speech of the Home
Secretary, but 'rather to encourage the Government in well-doing'
dissuaded them from broadcasting their dissatisfaction in a press
release. Dr. Bentham further suggested that the adjourned Imperial
Conference in Ottawa in 1932 mi ght support the bi 11 .
So the committee simply placed on record its satisfaction at
the progress of the bill, especially since it had gone to a standing
committee and could not be blocked by the Government at this stage,
and decided to suggest that its promoters form an ad hoc committee
within the House to guide it through its further stages. They also
decided to try and persuade women's societies overseas to campaign

85.

Ibid., 1751 - 1755, Rathbone.

86.

Ibid .• 1755.
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vigorously for independent nationality, in preparation for the Ottawa
Conference. 8 7
The Home Office greeted the progress of the bill with
considerably less enthusiasm. As Sir John Pedder noted glumly, 'Only
the absence of a quorum or some such reason' could prevent its progress
through the committee stage, and he queried whether it would be better
to stop it on Report or Third Reading. Now that the bill had got its
second readi ng, Henderson thought, the Government had three opti ons;
a)

Not to oppose its further progress but to amend it by
providing that it did not become operative until similar
legislation was passed by the Dominions;

b)

To amend it so that the women who acqui red Bri ti sh
nationality under its provisions would not be deemed
to have the common status, or

c)

To so amend it as to reduce its scope to the Hague formula.

Offi ci a1s agreed that the fi rst opti on was

I

without precedent I , and

undignified as well, whereas the second was complicated by the
remarkable fact there was no legal definition of the common status, so
that any bill along these lines would have to be preceded by a
definition of exactly what the women were being denied; this option
was also thought to be 'a bad example'. The third option was virtually
the transformation of the bill, and its supporters would certainly
protest.
The only thing that was agreed was that something would have to
be done to give effect to the Home Secretary's undertaking. Sir John
Anderson came up with a solution; it was an ingenious compromise, the
preparation of a bill in two parts, the first of which would embody all
the women's demands so far accepted in principle, but would be brought

87.
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into force by Order in Council if and when the Dominions 'came into
line'; the second part would embody the Hague agreement and
supplementary provisions as to local privileges, and this would operate
meantime. Anderson was quite cynical about the purpose of his proposed
bill: 'Part 1 would of course be window dressing', he admitted
frankly, 'but it might appease the women' and the plan, if it
succeeded, would have the advantage of stopping further demands for
legislation. BB
The bill was drafted in January,S9 the Foreign and Dominions
Dffices and the Prime Minister approved it, and the Home Secretary was
able to submit it to Cabinet when he reported on the second reading of
Dr. Bentham's Bill. He explained in his memo to Cabinet that the
government had to frame a policy which would
Safeguard the existing constitutional position, while at
the same time giving an earnest of the sincerity of our
desire to give effect, as soon as agreement among the
members of the Commonwealth can be reached, to the
principles embodied in the Bill promoted by the
Women's Organisations. 9Q
It is hardly likely that the 'window dressing' would have been
acceptable for a moment to the Women's Organisations, especially as no
action was intended in the near future. 'What is contemplated', ran a
Home Office note to the Prime Minister's department, 'is not the
immediate introduction, or even the promise of the immediate
introduction of a Government Bill ... ,91
88.
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But in the event the window dressing solution proved unnecessary.
The Council of the League of Nations decided to put the question of
women's nationality down for consideration at its assembly in September,
and the Home Secretary could therefore ask Cabinet to postpone any
decision pending League of Nations action. Cabinet duly decided that,
when the bill reached Standing Committee, the Home Secretary should
announce that a new situation had arisen and 'try to dispose of the
Bill on these grounds.

,~2

Whether this reason for postponement of action on the

On

WomeVl Bd'X

Na;tiof1.aut~f

"lOuld have satisfied the Pass the Bill Committee and

other interested feminist groups is open to doubt, especially in view
of the long delay before the League Assembly would meet,9' but the
issue was not put to the test. At this point an unexpected and tragic
occurrence took the initiative away from the reform lobby. In January,
after a bout of pneumonia, Dr. Bentham died; at 68 she had been the
oldest woman elected to parliament in 1929 , she now became the first
to die while still a member of the House, The Pass the Bill Committee
minuted her 'deep loss', also noting that her death had made it very
difficult to make any progress with her bill; there was uncertainty
as to whether it was open to another member to take it on at the stage
at which Dr. Bentham had left it. Some thought one of the backers might
do so, in which case Captain Cazalet was the obvious person, but
through a misunderstanding his name had been omitted from the list of
backers. Miss Wilkinson, who had been in the United States and not
available for consultation, was willing to undertake the responsibility,

92.
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but was of opinion that the bill would have to be re-introduced. In
this case (the organising secretary thought) it would be impossible to
get another second reading in the Commons, and the prospect of having
the bill introduced in the Lords should be considered. Miss
Wilkinson had discussed the matter privately with Mr Clynes and
hoped to get a small non-party deputation of women M,P,s to see him in
the coming week, 94
Their mood of optimism dissipated, the impetus of the
Committee's 'push' was lost. To be sure the work of propaganda was
still going on; 5,000 copies of Macmillan's pamphlet, a detailed one
intended as a guide to speakers,had been printed, now with a
supplement on the Bentham Bill in the light of its second reading
debate. 9s It made the practical suggestion that, as the Government's
agreements with the Dominions dealt only with the common status,
They do ~ot p~eve~t tl~ coul~Y adop~~9 te9~t~o~
wluch W-GU maize a meuuUed woma~ a BtU;t{.oh flubject ev~y
wh~e except .{~ a Vom.{vu_o~ wluch ha: ~ot yet adopted
te9~-(a~o~ to maize fluch c~zeMlup e66ec~ve. [sic]

The

Ncct~oJ1C(utlj

of,

[,-Iome~

B-iU, it suggested, could be amended in

committee in this sense. 96 The pamphlet was sent out in all directions,
to the press, for review, to all women

~lembers

of Parliament, to the

chief provincial and feminist papers, to women's organisations, to
630 Divisional Labour Parties, to 300 individuals and organisations
in the Dominions.
On the other hand the financial situation was grim, The
committee had a bank balance of only £10 and could no longer afford
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a paid organising secretary. Miss Gordon resigned amidst expressions
of grateful appreci ati on from committee members for her work, and was
promptly co-opted on to the committee. She suggested that Mrs Isabel
Donze, who had been helping in the office for some weeks, be made
Joint Honorary Secretary; Mrs Donze agreed to give three days a week
to running the office. 9 7
The last episodes in the promotion of Dr. Bentham's bill
occurred in March. Lady Astor, who had planned to ask the Prime
Minister whether the Government would find time for the remaining
stages of the

NatZon~y

06

Women

B~ii,

received a communication two

days before the question was due to come up, stating that though the
Government was in sympathy with the bill, it had not been able to get
agreement at the Imperial conference and that the whole situation had
been changed by the decision of the League of Nations to reopen the
matter. Moreover the bill was 'very controversial' and the
Government strongly advised
facilities being given

that no hope should be held out of any

to it,"8

A few days later, Wilkinson, who had 'taken charge of Dr.
Bentham's Bill for the time being' took a small group of women M.P.s,
to the Foreign Secretary to ascertain the Government's intentions.
The deputation, both formidable and varied, consisted of Lady Astor,
Miss Picton-Turbervill, Miss Rathbone and Miss Wilkinson herself. In
the absence of the Home Secretary, Foreign Secretary Henderson replied.

97.
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He spoke with real sympathy, but offered little encouragement. He
pointed out the congested state of public business, the need to await
the League's decision. He placed some emphasis on the League. 'At the
League Assembly the Dominions will be represented, and they wi 11 have
to take a definite stand' .. the Government hoped to 'carry the
whole of the Dominions with us'. The deputation agreed that
international action was best, but as Ellen Wilkinson pointed out,
they 'wanted an assurance that even if there was no agreement' that
would not close the question ... because I think the women will feel
they have been taken from the Imperial Conference and put on the
League of Nations ..

~99

This was indeed where the focus of the

controversy was to remain for the next two years.

99.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE NATIONALITY CAMPAIGN : FOCUS ON GENEVA
1931
1933

ElIen vJilkinson's suspicion that women might be 'taken from' the
Imperial Conference only to be 'put on' the League of Nations was a shrewd
one, but it was not shared by most advocates of independent nationality for
married women.

They were delighted that the League was taking up the

question, since only the League, either through its own Assembly, or through
a further COdification Conference held under its auspices, could alter the
clauses on women's nationality in the Hague Convention.

~y

mid 1930, well

before any state had ratified the convention, the attention of the international feminist lobby had come to focus squarely on Geneva.
For its part the League seemed disposed to meet the women half way.
In January 1931, its Council invited the major international women's organisations to set up a Women's Consultative Committee on Nationality,! an
action 'definitely taken with a view to assisting the objects you have in
view' the chairman of the Council, Arthur Henderson, told a deputation of
British blomen '1.P.s in

~1arch.

2

To a striking degree, over the next two years, the focus of the
British controversy

on women's nationality was situated in Geneva.

The

Consultative Committee was of great importance to the British feminists
working to change their country's laws on women's nationality and they

1.

L.N. [A.19.1931.V] (1931 V .7.) Report by Secretary General.

2.

PRO H045/15146/523629/143 ,Deputation of blnmen r1.p.s to Foreign
Secretary, 17 ~1arch 1931.
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in turn exercised strong influence on the Committee. Its 8ritish members
were all on the Pass the Bill Committee: Chrystal Macmillan,as
representative of the International Federation of University Women, sat
on both the full Consultative Committee and its drafting sub-committee;
Margery Corbett Ashby, President of the International Alliance of Women
for Suffrage and Equal Citizenship, and Dorothy Evans of the Equal Rights
International, both served on the committee, Evans as its secretary.'
As a result of this overlap, differences of opinion in the Consultative
Committee would be transferred to the reform lobby in Britain, breaching
the unity carefully nurtured by Macmillan.
British officials also played a major part in the Geneva debates
on women's nationality. The delegation, which regularly included Dowson
as its Home Office representative, was influential in the First (Legal)
Committee, where nationality questions were considered. Arthur Henderson
chaired the League Council meeting which recommended the setting up of the
women's committee.4

There was in addition a Commonwealth presence, for

the Dominions were represented on the First Committee; at both the 1931
and 1932 Assemblies, informal discussions on women's nationality took
place between their representatives and the British delegation. 5
The initiative in setting up the Women's Consultative Committee on
Nationality was American. Although not a member of the League of Nations,
the United States had participated in the Hague Conference, but refused
to sign the Convention because it fell short of establishing full equality
3.

4.
5.

M. Corbett Ashby, 'Nationality at Geneva', IWN,August 1931, 170,
Evans replaced Archdale as S.P.G.representative on the P.B.C. in
January 1931. (Minutes, 12 January 1931). For Equal Rights International (ERI) see p. 287, n.22.
PRO H045/25246/523629/143 Henderson to deputation of Women M.P.s
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PRO D035/106/4166/49 Meeting of British Delegation with Dominion
representatives, 9 September 1931. Ibid. /93 Meeting 28 September
1932. Dowson's role is evident from his letters and despatches.
See pp. 298 - 300; 319 - 320.
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between men and women in its clauses on nationality.6

The Conference had

aroused a great deal of interest among lawyers in the States and had been
followed by a spate of articles in legal journals there, expressing a wide
range of opinion on the Convention.

7

But if American legal experts were

divided, American feminists were all indignant that the Convention should
have's te reo typed the i nequa 1ity of the sexes in nati ona1ity'.

The

~iomen'

s

Party took a deputation to complain to the Foreign Relations Committee of
Senate 8and Alice Paul, a brilliant lawyer and influential feminist, urged
that,
It would be a matter for laughter and for tears if the
opening chapter of the International Code of law should
contain such out of date enactments ...
If there is to be an International Code of law, the
women will spare no pains to secure the acceptance of the
principle of absolute equality for men and women in its
provt s i ons ."

6.

D. Evans, 'Nationality', Vo:l:e, 3 October 1930.
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For example, C.C. Hyde, 'Aspects of marriage between persons of
different nationalities, Am~ca~ Joun~at of) T~:I:~~a~o~at LcWJ (AJIl)
L4, (July 1930), 742,criticized the Convention for merely ameliorating the effects of discrimination against women; R.S. Miller,
'Recent development in the law controlling nationality of married
women', Geo~ge Wabhi~g:l:on Law Rev~ew T, (1933), 330-356, put the
view that domestic changes must precede international agreement in
laws on women's nationality; R.W. Flournoy, U.S. delegate at The
Hague Conference, reporting on the work of the First Committee there
in AJTL L4, (July 1930), 467-485, merely noted that international
agreement was still impossible on women's nationality; M.O. Hudson,
'The Hague Convention of 1930 and the nationality of married women',
AJIL 27 (1933), 117-122 did not think international agreement desirable, and criticized the U.S. policy of independent nationality for
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That the nationality of women was put on the agenda of the League
Assembly and a women's committee set up to advise on it was largely due to
Paul. lQ Lobbying had begun well before the Assembly met in September 1930
and the Inter-Ameri can Commission, through which she worked, vias at the centre
of the activity.

Consisting of representatives of the twenty-one republics

at the 1923 Pan-American Conference, the Commission was charged with the
drafting of reforms in international measures to improve the status of women
and had chosen for its first .top i c

the status of women in nationality.

lhe Nationality Committee of the Commission, under Paul's chairmanship,
proposed a very simple policy on women's nationality, the one already
presented to the Hague Conference by the Chilean delegate earlier in the
year, and rejected:

'The contracting parties agree that from the going

into effect of this treaty there shall be no distinction based on sex in
their law and practice

relating to nationality'.

The Commission was

prepared to put money and effort into lobbying for this policy.

It had

sent its chairman, Doris Stevens, to The Hague to address the First
Commission,ll and it now set up a headquarters in Geneva near the Assembly
Hall.

its efforts to influence delegates to the League were supported by

the International Alliance of Women, the International Council of Women,
the Open Door International, the Six Point Group of Great Britain and the
,Jomen's Party of Ameri ea,
converged on Geneva.

influential feminists from all over the world

When a motion in favour of further study of the

question of women's nationality came before the First Committee, deputations
of women waited on everyone of its fifty-two members.

12

10.

L. van der Schalk, 'The Nationality Campaign', H'iN, March 1931.

11.

LN (V) Legal, 1930, V15 Hague Codification Conference, Minutes of
First Committee Meeting with deputation, 1 April 1930, stevens.
See pp. ZL6-7.
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From the beginning there was evidence of rivalry between the British
and American wings of the nationality lobby, dominated by Macmillan and Paul
respectively.

In January 1931, r1acmillan reported to the Pass the Bill

Committee the formation of an international committee of women, under her
chairmanship.

It

was to press for the right of a married woman to her

own independent nationality and an equal right to transmit this nationality
to

her

children, to bring the equality resolution of the Hague Conference

to the attention of Governments and to urge them not to ratify the Hague
Convention till the question of women's nationality had been further
discussed by the League.

She said that four of the major international

organisations had already agreed to co-operate, and that Lily van der Schalk,
a Dutch member of the International Alliance of Women, would be secretary.l3
Meantime

van der Schalk had been discussing with Alice Paul what

steps to take if the League Council should decide to reopen the question
of women's nationality at the 1931 Assembly.

According to her own report,

she 'suggested the formation of a women's advisory commission to the Leaque,
thinking it would be the most effective and dignified way of exposing the
women's point of view'.

The Guatemalan representative on the Council moved

their proposal and the resultant committee superseded or absorbed the
Macmillan one;

there is no further mention of it. l"

The resolution to which the League Council unanimously agreed in
January 1931, after some of its members had been 'bombarded with hundreds
of telegrams', referred to the failure of the Hague Conference to reach

13.
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van der Schalk, 'The Nationality Campaign', IWN, r1arch 1931, po. 84-85.
van der Schalk gives Paul credit for having the question of women's
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international settlement of the problems of the nationality of married women
and its recommendation of equality of the sexes in nationality.

Noting

the 'movement of opinion throughout the world in favour of a suitable
settlement' and the petitions the Council had received from women's organisations, it proposed that the question be placed on the agenda of the
next Assembly, and that in preparation the Secretary-General should consult
with the following organisations which had shown themselves to be specially
interested in the question:
International Council of Women
International Alliance of Women for Suffrage and Equal Citizenship
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom
Inter-American Commission of Women
Equal Rights International
World Union of Women for International Concord
All-Asia Conference of Women
International Federation of University Women
World Young Women's Christian Association l 5
All but the last of these organisations

accepted the Secretary-

General's invitation to appoint two delegates to a Consultative Committee
on Nationality, to meet at the beginning of July.

In the meantime a four

person drafting committee, which included both Macmillan and Paul, met
twice to draw up a basis for discussion.

l6

15.
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The World YWCA refused to join the ccrnmittee because it had no policy
on women's nationality. The other members of the drafting committee
were Maria Verone, the first woman to be called to the Bar in France,
who would be the committee's chairman, and Betsy Bakker Nort, a
member of the Dutch Parliament.

Women's Consultative Committee on Nationality, 1931

Front Row (seated)
Alice Paul, Dorothy Evans, Maria Verone,
M. Buero, Margery Corbett Ashby, Chrystal Macmillan .
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At the close of a series of meetings between 2 and 6 July, the Women's
Consultative Committee on Nationality presented a statement for the SecretaryGeneral of the League to transmi t to the Assembly. 1 7

They urged the League

to take immediate steps to reconsider the Hague Convention and submit to
governments a new nationality convention founded on the principle
equality between men and women.

of

This statement of policy was supported by

a substanti al memorandum depl ori ng the 'psychol ogi ca 1 effect' of the
adoption of the Hague Convention on the status of women all over the world
and suggesting it was out of step with modern legislation.
two countri es - 1·10naco and Norway

Whereas only

- had so far ratifi ed the Convention,

eighteen countries had, in the last thirteen years, radically amended their
laws in the direction of recognising the independent nationality of the
married woman.

The memorandum denied that conflicts of law would be increased

by the adoption of the reform the committee recommended, or that it would
endanger the unity of the family;

to suggest it would, was to confuse

harmony in a fami Iy with juridical unity.

There would be no question of

forcing husband and wife to have different nationalities, since facilities
could easily be provided to enable one spouse to take the nationality of
the other.

On the controversial question of whether both parents should

have an equa1 ri ght to transmit nati ona1ity to a chil d, the committee merely
noted that those states which had granted the right found the system
satisfactory.

17.

] have not succeeded in tracina the records of the Consultative
Committee. Neither the Uni ted Nati ons Library in Geneva, nor that
in New York holds them. A few items, especi ally, from the Propaganda
Subcommittee, are among the ER] papers at the FL. As Secretary,
Evans might be expected to have held a set, but her daughter (interview, London, December 1983) assured me there were none among her
papers. The ]FUW headquarters in Geneva, where Macmillan, as the
Federation's representative, might have left papers, has none, nor
are there any among her nationality papers at FL.
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The committee spelled out the 'most important and necessary'
applications of the principle of equality in nationality:
(a) That marriage should no more affect the nationality
of a woman than it affects the nationality of a man;
(b) That the right of a woman to retain her nationality
or to change it by naturalization, denationalisation
or denaturalization should not be denied or abridged
because she is a married woman:
(c) The nationality of a woman, whether married or
unmarried, should not be changed or lost except
under conditions which cause a man to change or
lose his nationality;
(d) That facilities of choice should be given to either
spouse on marriage to take the nationality of the
other;
(e) That with respect to the derivation of nationality
from a parent, the nationality of one parent should
be given no preference over that of the other.
The statement was signed by the representatives of the International
Alliance of Women and the Federation of University Women with the proviso
that 'the equality asked for includes the right of a married women to her
independent nationality'. The Federation took no position on the question
of the derivation of nationality, since it had not discussed this aspect
of women's nationality.ls Appended to the statement was a table drawn up
by Paul, showing the extent to which equality in nationality already existed,
grouping countries which had improved their legislation into different
categories, and giving precise

reference to the laws in each case. 1 9

The 1931 Report of the Women's Consultative Committee on Nationality
is important in that it was the
, only unanimous statement the international
feminist lobby was able to make on women's nationality. The unanimity had
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not been easily attained. With her customary tact, Margery Corbett Ashby
described the Committee meetings as 'very lively, since members differed
greatly in their views as to the suitable length and contents of the
report'.20 Chrystal Macmillan was more blunt in her report to the Pass the
Bill Committee. She said there had been one difference of opinion affecting every part of the report, which made it no more than an inadequate
compromise. This difference was between those who affirmed that after
marriage a husband and wife should simply retain their nationalities of
origin and those who, while they insisted in equality between the sexes
in nationality law, did not object to a couple being compelled to assume
the same nationality. The former group insisted on what they called
independent nationality, the latter accepted equal nationality; both at
Geneva and in London, differences between the two would become sharper
over the next two years.
One of the advocates of equal nationality was Dorothy Evans. As
representative of Equal Rights International, she had taken the opposite
view from Macmillan at the Consultative Committee and, like Macmillan,
explained her attitude to the Pass the Bill Committee in July, but her
explanation is not detailed in the minutes. 2l Evans had joined the
committee at the beginning of 1931 when, as chairman of the Nationality
Committee of the Six Point Group, she replaced Helen Archdale as its
representative. 22 In her capacity as Secretary to the Consultative

20.
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Committee, and because of her own strength of personality and purpose, she
rapidly emerged as a force in the British nationality agitation, sometimes
working in conjunction with Macmil1an, sometimes in opposition to her.
The contrast between the two women and their methods may be pointed up by
considering their contribution to the pre-war suffrage campaign. Both
were totally committed to the attainment of votes for women, but whereas
Macmi11an's energies had gone into the production of closely argued
pamphlets and the championship of female graduate suffrage in the House
of

Lords,2~

Evans had joined the militant movement, for which she gave up

a career as a teacher, served nine terms of imprisonment, and endured
hunger- and thirst-striking and force-feeding.

Dorothy Evans was a generous,

vital person, who inspired warm affection among her friends;

after her

sudden death in 1944, one of them, with whom she had worked for years in
various feminist causes, wrote that 'her vitality and energy were glowing,
her intellect brilliant, her personality vivid' and that her main characteristic was her complete 'unpossessiveness' .z.

While Evans' warmth and

drive were assets to the Pass the Bill Committee,her strong individualism
and her advocacy of views held by the Six Point Group and the Equal Rights
Internationa1,which were out of step with those of most of the committee,
created tensions; and whereas Macmi11an and her associates in the National
Council of Women, the Federation of University ,!omen and the International
Alliance of Women were prepared to use traditional, constitutional means
of political pressure, presenting petitions, organising deputations, writing
memoranda and so on, Evans and her ex-suffragette fri ends favoured more di rect
action.
The Pass the Bill Committee was in the doldrums for much of 1931.

23.

See

24.

S. t~orrison, 'Dorothy Evans, as appreciation', ICON, (October 1944),
5-6.

pp. 80-81.
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This was partly because its chairman was preoccupied with the League's
Consultative Committee and members were awaiting League of Nations action,
but it was not the only reason for a hiatus in its activities between
March and the end of July. Dr. Bentham's sudden death in January had left
the

N~olu~ty

06 Women

B~

sponsored by the committee in limbo; six

months later it was still blocked in committee by other measures, none of
its backers seemed to be taking responsibility for it and prospects for
it in the current parliament were acknowledged to be dim. Already the
Pass the Bill Committee was talking of the next session and hopes of
getting Captain Cazalet to reintroduce his 1929 bill then. 25
The committee missed the services of its experienced organising
secretary. The new secretary, Isobel Donze, was a voluntary part-time worker
only, and it was unfortunate that soon after she took over, she suffered a
bout of illness which hampered her activity.26 She had not been a member
of the committee before she assumed its secretaryship and her name, unlike
those of the other committee members, does not appear on the list of officebearers of other feminist organisations. Her interest in the effect of a
woman's marriage on her nationality was personal. Speaking on the subject
to the Women's Freedom League in 1932 she introduced herself as 'Exhibit
A'. Scottish by birth, she had been made a 'friendly alien' by marrying an
American soldier in 1917. Within twenty-four hours of her return to
England from war work in France at the end of hostilities,she had had to
report as an alien. She settled in England, and when her American passport
expired it could not be renewed because she had not fulfilled the necessary
residential qualifications. Since neither the Home Office nor the American

25.

FL PBC Minutes, 28 July 1931. For Bentham Bill see pp. 261-275.

26.

FL PBC Minutes, 28 July 1931.
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Embassy could do anything for her, she became stateless.

She had to go

abroad on a special passport on which there was a notice to the effect
that there was no objection to her returning to her own country, and
which she had to pay to have vised on every possible occasion.

She had no

vote, although she owned a house on which she had to pay taxes. 2 7 The
source of the indignation which fuelled her loyal work for the Pass the
Bill Committee, right through to World War 11, is not hard to find.
Neverthe l ess it would be unfair to blame only i1rs Donze's comparative lack of experience in 1931 for the committee's reduced activity.
principal reason for this was quite simply financial.

Reliance on donations

rather than regular subscriptions from supporting societies
committee vulnerable.

The

left the

Significantly, in January 1931, sorrow at the

death of a generous benefactor is recorded under the heading, 'Finance'.
Threatened with cessation of its activities unless a regular income could
be found, the committee was forced meantime to consider makeshift expedients,such as jumble sales or 'theatrical teas', to make ends meet.
In these circumstances the regular
Group was of great importance.

g~nerosity

of the Six Point

The January financial statement showed that the

Group had contributed a full £100 towards the salary of Miss Gordon,and was currently printing a new leaflet for the committee, subject to agreement
on the wording.

The chairman could justifiably look to the Group as 'our

most hopeful source'
all hopeful;

.28

As 1931 wore on, other sources did not appear at

in March, an appeal to well known feminists brought in one

donation of bS 2 9 and an appeal to previous donors netted only .;3/10/-.

report of talk to WFL, vc t«, 21 October 1932.
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Hy July the office had had to be closed and the committee

~was

saved by the

Six Point Group, which took over the lease of the Office and allowed the
comnittee desk space in it for a nominal fee.

30

What the committee would have done without the Group is hard to
imagine, but it was not always an easy ally to march with.

The difference

of opinion between Macmillan and Evans at the Consultative Committee in

Geneva had been a hint of things to come, but for most of 1931 peace was
maintained.
In one direction the committee extended its scope.

Early in the

year it sent out three hundred letters, each with Macmillan's latest
pamphlet enclosed, to women and women's organisations in the Dominions.
The letters suggested that since women's nationality was on the agenda
of the League Assembly, women in the Dominions should press their government to send delegations pledged to equal nationality rights for men and
women.

3

!

As the months went bY,more and more attention was focused
approaching Assembly.

on the

The statement sent to the Secretary-General by the

Women's Consultative Committee on16 July, was not the only policy statement issued that month in preparation for the September meeting.

On 28

July the British Government sent a despatch to all the Dominions explaining
its policy on women's nationality and proposing inter-imperial talks at

Geneva, in order to present a united front at the Assembly.
The preparation of this despatch to the Dominions, and then the
debate whether or not to send it,had dominated the thinking of the

30.
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31.
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departmental policymakers on women's nationality in the first half of
1931. The Foreign Secretary explained to Cabinet in February that the
question had been 'opened up in a way not contemplated when the late
Dr Bentham's Bill was introduced' by pressure from women, both in the
United Kingdom and other countries, for an advance on the position taken
at the Hague. 32 Since the Assembly of the League would be debating this
advance, Cabinet decided, against the advice of the Home Secretary, to
defer any action till after the League had met in September. 33 A tele~
gram explaining the delay was sent to the Dominions on 8 April. 34
The decision gave the Government a breathing space to consider its
options. There was pressure on it from two directions. On the one hand
the women's organisations were becoming insistent that the United Kingdom
should formally deny any intention of ratifying the Hague Convention, and
press at Geneva for a new Convention to replace it. 35 The Six Point
Group was especially vociferous in this, Dorothy Evans writing to Henderson
in Geneva that the Government had 'let many an opportunity pass, at The
Hague, Geneva and home, of assisting the women to realise their aspirations
towards control of their nationality', and asking him personally to
propose a new Nationality Treaty in the Assembly.36 Henderson had
suggested to Cabinet that the Home Secretary meet the women and discuss the
question, but the suggestion won scant favour with the Home and Dominions

32.

PRO H045/15146/523629/131 C P 53 (31) Cab. memo by A.Henderson, 17
February 1931.

33.

PRO H045/15146/523629/131 C P 45 (31) Cabinet memo by J.R. Clynes,
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35.
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36.
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Offices;'7 'rather unwise', an officer of the latter department called it. 3 8
On the other hand, Canada was pushing ahead with her own legislation
along the lines of the Hague Convention. The Canadian Naturalization Act
was not a gesture of defiance towards the British Government, or the
concept of the common status. It followed the recommendation of the 1930
Imperial Conference, and was worked out in close collaboration with
British draftsmen and advisers, who accepted that the situation in Canada
was 'really urgent, as they have so many cases arising through the marriage
of Canadian women with U.S. subjects'. But even if they acknowledged the
Canadians to have a 'strongish' case for going ahead, British officials
still saw serious objections to the proposed legislation. The women's
organisations would very likely claim that Canada was acting independently
and that Britain's reason for not granting the women's full demands was no
longer valid. The Canadians were persuaded to add a clause to their bill
enabling it to be brought into operation by Order-in-Council when other
members of the Commonwealth had legislated, or were about to legislate, in
the same sense.

39

Henderson's wholehearted belief in independent nationality for
married women may well have been decisive in establishing what became the
Labour Government's policy; the despatch for the Dominions, adopted on
24 June by an interdepartmental committee, reflected the feminist view.
After an explanatory section that ran through the history of the question
of women's nationality since the Hague Conference, the despatch proposed
discussions at Geneva between the British delegation and those from the
Dominions, 'hopefully to reach agreement' on a common policy to adopt in

37.

PRO H045/15146/523629/131 C.P. 53 (31) Memo by Henderson,
17 February 1931, and minutes.

38.
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League discussions.

His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom

attached the highest importance to the 'well-established principle,
re-affirmed at the recent Imperial Conference, that no modification shall
be made of the nationality law in force throughout the Commonwealth except
in pursuance of common agreement'

but,subject to this agreement, they

were prepared to accept a series of amendments to the law which added up
to the full grant of independent nationality to wives:

marriage should

not affect nationality, and a married women should be eligible to be
naturalized in her own right.

Only on the 'further new request' of certain

women's organisations, that parents should have equal rights to transmit
nationality to children, were they not prepared to move. 40
Coris ide r-i nq the content of the proposed communication, it is not
surprising that debate on whether it should be sent or not was sharp;
indeed it was more lengthy than debate on the communication itself.
'The choice appears to be', the Home Office noted, 'between
the course of making a communication which may not in fact
advance the women's objects, but may be conveni ant pol iti c~
ally in enabling the Government to tell the Women's Organisations that it did its best, and the course of making no
communication which, if no progress is made at Geneva with
the Dominions, will expose the Government to the charge of
having done nothing to prepare the way for that discussion
and of being responsible for further adjournment of the
question.'4'
It was a perceptive analysis, and the Under-Secretary at the Dominions
Office,equally perceptively,added to it:
The question is really political and chiefly turns on
whether what the Government want is actually to secure
agreement to the women's demands, or merely to be able
to tell the women's organisations that they have done
their best ... If the first, then it would probably rot
be desirable to make any communication, just because [the

40.
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Dominions] would be the less likely to agree to any advance
if they felt that they were being pushed into it by us. If
the second, then there is no objection to communications.
The Dominions Office were specially doubtful of the wisdom of communicating,
and wanted the point submitted to Cabinet.'2 Foreign Office staff explained
that,since the Foreign Secretary had promised the women M.P.s to try and
bring the Dominions into line, they would not bring possible objections
to the circular to his notice.'3
In the end the three Ministers agreed the despatch should be sent.
It should probably not be suggested that the delay of over a month
between writing and sending was sinister, but it meant that the despatch
arrived too late for most of the Dominions representatives to Geneva to
be briefed by their Governments on its contents.
The report of the Women's Consultative Committee on Nationality did
not reach the departments until after they had sent their circular despatch
to the Dominions. Two of its points the Home Office found unacceptable,
the provision of special facilities to enable one spouse to take the
nationality of the other, and the proposal for derivation of nationality
equally through the mother."

In the absence of Dowson, who had already

left for Geneva as Home Office representative to the First Committee of the
League, an Assistant Secretary, J.F. Henderson, drew up a memo on government policy at Geneva in relation to the report from both the inter-imperial
and international points of view. He was uncertain what the Committee's
condemnation of the Hague Convention would mean in practical terms; if it
meant that the Council of the League would be asked to prepare a new

42.
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Nationality Convention before the 1932 Assembly, this would necessitate
another nationality conference which, for administrative and financial
reasons, was not possible in view of the proposed Disarmament Conference.
He supported the suggestion of the League Secretariat, that the report of
the Committee be submitted to governments for comment before the 1932
Assembly. Henderson also commented that although his Government were
prepared to support most of the women's demands, they would settle for
immediate ratification of the Hague Convention if the Dominions were
not prepared to go further."s
In the event, the Government's policy was thrown in the melting pot.
The meeting of the 1931 League Assembly coincided with the 'great turning
point' in Britain's history in the twenty years between the two World Wars,
the sudden collapse of the Second Labour Government and its replacement
by a National one under the same Prime Minister."6 The massive political
changes resulting from this, bitter splits in the Labour party and a
landslide away from Labour in the consequent election, the fatal weakening
of the Liberals, would directly affect the question of British women's
nationality. In the short term, the British delegates to the League were
left in an awkward position. 'The British representatives at Geneva', a
member of the Home Office pointed out to the new Home Secretary early in
September, 'have not received any official instructions, either from the
last Government or from the present Government, as to the attitude which
they should adopt when the question of the nationality of married women
comes up for discussion in the First Committee'. He suggested bringing
the matter before Cabinet,"7 but Cabinet had other priorities and when

45.
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the instructions were sent,they came from the Home Secretary personally.48
The National Government was probably less sympathetic to the feminist
viewpoint than Labour had been, and the House of Commons resulting from
the October election would certainly be less so, but the new Home Secretary
was both informed about the question of women's nationality and committed
to the concept of equality in it;
Samuel.

he was the Liberal leader, Sir Herbert

The topic of women's nationality is not mentioned either in' his

memoirs,49 or his biography,5o but his contribution to the attainment of
independent nationality for women was considerable, and recognised to be
so by the feminist lobby;

he would be the chief speaker on the last

deputation before independent nationality was achieved,51 and guest speaker
at the Vi ctory Di nner when the reform fi nally came to pass. 52

He was in

office for just a year as Home Secretary at this stage,53 a year which
marked a most vigorous attempt to implement a reform policy in nationality
law as it related to women.
As early as 3 September, one of his Home Office colleagues wrote to
Dowson that, although the new Government had not yet considered the matter,
Sir Herbert Samuel wished to inform him that,
there is a strong feeling in parliament, which the Home
Secretary fully shares, that this matter ought not to be
It
would
allowed to be indefinitely suspended...
be 'very unfortunate' if the dissent of one or two of the
Dominions were to block a reform otherwise generally desired.

48.
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28 September 1932.
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He suggested these considerations should be pressed on the Dominion
representatives at Geneva with a view to avoiding a deadlock. 5 4

The firm

tone of the message was perhaps not entirely welcome to some of the British
delegates, who had seen the memo as politically convenient, but no more.
Dowson accepted that
in the absence of express instructions from the Government,
it will, no doubt,be right for us to act on the view
expressed by Sir Herbert Samuel; ie, try and persuade
Dominion representatives to agree to all, or at any rate some,
of the memo proposals. 5 5
One Dominion s Office member

noted that it was fortunate the question

of women's nationality was the last item on the First Committee's agenda,
since this not only gave plenty of time for discussion beforehand, but
also increased the chances of the Committee deciding to shelve it.

Since

there appeared no likelihood of any considerable number of foreign
governments wanting to go further than the Hague Convention', it would be
a pity to enter into needless controversy with the Dominions on the point.
This was, he thought, generally realised, 'but Dowson has to go through
the motions, so to speak, in order to fulfil

the instructions sent to

him on behalf of Sir Herbert Samuel'. 56
The meeting between the British delegation and the Dominion representatives, which took place on 9 September, was 'rather rushed'.

Lord

Cecil had already drawn the attention of the Dominion representatives to
the subject of women's nationality as 'one of the most important the
Assembly has to consider' and expressed his personal sympathy with the
objects of the women's organisations;

they had been acquainted also with

two draft resolutions from the women, one expressing their preferred
programme, a new Convention, the other what they would accept, reconsideration of the topic at the 1932 Assembly.

It remained to ascertain the

0035/106/4166/45 Newsam to.Dowson, 3 September 1931.

54.
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Dominions' views as to how far they would go in the direction proposed by
the women, what attitudes they would take in the First Committee of the
Assembly, and what results the Commonwealth should try to get in the
Assembly itself. 5 7
Apart from the delegates of the Irish Free State, none had received
specific instructions. 5 8

Canada reported on her recent legislation to

give effect to the Hague Convention, explained the delay in implementing
it, and noted that it did not close the door to further amendment of the
law.

Australia and

~Iew

Zealand had not received the Secretary-General's

report, or the United Kingdom Government's memo, in time for instructions
to be given theirdelegates.

Australia

favoured equality in principle,

so long as this was agreed to by other governments, especially those of
the United kingdom and the other Dominions.

New Zealand, which had not

been represented at the Hague Conference, was not prepared to sign the
Nationality Convention - a blow to uniformity - but might legislate, as
Canada had done, to prevent statelessness.

Interest centred on the line

the two 'recalcitrant' Dominions, South Africa and the Irish Free State,
would take.

South Africa had signed the Hague Convention, but had not

yet introduced legislation to give effect to it.

The Irish Free State

insisted that each Dominion delegation should be free to put its own views
in the First Committee;

its representative did not think unanimity among

the Commonwealth delegates was essential, and favoured further study of
the question of women's nationality. 59
Meetings with individual delegations continued, but Dowson reported
to the Home Office that he did not feel there was much prospect of further
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progress.

Emphasis was placed on the attitude of the senior Dominion;

it appeared that Canada was by no means ready to give its women independent nationality.

The delegate who handled nationality questions believed

it would rouse strong opposition, 'mainly from the very large Cathol ic
population in Quebec'.

There was certainly no feeling amongst Canadian

politicians that'there was a rising tide in this direction which they might
be unable to resist'.

Canada believed the common status must remain

un i mpai red and we 1comed the idea of carryi ng the ma tter further by correspondence before the 1932 Assembly.60
It seemed unlikely that the Assembly would take definite action, as
there had not been much change of ground since the Hague Conference.
Dowson therefore telegraphed for permission to propose referring the matter
back to governments, to report before the 1932 Assembly.

He believed it

wou l d be 'advantageous to the women's cause and to Hi s 1'1ajesty' s Government in all their future relations with the women's movement that such a
resolution should be proposed by the United Kingdom

delegation~61

The

Dominions favoured it,so Sir Herbert Samuel gave his consent, provided
the resolution met with the approval of the Women's Consultative Committee. 62
Relations between the British delegation and the Women's Con®ittee
were in fact excellent;

Dowson reported with satisfaction that there had

been 'nothing in the nature of a squabble about anything'.

Its chairwoman

welcomed the resolution as 'thoroughly good; agreeing that only a resolution along those lines would have a chance of being passed.
not carry the who1e commi ttee wi th her.

But she did

The cracks tha t had been papered

60.
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over in July were becoming all too evident, and she proved 'unable to
bring into line her more extreme members, ie, those who belonged to the
Equal Rights International and certain other of the more extreme organisations'.

These organisations, despite the strong opposition of the

moderates on the committee, were inundating

th~

jritish delegates with

telegrams, urging the United Kingdom to come out against the Hague Convention. 53 In London, Sir Herbert Samuel was receiving telephone calls with
the same message. 54
The honour of proposing the British resolution in the First Committee
was tactfully given to a woman member of the delegation.

Dame Edith

Lyttelton came of a political background and had distinguished herself in
a number of different spheres before her appointment to the League of
Nations in 1924.

T~me a~d T~de

had greeted her appointment warmly at the

time,55 and on this occasion she justified all the feminist hopes.

Her

speech succeeded in pleasing both the Home Office and the Consultative
Committee.

She had been authorised by Sir Herbert Samuel to make a firm

statement of the British Government's commitment to equality of the sexes
in nationality;55

it would be quoted repeatedly thereafter by the women's

organisations as a reminder to later Governments:
The British Government considers it right that all disabilities of married women in matters of nationality should
be removed, and that so far as nationality is concerned,
a married woman should be in the same position as a man married or unmarried - or any single woman. 57
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magistrate, a governor of the Old Vic and Stratford Theatres, as
well as being known as a playwright, journalist and musician.
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Discussion was lively and when it closed there were still a dozen
members waiting to address the committee.
the Women's

The resolution, which thanked

Consultative Committee and asked governments to submit their

views on the nationality of married women in time for the 1932 Assembly,
was adopted. GB

It did not satisfy all the members of the Consultative

Committee, some of whom were eager to commit the Assembly specifically to
a reconsideration of the Hague Convention, but Dowson,in his official
report, called it 'a definite step forward', noting wi th satisfaction that
it was approved both by the Dominions and the women. G9
In an informal letter to Sir John Pedder, Dowson was less sanguine,
expressing some misgivings about the policy to which he had scrupulously
but reluctantly adhered.
My experience of the present Assembly, he commented, has
shown me quite clearly that our fears about the consequences
of giving way to the women are well-founded, [The resolution]
is regarded by the women as quite satisfactory because they
look upon it as a recognition by the Assembly of the 'justice'
of their claims. They think they have scored a success, and
I am not at all sure that they are not right. We shall have
to fight the battle all over again at the next Assembly under
conditions which will make it very difficult to avoid
suggesting a resolution which will commit us a great deal
further. In the meantime the position vis-a-vis the Dominions
will really be a very embarrassing one. 7 0
It was a moot point whether the Dominions' approval of the British
resolution meant anything.

Those Dominions which had signed the Hague

Convention believed they were committed to ratify it, the more so because
it had been approved at the Imperial Conference.

But, as Dowson pointed

out in his report, 'none of the Dominion delegates other than Mr Hearne

Dowson to Newsam. Report on First Committee, 21
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of the IFS, had any real knowledge of the subject of nationality and were
only imperfectly acquainted with the recent inter-imperial developments
on the subject, including the very important discussions and conclusions
of the last two Imperial

Conferences~ 71

He believed there was no prospect

of 'carrying all these Dominions with us in any legislation giving effect
to the proposals in the memo of July 28 last' and that it would be advisable to pass legislation giving effect to the Hague Convention as soon as
possible.

Then Canada could bring her Act into operation, and Australia

and South Africa would follow suit. 72

In his opinion, the question of

Canada was more significant than that of the other Dominions:
If we cannot persuade Canada to go further than the Hague
articles, and if nevertheless the United Kingdom in due
course proceeds with legislation on the lines of our memo
of 28 July ... it might, I think, mean the beginning of the
end of British Nationality law as a uniform code throughout the Commonwealth.
As for the Irish Free State, it was a unique case altogether;

it was

obvious that in future the Commonwealth for purposes of nationality would
consist of Britain and the Dominions other than the Free State. 7 3
Should the British Government try and maintain the 'advanced' policy
of its July despatch to the Dominions, or settle for legislation along
the lines of the Hague Convention? As this question was being hammered
out at the beginning of 1932, Sir Herbert Samuel took an interest unusual
for a Home Secretary.

He wanted to know whether the law of nationality

was entirely uniform throughout the Empire and, if not, what the variations
were; what attitude each Dominion took to the policy advocated by the
women's organisations;

whether the 1914 Act applied to the Irish Free
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State, since it had assumed Dominion status only in 1922. 74
The final draft of an interdepartmental memorandum on 'this well-worn
subject' asked Cabinet to decide whether a bill to deal with the nationality of married women should be part of the legislative programme of the
session. The bill proposed by the interdepartmental advisers was in no
sense that of the women's organisations: 'Assuming that His Majesty's
Government agreed with the principle of the women's demands; there was
still the strongest possible objection to giving immediate effect to them,
because of the matter of Commonwealth uniformity which had 'become all
the more desirable in consequence of the passing of the Statute of
Westminster'.75 Because of the delayed Canadian legislation,it would be
hard to justify a policy of inaction. Three courses were open:
(a)

To legislate for clauses 8-10 of the Hague Convention; the legislation to enter into force when the rest of the Commonwealth did
likewise,

(b)

to incorporate the women's demands in a bill, to come into operation
when there was corresponding legislation throughout the Commonwealth,
or

(c)

as a temporary measure, simply to remove the disabilities of British
women married to aliens and living in Britain. 76
Samuel then took a hand, adding several pages of suggestions and

modifications. His additions to the section that set out possible
courses of action were especially sharp in tone. There were, he suggested,
not three, but five options:
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(a)

To legislate as Canada had done, with a suspension clause.

(b)

To try and pers uade the Domi ni ons to accept the full cl aims of the
women.

(c)

To introduce a bill with the women's claims, but meantime enact the
Hague clauses as a temporary measure.

(d)

To legislate for independent nationality, and simply accept the
breach in uniformity.

(e)

To do nothing, which would again cause a breach in uniformity.

All the courses had self-evident shortcomings and he asked Cabinet to
decide 'which of the evils was the least'. 77
Cabinet considered the memo on 27 January and referred it back to
the interdepartmental committee for advice. 7 8
A period of intense interdepartmental discussion followed, punctuated
by a number of initiatives from the Home Secretary.

Unlike most of his

predecessors, Sir Herbert Samuel did not flinch from sounding out feminist
opinion;

two days after the Cabinet meeting he received a major deputation

of women's organisations whose main spokesmen were almost all members of
the Pass the Bill Committee.

79

The Pass the Bill Committee had not met for more than four months
from July

1931

;80

it appears to have been jolted into action by the

results of the October General Election which swept away many of its staunchest

friends in the House."'

To sound out new Members and make new

friends was recognised to be of the utmost importance and its end-of-year

77.
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meeting took place in an atmosphere of revived vigour.

Favourable replies

to election questions on women's nationality had been received from all the
party leaders, that of Sir Herbert Samuel being specially encouraging.
The news of the League's action and the British delegation's stance at
Geneva was also welcome, and the committee at once proposed a deputation
to ask the Government to declare that it would not ratify the Hague
Convention, but instead implement the policy it had advocated at the First
Committee.

The committee also decided to send a circular letter to

societies in the Dominions asking them to take similar action. 8 2
The renewed vigour of the committee would be offset by increasing
disagreements within it, to some extent mirroring those in the Women's
Consultative Committee.

They occurred both on policy and tactics.

The

majority of the Pass the Bill Committee were rigorous in their determination
to promote their cause through orthodox channels, equally rigorous in
demanding independent nationality for women and nothing less.

A minority

of activists, who followed the Six Point Group's dictum that only the
Government could change the law and that any means to persuade it to do
so were acceptable, were less precise in their policy, adhering to the
general concept of equal nationality, and even looking favourably on the
Government's offer of civil rights to British-born women, aliens by
marriage, wholiv.ed in the United Kingdom. tl 3
Dorothy Evans had been the sole representative of this second
attitude on the Pass the Bill Committee, but at the December meeting she
nominated to it r·1rs Flora Drummond, 'Founder and Controller-in-Chief' of

82.
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the Women's Guild of Empire,s4 a doughty little warrior still nicknamed
from her suffragette days, 'The General'.

During the suffrage campaign

she had been imprisoned nine times, and been on hunger strikefive times.
Together the two would form a focus of undignified, even outrageous, but
amusing activity that would, finally, make the nationality of married women
an issue in the popular press in

1933.~5

The Women's Guild of Empire, which thus added a popular element to
the nationality campaign, was closely aligned with the Six Point Group,
and like it affiliated to the Equal Rights International.
and Objects were of daunting breadth

Its own Aims

and ranged from 'upholding King and

Country', 'maintaining peace at home and restoring industrial prosperity'
to 'establishing equality between men and women' and' inculcating a spirit
of kindness in every sphere of life towards children and animals'.

But if

the Women's Guil d of Empi re appears from its records to be unsophi sti cated
it was by no means to be taken lightly.

Its Presidents included some

notable women, it had a membership that included Scottish and Welsh
branches as well as English

and its financial assets, according to its

Annual Report,in 1936 totalled £1463. 8 6

Above all, in Flora Drummond it

had a leader with a capacity for righteous indignation and a flair for
publicity that dated back to the distant time when she had been stopped
by the police for riding astride in Rotten Row. 8 7
Even before Drummond joined the committee, her collaboration with
Evans had caused it some annoyance.

During the 1931 election camnaign a
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leaflet had been distributed and a questionnaire to all candidates had
been sent out from the address the committee shared with the Six Point
Group.

The questionnaire, headed 'Nationality Election Campaign', sought

candidates' views on women's nationality and was generally assumed to
have come from the committee.

Evans later explained that it had been

the work of herself and Drummond, in co-operation with the Six Point Group,
the National Union of Women Teachers and the Suffragette Club. s S
In spite of these kinds of differences, the deputation of twentyeight women's organisations which Sir Herbert Samuel received at the end
of January was a good example of co-operation between the two groups.
Separately requested by Drummond, through Captain Cazalet, for the Women's
Guild of Empire,89 and fiacmillan for the Pass the Bill Committee, it was
organised by Drummond and presented a memo drawn up by r1acmillan. 9o
Thelma Cazalet, M.P., deputising for her brother, who was in South
Africa, introduced the deputation.
a

A Conservative,

'and

committed feminist, she had recently won the seat held by Or Bentham. 9 1

She would work consistently for the reform lobby in nationality until she
left parliament in 1945.
Most of the speakers on the deputation were members of the Pass the
Bill Committee.

Macmillan explained that this committee was trying to

co-ordinate the work of reform, and was 'particularly anxious to bring up
not only the national, but the Imperial aspect of the question and the
international aspect'.

She

thanked the British Government warmly for its
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statement of policy and its resolution at Geneva and asked the Home
Secretary a series of very direct questions on its intention to implement
them:
Will you refuse to ratify at all?
Will you introduce into the House of Commons legislation
on the lines of the Nationality of Married Women Bill?
(She gave him a copy of Captain Cazalet's 1929 Bill,
which she said was the only adequate one.)
Will you urge the Dominions to adopt similar legislation
- but not postpone action till the Dominions have acted?
Will the Government at Geneva propose the Hague Nationality
Convention be reconsidered with a view to introducing a
new Convention based on the principle of equality between
the sexes?
There were several other speakers, including Drummond, who
demanded a 'definite promise from Government to get a Bill this session
or next'

.92

The Home Secretary was friendly; he proposed that after his formal
reply they should 'sit down and have perhaps a few minutes

informal heart

to heart talk as to the best thing to be done', which he believed was
better than merely making speeches at one another; no notes would be
taken. His own opinion was quite clear: He believed the question was
determined by one's view generally
of women's emancipation, and those
'woman' is not an adjective, but a
her nat<ionality should be personal

on the whole question
who hold, as I do, that
noun, hold the view that
to herself.

The great practical difficulty arose from the question of imperial
uniformity. He explained that, if the two or three Dominions that opposed
independent nationality persisted in refusing this legislation, a large
number of M.P. 's would not be prepared to act. The Dominions accepted
the 'exceedingly modest proposals of the Convention', but beyond that the

92.
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Government had not been able to secure agreement.

9 3

The informal discussion

presumably followed, unreported.
In mid February, Samuel followed up the discussion by inviting
Drummond to bring a small committee of women to discuss proposed legislation with him in private. 9 4 The Pass the Bill Committee, to whom the
message was passed on, selected the speakers on the January deputation as
a committee.

It also gave them a clear directive, which would preclude

any agreement with the Home Secretary;

they must oppose any suggestion

of a bill giving effect to the Hague Convention and removing civil disabilities from British-born women married to foreigners and living in the
United Kingdom. 9 5

Either the suggestion had come up at the informal talk,

or the committee was making a shrewd guess.
When the women met Samuel, he had the Interdepartmental Committee's
recommendations to put to them.

The Foreign Office had objected strongly

to a British-born wife being allowed to retain her nationality on marrying
a foreigner, and all the Committee members had objected to the removal of
civil disabilities from such a wife if she lived in Britain, because she
would 'enjoy the benefits of nationality without the nationality', and
because, as they rightly judged, it would not satisfy the women's organisations.

So the Committee had recommended that the Government legislate,

as Canada had done, along the lines of the Hague Convention, with a suspensory clause until the other Dominions came into line. 95
lheHome Secretary therefore had no option

but to warn the women

that immediate legislation to give full effect to their demands was 'just
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not possible'; even if Cabinet agreed, the House of Commons probably
would not, and the House of Lords was still more doubtful. The options
were indefinite postponement; postponement to give the women's organisations
a chance to carry on propaganda in the Dominions; the removal of civil
disabilities for British-born women married to foreigners and living in
Britain (he could not promise this); and the Hague clauses, perhaps
combined with the removal of civil disabilities. This fourth course,
which went beyond the recommendations of the Interdepartmental Committee,
was favoured by the Home Secretary, but the women had already decided
against it. Macmillan said that the Hague articles were 'irrelevant',
because they did not touch the matter of principle.
The Government was under considerable pressure, for Canada had
grown impatient of waiting for concurrent action and brought her legislation to prevent statelessness into operation on 15 January. Macmillan
pointed out to the Home Secretary that this breached imperial uniformity,
and Samuel agreed that it made action before the next League Assembly
essential. The Cabinet also had to define its policy on women's nationality
in time to report to the League by 1 July;9? as early as April, Thelma
Cazalet had a question down on the nature of the proposed reply.9'
The matter came before Cabinet again on 1 June. Sir Herbert Samuel
had found the Interdepartmental Committee's report 'inadequate'; to
prevent statelessness among women married to foreigners dealt only with
exceptional cases and was of comparatively slight importance. However,
he acknowledged the need to maintain imperial uniformity and so, despite
the fact that this course had found favour neither with the officials nor
with the women, he suggested drafting a bill in two parts, the first giving
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effect to the Hague recommendations, the second enabling British women to
retain their rights under domestic law on marriage with a foreigner.

They

would be eligible to vote and would not be required to register as aliens,
but could not claim British protection abroad.

The Home Secretary thought

that while this scheme was not likely to command the general support of
organisations pressing the question, it might well command support of a
proportion of their members, and would remove substantial grievances.
Cabinet provisionally approved the proposal, pending a report from the
Law Offi cers. 99
At this point Captain Cazalet added to the speculation as to the
nature of the expected legislation on women's nationality by introducing
in the House of Commons, almost at the same time, two separate bills on
the subject.

On 8 June, he reintroduced the

N~on~ty

Women BilE, promoted by the Pass the Bi 11 Committee,

already introduced in 1929.
instruction.

06

Mc~ed

which he had

It was smartly blocked on Home Office

One official expressed surprise that Captain Cazalet had

introduced it, since he was known to be engaged on the preparation of another
bill. limited to the removal of civil disabilities for wives of foreigriers
living

in Britain. ' oo

Presumably he was testing opinion, for a week

l et.er , on b .Iune , he sent his BJU:ti.J.,h-boJtn Auen Women
(1932)

C~v~f R~9ht6

B~

to the Home Office,asking them to recommend a suitable time for

its introduction.

The bill exempted the women from registration and

allowed them to vote.

' OI

He was informed, with the utmost courtesy, that

the Government were themselves considering a bill similar to his proposed
one and that there would be no chance of time being found in the present
session for Private Members': Bills.

However, the Home Secretary thought

99.
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it would be valuable to test opinion in the House by having Captain Caza1et
introduce his bill under the ten minute ru1e;102 he did so on 6 July,
just a week before the end of the parliamentary session.
The Pass the Bill Committee were furious at the defection, as they
saw it, of their loyal champion. At their meeting on 7 November indignation
erupted at once. 'In moving this Bill in the House of Commons; the
committee

~1inutes

explained for the benefit of supporting societies,

Captain Caza1et had said he was introducing it because some
women's organisations had asked him to, but did not refer to
the fact that this committee and many of the organisations
represented on it were against the introduction of the
measure.
Letters of protest had been written to him by several women's organisations,
with copies to the backers, one of whom, Sir John Sandeman A11en, replied:
I agreed to back the Bill as I understood from Captain
Caza1et that women's organisations approved it as a provisional step. I am all out for the whole scheme of the
original Bill and am prepared to bring it forward at the
first opportunity.
The meeting voted at once to ask him to do SO.103
About the same time as Captain Cazalet was introducing his two bills,
another blow came for the reform lobby. Foreign Secretary Sir John Simon
reported to the League that his Government would ratify the Hague Convention as soon as the necessary domestic legislation had been passed,
explaining that Articles 8-11 of the Convention appeared to represent
'the greatest measure of agreement that is likely to be reached for the
present in the nationality of married women', and constituted an advance
on the present situation. Whether His Majesty's Government would be able

102.
103.
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to go further in giving effect to the principle of equality of the sexes
would depend on the support the principle received from other countries
and especially from other members of the Commonwealth of Nations.

' 04

It

was quite a different attitude from that Arthur Henderson had taken at the
previous year's Assembly.
In July, the Imperial Economic Conference opened in Ottawa.

It

would affect the question of women's nationality in the British Empire
in two ways: first, the women's organisations interested in it chose to
present a major petition to the Conference, with a long list of names
gathered throughout the Commonwealth, marking a new stage in Commonwealth
co-operation for the reformers;

secondly, the protectionist policy the

National Government followed at Ottawa,clear against the Liberal commitment
to free trade, led directly to the resignation of Sir Herbert Samuel and
the jettisoning of his proposed Civil Rights Bill.
That nationality was outside the scope of the Ottawa Conference had
been noted by the Pass the Bill Committee in January 1931, but throughout
that year correspondence had been carried on with the Dominions, and in
April 1932 the committee decided to send a petition, signed by women from
the United Kingdom and the Dominions.

The petition, drafted by Macmillan,

was sent to the committee's mailing list of 300; by June replies were
coming in.

The response was good, especially in view of the short time

available; 120 organisations in the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, The Irish Free State, Bermuda and Ceylon, signed the petition,
which was circulated to all the members of the Economic Conference, as
we 11 as the Canadi an. press.

There is no evi dence that the Conference,

even informally, in the intervals of its pressing and sometimes illtempered tariff negotiations, considered the petition. I Q5
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For the second consecutive year, the meeting of the League of Nations
coincided with a political crisis in Britain which left the British delegation at Geneva without precise guidance from home on nationality. Though
not of a scope comparable with the
serious enough.

1931 crisis, that of 1932 was

It meant an appreciable change of temper in the Government.

After the resignation of two Liberal Cabinet Ministers and one Labour one,
as well as two Under Secretaries, there was little of a National flavour
left in the Government, which showed itself increasingly conservative
from this point on. ' 06 In Sir Herbert Samuel, the reform lobby m women's
nationality lost a most valuable friend.
The new Home Secretary, Sir John Gilmour, a Scottish Conservative
coming to the Home Office for the first time, was less ready to direct
policy - the hand-written minutes of the previous Home Secretary disappear and much less egalitarian in his views on nationality.la7

It was he who

received·the Attorney-General's report on his predecessor's scheme to
relieve British-born women with foreign husbands of civil disabilities.
Sir Thomas Inskip,108 who had replaced Labour's Sir William Jowitt the
previous January, was averse from 'creating a class of persons who while
remaining aliens suffer none of the disabilities of aliens in the United
Kingdom' .109 Sir John Gilmour found the argument convincing and advised
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Cabinet that there were
very strong objections in principle, both of a constitutional and legal character, to any proposal to create a
special class of privileged persons who, while remaining
aliens in the eyes of the law, would enjoy the rights and
privileges of a British subject.
He advised prompt legislation, before any Private Member's Bill could be
introduced, to enable the Hague Convention to be ratified. l l D
If the British Government had thus retreated to a position of the
Hague Convention and nothing more, the 1932 League Assembly also found
itself unable to advance beyond it.

The effectiveness of the Women's

Consultative Committee as a pressure group was marred by an irretrievable
split in its ranks.
agreed report.

At the August meeting it had been unable to make an

Two reports had therefore been signed, one by the Inter-

national Council of Women, the International Alliance of Women,

the

Federation of University Women and the Union Mondiale, the. other by the
Inter-American Commission, Equal Rights International, the Women's International League of Peace and Freedom and the All-Asian Women's Conference.
While the former group insisted on independent nationality for wives, the
latter were prepared to support equality in nationality, even if such
equality made it compulsory for husband and wife to be of the same nationality.

The second group also wanted to extend the scope of the committee

beyond questions of nationality,lil

The report of the independent nation-

ality group was long and closely argued, on the lines of the 1931 report;
that of the equal nationality group came out squarely for the succinct
equality resolution of the Inter-American Commission.

It also wanted 'to

provide means of taking into consideration the woman's point of view on
all codification projects affecting the status of women which may

110.
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hereafter be brought forward' ."2
The sensitive question of the Catholic attitude to women's nationality
proved to be an important one at the 1932 Assembly. Catholicism and
feminism did not sit easily together in terms of nationality. At the
Hague Conference and the 1931 League Assembly, Catholic representatives
had generally opposed independent nationality for wives as a challenge to
the husband's rightful place as head of the family;"3 in the imperial
context, the Irish Free State would not countenance husband and wife being
of different nationalities; and it was Catholic Quebec, which caused
modification of Canada's formerly egalitarian policy.'"

The International

Catholic Women's League presented to the 1931 Assembly a memorial advocating unity of the family in nationality."s
In view of this apparent consensus of Catholic opinion, the work for
independent nationality of the British Catholic suffragist society the
St Joan's Social and Political Alliance is significant. Its organ, the
Cathotic

C~zen,

steadily and firmly supported independent nationality

as a policy, and individual members made a notable contribution to its
eventual achievement. Clementina Gordon, Executive Secretary of the Pass
the Bill Committee in its early phase, was a member of St Joan's, its
President in 1930 and a contributor to the Catho.LZc

C~zen.116

But the

outstanding contribution was that of the tireless and self-effacing Florence
Barry, Honorary Secretary of St Joan's for an astonishing fifty years,
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who, in her

youth~

had given up thoughts of a career to work for the 'only

Catholic contingent in the gallant army of women struggling for tile vote'!l7
She attended the Pass the Bill Committee assiduously as the St Joan's
representative almost from its inception and when the committee fell into
difficulties during World War II,cheerfully took over the onerous task
of Honorary Secretary.

She would be one of the very few of the original

band to see the fruition of their work in the
1948.

8~t0sh Nationa~y

Act of

As Florence Barry clearly saw, St Joan's was the only body of

British feminists which could speak on acceptable terms to the Catholic
women of other countries, and Barry's long dialogue with them resulted in
the formation of St Joan's International of which inevitably she became
Honorary Secretary, remaining so for nearly thirty years. l l S
In 1932, Barry was the moving force in organising a counter-petition
to the League against that of the International Catholic Women's League.
The undertaking was a striking success.

St Joan's placed its office and

her services at the disposal of the ad hoc committee of Catholic women
collecting signatures;

their petition, 'that a woman, married or unmarried,

should be in the same position regarding nationality as a man', achieved
some 8,000 signatures from twenty-three countries, including Archbishops,
Bishops, members of religious orders, the Prime Minister of Australia and
various Members of Parliament.
presentation to the Assembly.

Barry went to Geneva to supervise its
The International Catholic Women's League

then withdrew their 1931 memorandum and substituted another, acceptable to
the reform 10bby.12D
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As in 1931, the British delegation discussed women's nationality
with the Dominion representatives before it came up in the First Committee.
The meeting took place the very day the Home Secretary whose policy they
were discussing resigned office, 28 September.

The United Kingdom dele-

gates made clear that their Government intended to ratify the Hague
Convention, but stressed that this should not 'stereotype the position'
or 'shut the door to further progress'.

At present they believed a

further international conference would serve no purpose.
the meeting,Dowson considered that all the Dominions
to a resolution on these lines.
its own;

but one would agree

The Irish Free State had a scheme of

it proposed 'to give effect to the principle of equality so far

as was consistent with the unity of the family',
to

Reporting on

but in no circumstances

allow a woman to choose a nationality different from that of

her husband.

It was a suggestion, Dowson noted condescendingly 'which

it is almost impossible to take

seriously;

but you never know where

you are with the Irish'.121
The nationality of married women was discussed over three days, 1,
5, and 6 October, in the First Committee;

a resolution,prepared by Dowson

and Sir William Malkin of the Foreign Office and handed over to Canada
to propose, was very well received.

It referred to the Secretary General's

report, noted that in the opinion of many governments, Articles 8-11 of
the Hague Nationality Convention represented the limit of international
agreement, hoped that the states which had signed the Convention would
proceed to ratify it, and requested the Council
to follow the development of public opinion on this
important question in the different countries of the
world, with a view to deciding when such development
has reached a stage at which further international
action may be practicable.

121.
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Dowson

wrote

to Newsam,

I think on the whole our strategy has been sound and the
result is certainly not unsatisfactory. The women's
organisations can no longer make any progress in their
campaign against the Hague Convention. The Dominions
have been with us, except for the IFS who, for purposes
of nati ona1ity, can hardly count as a Domi ni on. The
First Committee decided the withdrawal of the Brticles
on married women in the Hague Convention, and the holding
of a conference to redraft them, was unacceptable.
On 12 October the Assembly voted to adopt the Hague Convention as it
stood.
On 24 October, Dowson summed up that the Hague Nationality Convention
had

been

maintained, and it seemed very probable sufficient states

woul d rati fy to bri ng

it

into force in the next few months.

that Britain should ratify promptly;

He recommended

on 15 November a memo to Cabinet

embodied this advice.'24
The women's organisations were less satisfied with the results of
the Assembly, but they cannot have been surprised by them. The Pass the
Si 11 Commi ttee appended the Assembly's reso 1uti on to its t1i nutes without
comment. 125
the Assembly.

The CathoiZc CitZze» devoted much of its November number to
In its leading article, 'The XlIIth Assembly of the League

of Nations from the Feminist Point of View: Helen Archdale dealt with
the nationality issue, acknowledging that the outcome had been a 'defeat
for feminism', but taking consolation in the fact it had not been an easy
one:

'the number of abstentions, the tone of the long debates and the

acceptance of the principle of equality can only be seen as a big step
towards the final victory'

124.
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this time with the options of drastically reducing its size or ceasing
publication, still found room in its new eight page format to comment
both on the Governments' replies to the League on women's nationality and
the Assembly as a whole.]27 The Vote of 21 October 1932, ran a leading
article on 'Women's Nationality at Geneva' by Mrs Pethick-Lawrence, which
included a photo of herself lobbying Sir John Simon on the subject.
Although the case had been lost in the Assembly, she believed certain
concessions had been made which would hold the door open for revision at
a later date.]28
In spite of these expressions of qualified optimism, the 1932
Assembly marked a defeat for the women's nationality lobby. They had, as
Dowson noted, 'used every kind of influence to secure the revision of the
Convention' and failed.]29 The Women's Consultative Committee on Nationality had not maintained the tenuous unity of the 'women's view' and the
strident tone adopted by certain of its members had alienated delegates
to the Assembly, such as Anthony Eden, who recommended immediate ratification by Britain of the Hague Convention directly in order to avoid a
repetition of the feminist lobbying to which he had been subjected at
Geneva. l 3 D
Relations between the two groups in the Consultative Committee
continued to worsen, a particular cause of friction being the activities

127.
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of a Propaganda Sub-committee established by the equal nationality group,
influenced by Paul and financed from America. ' 31 When its chairman
arrived in London, presuming to explain the Committee's past work and
future plans, Macmillan's indignation knew no bounds. ' 32 In June 1933 the
two organisations whose nationality policy she influenced, the International
Alliance of Women and the International Federation of University Women,
withdrew from the Committee, explaining that they believed the views
of women's organisations on nationality could best be communicated to the
League through recognised channels and that they assumed their withdrawal
would automatically bring the Committee to an end. ' 33
It was not at all certain that it would do so. The secretary of the
Alliance expressed her disquiet to Macmillan that the 'C.C. [might be]
left alone in the field without any sign of life at all from the Alliance
and the Federation' .'34 The American element in the Committee, which
could not be represented through the 'recognised channels', urged strongly
that the secession of two members out of eight did not necessitate the
dissolution of the whole Committee. Dowson thought it 'by no means clear'
that the Committee was at an end; the 'remnant' had demonstrated its
vigour by getting Chile to put the nationality of women on the supplementary
agenda for the 1933 Assembly.'35 The Secretary-General of the League
refrained from making a decision, merely stating the viewpoints of both
groups.'36
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The quarrels of the Consultative Committee were a subject of
derision for some League delegates, but there was in fact nothing frivolous
about the issues that divided its members. They were important matters
of principle and tactics: whether the Committee should work for the
lesser good of equal nationality for women, or hold out for independent
nationality; whether it should channel its energies, deeply, but narrowly,
towards nationality questions, or use the opportunity the League had given
it to broaden its advocacy of an improved status for women over a wider
front; whether, in the long run,it was preferable for women to work
through a separate consultative committee or aim at fuller representation
in the League structure.
In retrospect, the decision of the Alliance and the Federation to
withdraw from the Committee might appear mistaken, since its remnant went
on to demonstrate convincingly that existence was nine points of the law,
but the two organisations were not cutting themselves off from all
influence at Geneva. They could still work through a Liaison Committee
of international organisations, recently formed to promote the co-operation
of women in the work of the League. 1 3 7 Moreover the failure of the Women's
Consultative Committee to achieve international reform of the law on women's
nationality should not conceal the stimulating effect the nationality
issue, and the attendant lobbying, had on the women's movement as a whole.
When the great international organisations. set up headquarters at Geneva
and women from many countries arrived each September for the League
Assemblies, they made Geneva a focus of international feminism to an extent
that marks a new stage in its development; and the fact that this would
be cut short, by first depression and then war, does not negate its
very real significance.

137.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
'JUSTICE VERSUS UNIFORMITY', 1933
When the British Cabinet in June 1932 and the League of Nations in
October both came to the conclusion that the Hague Convention marked the
farthest point of general agreement on women's nationality, the outcome
of the nationality campaign in Britain was probably a foregone conclusion.
But that was not how the campaigners read the evidence. There was nothing
in the League resolution of 12 October to prevent any state that adhered
to the Hague Convention from going beyond it towards equality of the
sexes in nationality. It was specified that the coming into force of the
Convention, 'would in no way prejudice further concerted international
action' and that states should follow the development of public opinion
on the question; it was also suggested to those states that had not yet
passed the necessary legislation to give effect to the Convention that
they might 'enact their internal legislative measures in a form
appropriate to meet the wishes of the women's organisations'.' Clearly
this advice applied to Britain and since it was equally clear that
legislation of some sort on the matter was imminent, the period between
the League Assembly in late 1932 and the amendment of the

B,~~h

Na;t{onaLdy and 5;f:atl»; 06 Alieno Ad in mid 1933 was a very busy one for

the reform lobby. They were helped by a burst of publicity for women's
nationality which had hitherto eluded them, when a number of 'hard
cases' concerning British-born women married to foreigners made headlines
in the popular press for the first time.

1.
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The choice of policies open to the Government was made clear when
in mid 1933 two different bills on married women's nationality were
simultaneously before parliament, the one promoted by the Pass the Bill
Committee,2 this time introduced by Sir John Sandeman Allen, and a
Government one, introduced by the Lord Chancellor, to bring British law
on women's nationality into line with the clauses of the Hague Convention,
preparatory to ratification.' The nationality campaign reached a climax
as the women's organisations pursued an intensive, but by no means
united, campaign in favour of their own bill and against that of the
Gove rnment.
When they met in November 1932 after a gap of five months, members
of the Pass the Bill committee drew up their plans for future action.
They would ask Sir John Sandeman Allen to introduce their Nationality of
r1arried Women Bill, either by balloting or under the Ten Ninute Rule;
they would request that a promise of legislation on the lines of the bill
be inserted in the King's speech; they would write to the Prime Minister
and Members of the Cabinet asking them not to ratify the Hague Convention,
reminding them that the League favoured legislation 'more in accordance
with the wishes of women' and pointing out that there had been a large
minority in the Assembly (9 as against 30) which had refused to support
ratification. Finally, as soon as their bill was introduced, they would
organise systematic lobbying in its favour.'
There was no mention of 'hard cases' as this meeting, but not
much more than a week later the story of a British-born woman with an

06
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American husband,who was prosecuted for failing to register as an alien,
broke in the press. s As a result of Macmillan's involvement in this case,
the committee were consulted on a number of others; at each of the three
meetings in 1933 its officers reported on cases they had dealt with. 6
The focus of attention was the question of a British-born woman's right
to retain her nationality if her husband became naturalized in another
state. A clause permitting a declaration of retention in these circumstances had been incorporated in the 1914 Act, but the right was not
wi dely known. 7
The case of Mrs Helen Courthope Lake provides an interesting
commentary on this. She had married an Englishman in 1903 and the couple
later settled in the United States, where Lake became a Professor at
Harvard. He took out naturalization papers in 1924, but his wife had no
inkling of this unti 1, preparing to travel to Engl and, she found she
could get neither a British nor an American passport and had to use a
speci al travel pass. Warned by the Briti sh immi grati on authoriti es that
she must register as an alien after two months, she replied 'she'd be
shot if she did', and set about using her considerable determination and
influence to regain her British nationality. Sir Willoughby Dickinson, to
whom she was referred, explained that she was eligible to make a
declaration of retention and after 'endless negotiations' she succeeded
in getting a certificate from the Home Office saying that her declaration
had been registered. 8 As Dickinson wrote to Macmillan, 'neither the Home

5.
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Office, nor the Police, nor anyone else would believe at first she had
any right to what she was asking,.9 He was not quite right. The British
consulate in Boston might not have been acquainted with the details of
Section 10 of the

B~;h

NcttionaLLty and StCl<tUb oil Auevc; Ae-t, any more

than Mrs Lake herself was, but in the case of the Home Office it was
unwillingness to issue a certificate, rather than ignorance of their
power

to do so, that informed their actions. They demanded an

explanation of the twelve month delay which had elapsed between Professor
Lake's naturalization, on or about 24 October 1924, and Mrs Lake's
application to the Home Office on 20 October 1925. Reluctantly, they
decided to accept the declaration, someone minuting that 'no very clear
idea of our requirements exists'.to It was a remarkable admission, more
than a decade after the legislation had come into operation.
The chief uncertainty in the requirements for declarations of
retention was the time which might elapse between the naturalization
abroad of the husband and his wife's declaration. The 1914 Act specified
no time limit, but Home Office practice was generally to refuse
registration of the declaration more than 6 months after the naturalization; and to prefer the declaration to be 'substantively contemporaneous
with loss of nationality'. The reasoning behind the practice was that the
words in the Act, 'retain' and' remain', did not apply if the wife lost
British nationality and subsequently resumed it. A considerable number
of declarations of retention were refused on the grounds that they had
been made too late, though the Home Office recognised that some people
9.

Ibid., Dickinson to Macmillan, 10 February 1926.
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would criticise their practice as 'tantamount to inserting a temporal
limitation in the Act'. In August I931 the Home Office consulted the Law
Officers on the question of whether there should be a time limit on a
declaration: could it be made at any time after the husband ceased to be
a British subject? only at the time? or only wi thtn a 'reasonable' time?
As Dowson acknowledged, the wording of the query was intended to 'lead
the Law Officers to support the view on which Home Office policy has
always been based'. The Law Officers in fact adopted an even more rigid
atti tude :
In our 0plnlon a declaration must be made as soon as a
wife is aware of the fact that her husband has ceased
to be a British subject ... [ I t is] unreasonable to
claim the right to exercise an option which in fact
has been already exercised by her omission to make
any declaration.
The onus for making a. declaration was on the wife, and ignorance of her
right could not be regarded as an adequate reason for not doing so.
Dowson noted on this that perhaps the Home Office should make some
reduction in the period within which they would register a declaration,
say from si x to three or four months. 11
Helen Courthope Lake probably did not realize how lucky she had
been. There was a postscript to her case when, in 1932, her husband
instituted divorce proceedings against her in the States. She applied to
the Foreign Office for protection and before replying to her, they
checked with the Home Office that she was a British national. The Home
Office response was singularly grudging; her certificate had been duly
registered, they acknowledged,'though in the light of the subsequent Law
Officers' opinion there may be doubt in similar cases'; Still, 'for
administrative purposes
11.
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Simon may wisn to offer ... Mrs Lake should be regarded as having
retained British nationality' .'2 The difference between the reformers,
who regarded the declaration of retention of nationality as a statutory
right without time limit and the officials who hedged the right with
qualifications, would recur in relation to the 1933 legislation.'3
The case which brought this difference in interpretation into the
open and made women's nationality a public issue was that of r1rs Grace
Tyndall. It was the first of several cases in 1932-3 in which women of
some influence challenged the regulations governing British-born women
married to foreigners and is worth looking at in some detail.

~1rs

Tyndall came from Newent in Gloucestershire, where she was well known.
Her father was a retired police sergeant and she herself owned
thirteen houses in the area. Her British origins meant so much to her
that, although she had settled with her British husband in the United
States, and stayed there for eight years, she returned to England in 1919
in order to give her daughter the benefit of an English upbringing.
Tyndall,who had a landscape gardening business in the United States, was
naturalized there on 8 October 1931. When he came to England the next
year, duly registering as an alien, he was told his wife should also
register. She refused indignantly,'4 and on 29 July 1932 sent a handwritten declaration of her intention to retain British nationality, to
be registered with the 'Inspector of Aliens'.!S
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To Mrs Tyndall 's astonishment, the declaration was promptly sent
back, on the grounds that it was too late, and she was advised to
register immediately with the local police, to whom a copy of the letter
was sent."

When she persisted in her refusal, the police had no option

but to prosecute, and at the Gloucester City Petty Assizes on 15
November she was charged under the Aliens Registration Order. The
proceedings were lively. Tyndall stoutly denied she had any case to
answer, simply stating 'I am British'. Her father backed her up, affirming she was 'British to the core' and that he 'would rather see her shot
than si gn as a forei gner' ; when she was found guil ty and sentenced to
£1 or 7 days imprisonment, he called out from the back of the court,
'Stick to your country! Don't pay! Do the seven days'. The case touched
the popular imagination and was fully reported in several papers;
especi ally Reyl1otd6 IUU6VccU:ed New!.> and the

We!.>tvm

McUX.

17

Chrystal Macmillan, who had already been alerted to Mrs Tyndall's
position by the vigilant Flora Drummond'", now wrote to her' at the
prison to which women prisoners are sent from Gloucester', expressing the
sympathy of the Pass the Bill Committee, and drawing her attention to
her right to make a declaration of retention, for which she enclosed the
appropriate form. It was, she thought, 'a most extraordinary thing' that
the police who had to do with the registering of aliens should not have
explained the option to her, still more extraordinary that the
magistrates did not mention it. She surmised that both were perhaps ignorant of the law on the point.'9 It was the beginning of a brisk
16.
17.
18.
19.

Ibid.
'Newent Woman. Remarkable Case at County Police Court' Reyl1otd6
IULVsVccU:ed New!.>, 16 November 1932. 'Alien, Born in Britain',
WGSt~11 McUX, 16 November 1932.
FL P~C Records. Barry to Macmillan, 5 November 1932, passes on
Drummond's information.
Ibid. Macmillan to Tyndall, 17 November, 1932.
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correspondence.
The letter reached Mrs Tynda11 without delay, although she had paid
the fine and was not in prison, and she explained how her declaration of
retention, signed and sworn before a magistrate, had been rejected by
the Home Office. She had now made a second declaration, and had written
to her

~1.P.

about her position, but if she was summoned agcUn, she

wanted to know, should she register?'o Macmi11an asked for exact copies
of her correspondence with the Home Office - 'I cannot understand how
they have refused you' - and advised against registering, since this
acknowledgement of her alien status might make it impossible for her to
'become British again'. If she was summoned again,she should ask for
trial by jury, which would put the case off till the Quarter Sessions.
Meantime, since Parliament was sitting, it might be possible to raise a
question in the House. Macmillan sent on a copy of the
Natjon~y

and

S~at~s

ab

~el1ll

A~

B~tLllh

and the regulations about

declarations of retention." At the same time she wrote a detailed memo
for Or Worthington, Mrs Tyndal1's M.P., summarising the facts of the
case and making the point that the Home Secretary had no discretion
under the 1914 Act to refuse declarations; 'if the Home Office is basing
its refusal on the fact it is so long since the naturalization, that
means they have added another proviso to the Act'. She added that police
all over the country should be instructed not to register as aliens
British-born wives whose husbands had become nationals of another state,
unless they first informed them of the method by which they could retain

20.
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21.
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their own nationality if they so wished. 22
Mrs Tyndall 's second declaration of retention, in the correct
form but without the required 10/- fee, caused disagreement in the Home
Office. Someone minuted on it 'another abortive attempt'23 and one of
the principals commented that, if the Law Officers' Opinion guided
their actions, there could be no question of registering the declaration.
He wrote a lengthy memo pointing out that, under present practice, if a
woman failed to make a prompt declaration through ignorance of the law
that enabled her to do so, she had no remedy. He also noted that it was
not for the Home Office to determine a person's nationality, but for a
court of law; and in this case the court had found Mrs Tyndall to be an
alien. 24 He was on shaky ground here, because at the Gloucester Assizes
it had been asserted, incorrectly, that she was an American citizen. 25
The point that the Home Office could not determine nationality had not
escaped Macmillan either, and she had already suggested that Tyndall
test the case in a court of law if necessary.26
But the Home Office were having second thoughts. Or Worthington
called, urging acceptance of the declaration because 'the women's
organisations were determined to make a test case of it'. He had talked
with Macmillan and left her notes for officials to peruse. 2 7 C.G. Markbreiter, an Assistant Secretary, then set a more liberal policy in

22.
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motion. He would like to exempt from registration all British-born
women who had become aliens by marriage. The Government intended shortly
to waive registration for aliens with ten years residence; the same
privilege could be extended, without any loss of principle, to Britishborn wives of aliens. In this particular case he believed it would have
been better to have registered the declaration at once, especially since
less than a year had elapsed between naturalization and declaration, and
considering that Mrs Tyndall would otherwise be left stateless. He
thought rigid adherence to the 6 month rule 'absurd'. He therefore
recommended registering the declaration, waiving the 10/- fee (as the
lady had already been f i ned Il ) and explaining the change to Or
Worthington and the Gloucester police. 2 8
So on 11 December Reljvwfd6 could announce Grace Tyndall 's success
in a bold headline, 'British Wife Wins Her Fight for Nationality. No
Longer an Alien'. Similar notices appeared in the
Tefeg~ph,

and

V~lj M~.29

N~V6

Ch~o~efe,

Macmillan was jubilant; she wrote letters of

thanks to Or Worthington 3 0 and congratulations to Mrs Tyndall, expressing
her warm gratitude to her for 'putting up this splendid fight'

.31

Never

one to let an opportunity slip, she followed up with letters to the four
papers mentioned, explaining that Mrs Tyndall had not needed to apply to
the Home Office for recognition of her nationality, nor was it up to the
Home Office to 'allow' her to retain it: 'It is a right and the Home
Office have no discretion'. The imposition of the £1 fine had thus been
illegal.

32
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The correspondence between Macmillan and Tyndall closed with a
grateful note from the latter. She wrote, 'I am afraid you will be
deluged with new so-called aliens. I've got stacks of letters from all
over the country. I have taken the liberty of giving them your name and
address'. Meantime her home town was celebrating; 'Or Worthington M.P. is
in Newent tonight and my father is on the reception committee'

.33

The

case did in fact lead to a flow of letters from other 'hard cases'. The
Secretary reported 'numerous letters' at Pass the Bill committee meetings,
and half a dozen were reported as having been dealt with by the officers
at each of the three meetings in 1933. 3 4
One person who was moved by newspaper reports of Mrs Tyndall's
success to try and recover her own status as a British subject was society
leader Mrs James Beck, described as 'one of the best-dressed and most
attractive women in London' and married to the son of a former SolicitorGeneral of the United States. The press was not slow to point out the
irony that the daughter of a peer and the mother of an heir to another
peerage - Mrs Beck had formerly been marri ed to Lord Tennyson - was a
woman without nationality. Mrs Beck's lawyer had her case well publicised;
he made much of the fact that the Government had still not acted on the
recommendation unanimously agreed to by the Hague Conference three years
before, and endorsed by the Imperial Conference, namely that a woman
should not lose her nationality by marriage unless she gained that of her
husband. The Foreign Office disclaimed responsibility for the delay,
blaming it on'the women' , presumably with feminist opposition to the
Hague articles in mind. A terse note on the Beck case reads, 'We are
informing the Home Office that Mr. Eden hopes the matter will be
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expedi ted' , certainly not the fi rs t ti me he had expressed the hope. Mrs
Beck, who had married an American citizen, was in a different situation
from Mrs Tyndall, whose husband had become an American after marriage.
She did not get her nationality back at this time.but it is safe to
assume that the publicity surrounding her attempt to do so added to the
pressure the Government was under to revise its legislation on women's
nationality. 35
More dramatic was the case of another prominent woman who had
lost British nationality through her marriage to an American, the
Australian-born novelist Winifred James. Miss James' marriage had been
dissolved by a Panamanian court, but because the divorce was not
recognised in British law. she could not apply to be readmitted to
British nat i onel i ty.:" Like Mrs Tyndall, Miss James , who was well known
in England as a novelist and journalist, was ardently patriotic; so much
so that an Australian reviewer would criticise one of her best-known
novels for its 'excess of Englandism' and 'failure to understand the
constitutional changes in the Empire during recent years. 3 7 She would
not acknowledge the Government's right to deprive her of her treasured
British nationality. For refusing to register as an alien and failing to
produce her identity book to a police officer on demand,she was summoned
to Bow Street court on 6 February 1933. 3 8 The charges carried a maximum
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penalty of £100 fine or six months gaol, and Miss James proclaimed her
intention of going to gaol, in spite of a message from the Foreign Office
that there was no need for her to make such difficulty about registering,
because she would recover her British nationality before long anyway. 39
The case was taken up by the activist wing of the nationality
reformers, led by Miss Evans and Mrs Drummond. Evans' position as
Secretary to the Women's Consultative Committee on Nationality of the
league of Nations seems to have gained her entree to Whitehall, for she
was able to call at both the Foreign Office 40 and the Home Office 4!
early in February in relation to the case, putting the view strongly that
removal of the registration requirement, and even Hague-style legislation
was not enough. When the case came up, the two women organised a demonstration, outside the court, of Women's Guild of Empire members, bearing
banners which proclaimed, 'British-born Women Protest Being Made Aliens
by Marriage'. The women attracted a large crowd, but the hearing itself
was an anti-climax. A representative of the Aliens Department applied
for a withdrawal of the two summonses in consequence of the Home Office
order of 3 February exempting British-born women married to foreigners
from the provisions of the Aliens Act. 42 This outcome was regarded by
the demonstrators as a triumph for Miss James,43 but it is evident from
Home Office notes on the Tyndall case that the ending of registration
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was already under consideration before her hearing. ,4
From Bow Street a procession of about 50 women, led by Drummond,
Evans and James, marched to the Home Office. They were unable to see the
Home Secretary, Sir John Gilmour, who had influenza, or the Parliamentary
Undersecretary, Mr Stanley, who was absent,but Sir John's Private Secretary,
F.A. Newsam, who had had a great deal to do with the subject, received
half a dozen delegates. 4 5 They were extremely annoyed, he reported later,
at the recent exemption order, and said the Home Secretary must not think
this would satisfy the women's claims; they believed the Government was
'on the run' and would press for immediate satisfaction of their claims.
They also wanted to see the correspondence with the Dominions on the
subject of women's nationality. They stayed half and hour and, Newsam
concluded, 'I think they went away in a better temper than they were
in on their arrival'. Someone put a large exclamation mark in the margin.
Stanley commented jocularly. 'I admire Mr Newsam's courage', and Sir John
Gilmour expressed the hope that he might be as fortunate when he met the
women. 46
The different groups working for change in the nationality laws
disagreed sharply on what they considered to be appropriate action to
promote their cause, but they all agreed that the abolition of registration was far too small a concession to satisfy them. James stressed
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the point strongly in a speech to the British Commonwealth League 4 7 and
Macmillan pointed out that, while the order put women married to
foreigners in a same position they had been in before the war, it did not
touch the main issue, their nationality. She correctly predicted that the
order woul d mean the di sappearance of the proposed Ci vi 1 Ri ghts Bi 11 ,
since the abolition of registration had been one of its main
provt s t onsv'"

It was not known how many women were affected by the order.
Captain Cazalet asked the Home Secretary twice during February and was
told on each occasion that no figures were available. 4 SIt seems likely
however, that there were a considerable number. A rough indication,
obtained by comparing Police Department statistics of registered aliens
for the years 1932 and 1933, suggests that nearly 41,000 British-born
wives of foreigners were relieved of the requirement to register. 50
Little more than a fortnight after the impromptu delegation of
women had been received by Newsam, the Home Secretary met several of the
same people in a formal deputation, organised by Dorothy Evans as
Honorary Secretary of the Women's Consultative Committee on Nationality
created by the League of Nations. The proposal for this deputation
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had stirred up a hornet's nest. Evans had invited Macmi flan to speak on
the Nationality of Married Women Bill, explaining that she herself
would speak on the agreed part of the first report of the Consultative
Committee.
As chairman of the Pass the Bill Committee,Macmillan refused to
join the deputation,because the committee was considering a deputation of
its own; as a member of the Consultative Committee, she wrote to the Home
Secretary that Miss Evans' approach to him was unauthorised. She sent
copies of the exchange of letters between herself and Evans to a
number of women's organisations. Her actions were unanimously endorsed
by the Pass the Bill Committee. Both the International Alliance of
Women and the National Council of Women dissociated themselves from the
deputation, the latter protesting strongly that an international body
should presume to 'put our case to our own Government'

.51

That the deputation took place at all in the circumstances was
due to the powers of persuasion of its organiser. Evans wrote to the
Home Office describing the 'dual emergency' for women caused by the
threat of the Hague Convention and the pressures of economic depression.
She enclosed the two reports of the Women's Consultative Committee on
Nationality, explaining that all eight component organisations had
recommended that the League should reconsider that Hague Convention,
delete the articles on the nationality of married women and submit to
Governments a new convention based on the principle of equality of the
sexes in nationality. Four of the eight also wanted to provide means
for taking the woman's point of view into account on all codification
projects affecting the status of women, to ensure that the codification
of international law undertaken under League auspices should be free of
51.
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inequalities based on sex, but the deputation would not go beyond the
agreed recommendations of all the societies. The Home Office decided
that for the purposes of the deputation

differences between the wings

of the Consultative Committee were 'immaterial'

.52

The Home Secretary was briefed for the deputation by an unsigned
8 page note, which suggested answers to points the women were likely to
make. They would undoubtedly protest, he was told, that the exemption of
British-born wives of aliens from registration did not mitigate their
objection to the existing law; in this case the Secretary of State
could say 'that he entirely agreed with the Deputation ... the order was
issued because the administrative advantages of registration were not
worth the trouble the requirement caused the police and the women
concerned'. He could also agree that the present law 'involved
anomalies and was wounding to the feelings of women' ... 'If in order to
achieve their objects, it had only been necessary for the women's
organisations to persuade British Ministers and Members of the British
Parliament, it is probable that their end would have been attained long
ago', but British nationality was a common attribute of all His Majesty's
subjects, and Dominion agreement to any change in the law was necessary.
The Minister should make clear that the Government had not been inactive;
if it were suggested that the recent Canadian legislation on women's
nationality breached imperial uniformity, he should explain that Canada
was merely anticipating agreed legislation. But if Great Britain were to
agree to the women's demands, she would be 'taking the initiative in the
policy of breaking up the Imperial unity of nationality'. Common
nationality for the Empire may prove 'an impracticable ideal', but it
was not for Great Britain to take the first overt step in ending it.
52.
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Tne Secretary of State should emphasize that ratification of the Hague
Convention was not a retrograde step and would not close the door to
further reform in the future. 5 3 There was nothing new in the note, except
the unusually frank admission that imperial uniformity of nationality
might in the long run prove impracticable.
Evans, Drummond and James led the deputation and two others of its
ten members had also been at the impromptu meeting with Newsam. They were
received by Sir John Gilmour, Mr Stanley, a Foreign Office representative
and several Home Office ones, including Newsam and Markbreiter. Evans
explained that although some organisations had dissociated themselves
from the deputation even in the last few hours, they were all united in
opposition to the Hague Convention. She then reminded the Home Secretary
of Britain's policy statements at the Hague in 1930 and Geneva in 1931
in favour of equality of the sexes in nationality, listed the
recommendations agreed to by all members of the Consultative Committee,
and asked what attitude the various Dominions had taken on women's
nationality at the 1930 Imperial Conference.
The Home Secretary gave her little satisfaction; he had not been
present at the 1930 Imperial Conference and besides,the information she
was asking for was privileged. There was no probability of Britain
bringing in early legislation of the kind the women wanted, nor would he
say he was prepared to authorize its passage. 5 4
Previous women's deputations on nationality to the Home Secretary
had released a press statement agreed to by both parties, but this one
had an unofficial report by 'A Woman Correspondent' inserted in the
53.
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Vaiiy Maii. Under the heading 'Women's Fight for Nationality. British -

but A1i ens' it read,
The excuse [Sir John GilmourJ advanced for the
inability of the Government to introduce legislation
was that this country cannot move without the Dominions.
Apparently it is South Africa which is the stumbling
block ... 55
They were putting words into his mouth.
The year before, when Sir Herbert Samuel had agreed to receive
a deputation on women's nationality, he had specified that it should be
a 'comprehensive' one. Sir John Gilmour had not taken this precaution,
and the Evans deputation had to be followed closely by another,
organised by the Pass the Bill Committee.Though there was some overlap
in membership, it was a much larger and more representative group that
came to the Home Office on 30 March to ask for independent nationality
for the married woman. Macmillan reminded the Home Secretary that
organised women had been approaching the Government on the topic for 20
years and urged that action should be taken at once, rather than waiting
for the Dominions. It was, she maintained, 'not suitable that the women
of this country should be kept at the level of the most retrograde of
the Dominions'. The women presented a memo asking the government to
give practical effect to the declaration of policy made at the League
Assembly in 1931, 'That all disabilities of married women in matters of
nationality should be removed'. They urged the policy nationally, by
allowing time for the

N~on~y

0t

M~ed

Women

~,

in the

Empire, by persuading the Dominions to follow suit and internationally,
by refusing to ratify the Hague Convention. The request was accompanied
by a workmanlike four page memo prepared by the Pass the Bill Committee,

giving a brief history of the subject. The deputation was courteously
55.
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received, but achieved no definite policy statement from the Home
Secretary.56
That not all advocates of reform in women's nationality seen by
Home Office personnel at this time were as hostile to the Hague
Convention as the two deputations is evidenced by an intriguing interview that Dowson gave in April. At the request of Mrs Drummond, he saw
Col. T.H. Owen, who was acting for 'a very wealthy woman determined to do
everything she could to remove hardships from British-born women married
to aliens'. He had disbursed her money in this cause, he explained, to
various women's organisations at Geneva, but was of the opinion that some
of the international organisations had got 'completely out of hand'. He
and his principal were not interested in theory, and were eager to see
Hague-style legislation passed; he believed the women's organisations
had made a practical as well as a political mistake in opposing it. He
had been busy collecting hardship cases and claimed to have a list of
about 8,000. 57
By this time, legislation on women's nationality along the lines
of the Hague Convention had been accepted in the Home Office as the
only viable option for the Government. The question of whether to
legislate at all, and if so what form the legislation should take, had
been under close consideration from the time Sir John Gilmour became
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Home Secretary. The problem of whether legislation to prevent statelessness for British-born women marrying foreigners should be accompanied by
the removal of civil disabilities for them if they lived in Britain, and/
or miscellaneous minor amendments, was finally resolved soon after the
deputations, in April 1933.
Cabinet had discussed the matter the previous November, when the
Home Secretary had put forward strong objections of principle to the
removal of civil disabilities from British-born wives of aliens and
sought approval for the preparation of a bill, to be introduced early the
following session, to enable ratification of the Hague Convention.
Cabinet showed itself unwilling to act unless a Private Member's Bill
forced its hand;58 when it became known that there would not be such a
Bill in the immediate future, Gilmour interpreted the feeling of Cabinet
as a preference for doing nothing and the matter was shelved. 59
It was the Parliamentary Undersecretary, Stanley, who set the
ball rolling again. At the end of January he wrote to his Minister that,
'the question of the nationality of married women is getting into a state
of confusion from which it should be rescued'. There were three
proposals under consideration: the late Home Secretary's idea of removing
civil disabilities for British-born wives of foreigners living in Britain,
the Hague articles, and miscellaneous provisions, some of which the
Dominions had agreed to. The interdepartmental position seemed to be: the
Home Office was anxious for the Hague Convention; the Foreign Office was
extremely anxious for some of the miscellaneous provisions, and the
Dominions Office 'now appears to be not

58.
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Dominions on the miscellaneous provisions, while their attitude to the
Hague remains obscure'. Surely, he concluded, it was time for the
Ministers to consult?GO
Newsam was delegated to prepare a memo for interdepartmental
talks. He argued strongly that the Government was 'unequivocally pledged'
to the Hague Convention; that this would not meet the women's claims was
not a sufficient reason for refusing to ratify it. Certainly British
Governments had accepted the principle of equality of the sexes in
nationality, but only so far as all the Dominions could be brought to
agree to it. The unity of imperial nationality law was the essential
consideration:
British nationality is a common attribute of all His
Majesty's subjects, and the existing law gives statutory
expression to the sentiment of unity which binds
together His Majesty's subjects dwelling in all parts
of the Commonwealth. If there is one subject on which
no Government in the United Kingdom is entitled to
consider from a purely insular standpoint, it is the
subject of the law relating to British nationality.
Since the session was far advanced ,he thought it best to defer introducing
the miscellaneous legislation, and simply give effect to the Hague
articles. G1 The Dominions Secretary and the Foreign Secretary agreed and
the memo was approved by Cabinet on 12 April. G2
There was no problem as to the form of the legislation required
to carry out the Convention; the Canadian Act could be used as a model,
since it had virtually been drafted in the Home Office, but it had to be
made quite clear that the Act was retrospective. Two modifications were
50.
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suggested, a specific time limit within which a wife's declaration of
retention must be made if her husband became a citizen of another state;
and an amendment, agreed on as long ago as the 1923 Imperial conference,
giving the Home Secretary power to naturalize a British-born woman
permanently separated from a foreign husband. This latter amendment would
remove a substantial grievance. The only argument against such changes
was parliamentary; that is, any bill not strictly confined to the Hague
articles would be open to amendments designed to give the women's
organisations their full demands. However, differences of opinion with
the Dominions could be avoided; on these minor changes it would be
necessary only to inform, not consult, them,63 The Dominions Office
showed a decided nervousness of consulting the Dominions even on minor
amendments to the legislation lest it should open up 'major questions of
imperial relationships' .64
Such a major question loomed at the end of March, when the
Dominions Office, preliminary to interdepartmental talks, had to decide
whether the

B~h N~on~y

and StatUb 06 ALZenh amendment should

extend, as the original Act had done, to 'all the Dominions of the Crown'.
It could not be extended to any Dominion that had adopted the Statute of
Westminster, recogni sing its full legislative autonomy: this would mean
that the amendment would extend to Australia, New Zealand and Newfoundland,
but not to Canada, South Africa or the Irish Free State. But Australia
and India had signed the Hague Convention separately, and on principle
Australia, New Zealand and Newfoundland should be allowed to pass their
own legislation. So on 2 June a telegram simply informed all the
Dominions Governments of the early introduction in the United Kingdom of
63.
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legislation on the lines of articles 8-10 of the Hague Convention. bs
That the proposed bill by no means eliminated all the anomalies of
the nationality law as it affected women was freely recognised in the
Home Office. Especially it failed to give an indisputable national status
to the British woman who married an American. Under current law she
became stateless until she was naturalized in the United States. Under
the new law she would remain British even if she were naturalized there,
because she was under disability in British law and her right to naturalize could not be recognised. The Home Office came to the conclusion that
'it is impossible to avoid the anomaly without impairing the 'disability'
principle and opening the door to the full feminist claims'. It would
'raise the whole point of women being under a 'disability', something not
to be contemplated lightly, as it would bring up the whole question of
married women being treated on a level with lunatics and minors'.
Markbreiter commented, 'I have no doubt the right course is to retain the
disability principle intact', and someone added, 'Let the anomaly exist,
but don't advertise it'.55
Meantime, ignorant of the proposed Government bill, the Pass the
Bill Committee were negotiating with Sir John Sandeman Allen to introduce
their own Nationality of

r~arried

Women Bill.

~Iacmillan

heard about the

Government bill on 16 June, just after it had been introduced in the
Lords; its second reading was set down for 27 June, the very day Allen
was to bring in his bill in the Commons. As she wrote at once to her longtime ally Lord Dickinson, it was probably not a bad thing that both bills
should be under consideration simultaneously; it would 'have the effect
of making it very clear that we are asking for something other than the
65.
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Lord Chancellor's bill', although it could also mean the Government
would put on their whips against the Committee's bill. She considered the
Government bill, which did nothing towards giving the married woman
independent nationality in her own person, a'red herring', and she was
indignant that the Government had 'cut down the right you managed to
acquire for us' by limiting the time limit within which a woman eligible
to do so could register her declaration of retention of British nationality.6/
Dickinson intended to move the rejection of the bill in the Lords,
so

~acmillan

sent him various documents he might find useful: her own

1931 pamphlet, which included a copy of the Committee's bill, and its
supplement dealing with 1931-2; the petition to the Ottawa Conference;
the reports of the Women's Consultative Committee on Nationality; the
newly introduced Government bill, and the memo presented by the Pass the
Bill Committee on its recent deputation to the Home Secretary. She also
set out what she called some 'rough notes on the present position, just as
they come into my head'. These 'Few Rough Notes on the British Nationality
and Status of Aliens Bill (Bill 109 of 1933),to amend the law relating to
the national status of married women, so far as is necessary for giving
effect to a Convention on Certain Questions on the Conflict of Nationality
Laws' run to

2~

closely typed foolscap pages, set out in 13 numbered

paragraphs. They would be used extensively by Dickinson in his motion
of rejection. The main points were: that the bill did nothing to implement
the statement of policy the British Government had made to the League of
Nations Assembly in 1931, and was thus 'in the nature of a red herring'.
Although it prevented a woman from losing her nationality if she did not
67.
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gain that of her husband, her nationality still depended on what
happened in the law of another country. The principles of the Hague
Convention, which the bill was intended to implement, were out of date;
a Convention to be imposed internationally ought to be based on
'modern tendencies'; Besides, it was by no means certain that the
Convention would come into force. The longest paragraph dealt with the
'whittling down' of the right of a woman whose husband naturalized
abroad to make a declaration of retention of British nationality; the
present Act set no time limit on the declaration, but the proposed amendment specified a six month limit. Moreover, this topic was not in the
Hague Convention and so should not be in the bill. Finally, Macmillan
criticised the bill for failing to implement Article 10 of the Convention,
that naturalization of the husband should not involve any change in the
nationality of the wife without her consent. 5 8
The Pass the Bill Committee held an emergency meeting on 20 June
to consider the Government bill. In spite of very short notice, seventeen
people, including the Committee's parliamentary spokesmen Dickinson and
Allen, managed to attend. They agreed to rally support in every way
possible for Dickinson's motion of rejection. A resolution urging withdrawal of the bill in favour of one based on the Government's statement
to the League in 1931 was appended to the minutes, for supporting
societies to bring to the notice of their M.P.s. Allen stated that he was
opposed to the Government measure because it dealt only with statelessness,
a small issue compared with the broad principles in the Committee's bill.
There was some discussion as to whether he should try to defer the
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introduction of his bill until after the second reading of the Government
bill, but the committee decided against this, because of the difficulty
of getting another date before the end of session. 5 9
The simultaneous consideration of the two bills on the nationality of married women, the one to be opposed, the other to be
supported, posed its greatest challenge to the Pass the 8ill Committee.
It was not well placed to meet such a challenge. The latest financial
report showed a deficit of £9.6.0., it had already had to give up its
office and put its furniture into storage, and most of its correspondence
was being handled by Macmillan personally. Moreover, there was only a
week in which to act. 7 0
Uncertain as to the temper of the House of Commons, the Committee
thought it advisable to send a letter to all M.P.s urging them to vote
for the NCLtionaldy 06 r\laJl/ued It/omen

B~U,on

the grounds that it fulfilled

the policy of equality of the sexes in nationality upheld by the
Government before the League of Nations in 1931. 7 1 A number of supporting
societies also used a draft letter provided by the committee to gain
the support of their own local M.P.s. 7 2
It was not thought prudent to circularise all the Lords urging
their rejection of the Government's
Atie}M

B~,

B~h

NCLtionaldy and

St~~s

06

lest this bring out the 'backwoodsman antifeminist'. A

letter was therefore sent to about a hundred peers whose names had been
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supplied by women's organisations. 7 3 Macmillan also provided material for
possible speeches to a dozen special friends in the House of Lords. She
pointed out the differences between the Government bill they were about
to consider and that promoted by the Committee, and suggested arguments
that could effectively be used in debate, setting these out in concise
paragraphs under such headings as The Hague Convention, Conflicts of
Law, Women's Support and The Dominions. She enclosed the same set of
documents that she had sent to Dickinson and a list of the criticisms made
by the Committee of the Government bill. It was a most useful package. 7 4
While f1acmillan, with the weight of the Pass the Bill Committee
behind her, was working to influence the legislators, some of their
supporters were bringing the cause of women's nationality before the
public. Not for them the patient marshalling of familiar arguments to
indicate their support for one bill and their opposition to another.
Their action was more direct, less specific, more controversial; aimed
to attract public notice to the position of British-born women who had
married foreigners rather than to influence parliamentary debates. They
believed they were fighting more than the law. They were tackling a
'widespread subconsciously held emotional attitude'. In an article in
T~me

and

T~de;

its founder/editor Lady Rhondda justified their action:

'Argument may be fought with argument, but subconscious emotional preconception needs always emotional dynamite - needs, in other words, direct
act i onv.?"
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The direct action group centred round the Six Point Group and the
Women's Guild of Empire, the individual leaders being Dorothy Evans and
Flora Drummond. Drummond did not participate in the action, but was
featured by the press as the campaign organiser. She made excellent copy.
In an article headed 'Suffragettes again: Mrs Drummond on the Warpath',
the EverUng

New~

reported that the ai m of her campai gn on behalf of

British-born wives of aliens was to tackle 'a Cabinet
She added, 'The man we really want is Jimmie Thomas'

~linister

.76

The

a day'.

V~y H~afd

used the headline 'The Woman with a Load of Mischief Reappears',
illustrating the accompanying story with an old photograph of the sturdy,
smiling Mrs Drummond being arrested by two rather shamefaced policemen at
an Ulster Day rally in Hyde Park. 'Hrs Flora Drummond', claimed the
He~afd

'is going to make a perfect nuisance of herself ... to become

once again the most annoying woman in Great Britain'. She told the
interviewer her campaign on behalf of the 'alienettes' would consist of
three things: pestering the Prime Minister, pestering the Cabinet
Ministers and pestering the Members of Parliament. She scoffed at the
Government Bill as 'a ridiculous measure, the half-hearted sort of affair
that one caul d expect from such a crowd'. 'The Government wants to tri ck
us on this. Just why - I cannot say', she warned-addi nq , '\,e have just
started. You don't know our power'

.77

The pestering of a Cabinet r1inister a day began the day before the
Pass the Bill Committee met to plan its campaign. The first Minister
tackled was Foreign Secretary Sir John Simon. Evans led to his residence
a group of women who had failed to get an interview with him at the
76.

EverUng New-o, 20 June 1933. J.H. Thomas was Dominions Secretary.
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G. Beckles, in

V~y He~afd,

22 June 1933.
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Foreign Office. He refused to talk with them, so they settled down on his
doorstep, prepared for an all-night vigil if necessary. When Sir John and
Lady Simon emerged to go to a reception at the German Embassy, Evans tried
to prevent their departure by throwing herself on the bonnet of their car,
from which she was prised by 'the rather forcible persuasions of the
police'. The group then split up, one section going with Winifred James
to lobby at the House of Commons, the other, led by Evans, to the
German Embassy. Police hustled them away as the Simons emerged about 11
o'clock. Evans explained in an interview to the VaLty

Teteg~aph

Six Point Group and the Women's Guild of Empire found the
N~on~y

and StatUh

at

why the

B~h

Alienh Amendment inadequate and supported

instead the bill shortly to be introduced by Sir John Sandeman Allen. 78
The

Eve~ng

New~

describing the episode in less detail, attributed its

inspiration and organisation to Mrs Drummond who, 'like a good general
directed affairs from her G.H.Q.'79 Monica Whately, who was present, said
it had been organised by Evans. 8U
The next day the Cabinet Minister pursued was Dominions Secretary
J.H. Thomas; this episode was even more dramatic than the pursuit of Sir
John Simon. Under the headline 'Four Women in a Taxi Arrive at
Bucki ngham Palace' the Afanchf'/steA Gucvuuan descri bed how Evans and three
companions, having picketed the Hotel Metropole and the Fishmongers'
Hall in pursuit of Mr Thomas, followed him to the Palace itself where,
passing

sentries and police without being stopped, they asked a

doorman to deliver their letter to the Dominions Secretary. Later, with
78.

'Sir J. Simon Mobbed by Women', VaLty Teieg~aph, 20 June 1933.
The Six Point Group was throughout referred to as the Six
Point Club.

79.

'Suffragettes Again',

80.

Whately, letter to Hme and T~de, 1 July 1933. Whately was a
member, later President,of the SPG. In 1929 she stood as a Labour
Candidate.

Eve~ng Ne.w~,

20 June 1933.
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reinforcements which brought the numbers of the group up to about 20,
they went to Londonderry House,where Mr Thomas and other Cabinet members
were to attend a reception for delegates to the World Economic Conference.
Special squads of police were told to make sure that no member of the
Cabinet was approached by them, with only partial success, for the
Prime Minister was 'buttonholed' by Evans and Mr Thomas by Whately. A
large crowd had gathered in hopes of a confrontation between the women
and the police and for a few moments there was trouble in restraining it.
Evans had to be escorted away from the scene by police. Bl The Daily
H~afd

, which illustrated its account with a picture of women carrying

banners - 'British-born Women Protest against being made Aliens by
Marriage' - said the vehicle used to deliver the letter to Buckingham
Palace was a 'baby motor-car' and identified the person delivering it as
Monica Whately.B2
On 23 June the Daily

EXp~~6

reported that an 'army of alien

Britons', led by Mrs Drummond, would march to the House of Lords to
tackle the introducer of the Bill, Lord Sankey;B3 it went on to describe
some of the anomalies of the nationality law as it affected women.
Dowson commented on the cutting, 'The Daily

EXp~~6

special representative

has managed to put into this article a surprising amount of muddled and
misinformed nonsense'.B" The march did not take place. Lord Sankey
21 June 1933.

b1.

Manch~t~ G~dian,

82.

'One Woman Puts Mr Thomas to Flight', Daily

83.

As Sir John Sankey, he had had an outstanding career in the legal
profession, and was a Judge before he was made Baron Sankey (later
Viscount) and Lord High Chancellor in 1929. He chaired the Inter-Imperial
Relations
Committee at the 1930 Imperial Conference.

84.
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instead received at his home a small deputation, with whom he spent nearly
two hours, over tea, in informal discussion. Of the five women, one
represented the Women's Guild of Empire, another the Six Point Group and
the others were aliens by marriage. 8S One of these, a member of the Pass
the Bill Committee, had asked its chairman to join the deputation and
speak on the Committee's bill ,86 but Hacmt l l an refused, as she was 'not
convinced the deputation would make the right impression' .87 Perhaps she
would have felt her doubts confirmed when the Dairy Henald headed its
report of the deputation 'Women's Tea Party. Talk with Lord Sankey' .88
Press reaction to the activities of the direct action group was
generally unfavourable; though some papers dealt sympathetically with
individual cases of women who suffered under the nationality law. 89
Some, such as the

Mo~ning Po~~,

were sharply critical. In its opinion,

the tactics of the Women's Guild of Empire were 'too utterly pre-War'.
It went on,

The sex has been accused of lacking both patience and
logic, and the Guild of Empire must beware of giving
occasion to the unchivalrous. Once the franchise was
gained there was to have been a truce to demonstrations
and scratching of faces; is it possible that, having
wrested their coveted 'rights' womankind does not
want them?90

85.

'Women's Tea Party. Talk with Lord Sankey', Dairy Henald, 24 June
1933. The deputation consisted of Mrs Buchanan (W G E ), Miss
Archdale (S p.G ), Mrs Rabeneck, Mrs Nalbandova and Mme Lorsignol
(from the P BC).
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FL PBC Minutes, 30 October 1933. Madame Lorsignol.
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FL PBC Records. t1acmi 11 an to Danes fort, undated. (paragraph
marked 'Private').
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Dairy Henald, 24 June 1933. The Dairy Exp~co~ also gave a full

89.
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account, with a photograph, under the heading 'Lord Sankey's Tea
Party of Rebels', 24 June 1933.
ego 'Women to March to the Lords Today', D~Cy Exp~co~,23 June 1933.
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T~uth

was scornfully virulent in an article entitled 'The Squealing

Sisterhood'; it came out against the tactics of the demonstrators,
comparing them to 'a spoilt child which finds it gets delicacies ...
by screaming loudly'. The average woman in England, it believed, 'does
not trouble herself with politics, but an extremely vociferous section
does so, and is not even content that a wife should merely enjoy the
privileges of the strong and the immunities of the weak, as she now does

,

under our 'man-made laws'. It came out also against independent nationality for married women. 'The percentage of English women who marry
foreigners must be almost negligible' it argued, 'and the majority of
them, living abroad, would be better off as subjects of the country they
inhabit and not aliens'.91
In contrast to this blaze of publicity for the direct action group,
the Pass the Bill committee had great difficulty getting its views
published. Mrs Donze wrote to Macmillan on 27 June that the notice sent
to the press had not appeared in The
Ob~~v~,

T~me6,

Mo~~ng Po~t,

Sunday

T~~s,or

and added 'It looks a little as though nationality has a taboo

on it at the moment among the better class papers' .92 One serious article,
by Helena Normanton in the Vaity

Teteg~aph,

may well have been based on

Committee information. It discusses the issues involved in the Government's
Bill and its probable effect, making the point that the new law would be
'even a little worse' for British-born wives of foreigners, because of the
time limit on declarations of retention. But although it states that
'nearly all of the Lord Chancellor's Bill is in the teeth of the expressed
91.

'The Squealing Sisterhood', T'Luth, 28 June 1933.
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wishes of the majority of our Dominions', it makes no attempt to explain
the role of the Dominions in nationality legislation. 9 3
The actions of the demonstrators caused considerable embarrassment
to the Pass the Bill Committee; there was a real danger that their tactics
might turn moderate people against the bill the Committee favoured, if
they were regarded as representative of the nationality reform lobby.
Lord Dickinson sent a hasty postcard to

r~acmillan

asking for confirmation

that the Committee had nothing to do with 'the attempts to get at Sir J.
Simon and Thomas and Co.' He explained 'It makes no difference to me, but
in the House of Lords it might help if I could make this statement'

.9'

Macmillan gave the assurance, as she did to Sir John Sandeman Allen as
well. 9 s She wrote to Dickinson that the Committee had heard of the exploits
of some of its members only from the press, and explained that it had no
control over its constituent societies. Moreover, although the Six Point
Group named a member to the Committee, the Women's Guild of Empire had
been only provisionally admitted to it, subject to its becoming a nationally organised body. The Committee had never been told whether or not it
had adopted the constitution mentioned when the arrangement was made."6
Mrs DonzEi had to write to Time and Ti.d« dissociating herself from the
demonstration outside Sir John Simon's house; the paper had reported the
participation of the 'Secretary of the Nationality Bill' instead of the
'Secretary of the Women's Consultative Committee on Nationality' ."7

94.

H. Normanton, 'British Wives of Foreigners', va;xy Tefeg~aph,
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Bar.
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In the event, the
N~onatLty

N~onatLty

and StatUh 06

A~e;M

06 Women &Let and The

&~h

Amendment Bi1£ did not come up on the

same day. The second reading of the latter in the Lords was deferred
until 4 July, and Sir John Sandeman Allen introduced his bill in the
Commons as arranged, on 27 June. He spoke briefly,with a moderation that
must almost have looked like compromise to the women's organisations
backing the bill. He explained that a bill in similar terms had been
before the House six times before, and he quoted the unanimous Commons'
resolution of 1925 and the declaration of the Government's representative
at the League Assembly of 1931 as proof of the widespread support for the
principles embodied in it and the Government's commitment to it. He
suggested that failure to implement the policy could only be due to
differences among the Dominions and so, because Commonwealth agreement was
important, he was prepared to accept that any legislation for independent
nationality for the married woman should include a clause suspending its
operation till unanimity among the Dominions could be achieved. This
would 'show the world that this country takes the matter seriously'. He
was not against the Government Bill, he made clear; it was a 'small sop
to Cerberus', but if one could not get the whole it was as well to proceed
in parts where one could. He asked the House to ignore some 'slight foolish
activities that may have been shown by certain unbalanced women, who mean
well, because the great women's organisations in this country stand
firmly for the proposal,and rightly

SO'.98

The Government had decided to

allow the first reading to take place unopposed, and no-one else spoke. 9 9
Macmillan congratulated him on behalf of the committee for having
had reported the whole of the Government's 1931 declaration in favour of
equality of the sexes in nationality, She wished, 'it really meant they
98.

279 H C Deb., 1333-1338, Sandeman Allen, 27 June 1933.
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were prepared to do anything'. She added, 'Now that it is successfully
over, I may say that this is such a very different House of Commons from
what one has known before and I was not at all certain about the introduction'. She did not mention the suspensory clause, but in his reply Sir
John recommended it to the Committee's consideration. He was satisfied
with the i ntroducti on of the bill, but di d not thi nk anythi ng more coul d
be done that session, because every minute of the time was taken up by
the Government. 100
He was right. Indeed the end of the session proved to be the end
of the bill. The Home Office, which had received a number of resolutions
from women's organi sati ons in favour of the bi 11

,101

di s1i ked the

suggestion of a suspensory clause on the grounds that it would subject
the Government to new pressures and that to pass an Act to which Canada,
South Africa and the Irish Free State were unlikely to assent would be a
dangerous precedent. There was another reason for opposing the bill;
it would be impossible to adopt it without the Government making a statement in favour of equality, a statement they had deliberately refrained
from making. Besides, this bill and the Lord Chancellor's bill could not
exist together, and the Government was already committed to the latter. 1 0 2
The Sandeman Allen bill was blocked, with a note to the effect that the
block should be made parmanent if necessary.ID3 The field was now clear
100.

. FL PBC
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for the

B~;h N~on~y

and StatUh 06 At{enh

B~.

When on 4 July it had its second reading in the Lords there were
only seven speakers and no clash of opinion. Lord Sankey, a Labour
supporter and an expert on nationality, began the debate with an
apologetic frankness that was quite disarming. The reasons that prevented
the Government from taking up the question of equality of the sexes in
nationality, he made clear, were not reasons connected with the intrinsic
advantages or disadvantages of the proposal, but quite different reasons
based on the imperial character of British nationality law and the
improbability at the present time of securing agreement on any points
other than those in the bill. Host of his speech was taken up by the
impossibility of securing imperial agreement beyond the Hague articles.
He freely acknowledged that this was unfortunate. On the specific
question of a time limit for declarations of retention by British-born
wives whose husbands became nationals of another state, he favoured a
longer period.
In moving the rejection of the bill, Lord Dickinson was equally
conciliatory, explaining that this was the only way the whole case of the
opponents of the bill could be put before the Lords, and the public. His
fundamental criticism of the bill was that it was inadequate, and he
drew attention to the almost unanimous opposition to it of the principal
women's organisations of the country. He sketched in the history of
women's nationality in Britain, and claimed that if Britain extended this
measure, on the lines the women wanted it extended, they would be able to
carry the Dominions with them.
The other speakers all expressed their regret at the limited nature
of the bill. l o 4 It is by no means clear in all cases from the speeches
104.

Lords Buckmaster, Snell, Danesfort (formerly Sir John Butcher),
Balfour of Burleigh, Rennell.
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whether, if it had come to a vote, they would have voted for the bill or
its rejection. The principal concern was whether the limited reform of
the bill would prejudice further reform in the direction of equality.
Lord Buckmaster put the one view, 'One of the most fatal things if you
want to secure a wider measure is to accept a small one at the outset' ,
and Lord Rennell the other, 'I cannot help thinking that to reject the
less because you may think it may render it more difficultto get the
greater would be a mistake'. It was the second view that won out.
Winding up the debate,Lord Sankey urged that the 'strongest of the legal
links' of the Empire was contained in its nationality laws and 'first and
last and all the time we must see to it that nothing is done to weaken or
supplant it'. At the same time, he numbered himself among those who
hoped to see the day when all the demands of the women's organisations'
would be granted. Lord Dickinson, accepting the Government's assurance
that the bill was a 'first step towards the reform which we desire;
withdrew his motion of rejection. The bill was amended in committee by
the extension of the time limit for declarations of retention to one year
instead of six months,'OS and was read for the first time in the
Commons on 21 July,106 but the second reading was held over till after
the summer recess.
While they must have realized that their attempts to stop the
Government bill were doomed to failure, the Pass the Bill Committee
nevertheless kept up pressure to try and do so. Macmillan, who had to be
out of the country for part of July and August, wrote to Committee
members suggesting what action the supporting societies might take.

105.
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The tone of her letter is practical but not optimistic. While she
believed M.P.s should be asked to oppose the bill on principle, because
it did not give a married woman her nationality in her own right, she
thought 'quite a good speech' could be made against the insertion of a
time limit for the registering of declarations of retention, because
this cut down an existing right. Removal of the time limit was one of two
amendments to the bill she suggested on the grounds that, if it were to
be pushed through, it would be 'better to have it a little less bad than
it is at present'. The other amendment was intended to clarify the wife's
right to consent to a change of nationality if her husband took out
naturalization papers abroad. IQ7
The committee was severely restricted in what it could do. From
July on, Donze had been interviewing and writing to M.P.S,IQ8 and in the
last weeks before the bill was debated in the Commons on 9 November,
Committee members lobbied determinedly. But, as Macmillan complained,
their finances were 'dreadful'; they had still not paid for the first
letter to M.P.s when the time came to send another in preparation for
the Second Reading debate. I Q9
The rejection of the bill in the Commons was to be moved by the
long-serving Liberal member Mr Llewellyn Jones. Macmillan sent him a
memo setting out points which could be raised in opposition to the bill.
A section on

'I~ain

Objections to the Bill' stated concisely the usual

arguments: the bill was inadequate; it did not give effect to what the
107.
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Government had stated to be its policy in 1931; the excuse that the
Dominions were opposed to further reform should not be accepted. A
second section covered 'Points to be raised in Committee' and
concentrated largely on the time limit in declarations of retention.
The final section, 'Other political Considerations in Connection with
the Convention', pointed out that the Hague Convention had not secured
the necessary ratifications to bring it into force, and that even if
the Government wanted to ratify it, there was nothing to prevent them
from explicitly excluding the articles on women's nationality from the
ratification. lID
At the October committee meeting, which Llewellyn Jones attended,
there was discussion on the possible effect of the unusually short
session, 7-16 November, on the progress of the bill. Pressure of time
would mean that very few opponents of the bill would be able to speak,
and since it was already through the Lords,the Government would be
reluctant to drop it. On the other hand, if sufficient opposition were
shown, they might well be forced to do so. The committee decided to make
an all-out effort; they would send a letter to all M.P.s; write to the
Prime Minister, with copies to Cabinet members; arrange lobbying for
four hours on the evening of 7 November and five the next evening, the
lobbiers to give an information sheet to M.P.s; send a letter to The

T~mes,

signed by societies supporting the Committee, and a press note suitable
for the 'chatty column' to Allied newspapers. I I I
Considerable effort went into drafting the letter to The

110.
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and securing signatures from 12 national societies,!12 but it was not
published, on the grounds that The

readers already knew the

T~me6

Committee's views. Committee members did not know how many of the
'short snappy paragraphs' prepared for the popular press had been
printed. The letters were duly sent to all M.P.s and the lobby was well
supported; about 30 or 40 Members were seen. The chairman and secretary
were at the hub of all this activity and in addition poured out letters,
with detailed briefing for the Second Reading debate, to sympathetic
M.P.s. Donze wrote 25 such letters.!13 The campaign had something of the
feel of a last ditch stand. In the midst of it all Miss Gordon, who had
been the Organising Secretary of the Committee in its early months,
applied for a reference; in her reply on 6 November, Macmillan wrote,
'Donze and I have been desperately throng

[sic] the last fortnight,

because the Government's Bill is coming up for its second reading next
Thursday, and if we don't ki 11 it now we are doomed ... ' .14
The Commons debate, which lasted

3~

hours, proved to be a lively

one, but more on account of its light-hearted comments and interjections,
eagerly seized on by the press, than because of conflict of principle.
Of the 15 speakers only one, Sir Gerald Hurst, put the view that the
unity of nationality of a couple imposed by British law and recognised by
the Hague Convention, was in itself a good thing. Introducing the bill,
Sir John Gilmour acknowledged its limited scope, but stressed that the
articles of the Hague Convention were the farthest the League or the
Empire had been able to go and reiterated the importance of a uniform
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imperial nationality law. While urging prompt passage of the bill to
help women who had been made stateless by marriage under the present law,
he emphasised that 'nothing done today would put any obstacle in the way
of future legislation on the principle of equality'. His speech verged on
the apologetic. 115
Llewellyn Jones had withdrawn his motion of rejection in favour of
one moved for the Labour Party by its Deputy Leader Major Clement
Attlee,116 his first intervention in favour of a policy that his own
Government would implement in 1948:
This House cannot assent to the Second Reading of a Bill
which fails to give full effect to the policy declared
by His Majesty's Government at the 1931 Assembly of the
League of Nations in favour of the removal of all
disabilities of married women in matters of nationality,
and will postpone indefinitely a satisfactory settlement.
Attlee agreed wholeheartedly with the Home Secretary that the bill
was small; he went further, it was 'trivial and entirely inadequate'. He
demanded to know what were the practical difficulties of legislating
without the Dominions, because it was 'possible to be so Imperialistic
as to sacrifice the Empire to an Imperial idea'. He feared that if the
Bi 11 was passed there would be a 'tendency for the Government to go to
sleep as far as this matter is concerned'. So he asked, simply, for the
omission of the paragraph in clause 1 which declared that 'the wife of
an alien should be deemed to be an alien' .117

H C Deb. 353-358. Gilmour, 9 November 1933.
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None of the other members who joined in the debate thereafter
spoke at length, and almost none spoke uninterrupted. Several
rephrased or elaborated on the points made by these first two speakers.
Sir Gerald Hurst spoke in favour of the bill using arguments,
carefully avoi ded by the Government spokesman. of the 'practi ca1
influence on family life' of nationality laws. He refused to accept that
forcing husband and wife to belong to the same nationality really represented a disability to the wife. lIS
Llewellyn-Jones scoffed at him for expressing'views of 60 years
ago' and used his Pass the Bill Committee briefing to illustrate in
concrete terms the inadequacy of the bill. He denied the Dominions were
'backward' in nationality matters and urged Britain to give them a lead;
he also pointed out that the Hague Convention was far from achieving the
number of ratifications required to bring it into force.

1 19

The undoubted star of the debate, if one follows press reports on
it, was Viscountess Astor, whose penchant for interjection was so far
indulged that one newspaper described her as interrupting every speaker,
including herself.

12 D

Her interjections began while Hurst was speaking

and continued through Llewellyn Jones' speech before she rose to her
feet. She took Hurst to task for 'the same old plea that we always hear
when we want to do any thing about women, the plea that family life will
be impaired'. She waxed indignant at the thin attendance in the House.
'If it were a question of the nationality of married men they would be

H C Deb., 361-366, Hurst.
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here in their thousands'. She listed an imposing number of women's
societies opposing the bill and she pressed for information as to which
colonies [sic] were against independent nationality; she guessed South
Africa, Ireland and the Quebec section of Canada. She roundly accused
the Government of failing to fulfil its pledge to women. ' 2 1
The question of Dominion attitudes was raised again and again.
Some speakers believed, with Captain Cazalet and Major Attlee, that the
Empire was a 'poor excuse for inaction'. With her customary acumen,
Eleanor Rathbone alluded to Lord Sankey's introduction of the bill:
The Lord Chancellor, she said, is a great lawyer, and he
cannot be accused of ambiguity about anything on which
he is not compelled to be ambiguous, but I noticed that
he was singularly vague in his reference to the reasons
which make non-unanimity among the Dominions on this
question so very disastrous and undesirable. ' 2 2
Had she seen the Home Office memo for the Lord Chancellor on Dominion
attitudes, with its special instruction to avoid indicating in public
what individual Dominions thought, she could not have been more accurate
in her assessment. 123 The press paid more attention to her remark, as
she looked round the House, that she wondered why any woman wanted to
marry anybody.

124

The voting hinged on whether Members would accept the admittedly
inadequate bill in the expectation they could proceed further towards
equality in nationality later. The Government representatives who
opened and closed the debate both emphasized, that the bill would not
'stand in the way of the object the women's organisations have so
121. 281 H C Deb., 37~-377, Astor.
122. 281 H C Deb.,386, Rathbone.
123. PRO H045/15366/661710/10. Supplementary Note for Lord Chancellor on
Nationality of Married Women.
124. Reported in VaM-1j EXpJUcM, Nw<> ClvwiUue, VaM-1j ,lAaM-, VcUilj
He~aid,
10 November 1933.
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enthusiastically championed in Geneva and elsewhere'. This was enough for
most reformers,including Captain Cazalet: he 'could not vote against a
Bill which ... would actually give practical relief to some 4 to 500
women made stateless by the nationality laws'. But Eleanor Rathbone
expressed the nagging doubts of others. She was, she said, 'a convinced
thin-edge-of-the-wedger', but in this case she doubted the Government
would go on to introduce something bigger.
We are doing this utterly inadequate and feeble thing
in the hope that the other Dominions will follow. It
would be difficult to take this step now, and ask the
Dominions to go thus far, and then the very next
year ask them to go a little further.
She was not convinced,even when a Government spokesman quoted in full
Dame Edith Lyttelton's statement at the 1931 League Assembly, affirming it
to be Government policy. However, most people were prepared to accept half
a loaf rather than no bread, when it was evident that a whole loaf was out
of the question; the bill was passed by 179 votes to 43. 1 2 5
In committee, Cazalet suggested further extending the period within
which a declaration of retention might be made, from one year to two, but
withdrew the motion on an assurance that the Home Secretary's discretion
would cover cases where, for good reason, the declaration was not made
promptly. Both he and Rathbone sought, and received, a further assurance
that the bill would not be used by the Government as a reason for doing
nothing more, and the bill became law without amendment. 126
The popular press relayed to their readers titbits from the debate
which made it sound like an episode of the greatest hilarity, making the
most of arch exchanges and interjections, and reporting carefully where
laughter had greeted Members' sallies. Their emphasis is evident from the
125.

281 H C Deb., 408-418, 9 November 1933, Hacking (U S of S ,
Home Dept.)

126.

281 H C Deb., 822-827, 14 November 1933.
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headlines: 'Sex War Breaks Out in the House of Commons', proclaimed the

Vaity

Exp~eh~,

and followed up

'Spinster Looks at Men M.P.s and Wonders why Women Marry' .!27
'Nationality of Wives Storm', ran the

New~

C[vWVlA-cLe headline,!28

'Women M.P.s Pillory Men', the Vaity Hehald. !29
Reporters appreciated the irony of American-born Lady Astor's
attack on the nationality laws which, by endowing her at marriage with
British nationality, had enabled her to take her seat in the House. The
parliamentary correspondent of the

MO~~Vl9 Po~t

concentrated on her to

the extent of virtually ignoring all the other speakers, and the issues
involved. Under the heading 'Lady Astor Awes the House. 14 Members Badly
Heckled', he explained how, 'when she did not directly interrupt to
explain, comment, deny, expostulate, she interjected. She popped up
excitedly, she subsided

suddenly ... '

and so on.!30

While several of these papers commented on the effect independent
nationality for wives would have on women married to Germans - they might
sit in the House of Commons - none discussed the question of imperial
na t i onal i tyv l

"!

There were exceptions to the generally flippant tone. Winifred
Holtby, in the

New~ Clveo~cte

of 2 November,explained clearly the basis

of feminist objections to the Hague Convention;!32 and the

127.

V~y Exphe~~,

128

New~ Clveol~cLe,

129

V~y

130.

MO~~Vl9 Po~t,

131.

V~y Exp~e~~, New~

132.

W. Holtby, 'Women's Nationality',

MaVlChehte~

10 November 1933.
10 November 1933.

Hehatd, 10 November 1933.
10 November 1933.

Clveon.{,cte, Vaity HeJtcttd,
New~

MOh~n9

Po~t.op.cit.

Clveonicte, 2 November 1933.
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G~dian

provided a succinct and balanced precis of the Commons debates,

accurately identifying the main issues involved.!33 But generally newspaper coverage of the passage of the
At~eJv.\

B~h NatZona£~y

and

S~

06

Amendment must have disappointed,even infuriated, the reform lobby.

Despite Macmillan's comment that if the bill !'Iere passed they were
'doomed', the Pass the Bill Committee did not acknowledge that they had
come to the end of the line. On their behalf Macmillan protested
strongly to Si r John Gilmour that in the debates Mr Hacki ng had doubted
the bill was really opposed by women's organisations. She also claimed
that the bill went beyond its title (to make such amendments as were
necessary to give effect to the Hague Convention) by introducing a time
limit for declarations of retention.!34
In committee, on 29 January, she took comfort from Labour's clear
support for independent nationality in the debates, and from the National
Government's acknowledgement, for the first time, that the 1931 statement
was its own policy. Although it was still in debt, the committee made
plans to plod on, especially stepping up its propaganda to the Dominions.!35
In fact the heat had been taken out of the nationality campaign.
The campaigners still had the argument of equality of the sexes, but they
no longer had 'hard cases' to attract public attention to their cause.
The sudden diminution

in the amount of Home Office material on women's

nationality, from the bulging files of 1930 - 1933, to a very slender

133.

'Nationality of Married Women',l<lancheMeJt

134.

FL PBC Records,

135.

FL PBC i"Iinutes, 29 January 1934. The 1931 statement had been made
on the instructions of Home Secretary, Sir Herbert Samuel, not
the Government.

~~acmillan

G~dian,10

November 1933.

to Gilmour, 10 November 1933.
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one running from November lY33 to March 1934, suggests that from the
Government's point of view the legislation was working well. There
was a brief exchange between the Home and Foreign Offices in the New
Year over the question of women marrying Americans, whose naturalization
in the States was not recognised in Britain. But to cover their case
it would have been necessary to provide that they did not retain their
British nationality if they acquired a new one; in which case it would be
extremely difficult to continue to treat married women as under
disability. The matter was acknowledged to be a political rather than a
legal one, but 'on this question, an ounce of politics weigh more than
a pound of law'. The anomaly remained. '

36

There was no discussion of women's nationality either in
parliament, or in the League of Nations in 1934, and the Government's
promises that its 1933 legislation would not prejudice the main issue
of sex equality in nationality were quietly forgotten. It was not the
end of the campaign for independent nationality for married women, but
it was clearly the end of a crucial phase.

136.

PRO H045/15944/673014/3 Dowson to Beckett, 19 January 1934.
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CONCLUSION

The long controversy over the nationality of married women is
significant in several respects. It sheds light on the nature of the women's
movement in Britain in the period after women's suffrage had been achieved.
The work of Chrystal Macmillan, through organisations such as the International Woman Suffrage Alliance, British Commonwealth League, National
Council of Women, International Federation of University Women and
especially the Pass the Bill Committee, provides a case study of the means
of action available to women's pressure groups in the period; at the same
time it demonstrates the ability of this determined advocate of women's
rights in suffrage, nationality, and the work force. But it was not only
Macmillan and the organisations she was directly involved in that carried
on the campaign. The interaction of those organisations with St Joan's
Social and Political Alliance and the Women's Freedom League, as well as
the less easy cooperation with the Six Point Group and Women's Guild of
Empire, shows how, in the interwar period, a feminist network was built
up with fairly clear-cut aims. It also shows that differences in the
tactics of the legal and activist wings of the women's movement, sharp
during the pre-war suffrage campaign, were still evident to a lesser
degree in the twenties and thirties.
The nationality of married women is unique in linking feminist
history with the history of imperial relations. It was discussed at every
Imperial Conference in the inter-war years, the only topic directly
relating to women to be raised there. This imperial dimension to the
question, implicit in the imperial nature of British nationality law,
led to the building up of a Commonwealth-wide lobby for independent
nationality. Beginning with the meeting of the British Dominion Women's
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Suffrage Union as the

B~h N~on~y

and StatUh oJ AtZeno Act was

going through parliament in 1914, it was carried a stage further in 1925 with
the formation of the - British Commonwealth League, and further still when
the Pass the Bill Committee sent its information and exhortations to
women's groups who, throughout the Dominions, showed themselves ready to
act on the advice given. This Commonwealth strategy marks a new and
important stage in the British women's movement.!
The nationality of married women was not only a British and
imperial question, but also an international one. It was the International
Council of Women that first alerted women to the issue by sending out its
questionnaire to member councils in 1905; in the twenties all the major
international womens' organisations actively supported equality of the
sexes in nationality. Their representations to the Hague Conference and
the League of Nations involved a notable degree of cooperation among the
chief British, European and American women's organisations; and to seek
advice from a specially formed Women's Consultative Committee on Nationality was an important precedent for the League. Despite the withdrawal
of the International Alliance of Women for Suffrage and Equal Citizenship
and the International Federation of University Women from the Consultative
Committee in favour of representation on official League organisations, it
clung to its tenuous position after 1933, enlarging its sphere of interest
to include any matters relating to the status of women. Because of its
work, together with that of the Liaison Committee of Women's International
Organisations and individual organisations which set up temporary head-

1.

The Australasian response to the PBC's call can be illustrated
from the Bessie Rischbieth papers (Australian National Library
MS2004/5); N.Z. National Archives, (Internal Affairs series
116/6, Pts. I, 11, passim), and the James Hight Collection in
the University of Canterbury Library, esp. papers of the
Christchurch branch of the NCW of N.Z.
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quarters in Geneva during the League Assembly, Geneva in the 1930s
became a centre for international feminism to an extent that still
requires investigation. There is a direct line from this activity to the
setting up of a Commission on the Status of Women by the United Nations. 2
Perhaps the most significant aspect of the question, however, is
the relationship of the nationality of married women to the concept of
the common status of the Empire. It has been argued that the principle of
a common nationality for the Empire obstructed the achievement of
independent nationality for British married women in the period under
consideration; it is also likely that the impossibility of settling this
question under the terms of the common status in nationality contributed
to the eventual abandonment of that principle. This is a topic touched
on only very lightly by imperial historians or legal writers and perhaps
only recognised at all after abandonment of the common code of nationality
in 1948 led to a reappraisal, often a devaluation, of its importance. When
Sir A.B. Keith commented on the

~h N~ona~y a~d

StatUk

06

A~enh

Act two years after its passage, he called it a measure which no
Dominion legislature could in any way affect, noting that it fixed
immutably 'the position of the natural-born British subject, the status
of wives and widows, of children, the right of alienage and so forth'. He
did not comment on the implications of this.'
Two decades later R.T.E. Latham described Commonwealth nationality

2.

3.

For Liaison Committee, 'An Experiment in Cooperation, 1925-1945'
pamphlet. (ANL MS2004/7/542); H.E. Archdale, 'The Women's
International ~ovement', AUktna~a~ ~~~~ey, Vol. 1,20,
December 1948, pp.16-24. LN. C.59. M.21. 1939.V., Committee
for the Study of the Legal Status of Women (adopted 10 January
1939) and 4th edition, Rome, August 1942.
A.B. Keith, ImpvUaL UrUty and the VOrM-vUOnh, (Oxford, 1916),
p. 253.
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law in similar terms, as 'imperial fundamental law', although he was of
opinion it could be altered by the over-riding authority of the Imperial
Parliament. He emphasised 'the duty of maintaining the largest possible
measure of effective common or mutual citizenship'.' Neither of these
writers dealt with the question of the nationality of married women.
The only serious treatment of the subject by an imperial historian
in this period occurs in a monograph, NatioYlaLU:y willuYl the M,Lwh
Commomueatth

On NatioYl6, published by E.F.W. Gey van Pittius in 1930,

in the midst of heated discussions on imperial nationality in general and
women's nationality in particular. The author supported the idea of legislation to guard against a woman being made stateless by her foreign
marriage, but assumed that this would be approved Empire-wide. He offered
the opinion that ultimately independent nationality might prove to be the
answer to the problem of women's nationality, but that much 'converting'
would have to be done before this could be implemented. s
Even in 1971, more than twenty years after its demise, Ouncan Hall
appeared to lament the passing of the common status. In accounting for it,
he put his emphasis on the unwillingness of the Irish Free State to
acknowledge allegiance to the Crown. He saw the 1930 Imperial Conference
as a turning point, when the intransigence of the Irish delegation, who
~anted

a definition of nationality excluding allegiance, prolonged the

conference for ten days.

He agreed with Oowson, a personal friend, that

their attitude had been a 'fatal blow' to the common status. He referred

4.

R.T.E. Latham, 'The Law and the Commonwealth', in .i.K. Hancock,

SWLVey on T3JU.UJ.,h CommoYlWeatth AnncUM. PfLob,eem/.) on NatioYlaLU:y,

(Oxford, 1937) pp. 577-589.
5.

E.F.W. Gey van Pittius, NatioYlaLU:y willUYl the B~h CommoYlOn NatioYl6, (London, 1930) pp. 143-151. Based on a
London Ph.D. thesis of 1928, the book was written too early
to cover the 1930 debates on nationality.
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to the

~h Na~o~y

Act of 1948 as being intended to 'rescue

some element of the common status of British subject'.

His account

contains no mention of women's nationality.6
Legal writers demonstrate rather less nostalgia for the common
status, although they pay it little enough attention. The views of J.
Mervyn Jones are interesting, both in themselves, and because he wrote
just before and just after the
he prefaced his

~h N~onc~y

B~h N~o~y

La,v and

Act of 1948. In 1947

P~ac~ce

with the comment

that, in spite of its increasing importance in the modern world, nationality law had received little attention from legal writers in Britain; he
pointed out that although the fundamental legislation was thirty years old,
there had been no book showing either the background to it, or the
principles on which it was based.

7

By the time his own book appeared, the

system was on its way out and transformation of the basis of British
nationality law in 1948 necessitated a complete rewriting of the text.
Looking back on the pre-1948 system from the vantage point of 1956,
Jones argued that the uniform system of nationality had remained long
after the theory on which it was based had become irreconcilable with
political facts. Divergences had developed which by 1930 had to be
recognised by the Imperial Conference: the common status, the Conference
affirmed, was 'in no way inconsistent with the recognition, within and
without the Commonwealth, of the distinct nationality possessed by
nationals of the individual states of the British Commonwealth'. After the
Statute 06

Weht;n£lut~,

divergences to the code became even more explicit.

This was especially true in the case of the nationality of married women;

6.

D. Hall, Commornveatth
Act, p.858.

7.

J.M. Jones, B~~h
1947) preface.

(London, 1971) pp. 705-8. For 1948

Na~oltaLLty,

Law and

P~a~ce,

(Oxford,
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for example, not all Dominions followed the action of the United
Kingdom in giving effect to the Hague Convention. Jones came to the
conclusion that 'the difference of opinion within the Commonwealth on the
issue of nationality of married women was the most important single
factor which contributed to the dissolution of the common code'.8
Sir Clive Parry was also dismissive of the common code;
prefaced a major work on

C~zenol~p

Lmv~ 0& ~he

Commonweatth

he
with the

comment that he no longer believed the 1948 Act had shattered a common
status hallowed by tradition and embodied in the 1914 Act. Pointing to
the widely differing dates at which this Act had been adopted by the
Dominions - in Canada even before Britain, in Australia in 1920, in
South Africa in 1926, in New Zealand as late as 1928 - and the fact that
it was already being amended by 1918, he concluded it would appear
improbable that there was ever a moment in time when, even apart from
'local divergences, it was in force throughout the entire Commonwealth.
He concluded the regime of the Act of 1914 had been an 'untypical episode
in the long history of British nationality'. Like Jones, he identified
a social revolution in relation to the status of married women as a cause
of its early abandonment. 9
The

~h N~onatLty

Act of 1948 altered the basis of British

B~h N~onafity

8.

J.M. Jones,

Lmv,

(Oxford, 1956), pp. 88-90.

9.

C. Parry, N~onafity and C~ze~;hip Lmv~ 0& the Commonweatth
and I~e£and, vol. 1, 1957, vol. 2, 1960. pXIV, pp. 81-5.
Parry believed the most serious defect of the common code
was its failure either to create a real unity of nationality
in the Commonwealth, or to satisfy the needs of national selfawareness in its parts. Since Parry is unique in referring to
the agitation of feminists against British nationality law,
it is regrettable that his references to it are inadequate or
inaccurate. He incorrectly dates the agitation 'from the
beginning of the present century' and says women petitioned the
1921 Imperial Conference [only] on the subject (p.86): He suggests
the right of a woman whose husband naturalizes abroad to make a
declaration of retention dates from 1933, (p.177) instead of
1914, and wrongly describes the Hague Convention as accepting the
principle of equality for married women in nationality (p.531).
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nationality law in two fundamental ways. Whereas nationality law had
centred around allegiance, this now became a consequence rather than a
source of nationality; and there were now several legislative sources of
8ritish nationality, whereas before there had been only one. ' DAt the
same time women were granted independent nationality, a full 34 years
after the commencement of a campaign that had appeared on the brink of
success by 1923.
During these years the campaign had gone through several phases,
and been greatly enlarged in scope. Expressions of concern at the
clauses on women's nationality in the 1914 Act, which had received no
comment when they were first incorporated in British nationality law in
1870, had been submerged in the shock of the outbreak of war, simultaneous
almost to the day with the passage of the Act. Although the war stifled
comment on the new legislation, it also demonstrated its injustice to
women by focusing on the special case of British-born women living in
Britain and married to enemy aliens. Many of these suffered

seve~ly

in

the war. They were often suspected of spying, popular hostility
prevented them getting employment, and their position contrasted
poignantly, in the popular mind at least, with enemy-born women who had
become British by marriage. The experience of the war provided the
stimulus for a campaign by women's organisations to change the law.
This campaign had two centres, the National Council of Women of
Great Britain and the International Woman Suffrage Alliance. Active in
both organisations was the woman who would make the nationality question
peculiarly her own, the Scottish barrister Chrystal Macmillan. The two
centres reflected differing emphases:

the National Council of Women took

a British/Imperial stance, presenting memorials for independent nationality

10.

Jones, (1956 edition), introduction.
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to the Imperial Conference, and sponsoring a Private Member's Bi 11
repeatedly introduced in the House of Commons in the inter-war years;
the International Woman Suffrage Alliance took an international stance,
favouring an international convention as the long term solution to a
problem which could not be solved merely by a change in British or even
imperial law. Both the bi 11 and a draft international convention were tne
work of Chrystal Macmillan, who coordinated British and international
feminist oplnion in favour of independent nationality. In Brltain She
produced pamphlets, wrote to newspapers, spOke to women's organisations,
joined deputations to Mlnisters and in 1930 linked nationally organised
women's groups into a Pass the Bill Committee to promote legislation. In
conjunction witn European and American feminists, she organised a
demonstration in favour Of independent nationality to coincide with the
Codiflcation Conference at The Hague in 1930 and thereafter worked in
Geneva through the Women's Consultative Committee on Nationality against
the inadequate Hague Convention.
British Government policy on the nationality of married women
remained consistent, through several changes of government and in spite
of the personal views of a number of different Home Secretaries: the
~h N~tio~y

and

S~

0t

ALieno

A~t,

which ran Empire-wide,

could not be changed unilaterally by any member of the Empire, even
Britain, but only through the unanimous decision of an Imperial Conference. Specific arguments for and against the reform had been made clear
by the proceedings of a Joint Committee of Both Houses as early as 1923,
but even by that date the main theoretical argument against it, that a
wife should take her husband's nationality for better or for worse, was
giVing way to the argument of imperial uniformity. It is ironic that the
evolution of the Empire into a Commonwealth where each Dominion was
entirely autonomous in its legislation should have made change in the
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national status of married women more difficult, but common nationality
came to be seen as an essential element in the legal nexus of the
Commonwealth, the more precious as other formal ties were loosed.
This fact informed the attitude of British delegates to international discussions on women's nationality at the Hague Conference in
1930 and the League of Nations in subsequent years. While favouring
equality of the sexes in nationality on principle, they were not
prepared to implement it without full Dominion support. Neither was
the international climate of opinion amenable to change: Catholic
countries especially refused independent nationality for women as undermining the family and even society itself.
The centre of the question,from the British point of view,came to
be not Parliament, where debates in 1925, 1930 and 1933

showed virtual

unanimity across all parties in favour of independent nationality, but
the Imperial Conference. Here the Irish Free State and South Africa, for
their different religious reasons, firmly vetoed any suggestion that
husband and wife should possess different nationalities. The best Britain
could do under the circumstances was to follow the example of the Hague
Conference, mitigating acknowledged hardships under the law without
changing its basis. In 1933, in the face of a vociferous feminist
opposition, the

B~h N~ona~y

and

S~

06

A~enh

Act was

amended along the lines of the Hague Convention,to ensure that no
woman could be made stateless by a foreign marriage.
Repeatedly described as a 'first step' by Government apologists,
this legislation in fact marked the end of an era. Together with the
abolition of registration for British-born women who had married
foreigners, it took the edge off the reform programme. What remained,
the assertion that married women were being denied equality in nationality,
carried little weight at a time when the depression was biting deep and
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even a British marriage could be grounds for dismissal from employment.
The more realistic of the agitators accepted defeat; even the indefatigable Macmillan spent most of her efforts in the last three years of
her life trying to improve working conditions for women through the
Open Door International. 11
Neither was there any progress internationally. The question of
the nationality of women was debated in the First Committee of the League
late in 1933 when, in the face of a demand by Chile for an Equal Nationality
protocol, quite separate from the Hague Convention, Britain assumed the
role of champion of the Convention.!2 At the very end of 1933, the PanAmerican states approved equality of the sexes in nationality in the
terms of the resolution Chile had moved at the Hague Conference and this
simple formula gained increasing acceptance from women's organisations. 13
After a break in 1934, the topic came up again at the League meetings
of 1935 in the broader context of a general consideration of the status
of women.!4 The Hague Convention came into operation in 1937,15 still
steadily opposed by feminists, and the matter had been taken no
further when war interrupted the League's activities. It would be 1957
before a convention of the United Nations finally established

Open Door International Records.

ll.

FL,

12.

FO 3781503/Tl1268 LN. Confidential Report, Simon to Hacking,
11 October 1933. The Commonwealth fully supported Britain.

13.

FL, E R I Records. 'Facts about the Equality Treati es " 4 p.
information sheet of WC CN. Equal Nationality Treaty signed
at Montevideo, 26 December 1933. Its first article read,
'There shall be no distinction based on sex as regards
nationality, in their legislation or in their practice'. By
1935 the HCCN, ICW, IFUW,(provisionally), IAHSEC, (provisionally)
were among the dozen major international women's organisations
endorsing the Treaty.
LN A 1/2 1935. 16th ordinary session of Assembly. First Committee:
Nationality of Women. Results of Previous Consideration by the
League. (Note by Secretariat).

14.
15.

Hague Convention, 1 July 1937.
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independent nationality for women as the norm internationally.'6
In Britain the Pass the Bil I Committee did not disband, although
its all-out effort in 1933 had left it penniless, but its meetings
became much less frequent. It adopted longer-term measures, drawing up
a constitution which would enable it to tap the funds of supporting
societies; persuading women in the Dominions to put pressure on their
governments and thence on the Imperial Conference. Macmi Ilan wrote a
new pamphlet 'The Nationality of Women in the British Commonwealth' which
was sent to 300 individuals and groups in the dominions. '

7

In the Antipodes

the seed fell on fertile ground; pressure to take the Commonwealth beyond
the Hague formula came from Australia and New Zealand. Australia had not
been represented directly at the Hague Conference, but having glven the
British

representatives power to sign for her, was committed to the

Hague Convention. New Zealand had not been at The Hague, and disliked the
formula. ' s The Parliaments in both countries wanted to give married women
independent nationality and at the meeting of Dominion Prime Ministers in
1935 and the Imperial Conference of 1937 it was their representatives who
set the pace.
In 1935 Australia and New Zealand both insisted on ralsing the
question of women's nationality.'9 In one sense it was an appropriate time

16.

United Nations Convention on the Nationality of Married Women,
opened for signature, 29 January 1957. The question had been
before the Commission on the Status of Women since 1947. \E/CN6/254)

17.

FL PBC Minutes, 1934-6, passim. Macmillan's pamphlet, January 1934.

18.

The Australian representatives at The Hague are listed as
M. Gwyer (FO) and O.F. Dowson (HO) (Hague Convention,
plenipotentiaries). For N.Z. 's attitude, report of meeting of
uK and Dominion delegates to LN., 8 September 1931
(PRO D035 106/4166/49)

19.

Cab 32/125 (PM35) Australian memo on the Nationality of Married
Women, 29 Aptil, 1935. N.Z. memo on Nationality of Married Women,
25 May 1935.
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to do so. The Irish Free State, implacable opponent of separate
nationalities for husband and wife, had just passed its own
Act, specifically repealing the
Ac~

~5h Natio~y

and

Na~onaL0ty

Strtt~5

0&

A~en6

and thus opting out of the common status. 2 0 It was one obstacle the

less to Commonwealth agreement, but lt was not enough. South Africa
remained adamant that it would not go beyond the Hague agreement; and
Canada, the practical problem of those numerous Canadian women who had
become stateless by marrying Americans solved, also refused to go further,
probably in deference to the views of Catholic Quebec.
Both Australia and New Zealand had already tried to do so. When a
bill, preliminary to the ratification of the Hague Convention, had been
introduced into the Australian Parliament in 1934, Members objected that
it did not confer equality of the sexes, and J.A. Lyons promised to raise
the matter in London. In New Zealand, an amendment to the
Nationality and

S~~Uh

06

A~en6 Ac~,

~h

designed to prevent statelessness,

had been stretched to provide independent nationality; and then, on
representations from the British Government, restricted so that the rights
conferred on New Zealand women marrying foreigners were civil rights in
New Zealand only, not the full status of British subjects. In a Committee
set up by the Dominion Prime Ministers in 1935 at the insistence of Lyons,
and chaired by him, he argued eloquently that there was no longer any
uniformity in Commonwealth nationality laws, so that this should no longer
be made an excuse for delaying justice. But British policy-makers were not
convinced. 2 1
20.

Irish Nationality Act, 1935.

21.

Cab. 32/125 lPA35) Lyons Committee on Nationality of Married Women,
30 May 1935. Te Water (SA) said his government would never go
beyond the Hague formula. ~ennett (Can) said his country had
already gone too far towards equality of the sexes in nationality.
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In 1937, the question of women's nationality was referred to the
Imperial Conference's Committee on Constitutional Questions. Here
Australia's suggestion,that those Dominions granting civil rights to
their women who married foreigners might make reciprocal arrangements,
won the approval of New Zealand but not Britain, which did not give its
own British-born wives of aliens civil rights and so could scarcely give
them to Australian or New Zealand-born wives; or Canada, whose representatives explained that civil rights were a provincial responsibility;
or South Africa. As usual, the Conference found its report on women's
nationality difficult to phrase. The Summary of Proceedings printed in
June 1937 includes in its section on constitutional questions, under the
heading 'Nationality of Married Women', a blank space about a paragraph
long. When the paragraph was finally inserted, it consisted of all the
old worn phrases. 'It was not found possible to arrive at an agreement in
favour of any change in the existing law ... It was assumed that the matter
would be the subject of further consultation between the respective
governments'.22 War was to interrupt the 'further consultation'.
As war loomed near in 1939, the Pass the Bil

I

Committee (now

renamed the Nationality of Married Women Committee) urged the necessity
for women having their own nationality in war time. When their bill was
introduced in Parliament for the first time since 1933, 114 Members
petitioned the Government to let it proceed, but in vain. All the Committee
could achieve was publicity for the right of British-born wives of
Germans to resume their original nationality and aided by a less restrictive
Home Office policy than in 1918 many did so. Apart from debate in 1942/3
when minor amendments to the
Ac~

22.

~~h N~onatity

and

S~~

On

A~el1h

prOVided an opportunity to raise it, the question of women's nationality

Cab.32/131 E (C9) (37) Committee on Constitutional Questions,
4th meeting, 8 June 1~37. Conference Report E t37j 38.
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was submerged in the immediate anxieties of war. 2 3

Yet the war itself

proved as much a catalyst as the First World War had been: it led to
many foreign marriages; to an affirmation in the United Nations Charter
of equality of the sexes; to a sharper sense of national identity on the
part of the Dominions. Within three years of the peace Britain and the
Dominions had replaced the common

~h N~o~y

Aet with a series of virtually identical

Na~oluvGLty

and StatUh

on

A~en6

Acth which made

nationality quite independent of marriage. 2 4 Thirty-four years after it
had begun, the campaign for independent nationality for married women
had been won.
Why so long? The campaigners blamed obstruction by the Home Office,
the apathy of women, the small numbers involved, but this is not an adequate
explanation. It is clear that the main obstacle to change was the necessity
of maintaining an imperial nationality, the common status. For British
policy makers, maintaining the common status was the fundamental objective;
independent nationality for married women, acceptable enough in itself,
had to be sacrificed to it. Feminists throughout the Commonwealth found
this hard to believe. As Chrystal Macmillan wrote,
It is impossible to accept that this injustice
women is to continue till the most reactionary
dominions are prepared to act. That would mean
dominion power to veto progress in other parts

to married
dominion or
to give one
of the

23.

FL Nationality of Married Women Committee records.
Public meeting, 28 November 1939, concerning wives of
enemy aliens. By 1945 some 2,000 women had resumed British
nationality under this clause. FL PBC memo of deputation,
21 November 194~. After Macmi Ilan's death in 1937, Eva
Hartree as President of the Committee and Florence Barry
as its Secretary, saw the last phase of the campaign to a
successful conclusion.

24.

B~h Na~o~y

Act, 1948. Canada had already passed a
Nationality Act in 1946; Australia 1948; N.Z. 1948; S.A.
Nationality Act 1949.
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Empire ... Justice to women should not be made
subservient to a uniformity based on injustice.

25

But in the key period of the campaign by British women against
their disability in nationality, from 1914 to 1933, this is precisely
what happened. The feminist cause came up against the imperial cause
and was resoundingly defeated.

25.

FL, Macmillan, Tite
1938), p.13.

N~on~y

06

M~ed

Women (PBC pamphlet,
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m;STITUTE ALIE"S CmDIlTTEE.
APPENDIX r,

MEMORANDUl\,lL
'Wives and Children of Alien Enemies.
1. I low to de.d with the dcstil.ruc w-ives awl children of alien enemies is a problem
whic-h call,..; for iuuncdinte solution. Nearly all of these women und children are
families of Germans and Austrians who have left this country to join the enemies'
Fore-ex, or wl:o have hecn, or are about to 118, arrested by the Police with it view to
conceul ration in camps. .A very [0\\- of them are ortljuat-y poor persons W110 happen
10 11l..l aliens, hut whose destitution has nothillg to do with the wur.
~. The great majority of the wives are British Ily birth. language, habits ant!
~.rlllpalhil's, awl the children are uc.u-ly ul l nntur.rl-boru Ih-irish s ubjects.
S. 'I'hc mcuns at present nvuiluble for their relief arc as follows:A.-Throughout

l1~e

Coui/fJ'Y.

(iI The POOl' Lil1Y, under which they hare n, right to relief which is almost
l\llh'Cl'sally admitted, but the relief mar he offered ill the shape of admission to the
work house and not of allowances p.rid to them in their homes.
(ii) The assistance given by frfcnds and relations and. certain small local charitable
cout-ilnu ions, which are rapidly lll~coll1illg exhausted.
(iii) The American Atubassn.lor ucting on behalf of the German awl Austrian
Governments.
B.~In

LOilrlon,

'I'here urc, in 'tuklition to the fOl'egnim; ugencics, several im pot-tnnt charitable
as:-iociations [or the relief of distrcssc(l aliens, wluch, partly iudepeu-Ient ly nud
p;trri.r through a central council constituted at the instance of the Destitute Alit~il~
Couunit tcc, have hitherto .uhuiuistered substantial funds, nmouuting to several
hundred po.mds weekly. [01' the benetlt of alien enemies in London. It is certain
that the claims made on such associations will increase, but it is now clear that the
funds at. their <li:,:pOStd wi ll not grow proportionately.
'.t The American Amlmssudor hns, it is understood. received 10,0001. From the
German awl 5,0001. from the Austrian Goverument for the benefit of their (listl'e.·;~n(l
nationals in this country. These funds will probably lIe supplemented hr Iurthcrt-ontt-ihutious from the same sources, but il. ruuy he expected that these coutributious
will, as in the past, he limited to the cquivnlcut of the sums provided hy the British
Government for Ule bcnoflr or Ht-itish Sll1JjW~tS in the enemy countries, who arc much
Fewer tlum the enemies in the Br-itish Islands.
These Iunds are sPCllL l;y the American Embassy partly in n.s:ii.stillg tile repatrtalion of (;Cl'llliUIS an.I Aust l'j,U1S who can gd "pel'mit... . " from the Home Otllcc to
lcnve th« couu tt'y awl parllr ill iuniutaiuing families no longer supporte(l h,Y their
In'l'ad \ri nner.
The grants uuule to German families a.re:(0'1'0 the wives uurl chiklrcu of men SCITillg' in the German Army or Xayy
sepnrat inu . rllownnces or the same amounts as arc mudu to the wives, . x
. c.
of Bril.ish soldiers.
(H) To the clcsf.it.nte wives of civilian Gerl1ll111S interned in camps 10s. a week
.+ z«. per (,]llld,
The-e nmcun ts are a<!lll:red 10 irrespectivcly or tile previous posit ion of tile
Iruuilics, no larger grallls lJt~illg made to families heu-tolore in ('OlllfoJ'tald(' circuru-tnuccs than to the very poor pooph~ who Ioriu the great majority of the llellelit:ial'ie:-o.
It is understood tllid, g\'(~aL ,.,{rcs:.; i...; bill 01\ this uquu lity of t reatmunt.
;i.Llldel' this system the Amcricuu ..Vu.bnssudor Iuc- tunintuiner] awl will cont iuuc
to muintuiu all Imuilics (II' Gerntnu I~()lllhatallts. whether British horn or not.
l l.o has also been lllailllainilw sl\'bSlalll,iallJ~l111llel':::of rami1il~s of eidlinll ill!(,l'lll'(l
{~el'111allS, lhough it Sl~l~mS d()ll{~fll whcllwl' funds will uu at hi", dispo:-oal sldliei\-'Ilt
t,j CIl<.l.1JJu him llHiCh lOllgul.' to iUHh:dake ~uLil'e rusllolls~bility raj' Lld...; elass. Tlu:
I']; 111

I:!;",

11111

I·;

,I: S
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Counuiitec has rea-en to snppo:"c that he lms not yet even heard of the existence of
uumj- Gt!1'1l1'1.11 f.unilies, who arc, or are likely soon to bel in distrc-«.
0, Till' Connuit u-o Ita:-: uuulo inqnirics of 1110 AlIwrieall Enl1laS:iY with n~ganl to
till: re lid gin!ll 1>.)' tlu-ut to nliou CIl(~lllY In.tnilius ; and, alLllouglJ no .-';\lg-:;I~:-.tiOH 'was
made or wish expressed 011 the pm-t of the Amoricau Embassy, the question nnt urully
ru-ose whether the Briti.<.;h Government Was likuly to' assume rus puusibilify [01' the
relief of the Ih-itish-Loru wives u nt] Jau.ilies of the interned civilian Germ;L1iS.
7. It nppenrcd to tile Committee that the British Government might. reuscnubb

be held to have a special respousibilitj- with regard to this particular class in which
tiro wives are nlious in lnw but not in ImlJits or sympathies and the children nru
British subjects in every respect, with but remote possibilities of ever lJec011lillg
aliens.
Some special form at rclie l seems desirable for these Bril.ish-bor n fumilics, unrl
there arc strong rcnsous why it should not 11C provided from German funds. The
possihilit.y or ohtainil1g rcl!o l From Gemma sources is prnctically cer-tain to rcruuiu
unkuowu to many of them, and to ne.u-ly all .it would be extremely repngna,llt to
<lpply rot" assistance from Ccrmnn funds, even if the application ...vet-o ccrtuin to he
SllCC1:S-:l'1l1.
And the Conuniucc does Hot think it probable that Gci-nmu funds (U'~~
uvailah]e, 01' arc likely to bo in the Iuturc avu.iluble for many or the claimants.
They think, therefore, that some provision should at once be made Io r the neccs-cn'y
relief of these cases, and that the cost. should be met, Dot out DE the rates, but- from
the Exchcq uer, as it is the action of the Stale which has directly caused the destitut iou
\rllieh calls -for relief.

The ntlmiuistral.iou of the relief would he directed )),)" a
UtC Local Govermueut Ben-ds.
S. The principles regubting the relief could not 'c-ell be those which have sometiUH:.'S guidell POOl" T,,'),>\' action in the p:1St.
Absolute destitution shou Id not be a sino
11/((( null before uid is gi\-en, awl the Jhdiey to be adolJlcd shou lrl be in the nuriu that

Depnrtmcut or the Govcnunent, nnturnllr

embodied ill the recent Lccul Goveruu.ent Board recommeudat icns with respect to
relief to widows.
D. The Committee does not thluk that it would he ex perlieu t t.hat the sp(~{'ial
re-lief fllJul~ should he udmiuisterr-d hy them 01' b.r any other body "P Flinterl (lr! !IO(,',
They arc aware that certain ndvautuges, scurimcntal or other, might uri:':'"l from the
total separation of the administration from t.hat of the Poor Law, and tiley hu ve

considered whether it might Bot he placr~(l in the hands of the National Iusurnnr:c
Comuuuccs. of the Old J\ge Ponsiou Otllccrs, 01' or the Local Relief Couuuittcc-s.
They see great {liiTil;Ulty ill ;L([aptillg uuy DC these agencies for the pm"pose, especiallY
in the matter of the provision of Iunrls uut] the uccoun ting for ex pcud iture, uml they
arc not prepared to rcconuucnd Uli\t recourse sbould he hud to any of them.
~O. Tlle,Y arc of opinion that for the due ndministrn tion of such a spcr-Ia l fund as
they propu . ,c the mnchincry or tho POOl' Law is adcquato and avnilahle . but thut it
should be directly and closely controlled by the Local Government IjO;ll'ilf. . A u.l
they l'CCOmmCIHl that such State IH'oYi.« ion be promised without delay nx will enahle
the n-uny cnscs or distress of which they he.u to be relieved.
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APPENDIX 2.
National Council of

~Jolllen.

Bill on l·jornen's Nationality and

Hemor i a l to Imperial Conference, 1921.

The Nationality of 1\tan..'i{~d
'~ToJ(nen.
The

]'o!lf}willg

hi 1I

11,1-;

lu-cn dl',d'lcd

[l.Y

11)(' :\1\1 ionu l Clllll!!'; I

or \YiJIIH'li 0['(;'!'('u1 Bril,\II\ utul In,I,111l1 011 \11\' lilli'''; of llu- \{('Jllf)ri:ll
urhlrr-ssvd 10 till' 1111pnial ('(;lll'cn'III'(' unr l ...,i,!..:IWd h.\" lifl,\'·nillf'
\\'(llljf'jl':-,
orgalli<.;;dirlll'i
ill
Ill(' {'oiled l\ill~rI()I:1. Auvtrulia.
Canndn. );(·w Z{':\I~\lld. South Afric-n . :-iUllliICr!1 Hhndl'"i:t :III([

1<::1<.;1 Africa IY!li('11 is !!ppt'll(lI'd.

Uriiish Nationality
(!\Ia rrie cl 'WO Hi{' n ) Bill.
I\lcmorandllm.
'I'h i... Bill r('sln!'\',", 10 l Irit i ...h womr-u tl«- ri:..;hl lo·~l 11\' t\1('111 ill
l~'iO I'd' ]'('1 n iniH[..;' th.ir Brili',dl tl:llioll;llil~' 11\\ 111;lrri:I!.:.<' \\"ilh ;Ill
al icu . UII<I prmidt'''; that \\'(ll!ll'll \\'110 hu vc- Ill..;t \11(';1' Hritic.,ll
uaf inn:ll i l.\· br 1l1;11Tiil.~(· -; h;111 n>~'!l ill i i h~' ,'I c.,i Ilq' 11' lItT b r.r l iOII.
It further prnvidc-, lha t (Ill nlivu \\,Ulll:\ll ,,1,,!llllo!.;1'-o hvrvto .
fore. acquire British nat iona litv mcrc ly hy marriage with a
Brit.ish subject, but requires her to satisfy the same condit.ions us
to residence, oath of allegiance, etc.. as is required before an
alien man is naturalised. At the same time it safeguards the
position of nlien women 'who have already been recognised as
British on their marriage with British subjects. or who in future
may marry British subjects.
It also makes clear that a married 'woman is to have the same
right to Hpply ind('pelHlclltly for na t.urulisut.iou . as s- married
man; and that any restrictions wit h rcsrarcl to Ilationalily shall he
the same for married, women as for m;rric-d rnen ;
.

Title. '
A BILL to arucnd the British Nationality HTHl St atus of" Aliens
Act. 101Vi' so far as it affects murr icd \Y01;'lCll.

Be it enacted l}y the King's Most Excellent Majesty. ctc .
as follows :-'1.' This Act shall he called the British Nationality (Mur.
ried \Vmnen) Act., 1921.
;". 2. '" Sections 10 nndTl of l'a~t HI. "r"the'British Nation" lit v
and Status of' A Ileus Apt, lUlL hereinafter calledfbe principie
Ad, arc hereby I'l,.'lwull'd ~·llld Ihe following substituted for them :-..
\ . ~ , -'.'
.
.
.'. ~~ . " ,
'(1) A natural born British. woman OJ:,'fi wornun to
whom .a ccrtiflcate .of na:tttralisritio'h'ha~~ been gtr;-en or has
z- been deemed.to have been gh;{'J1 shall not be' deemed to lose
~' :,,~h~:~l B;~i~i~h: :,ll~t~ona,litr b}: 't~'.(~SC;~l of ?cr.: u.lU:riage ·with an
)

,

'

.

.

j

~~ The Brltlsh Nat.lonahtv findStntua 61 Aliens Ad; 1i.ll ,1. , is nun'
prlnted. (\,'1 umended.!n lOlU', "'ith the flame title Emd date .' ~t. h:blportant

to accurethe tG1S.'EdHlun nf the 1\1'1.
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(7) The iuformat ion required of anv woman with
respect to her husbu nd ill connection with" nationality or
natura lisut.ion shall be the same as that required (~r a
man with respect to his -vife : and restrictions placed 011

a British 'woman because of all a Iieu husband shall not be
different from those pln ccd on n Hr-irivh man because of all
a lien wife .
(kl

A mu rt-icc] womuu "hall nut lx- under n divabilitv
Sub-sect jU11 ::7 (l} 1)1' the principle Act the \Hm{.,
"u nuu-ricd wouuur . or"' are hcrcbv repealed.

.uu t

III

Memoriu! on the Nationality of ~Jarri~d \Vomen in the
British Empire, addressed to the Imperial Conference.
\rt'. the uHdcr"i,!..:'lll'd. n'prT"'l'l1till~- \Y(}lllCIl'" Soc ietic-,
throughout the British Etnpi rt-. lia vr- the II(); '<111' to xubmit tu yClll
our c Ia im that HJl\' runr-ndn n-nt ut' the na ti.n.aii rv la\\'<; ,-;JlOll111
include the grant tC) wouren . ill those part-, 01 the B'ritish Empire
where such amendment is llCCeSS:1n-. of the rioht to retain thcir
British uat.ionali ty on marriage ,yith nil alicll.~l right enjoyed by

them under the laws of the United Kingdom until 1870.
""Ye further urge that uniformly throughout the Empire the
laws should provide that a woman shall not on marriage with an
alien be depr ived of l.er British nationality against her 11'111; but
that she shall be given the same choice of nationality as a man.

Signed on behalf of the following Societies rc-SOCIETIES IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
Alexandr-a College Guild. Dubftn ,
Association of Head Mfstr-eases .
Association of Assistant Mistresses in Pt.1bHc Secondary
Schools.
British Dominions women Citizens Union.
British women:a Emi g raticn Association ..
Catholic Womenvs Reform Association.
Catholic womens League.
Conservative womena Refer-m As socfat.iou .
Crinimal Law Amendment Cornmfttee .
Fabian women-a Group.
Feder-at-ion of \Yorking Girls' Clubs.
Irish women Citizens and Local GO'H.'T!1Znent Aasocfattcn ,
Dublin.
Mother s ' Union.
National Adult School Unicn .
National British Wom ens Ternoer-ance Assod:3iHon.
National Ootmcn ot EynnzeHc31 1'1"'(:r{' "C'h4!:r:.ch;(ji f'~l{OO1~'l11'S
Counci1.)
•
"

Nettoeet Ooaectt or womea ofGn>-ai
lttlO'~l

BTit~Sn·~"jun~~.

Orgaatsarton of Gil'!s . Clubs,
N<rtlon$1'Un~onof Soctettes ror Equot CitizcuY£rlp:

N

'S'Micn$1 tinwnof T~3Cher"8.
,'3:&t\-mtrtri'l Ar-m,ry.
,

.
<.

, ~.

7&"'''Ordi.-n 'Unh"'{i:f':O:lit)' \'V"omen"'S -Strff!'"&~e ttesee ,
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APPENDIX 3.
BRITISH NATIONALITY

(~~RIED

WO~£N)

BILL.

(1922)

Note of evidence to be given by Mr. O.F. DowsoD (Home Office).

I.

Historical

SUTI~~ary

of English law affecting the nationality of

married women .
(a)

Position at common Law .

(b)

Scope fu~d effect of Naturalization Acts, 1844 and 1870
a~d reasons for changes introduced by these Acts.

(c)

Position under British Nationality and Status of Aliens
Act, 1914.

11.

Effects of change proposed in the Bill require examination from
several points of view.
Present law (nationality of wife identical with that of husband) in
force for past 50 years.
Nationality law of most foreign countries has been for a great
many years, and still is, based on this principle.
(a) Effect in relation to English Municipal Law.
The proposals in ~~e Bill require careful examination by
lawyers competent to say whether, if carried, the Bill would
cause any and, if so, what practical difficulties from legal
point of view.
Instances of matters for consideration:(1)

Probate and Divorce matters.

(2)

Income Tax, Finance Act, 1920, Section 24 - allowance to
British subject. Wife makes no separate return for Income
Tax.

(3)

Franchise. Representation of the People Act, 1918. Aliens
disqualified. Wife1s qualification depends on husband's
qualification. position of British w i f e of alien husband.

(4)

Position as regards eligibility of wife for old age pension.

(b) Effect in relation to laws of foreign

cOlli~tries

(1)

Legal - determination of civil rights and status.Different
principles applied in different countries. In some
cOQ~tries nationality is the test and not, as in English
law, domicile. Important that Committee should have before
them evidence as to the laws of the more important foreign
countries as to the effect of marriage upon the nationality
of women; and expert opinion as to the effect of the
proposed change in Errq Li.ah law from the point of v i.ew of
international law.

(2)

Diplomatic. A new kind of dual nationality will be created
by the Bill e.g. a German woman marrying a British subject
will be an alien according to English law and will be
regarded here as a German subject; but she will not be
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regarded by Germany as a German subject under the law at
present in force in Germany.
Position may lead to difficulty as regards diplomatic
protection in either state or in Lhird country; and
requires consideration.
Ill. Difficulties resulting from difference in principle between
nationality laws of different countries cannot be cured by
Government action. No state can properly interfere with the
sovereign right of other states to settle their own nationality
so long as they keep those laws within certain internationally
recognised limits.
IV.

Demand for change arises from
(1)

Women's movement ror complete self-determination.

(2)

Danger to state and personal hardships in time of war.

As regards (1)
Change in law not justified solely on the ground that it is
a necessary step towards the complete assimilation of the
rights of women to those possessed by men. Some proof of
practical benefits is required. Against any such benefits
must be weighed inconvenience of different nationalities
in same family.
As regards (2)
Proposed change not necessarily beneficial in the light of
experience during war as to conduct of British born wives of
Germans and German born wives of British subjects. The
latter were not on account of their British status immune from
effective control by state.
Experience of late war points to
to husband is quite as likely to
feelings and conduct of the wife
to whom the wife belonged before

conclusion that loyalty
have influence over the
as loyalty to the state
marriage.

It is doubtful whether a permanent change in the law as
proposed in this Bill can be justified merely on the ground
that it would produce in war time better results than the
old system. War necessities are not a sound basis for
permanent legislation.

v.

The Bill in relation to Imperial Nationality Law.
Consent of Self-governing Dominions necessarj.
Present nationality law (British Nationality and Status of
Aliens Act, 1914) is the result of agreement reached at successive
Imperial Conferences.
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APPENDIX 4.
Draft Intern ation al Convention prepared by Chrystal Macmillan
for Intern ation al Woman Suffr age Allia nce, 1923.
V.-Dr aft Intern ationa l Conve ntion on the
Nation ality of Marrie d Wom.e n.
g Draft Inter-ra tional Conven tion has been
followin
The
prepare d by the Chairm an of the Commi ttee on the
Nation ality of Married Women of the Interna tional Woman
Suffrag e illiance for submiss ion to that Commi ttee at its
meetin g-at the Home COq;T'~SS on May 12, 1923. The
Draft is submi ttcd as a basis for discussi on and amendm ent.
The proposa l is that after such amendm ent the full Convention of the Allianc e should be askcd-c-(a) To submit the Draft Conven tion to the League of
Nations with a view to its adoptio n for recommendat ion to all the countri es of the world, and
(b) to recomm end to cac 1. individ ual country the
adoptio n of legislat ion on the lines of the -Draft
Conven tion:
DRAFT INTER NATIO NAL CUNVE NTION ON THE
NATIO NALIT Y OF ?>IAIW IED WOME N.
PREAMB LE.

y
The High Contrac ting Parties [hen name the States signator
treating
to the Convent ion] recogniz ing the vndesira biuty of
. o~
as of little illq:"-JrLtlhl: thc pnvitegc s d.llll, rcsponsr bibuc.

lhty
na t ioria li t v by, imrJ\J:;lllC( upon l11J.rnnl , \\ omen a ,ndtJ{)!lc
ihty ,b
against tlu-ir will, and t ur tln-r r"C().~lll/.ln.c: t hc (h-"lr.l~)
d"dllp" to
far as po-o.ibk- of l'rl'\l'llti ng Contlict- , (Ij 1_~1\1' ~Hld,.ltdr
own
Statulcs s pcr:-;lllb, lWI'd)!' resolve tL) ,ad,,!,t l'~l~:h m thcir
il'ks and
State, Iq:;l~btHlrl l);\""d on the iullu\\'ll1 g t.;l.'nl.'r,tll'rln~
cunvu ;-Scheme of Lc-gt.-;]ati()ll <Ill t In- Xationa tity ..I ;\larrlcd \\
I.~,CE: \EJZ.\L

PIUXC IPLES.

WU\H;ln shall
(0) Efft'cl of J[mri'IA' ,o.-·-Thc nationa lity of a
not be changed by reason only of(L) Marriag e. or
.
(iL) A change during marri.ur e in the nu tionalit y of her husband
.\yqman
ruarricu
a
of
right
.-·Thc
dJ<lJ1gc'
,or
(b) RiKht 10 retain
rk-.
to retain her national ity or to chang-c It 1>y naturali z ation.
or
national ization or dc-n.uu rutizatic n :-ihali not be tknil'll
abridge d because site is a marr-ied wom.m.
nut
(cl Absellce I'l (OJIS,'llt. ·--"Thl' nati(}Il;tlil~' ,It' a WI,lll;tn .· dlall
,ns winch
be changed without her consent cxccp t under cun<hll\
thout lus
would cause a change in tile national i t y lJl et man wi
conse-nt .
inil)[lS
(il) Restricti ons (if any) ,,/ i'igltt.., due (l) !IIorriab',.-~l{:~tr
rn.u rtag c
of the right to retain or to dl~ltlgc nati'll1ct hty because ut
shall be the same for a woman as fur a man.

IX
2.-SCH E:\lE :rOE LEC[SL .\TIUX TO BE :\DOPT ED
X).
(S.--\Y
EACH INDlVl DP.-\L STATE
the kgisLItiu Il rccornru cnucd for adoption is in
-As
[XOTE,
t11('
the form in 'which it 111'1y be adopted by any one SLUl',
ioualit y "
name" X " has been taken fur ttns State. :11111 " X .nut
g.j
means the national ity of the individu al State kgl,;latlO
l shall
tiunn
nn
woman
X
hty,-An
lwliol1a
X
(a) Right to re/air!
not lose her X nationa lity by reason only(i.) That she marries a foreigne r, or
an :\:
(iL) That during ,rnani:lgL ' her husband ceases in bl'.
ise.
nationa l by na.turali ainc in another country or othcrv
lose
(b) Loss of X tlatic)}u llity.-An X married woman shall
X nationa lityman
(i,) If she ~atisfies the conditio ns which cause a married
to lose X nationa lity; ut'
!un
(ii.) If she on marriage , or (luring marriagl '. mah:s a l1cd.:nat
oI which
of alienage and is dc-emecl by the laws 01 the, State
ity.
her husband is a national to have <.1l'quift_,t! lll,; national
Sary
1l1.1f1n:t'S
.
IW,clltnc
l;.
ultima:"
would
above
[NOTE, -(ii.)
inscr tccl
when all countrie s have a\lllpte,l the touvcn non. It 15
uug ht uc
as possibly of use during the tunc of transruo n, but it
omitted altogeth cr.]
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APPENDIX 5.
Bill on Nationality of Married Women,
Introduced by Captain Cazalet, 1929.

[20 U EO. iJ.]

~\'atio;wlity

of J[aNicd
11'0 ill en .

B

I

L

1

L

'1'(1

Allow women marrying foreigners freedom to
retain their nationnlitv.

A.D. 192\1.

B

E it enacted by t.he .King·s mos.t. Excellent Majesty,
bv and with the udvice and consent of the Lords
Spirit{;,tl and Temporal, and Commons, in this present
Pm-li.uur-nt. a"<'Inl>!,·,!. and In till' "nthorit.v of the same,
5 as 1"u11o\\-"..,. :.-

10

1il

20

25

1. There shall IJe subst itut.cd for sections ten and National
eleven of Part III of the British Nut.ionalitv and Stat.us status of a
married
of Aliens Act, IDU, the Iollowinv sections :-"'Woman.
(L) A woman wh» is a British subject shall not Jose
or I", deemed to lose her British nationality
by reason of her marriage with an alien:
A woruu.n wh» at the time of her marriaze was
a n.u.ural born or n.u.urulis:-d British ~ubject
and who I)y or in COll::-;equencc of her Inal'riage
with an al ion is at the time of the corninsr
into force of this Act ,leemed to be an alien,
shall be deemed to Ill' a natural born or a
naturalised Britisl: subject, as the case may
be, unless she mu.kcs it declaration of alienage
within one ve.u: after this Act comes into force,
or, being outside the United Kingdom at the
time this Act comes into force, within one ve-rr
after she returns to the United Kingdom:"
All ulieu wouuui who after the cOlning into
force of this Act shall m'llTy a British subject
[Bill Dl]
A
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APPENDIX 6,
Report of meeting of women's groups with Ramsay Macdonald, 1929, sent by
Macmillan to Home Secretary,
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APPENDIX 7
The Hague Conference, 1930. Memorandum of Women's Organisations.

MEMORANDUM.
Jlllnt Conference and Dcmons r ru ticn of the l n tnationa l Council nf \\'()mcll and the Iutcr na tion.,
Al liancu of \VOiJlI'll lor :-;uffra,~l' and Equal Citize::
ship on the Nat ionali t y of .\Ltrricd Women. he;
Oil Vlatch r ju..
IIJ3(J, Addrc-ecd to tilt' l-ir.
Lodilicatiou Cunfvrvnce of tllt,: League of Natior:
at rlu- Hague.

Mar ried Worncns Nutlonal ity.
The right of citizenship is the most Iundanu-tu..
political right. For it woman to have her own nation
a l iry t akt-n [rurn l1\'1', ()r lu-r husb.uuls imposed Upl"
'her without her cousvn t . is tu n-Iu-,e her the status of :1'
adult. It is treatillg nationality and allegiance ,1
matters of lit tlc importance, if nat ioual i tv ruav Le
changed without the consent of the individual ·COL

cerned .
rt-cuuunvud t!II'l"<'f(Jrc

That

;1

shouh l

(a)

woman whether married or unrnarr i-.
11;1\'('

tlu-

same

right

as

a

man

to

rc tar.

or to change her »ut ionntitv : and in part iou!a
that the: uatinnal it v of a woman shall not b.
changed by reason on 1)' of marriage) or a chang
during marriage in the nat iona litv of her hus
band..
J

..-

(b)

(c)

that the right of a woman to retain her nat iona
li t v or to chauev it t.v lldturali1.;ltllJii, IkJlJ.1ICJlJ~11izat io» or dc-nat uruliza t um :.,11;111 1\(1\ Ill: dCllWd
or auridg c.l ln-ctut:«: she- j:-; a m.u'rivd \\,iJl11:l11.

that the nationality of a womau :-oli,dl not !H'
ch.uu'r-d without [u-r c1Jl1scnt. t'::Cl'pt \1I11kr cunditiu'o;; which would change the llallilll,dity \~f
a man without his rouscn t .

Ttw essential ji)OUI! in tli(.")( /'{(I/I]().\ill.-; is tl:«: tlit' 7,OIJlill/
should herself lmvc the Stunt ri.::,ht tu clwl','(' as a nun!:
that sill: s}uJ/;ld be tre'ifl(d i/S tU! .ninl t and /i"! liS il Si/!J-

"
'
'1 '.
, ' ,,'. ", f ·r' ·I("I,.',I
orai
natc,
Oltlty Uc'CiI!;:;)(' SIt" i.S marr n:a '. J!,~/. .S u
" ' , le'
not ha~'tJ a naiionulitv takrn
hr'!' or I1)?/")'\(.-./ UjleJii ncr

",!thuut her conscnt,
Art ic!e IS of the BclSes of L)isl.'u:-iS1U1! .lraxvn

lip bv
the prcp:i.ratory Con-m.t tce . is ill accurd;tllcC 'with
this priuciulc.
\\'ith fl'~~lrd to prllpu~ab I,' ~taldl':-;~li'-';;~ ou tlrc \ilk
hand er d~:uhlc nalitlJlalit\" ou Ill\' othvr. it k,ls tt) )1('
rC1TICrnUL'rl'd that to ,brn'oU, ,I 'l,'UlnU}! l'd
::;idtt'i,'.\S
UV imtJ()s:'iI~ Oil her a ll;t!'!'!i<l!ify jilr :,'IJ/l-jz .sht' l:lIs
ri;)! askt'" 0; to j'lr(~'['llt ha !;(!}:g i,J (iuur;,[' JliltiiJlllliit,\'
by t.d,:in!,; [rvrn he'.r a ,Hatic:lli,{l!i!y sh".I:UI.'~ ;'!;~I:I l~!,/(~!,(,I!n
is }/O ~Iiostitllft' n.r th(' ngnt tu Jt;(I;(,' fur lienLI,! ,~nat

ha nntionalitv sJw"i'cL bc,
_
Un itv of the [ami!v is Cl rorumon arguIl1cllt a;,:::,uli:-it
giving' J. cho i:c of I;~tiullJ.lit~, to a l1:;Il':'\nl WOlll~~:I,
!)ut that is really the arglli1wJlt th.it the \\\'11l.\1l UU!:"it
to be tln' ;::'\lb{)r~li\lat.l' 1\;lrtIWI III ,lll;,l.rri;l,:..:t.'
,Ill :;;t~
far as this ar~l.llllt'1l1 ('()lltTlli:-i the' ('l\lidr\'!! It :L~~1!lll"c,
that facts arc o tlu-r tlr.in tlwy all', i<II' \ll~ikl lluny
R ... i-.:rin" ,,'-";ri'm:, of l.iw it i-, pu:--.:;;ihk for;\ cbild to havv
.......
,," ... ;::, ",) --,
,.
J. different natlUn:1llty num ,1 patcn t
.

"
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HAGUE CONV:r::;N'l'ICN

APPENDIX 8.

CHAPI'ER III
NATIONALITY OF Nf'{RIUF;D WONEN

Art.

8.

If the national law of the wife causes her to lose her

nationality on marriage with a foreigner, this consequence shall be

conditional on her acquiring the nationality of the husband.

Art.

9.

If the national law of the wife causes her to lose her

nationality upon a change in the nationality of her husband occurring
during marriage, this consequence shall be conditional on her acquiring

her husband's new nationality.

Art. 10.

Naturalisation of the husband during marriage shall not

involve a change in the nationality of the wife except with her consent.

Art. 11.

'1'11e wife who, under the law of her countr-y , lost her

nationality on marriage shall not recover it after the dissolution of
the marriage except on her Own application and in ac cor-danc e wf.t h the
law of that country.

If she does r-ecover- it, she shall lose the

nationality which she acquired by reason of the marriage.

HAGUE: CONFEHENCE RECOHBE:NDATICN

VI

The Conference recommends to states the study of the

question whether it would not be possible:
1) to introduce into their law the principle of the equality

of the sexes in matters of nationality, taking particularly
into consideration the interests of the children

j

2) and especially to decide that in principle, the nationality
of the wife shall henceforth not be affected without her
consent either by the fact of marriage or by any change in

the nationality of the husband.
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APPENDIX 9.
Pass the Bill Committee Leaflet.

Nationality of Married Women Pass the

Bill Committee.
(Formed. by the National Council of lVomen.)

Chairman:
Miss CHRYST•.l..L 1L\C\IrLLAX

Hon. Tre-asurer:
Mrs. ELIZABETH ED\VARDS.

Hon. Secretary:
Mrs. C. McL. MORLEY
Organising Sec. :

Miss C. M.

GORDON

EIGHT REASONS
WHY

YOU SHOULD SUPPORT THE NATIONALITY OF
l\L"illRIED WOMEN BILL, WHICH

Restores to ,..'omen a right taken from them in 1870, and
Provides that a British .woman marrying an alien shall no
longer automancallv lose her nationalitv; that an alien
raarrving a British subject shall not have his nationality
conferred UDU!l her unless she so desire; and that a
married woman shall be regarded as an individual,
competent to claim and be ad~ittcd to, British nationality in her own right.
L BECAUSE it is a measure of justice.
'J
BECAUSE to posses.'- nationality le; the most fundamental
political right.
3. BECAVSE no woman should be penalised on account of marriage.
4. BECAVSE women should not lose their separate identity on
marriage.
5. BECAUSE the present jaw weakens the conception of allegiance
by.." cas:r grant or denial to women of nationality.
G. BECAUSE women are human beings and should be denied no
h11TI1aIl rigb ts.
~
I. BECACSE the prc.'-cnt law treats WI)f11en as chattels, whose
consent is unnecessary when allocating them citizenship.
S. BECAUSE loss of nationality involves loss of political rights,
including the parliamentary and municipal vote, her
freedom of movement within her own ccuntry, her
country's protection when abroad. and frequently causes
passport and other travcl.ing difficulties.
The British Government has publicly declared itself strongly of
opinion that a woman oucht nut on rn- rr.agc to lose her nationality
or to acquire a new nationality without her consent.
The time
has therefore come when we must urge the Government to pass
the bill without delay.
[P.T.O.
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APPENDIX 10.

Nationality of Married Women Pass the Bill Committee,
letter to The T~e6, 28 Auqus t 1930.
The ImperialDontcrenco

Letters to the Editor
MARBlED ,YOMEN'S
NATIONALITY:
--<~-

POINTS FOR DIPERIAL
CONF'ER·E~CE
TO THE EDITOR OF THE TDIES
S;t',-"\"o have noted with satisfaction
thut the Go v crmncnt throuch its re•
(
0
nrcscntutrve
ut an open session
of the
i "cdificution Confci'cnce
n.t Tile Hague)
Jccicrcd .itself atrongty of.opinion t.hnt a
".ol.n~:;l ought n01~ on ruarriuge to lose her
nutionnlitycor to acquire a new nat ionc.hty without her consent; and that, 23D
members of the House of Commons ha....e
rncmoriulized the Prime :'\Iinister asking
for his assistance in passing into law
before t.h.. end of this vear the Nn tionnlity or: Xfarr-ied \\"0111C;:" Bill embodying
thi., nohcv, which 'in Fcbruurv of this
'vcur ~;wa,,;,~intr()duccd into the ~HOllSC of
Commons uncle' the 10 minutes rule wit.hout ",'cEv isionv and has now been dropped
by reason of the end of t ho 8c:'\5io11.\\'"e
trust that t hc Gover-nment will take uIl
t.ho mecessm-y steps to make it possible
n;;am to introduce -und to p;JSS this
measure without delay.
\Ve desire hC1'0 sneciallv to call attention. to the action v~Lich (tIC' Government
wilt require to take at the forthcoming
Iwpenal Conference. It will be rcmcmbored that at the ILlst Imperial Conference.
in 10::0 munv members expressed the view
that a Briti~h woman sho~uld not lose her
nut ionulity on marriage with un ~..lien.
furt.hcr consideration of the niat.tcr being
postponed till eft er the meetings cif the
Conference 011 the legialat.iv-c powers of
tho rrr;p~:'ri:tl and 'Dominions Purhumont,
and of the Codificurion Conference of t.hc
League of Nutions. Both these bodies
};;'~YC llCJW rcnorted and there is no reason
Jor _dd:ly. 1;Ln loi!,'J\\'in:;; resolution nf t.ho
S'('(~lri.('[ltiilH Conference passed 111 the
torrn of ~\ .'·(·\'(JW:lll'lHintion is ut' importanC'(~

1n t n:" l:onnc.:-:wn.

TIl;-S (\',,;-'-'1'(.'::1.:8 ri'l'Olld:1C);(!:; to th,-~ St:d[';:

~.;'~ '~:,;.h~;~'J~~"ii:},~,IH':: 'lU'-'~,ion witdh(~l' U, n'O\lld
!:,,\\,

,,-, ;1"11

Hti'

ill mal

',:,,;:.1. ',:;

•. -:

c;tt!('l'

tL.e

11:;ll'1i:\::(' pr br
of il'T h'i"\):iCld.
tb.is l"VCOll'l-

!lien.'

'1.n:,- ':]i;lll'>~ ir; LheJl:;.i
The Confz~le:l('(j in

H,cndnf,nn

or

illtll con·
d:Lh"\\'
tu \1,'(';'!" :.L'L in !ll';l;of Hll' "if,· ";,,,llli"ll(;"wii!,(ot:L i,,'r r01W"11l:

L,;:,","
.
b;;'

'\rill-

i.,,;'"

ll<ld.ccnumk

in ruin;! tllat. tlli_'i

~,'f:~~~l'~~:or~i; ~."1:nJC;_~,«(!l .~.~I.~i. 1'~i2j';:ir.:;;~; \" ti; :·~u~; ;l;~ ~:~~
v:trhin..
tin;
:;.
;'1,

c:" ..,,>~!,::')

11.'/'-.:

h:nitl/,'ics \"l'~'y.' r;cc1l"!y lUll'

tL;;'

till)

ic',:iC' lifl I_'C,' .,1'["1"

~.~~.li ;(;;

".

Uc~)

(,[

,"'';'](1 j.; l'nnirI1'i~;r'd

",-o'u.:n is r,;c(~:~lli7.cd ~l.';
ill h",'()\',l1 t'i:::L:.

1,: ',_;;"

LI\·iJ!~

It is

lllli,~:(inl 'CU:l;"~TCJ1('(:

\·.-LI·l~'I·I· j!

lS

ill

<\I,TlJnt-

].:~;':;'~~(/~);;!j-J~'l~C\'~\l ;.,) :,~;~~I!; \~~;_~;

"U!i;i~ ,;,:.::; in
::u;:)[, Li:<::ry :1.'-; nt!H'r
~;~l'.il:':;:; :1,',) ;dk!',\',·r.J
(1 i :1.Jny, uf dcLI'L"
,ji [H'j'

~,';il:"I':1

rCJnln-; tit, ,it

1.,",\'!1

cd iZ{'ll.,;Lip.

of lU::6 8.ISO
foreshadowed the .possible necessity of
departing from its recent poliC'y .of u nifcrrnity on the question of the riut.ionality
of married women. 'when it minuted that.
U any depar-ture from uniforrnit.y in this
matter demanded serious consideration."
.This question of uruforrnity or no uniformity. , v i11 have to be faced by the Conference. We ure of opinion that uniformity
is possible only if it is a uniformity of
recognition of the unarricd woman .as 11
political entity in her own person -. But
'we are not invfavour of the married
'women of this countrv being sacrificed
to 11 uniformity which denies to them this
measure of justice. It is not possible that
the women of this country and of those
Dominions which arc also ·prcpared to inelude married women among those who
enjoy this most-fundumental of all political rights should have their il~tere5ts made
dependent upen t.hc veto of one or
. perhaps two or the Dominions.
In order to :pY0 effect to the declared
policy of the Government. its duty at the
Imperial Conference is clear.
It shouldthere propose that each Dominion should
promote legislation on ~hes~ linc:.s, undertaking to do the some Itself. \\ e believe
that
this it-will have the support of a
number oi the Dominions. If 0.11 are not
prepared to act together in this way then
it will be the dutv of the Government to
make it, clear th.1t, uniformity must give
place to justice, and t hat.vso far us this
country is ccncerned the Government will
promote lcgislut ion on these lines.
~ \Ye have, the honour to be yours IaithIullv.

m
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Speech ; 1930
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{formed by the National Council of Women}
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BILL-_

Bertha

I

IJ'

-",

JV

,~ '

Sir,
I have the honour - to r-o quo s t that tho 1-Ja_
tiona li t~r of lLarri ed Woman Bill be Lnc Lud e d in
't ho m;?as~ros listed in the Kinc;l s Speec h and
laid be J'oa-o Parliw non t' in the c omLng sessio n.

tiny I remin d you that :

;;~i;"",d A""l!~"'u"(t't.I Fur"i,J,;"g Tr~cJ~s

,\,,,,,:i"!ion
:-;"t"",,,1 A"''':'''>lU,t,'<! S"ddy "I Operat;,""
11,"1;" & Sbil' l'~i"\("r, & D('wr~t" ••

1.

~;"li",,"1 '\'"abUlL"U ',lll"i"" "f st.,,!, ,\"i.t",,\,

Ir",<'I",,,,,'u,,-,,

t:

U<;tk,

;;"t"'!L;,1 Union 'If llb,al1Jm'1<" "",-" Orc ~till"'-'
Coj(e \\'(11'j("n; '" J,i",lrttl T'ade'
:-;"thTtal C";",,
Work,",

:';;";'.JJ~al

\;"-L",tL "I

,,f

Cl,.'I,,,

S,,,-i~,i,',,

'"

r"r

Adminis(rat ive

E':IU~1

Cit;te",hip

"

~.

;.;"li",,,d (I"i""",! "["'"d"..,.,

~t"",Ii,,·
('r~"

J""" C"lL",,'ll'-'
"'''1,,-,'',

,,! l"d,,,,,ial 1\'"",,'0--,

On the eve of the Gener al Elect ion you
inform ed a do rru t a t Lo n of v.on.on I S orcnn isutio ns that-y ou aCI'so d that a Britis h
woman Yll~o raer-r-Lo S an alJ en s nou Ld no t
that
aut.orn a t.Lc a.Lj y lose her n a t.Lon e Lj t.j ;
a f'o r-e l gn womnn vwho mar-r-L e s G Bl'itis il
sub j c c t should no t have o1'i t.L 8.1'. n n t i or.o I ity coru or-r od upon her unlos s she applie s
and
to be adm Lttod a 2.1'i t i.s h 8ub.je ct;
that a mnr-rL od wornun e ho u Ld no Lon-;c rbe classe d "''11 th minor s and lunat ics as
but t.ha t
a perso n undo r H dlsab ili ty,
to ap p Ly
tent"
compe
d
emo
e
d
bo
should
81'10
for an d be admit ted to bl'ltis b, n a t LonoLd t y
in her OV.TI' l'ic;ht .

In 1929 a measu re called the 1atio nclity of

L:cLrr ied\'lom on Bill 1;,'0.8 introd uced by C:~)'P
t a i n C a z a l 0 t yd 'thout opj-o e tt.Lon cind bDc]':DG
by mombo r s of »Ll poll t.Lc e L p art.Lo s . 'l'lHl t.

tlwt mo n aur-o embo d Lo d the th1'88 v.i t a I
point s vii t.h 1'>,111c11 you had exp r-e a c o d -rour
a.jr-c omer. t in a form wh.i c h Gavo to v.or-en
oqual rieht s nith mon with respo ct to
t.he j r- oval n a t Lo na Lf t.y •

In 1030 tho a runo i:1CaSU ro v.L t.h alrniLr u'
b",~cki nG ':£[J.3 ncain in traduc ed wi. tl:"o;,tt
OP1)o sitlon.
,,,,,'-','s

I"!"r"-"w'", i L'-;J,;'\C'

ien l'CpJ·o~crlIII Jn~unry 1830 D larco d
:::
;~ut.~un
or
s
nt
woruc
the
of
0
1;,';t1\1
hi
t.1JcOl! r'l-lnl,lt t.ho co-c.n t r y ','/(],8 2'~co:~vC'cl
n
t.Lo
t.n
r.u
de
'I'ho
,
v
ar
b
ro
t.hs liomo Sc c
on tf-o s o
Ul'ZOi) tl::.o acloptl o;1 of lo£:isl :J.'tion
linos .
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R. In r's.r-cn the FOJ'c·!:i f':Yi Sc.c ro tar-v in l"PT11~,r
to a le t.t cr- fr01TI the:: :::Jix ~'()int ,GrouT
de c Lo r e d t.hn t
ru-Lnc Lt-Le

iT1

the Oov o r-r-r-or.L

favour

()f'

this

V:;,3
oo

j

in

Lcv

a

nd

l\nd ins t-r-ue t.cd i t.o d c Lcp;a t03 to the
Codification Conference'to endeavour
to secure i t.s 1,1·Y~,1j 01J t.bc rc ,
6. 'I'hc Conference on the Codifica t j or. of
'In t.c r'nn t j onu L Law at tly:: l lac-r > H'l"
year a d.op te d the follo'\li:ng r-oc onu-r.nd-vt j on ;:\'I'i',II.,1 ,\'""k""".,.,.1 ~t"""l}' "I up""";"t"
d·,,,,,' .'- '~h'i' i' ••i,""'''; .\: I)"l'''''''\'',,;

\ .."",
"'H;.J.".""."",j \'"i.,.,
\"';"l'i""".:JLj.,,, :, Cleri,~

,,1 ~h,,)' .-\"l"~"l'

S't.at.ea

'l'ho Conff~rr':lli:n :'--''_'('(If''InOnCl to i,}'r~
t.hc suu dv of th"] '1\1(~~;tiOII d;8'~,hr;Y'

it wou Ld not bo posslble:1. '1'0 Ln t.r oclu c e into thoir 1u';; tho

".01("",,1 IT"i"" ,,; 1<1.,..!I'a".,.,·,,,,,,, Ore
,'"L,· \I'",.L.,,,,, "
T,.~(k~

"".\I,,,,i

:\ .. ;i"",oI

\,'"i,,,,

"I

1\'"");,-,,

Clerk> ,\

~l;,,,",,

.-\<I''''''''l,.""",

·pl':i.Tlcinlc of 1:110 e quu L'i.t.," (,f'
t,ho 80;':03 I n ma t t.o rs of nat.Lo na La t v , t81{irlrr, TJar·t:l.Clllal'J.:I illt0
cons ir:1nrD t.Lon uh c .i nt.er-c a t.s of
t.he c.h l jdr-cu , a rid

2. Espec:Ls]]y to oec t do t.ha t. in r-rLncj ,
pIA r.ha t. nnt.Loon.J .it.v of Lr~'; ,0;5-f.shalJ h o nco Lor-t.h not h0 a I'f e ct.or
wL'th ov t 11':31' e or.ao n t. ei1:h':?-l' b:r
ttie p-1'H'O f'act. of trI:11'rj,s,r:n or b:'
a nv chnnw,; in ell!'; nat1or:d i\',~y O'

her bu s btmc."
< )~,.

I h)"1 ' " "."

jI

'7. 'ih8 r-e c c n t Aaa cmbLv of brtc 1.0;:1['.'\1(': o f 1:~1
t j o-.« ad o n t.o d cl T'r;[;0J,'\! tinT' .Sll'.:'Tl,~ t t :i1'~:
to 0.1J a t.n t.e s f or' j-ll"ir c o nu i dora t inn
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APPENDIX 13.

NATIONALITY OF lffillRIED WO~, PASS THE BILL COMMITTEE.
(formed by the National Council of Women)

Chairman:
Hon. Sec. :

Chrystal Macmillan.
Isabel Donze

4, Pump Court,
Temple, E.C.4.

24th June 1933.
To Members of the House of Commons.
Dear Sir or Madam,
On TUESDAY, JUlTE 27TH, Sir Jolm Sandeman AlIen will ask leave
under the ten minutes rule to introduce
THE NATIONALITY OF MARRIED WOMEN BILL
which gives a married woman the right to her own nationality and

WE URGE YOU TO BE PRESENT TO VOTE IN ITS SUPPORT.
This measure has the support of the organised women of all partiel
This ComllJittes exists to coordinate that support and recently took 33
representative organisations in deputation to the Home Secretary to
ask the Government to introduce a measure on these lines.
This Bill
or one on similar lines was introduced into the House of Commons in
1922, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, and 1932, while in 1925 the House
adopted unanimously a resolution that a British woman shall not lese
her nationality by the mere act of marriage with an alien, but it
shall be open to her to make a. declaration of aliena.ge and a Select
Committee c one Ld er-ed the question in 1923.
The question has therefore already been well ventilated.

-,

Moreover I as the re s u I t of these years of work, the Government mal
the following declaration of policy at the 1931 Assembly of the League
of Nations in the face of the 48 States there represented, one of the
British Government Delegates stating there on its behalf that "the
British Goverrunent considers that it is right that all disabilities
of married women in matters of nationality should be removed, and
that in
far as nationality is concerned, a married woman should
be in the same position as a man - married or unma.rried - or any
single woman".
It is to this Dolicy that Sir John Sandernan AlIen's
Bill gives effect.
.

so

The Bill now before the House of Lords I on the other hand, does n
deal with this main question, and even if' under it some British women
keep their nationality OD marriage with a foreigner, such keeping is
made contingent on what the law of their husband's country happens to
Other great countries of Cl. civilisation not so different from our
own have had the courage to grant this reform - the United Sta.tes of
America gives full equal nationality rights to the Inarried women,
while France has gone a long way in the same direction.
And. 1 besides
many South American countries which have always recognised the indepen
dent nationality of the married wo.nan , the other countries wh Lch have
done so include China, Hussia, Belgium, Roumania, Jugo-Slavia , TurkeYl
. and the five Scandinavian countries.
We ask that this country
should no longer lag behind.
Women feel strongly that there should be no more delay in acloptin
legislation to give to the marrJeli woman that most fundamental politic
right - that of independent nationality ill her own person.
We arc,
Yours faithfu.lly,
(Signed)
CHRYSTAL MACMILL~f, Cha.irmun.
(Signed)
ISABEL DONZE, Hon. Secretary.

(~,fJ
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NATIONALITY OF J';1ARRIED WO:',IEN P1£.SS Tr.E BILl! CONIMITTEE.
THE BRITISH NATIONALITY AND STATUS.? ALIENS BILL

HAS
T:f13 CC;'.,};iITT:2f

?~SED

~:;':"f!,es

THE HOUSE OF LORDS.

Members

c::~

F'a r-Li.a menb to suprort the motion

~~ ~:c;~:r~~~~,~~g~C~~~:':~;1GL~~~::~l~~: ,:.~~~-."t'~~r£v~;~o;~t3gig: 1

The Ob,::(,ct of the Di~":" is tu seek to give e~':'0;ct to Articl(>:' 8, 9 and
10 of t.ne Hague National:1.ty ccnvcr.t t on with El view to the r.=itification
of that convention.
The Committ68 ODDoses the Bill for the
follovling reasons.
-The Bill, ','.:bile it prevents a British V10mDIl from losing her
on m~r~i~ge with a foreigner when she does not acquire
her hus ba nd t a Dat::'ono.lity, does n)~ .2;';'.,,.,] El Br~ltish ·;:,::·n;:J.n the right to
retain h'.::r l1S.tiODo.lity on m8.rric~~,,; v:ith D. foroi;::;ner "",'hose nationality
sno tners8Y ac~~~.rBs.

natio~~li0Y

The Bill :l.S -_;~lfair betvl-30D OTl'3 worra n and another.
If adopted
a British wo man Y;ll'J cE'2:-ied e.n A.meriCD.l-;~-a-:Russian or an
Ar-ge n t i.n Ler; viill kC8;' her British no. t ions.lity.
One who married a
Swede, a G~rman and Itnlian or u Japanos8 will lose it ond be
treated as an alien.

(n.le EfI_gue Nati.onality Convention accepts the principle that the
nationality of 0. v:CIT;.:::.n 1:10.] be dependant on that of her husband.
An
international Gonv8Ltion should not bolster un dying ideals but
should treat as e s aen t i.a L too independent nationality 01' 'she married

woman.
The Convention :::':kcs it Dossible for the s t.a t.e s it affects to
deprive a lTl2r2.-·icQ V,'O:T':,',ll ""lho has douole DationaI":tcy because she has
bot.n nc r- OViTI 8..L':";' ::.sr husband IS of certain of th'J rights to protection
by her aVID country when she is outside t['~o..t c ount r v ,
Its
rnti.ticstion n ow viould mean toot e ven wne n legislation is adopted to
give the British woman har own nationality on m~rriu~e it would not
secure for her outside this country the same rights ~s are enjoyed.
by other British s ub je c t s ,
The ?,:.ll does nothing to give effect to t~~'J Dolicy declared to
be that of -che 3ri"Clsh GOV01"nnv,;:~:. :"~~.. tno 1931 AssorJbly 01'"' the League
of Natio!1~~ in t':1C: face 0:" 58 Sti:;os namoly
liThe British Gove r-nme nt; cons iders that it is right that 0.11
discbilities of mQrried WOlliCn in matters of n~ticnQlity should
be removed, und that, in so far ~s nationality is concer~ed, n
married WQI:1D.D sr~ould be in the so-me position c s 0. man married or unua r-r-i o d - or any single woraan ;."
The Bill does not meet the wishes (If the women's orgnniso.tions
who support the policy of the indoponient mti"ono.lity of t n e married
woman embod ted in Sir John Sandeman AlIen's Nationality of j,1o.rriod
Women Bill c,·oW before the House of Commons and oppose the Hcgue ...
Convention.

This country should not 12g behind. Thi~: :...o ou La tion of almost
h.i.Lf the wo rId t.o -day 1.1ves un.ie n lo.VIS in which wcrne n enjoy the right
to their own nationality.
Uniformity
This country should ;4;i VG r'. lend to the Domj":"'.ions.
of the nationality laws v:lthin
Empir8 is undesirable when it
sacrifices women.

too

4, Pump

Court~

E.G.4.

October 31st, 1933.

Chai "man.

Hon. Secretary.
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Records of Women's Organisations
British Commonwealth League.
Annual Conference Reports, 1925 - 1937.
presented, resolutions passed.

Include papers

International Congress of Women for Peace.
The Hague, 28 April - 1 May 1915. Report.
International Council of Women.
International Conqress of Women, 1899. (ed. Lady
Aberdeen), 7 vols.
International Council of Women. Reports, 1904 - 5;
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resolutions. Committee on Laws Concerning the Legal Position
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1925 - 8 (incomplete); 1936 - 7.

International Federation of University Women.
Council and Conference Reports, Madrid, 1928; Geneva, 1929;
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on the Nationality of Married Women, 1928 - 32, Chairman,
Chrystal Macmillan.
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International Woman Suffrage Alliance
(From 1926, International Alliance of Women for Suffrage and
Equal Citizenship).
J~5 SUtt~ag~,

1923 - 30;

I~~~onaf Woma~ SUtt~age N~v~,
I~~~onaf Wome~'~ N~~, 1930 - 37.

1914 - 1922;

Statement on the nationality of women for presentation to the
League of Nations, 1935.
National Council of Women of Great Britain
Reports, Council Meetings and Conferences, 1920 - 38.
National Union of Women Teachers.
The

Woma~ Teaeh~,

1921 - 30

(incomplete)

National Union of Women's Suffrage Societies
(From 1920, National Union of Women for SUffrage and Equal
Citizenship).
Commo~ Ca~e at Huma~y, 1914
Commo~ Ca~e,
1920 - 33.

- 20;
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Lead~ a~d

the

St. Joan's Social and Political Alliance
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1918 - 35.

Women's Freedom League.
The Vote, 1914 - 33.

International Law Association
Annual Conference Reports, especially
Buenos Aires, 1922; London 1923; Stockholm, 1924; BUdapest, 1934.

Pamphlets
Dickinson, Sir W.
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Evans, D.
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IWSA, 1920.
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Gahan, H. The N~o~y 06 Wome~. Memorandum for Submission to the
Imperial Conference of 1930, by the Nationality Committee of the
Six Point Group.
Labour Party, Labo~ and ~he N~on. Statement of policy approved
by Labour Party Annual Conference, 1928.
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with supplement, 1932; revised edition, 1938.
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PBC., 1934.
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1913.
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monthly educational broadsheet, 3, 1947.
Mussey, E.5.
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Unless otherwise specified, all documents are held in the Public
Record Office, London.

Home Office
Law Officers' Opinion on Dominion

H045/10122/B13270/1-4
Legislation, 1893.

H045/10160/B24105/1-17 Also includes unnumbered papers, printed
for FO use, 1897. Interdepartmental Committee on Naturalization
Laws.
H045/10176/B28923/1-9
(1874 - 1903).

Laws of 1844 and 1870.

H045/10489/112229/1-50
1903 - 14.

British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act,

H045/l0490/112229/51-102a
Act, 19u3 - 1914.

Effect in Colonies,

Bri ti sh Nationality and Status of AI iens

(select files only)
H045/10729/255193/1-114
Treatment of Enemy Subjects, 1914.

Internment and

(select files only)
H045/10760/269116/1-192
Aliens as POWs, 1914 - 1915.

Detention of Enemy

H045/10762/270402/1-95 Destitute Wives and Children of Alien
Enemies, 1914 - 1918.
H045/10787/298199/1-2 Alleged maltreatment of German Women and
Children in U.K., 1915 - 1916.
H045/10817/317072/1-5
Areas, 1916 - 1918.
H045/10817/317U72/6

Committee on Alien Enemies in Prohibited
Residence of Aliens in Prohibited Areas, 1917.

H045/10839/333491/1-27 Proposed Revocation of Naturalization
Certificates, 1914 - 1917.
Mrs Bell.
H045/10893/359742/2
Briti sh nati onal i ty, 1918.

Declaration of retention of
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H045/12243/323341/3-186 Nationality of British-born Women married
to Aliens, 1917 - 1926,
Note:

all but 18 files have been destroyed.
Canadian Laws and their Effect on
1919 - 32. (Women's nationality,

H045/14523/101340/43-104
Imperial Legislation.
files 45 - 9)

H045/15051/302956/1-5 SPG 1933. re Naturalization of British-born
widows, resident abroad, 1915 - 33.
H045/15053/305349/1-44

BNSA

(NZ)

Bil

I

and Acts

1915 - 1933.

H045/20163/551547/1-9 HO memo on Nationality Matters for OOL
Conference, 1927 - 1930.
H045/20164/551547/1-13

OOL

H045/13946/554106/12a issues.

Conference, Nationality Issues (1929)

Imperial Conference 1930,

Nationality

H045/15681/488289/1-23 Codification of International Law.
Nationality and Naturalization, 1925.
H045/15682/488289/24-87
1926.
H045/15683/488289/116-178
Law, 1927.
H045/15684/488289/181-308
1929.
H045/15685/488289/309-4076
Nationality, 1929 - 30.

Codification of
Codification

Internationa~1

Law.

of International

Codification of International Law
Codification of International Law.

H045/15686/488289/414
Conference for the Codification of
International Law, at The Hague, 1930.
H045/15687/488289/430-486
1931 - 1934.

Codification of International Law,

H045/15127/496343/1-39
(Files 19, 21) Wife's option to retain
British nationality on husband ceasing to be a British subject,
1926 - 33.
H045/15146/523629/97-165
1930 - 31.

Nationality of Married Women,
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H045/15147/523629/166-190
1931 - 32.

Nationality of Married Women,

H045/15148/523629/191-267
1932 - 33.

Nationality of Married Women,

Nationality of Married Women Bil
H045/15366/661710/1-17
British Nationality and Status of Aliens Bill, 1933.
H045/15367/661710/18-43
Bill, 1933.
H045/15944/673014/1-20

I

and

British Nationality and Status of Aliens
Nationality of Married Women, 1933 - 34.

H0213/150
Nationality of Married Women.
Papers for first
meeting of British Commonwealth Prime Ministers, 30 May,
1935.
H0213/120 - 129

BNSA Act,

1914 - 1933, Amendments (1934)

H0213/186 - 190 British Nationality and Status of Aliens Bil I.
Enquiries and Representations, 1942 - 43.

Oominions Office
Dominions, 1930 - 1936.
0035/106/4166/1 - 116

Nationality of Married Women, 1930 - 1932.

0035/106/4166/117 - 139

Nationality of Married Women, 1933.

0035/106/4166/140 - 211

Nationality of Married Women, 1934 - 1935.

0035/111/4187/1-76
1930 - 1936.
0035/112/4187/E
F

British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act,
Irish Nationality,
Union Nationality,

1934 - 35.
1934 - 35.
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Foreign Office
F0372/2638/3820
Law, 1930.

Conference for the Codification of International

F0372/2639/4443 Russell to Henderson, on Women's organisations at
The Hague, 1930.
Dalton to Phillips on results of Conference, 1930.

F0372/2639/5731

F0372/2740/3622, 3683 Deputation of Women M.P.s to Henderson,
15 March 1931.
F0372/2740/6116

Evans interview at FO, 11 May 1931.

F0372/2740/6480

Evans to Henderson, 8 May 1931.

F0372/2741/7731-12212 Nationality (Married Women), 1931.
League of Nations, 1931; correspondence, minutes.
F0372/2742/12327-9939

Correspondence with Geneva, 1931.

F0372/2824/-2653 Nationality (Married Women) 1932.
F0372/2825/2677-11206
F0372/2826/11393-

Nationality (Married Women) 1932.

Nationality (Married Women) 1932.

F0372/2947/-6965 National ity
F0372/2948/7032-

(t~arried

Homen)

1933.

Nationality (Married Women)

1933.

F0372/2969/12677 Nationality

t~1arried

Women)

1933.

N.Z. National Archives
lA 116/6 Nati ona I ity of Narr-i ed Women
Part 11, 1935 - 44.

Part I, 1915 - 33,

PM 106/1/4 Legal Status and Nationality of Married Women.
Part 1,1931 - 38.
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Records of Women's Organisations
Equal Rights International, 1930 - 34. (Geneva)
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Annual Reports, 1930 - 34. Correspondence (Archdale)
FL, 8 Boxes, uncatalogued.
International Woman SUffrage Alliance
(from 1926, International Alliance of Women for Suffrage and
Equa1 Citi zenshi p)
Headquarters Committee, minutes, 1913 - 20.
(Includes special meeting on Nationality of Married Women,
17 April 1917). Manchester Public Library, Archives.
Congress Reports
IWSA 1920 - 26
IAWSEC 1926 - 35
(Includes Committee on Nationality of Married Women)
Committee on the Civil Status of Women, Report 1929 - 34
(rapporteur, ~1acmillan), Istanbul, 12 February 1935.
lAW Headquarters, London.
Liaison Committee of Women's International Or anisations,
Lon on and Geneva .
r'linutes, 1932 (incomplete) FL. ,ERI papers.
Nationality of Married Women Pass the Bill Committee
1930 - 1946. (London)
Minutes 1930 - 35. Thereafter intermittent until 1939.
Correspondence (to 1936, Macmil lan)
Case files
Reports, deputations, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1937, 1945.
Copies of Nationality Acts of Britain and other countries
annotated by Macmillan, 1870 - 1933. Briefing for M.P.s
on women's nationality, 1933.
FL., 3 Boxes, uncatalogued.
Six Point Group
Annual General Meetings, 1930 - 39 (1921 - 29 missing)
Correspondence. General and Executive Committee meetings
1935 - 39 (1921 - 34 missing).
FL., 16 Boxes, uncata 1ogued.
Women's Consultative Committee on Nationality. (Geneva)
Some Correspondence and Information Bulletin from Propaganda
Sub-committee, 1935.
FL. , ERI records.
Women's Guild of Empire
Annual Report 1936. LSE., Women's Archive.
Australia
Bessie Rischbieth papers.

(ANL. MS 2004/5) Canberra

New Zealand
NCW of NZ.Christchurch Branch, minutes 1917 - 1926. James Hight
Library, University of Canterbury, NZ.
III

INTERVIEWS (London~
Dame M. Corbett Ashby, 28 July 1977.
Ms. Lyndal Evans, 10 December 1983.
Mrs H. Hunkins Hallinan, 4 August 1977.
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